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Introduction
This book is simultaneously an account of some of the main cohomological and representation-theoretic ideas, techniques, and results which can
fruitfully be brought to bear upon the study of general exponential sums
over finite fields, and an account of their concrete application to particular
questions concerning the equidistribution propert~es of Kloosterman sums
and Gauss sums. The idea of combining, in a single book 1 both general
theory and concrete application, neither of which could stand alone except
in the utmost aridity, -is certainly not a new one. Ideally, the two parts
reinforce each other, the applications both illustrating and motivating the
general techniques, and bring the reader to a deeper understanding of the
subject: this is, in any case, the author's intention.
Let us now turn to a more technical discussion of the ideas, techniques 1
and results to be applied.
That there is an intimate connection between exponential sums on varieties over finite fields and the theory of zeta and £-functions of such
varieties was first realized by Hasse [Ha] and Hasse-Davenport [H-D] some
half-century ago. This connection was exploited by Weil, who gave [We] as
application of his proof of the "Riemann Hypothesis" for curves over finite
fields the best possible estimates for one-variable sums.
The 1973 proof of the Weil Conjectures for projective smooth varieties of
arbitrary dimension over finite fields by Deligne in [De-6] had proportionally
less impact on the theory of exponential sums in several variables, for some
seemingly technical reasons. An exponential sum naturally occurs on an
affine variety V, and it is cohomologically accounted for by a suitable direct
factor of the compact cohomology of a suitable Artin-Schreier covering W
of V. The variety W will be smooth if V is, but it is affine. If one knew
explicitly how to compactify W to a projective smooth variety W, one
could apply the Weil Conjectures directly to W. The problem is that one
does not know in general how to construct explicitly a projective s1nooth
compactification of W, (nor even if one exists!). Of course if V 1 and hence
W, is a smooth curve, then W has a canonical smooth coinpactification,
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and so this problem does not arise in studying exponential sums in one
variable.

The real advance came with Deligne's second proof, Weil II 1 [De-5], which
gives estimates for the weights of the compact cohomology groups of an arbitrary variety with coefficients in an arbitrary sheaf whose weights are
already known. (From this point of view, Weil I treats the case of a projective smooth variety and the constant sheaf.) The full power of this result,
especially when it is combined with various cohomology techniques (e.g.,
fibering by curves 1 fibering over cruves, Leray spectral sequence, analysis
of vanishing cycles), is far from having been fully exploited.
In many case, problems concerning exponential sums are completely
transformed by this sheaf-theoretic perspective: rather than struggling with
a single exponential sum, one is led naturally to construct an entire family
of sums which includes the original sum, and then to construct a complex
of sheaves on the pararneter variety whose local traces' are the sums in question. In favorable cases, a cohomological analysis will allow one to prove
that the complex of sheaves is but a single sheaf, and that this single sheaf
is both lisse and pure.
When the parameter variety is itself a group, one can perform upon its
sheaves an /-adic analogue of convolution, and this operation, applied to
sheaves whose local traces are exponential sums, will yield new sheaves
whose local traces are again exponential sums. This idea is already implicit
in Deligne's 1974 discussion [De-3] of Kloosterman sums. Another idea of
the same sort, also due originally to Deligne, was developed and exploited by
Brylinski and Laumon, is that of the l-adic Fourier transform of sheaves on
the additive group A 1 , or inore generally on A", This is another important
tool in the construction and analysis of sheaves of exponential sums.
The overall moral is that difficulties about compactifying Artin-Schreier
coverings often become irrelevant if one systematically studies sheaves of
exponential sums on parameter varieties, rather than individual sums one
at a time.
Another advantage of the sheaf-theoretic approach to exponential sums
is the incredible simplification it leads to in the analysis of equidistribution
questions. The traditional approach to equidistribution involves computing
all the moments. Even if one starts with a one-parameter family of onevariable sums, then-th moment will be an n + 1-variable sum, which often
becomes intractable as n grows) due to the above-mentioned difficulties in
compactifying Artin-Schreier varieties of higher and higher dimension.
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However, if one is given any lisse pure l-adic sheaf on a curve over a finite field 1 it results from Weil II that the equidistribution theory of its local
traces is governed in a very simple way by a certain semi-simple algebraic
group over Q 1 , namely the Zariski closure G geom of the image of the geometric 'fundamental group of the curve in the l-adic representation which
"is" the sheaf. Under a mild hypothesis, one shows that after embedding
Q 1 into C and picking a maximal compact subgroup K of the complex Lie
group Ggeom( C) 1 ,the "angles of Frobenius" of the local traces make sense as
points in the space f{q of conjugacy classes off{, and that they are equidistributed in J{O with respect to the measure µo which is the direct image of
normalized Haar measure on f{. This is discussed in detail in Chapter III.
From this point of view, then, there is always an equidistribution theorem
for nice equicharacteristic families of pure exponential sums; the ((only"
problem is to decipher it in whatever particular case interests us by actually
computing Gg=m· (The relation to the method of moments is that the nth moment tells us the multiplicity of the trivial representation in then-th
tensor power of the standard representation of Ggeom resulting from its
definition as a Zariski closure.)
However, in practice it is not always so easy to compute Ggeomi even
when the parameter space is a curve. We often have only meager global
information about the sheaf in question) and so we try first to extract and
then to exploit information about its local monoJiromy around each of the
points at infinity of the parameter curve. One striking way in which pure
lisse sheaves arising from exponential sums differ from the more traditional
pure lisse sheaves arising as "cohomology along the fibres, with constant
coefficients, of a proper smooth morphism" is that the local monodromy of
the former can be quite wildly ramified, and can be so in quite interesting
ways. This possibility can often be exploited to impose some very severe
restrictions on Ggeom· The underlying mechanisms of wild ramification and
the restrictions it can impose are discussed in Chapter L
One way in which the invariants and covariants of local monodromy can
be detected and analyzed is through their interpretation as the difference
between the compactly supported and the ordinary cohomology groups of
the parameter curve with coefficients in the shea:.f under discussion. This
relation, together with a thorough discussion of the basic general facts about
curves and their cohomology, is given in Chapter II, and systematically
exploited in Chapter VII.
Once we have marshalled together as much local and global information
as we can about our sheaf, we can often reduce the problem of determining
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to that of determining its Lie algebra. This is a problem in the
classification theory of pairs (9, p) where g is a semi-simple Lie algebra
and where p is a faithful representation of 9 about which we have limited
information. For examplei in the case of Kloosterman. sheaves, the basic
information is that 9 contains a nilpotent element n such that p(n) has
a one-dimensional kernel. The classification of these ( 9, p) is presented in
Chapter XI, in a manner intended to be accessible to the non-specialist in
Lie theory.
Another question which naturally arises from the sheaf-theoretic point of
view is whether the actual image of 11'feom in the 1-adic representation is as
big as possible, given that its Zariski closure is Ggeom· That it is so for all
l ~ 0 satisfying a suitable congruence condition can sometimes be proven
by an ingeniovs argument of Ofer Gabber (cf. Chapter XII) which reduces
the question to a quite general result of his concerning subgroups of simplyconnected groups which are generated by enough unipotent elements. (A
variant of this last result is due independently to M. Nori [No].)
One of the main themes of this book is the study of the convolution of
suitable lisse sheaves on the multiplicative group Gm : : : : P 1 - {O, oo} over
a finite, or algebraically closed, field of characteristic p > 0 (cf. Chapters 5,
6 1 7, 8). It may seem strange at first sight to devote so much attention to
lisse sheaves on so particular a curve as Gm; it would certainly be so if we
were in characteristic zero.
However 1 if X is any smooth geometrically curv~ over a perfect field k
of characteristic p > 0) then there exists a non-empty Zariski open set U
in X and a finite etale k-morphism U --+ Gm. This analogue of Belyi's
striking theorem [Be] about open sets of curves over Q being finite etale
over P 1 - { 0, 1, oo} is easily proven (take a general function f : X --+ P 1
to reduce to the case when Xis open in P 1 ; shrinking X, we may assume
X = A 1 -r, where r is finite etale additive subgroup of A 1 -this is where
we use characteristic p----the quotient group A 1 /r is again A 1 , via the
explicit projection 7r : t--+ II-y(t - 1) 1 and this same 7r is the required finite
etale map of A 1 -r to Gm)· Its moral is that in characteristic p, whatever
can happen for lisse sheaves on general curves already happens for lisse
sheaves on Gm.
In the same chain of ideas, it is natural to try to classify all lisse sheaves
on Gm with specified local monodromy at both zero and infinity. It turns
out (cf. 8.7) that the Kloosterman sheaves can be specified among all lisse
sheaves on Gm exactly by specifying their local monodromy at both zero
and infinity. This intrinsic characterization suggests that Kloosterman

sheaves are more intrinsic than their construction in terms of exponential sums might suggest. The proof of this characterization relies heavily
upon the l-adic Fourier transform on A 1 as developed by Brylinski and
Laumon., which we discuss at some length (cf. 8.2-8.5).
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After this brief survey of the ideas, techniques, and results to be applied,
we now turn to the actual concrete problems to which they will be applied.

We will begin by explaining the original motivating problem. Given a
prime number p and an integer a which is prime top, the Kloosterman sum
is defined as the complex number
Kl(p, a)=

_I;

exp (

;i

2

(x

+ y))

.

xy=a mod p
x,yEZ/pZ

This sum is real (replace (x, y) by (-x, -y)), and its absolute value is at
most 2..JP, this last estimate due to Weil as a consequence of the '(Riemann
Hypothesis" for curves over finite fields. Therefore, there exists a unique
angle O(p,a) E [0,?r] for which
- Kl(p, a)= 2..fo cos O(p, a).
The problem is to understand how the angles O(p, a) are distributed in
[O) ?r] for a :fixed non-zero integer a, asp varies over all the primes not dividing a. Although there is no compelling conceptual justification, and not
a great deal of ((computer evidence," it is nonetheless tempting to believe
that for fixed a op 0 in Z, the angles {O(p, a)}p are equidistributed in [O, ?r]
with respect to the "Sato-Tate measure" (2/?r) sin 2 B dB. Unfortunately, we
have absolutely no contribution to make to this question.
Our results are concerned rather with the distribution of the angles B(p, a)
for fixed pas a varies over F;. We prove (cf. Chapter 13) that asp I oo,
the p-1 angles {O(p,a)}aEF: "become" equidistributed in [0,?r] for the
Sato-Tate measurei and we give bounds for the error term. In a given
characteristic p > 0) once we pick a prime number l '/= p and an l-adic
place,\ of the field Q((p) = E, there is a natural lisse, rank two E,-sheaf,
"l{l1,1i(2)", on the multiplicative group Gm® F P in characteristic p, whose
local ('traces of Frobenius" are (minus) the Kloosterman sums in question.
The equidistribution property of the angles {O(p, a)} aEF: then results (via
Weil II) from the fact the geometric monodromy group of the rank-two
sheaf Kl~ (2) is a Zariski-dense subgroup of Sl(2), cf. Chapter 11.
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For any integer n
sums
Kl(p,n,a)

Introduction

2: 2, one may consider the more general Kloosterman

~

=

:z:1 ... Xn=tl
x1 , ... ,Xn

exp (2;i(x 1

+ ···+xn))

e >-+ ( e"o

=

of conjugacy classes in K
SU(2) by [O, 7r]). It follows from Weil II that the
conjugacy classes { B(p, n, a)} aEF: have an approximate equidistribution,
with explicit error estimate, for the measure on ]{Q = {conjugacy classes in
K} which is the direct image of Haar measure on K (for K
SU(2), this
measure on Kq ""[O, 1r] is Sato-Tate measure (2/7r) sin 2 8 dB). The problem
is to compute the Zariski closure G geom of the geometric rnonodrorny group
of the lisse E,-sheafKln(ib) on Gm@Fp.
A priori, the group Ggeom "depends" on three parameters (p, n, A). In
fact, it is independent of>., and very nearly independent of pas well.
For n 2 2 even, the sheaf Kl,µ(n) carries an alternating autoduality
respected by 7rfeom, and we prove that, in fact

=

For n

2

for n even, p arbitrary.

3 odd, and p odd, we prove that
Ggeom

= SL(n)

if pn is odd.

=

For n 2 3 odd, and p
2, the sheaf Kl,;(n) carries a symmetric auto-duality respected by 7rfeom, and we prove that
Ggeom

= SO(n)

if p

= 2, n 2 3 odd, n op 7.

For n = 7 and p = 2, a general argument based on classification shows
that either Ggeom
S0(7), or Ggeom
the subgroup G 2 of 50(7), where
G2 c......+ S0(7) is the seven-dimensional irreducible representation of G 2 .

=

dgeom= G2

mod p

=

= Sp(n)

We initially expected to find 50(7) as the answer. To our surprise, we
found instead that
for p= 2, n= 7.

mod p

and their analogues over finite extension fields Fq of Fp; one again constructs a natural lisse rank n E;.,-sheaf "Kl1/i(n )" _on Gm© F P whose "local
traces of Frobenius" are ((-1 )n-l times) the Kloosterman sums in question.
The angle B(p, a) E [O, 7r] which we encountered for n = 2 is now interpreted
as a conjugacy class B(p, n, a) in a compact form K of the Zariski closure
Gg=m of the geometric monodromy group of the sheafKl,;(n) on Gm@Fp
(for n
2 this is the parametrization

Ggeom

7

=

0

Perhaps exceptional Lie groups aren't so exceptional after all.
All of these results on Ggeom are proven in Chapter 11, as consequences of
some general classification theorems (11.6, 11.7) which are of independent
interest.
In Chapter 12 1 we show that for given p and n) the actual .\-adic image of
7rfeom (i.e., rather than the Zariski closure) is "as big as possible," cf. 12.1)
12.2, 12.5.2, and 12.6.2. The ideas and arguments of this chapter are due
entirely to Ofer Gabber.
In Chapter 13, we apply the results of Chapter 11 to the equidistribution
of Kloosterman angles. rfhe results of this chapter make it reasonable to
ask whether for n 2: 2 a fixed integer 1 and a j::. 0 a fixed non-zero integer)
the conjugacy classes {B(p, n 1 a)}p 1 asp runs over odd primes which are
prime to a, are equidistributed for Haar measure in f{Q 1 for J{ a compact
form of Ggeom ( = Sp(n) if n is even, SL(n) if odd). For n = 2, this is the
motivating problem with which we began.
A second problem (cf. Chapter 9) which we consider is the following. Let
F q be a finite field, 1j; a non-trivial C-valued additive character of F q, and
x a generator of_ the group of all C-valued multiplicative characters of F~.
For each integer 1 :::;: a :::;: q - 2 1 the gauss sum

g(i,b, x") =

I:;

i,b(x)x"(x)

xEF:

has absolute value

vq.

Let us temporarily denote by B(a)

B(a) ~r g(i,b, x") E s 1

vq

the corresponding angle, viewed as a point on the unit circle. It is well
known (cf. [Ka-1]) that as q I oo, the q - 2 points B(a) E S 1 "become"
equidistributed in S 1 with respect to usual Haar measure; this equidistribution results from the fact that the Kloosterman sheaves Klip(n) on
Gm @ F P are lisse sheaves of rank n which are pure of weight n - 1. Motivated by an early paper of Davenport [Dav], we ask about the distribution,
for a given integer r ~ 1, of the r-tuples of "successive" angles

(B(a+l),O(a+2), ... ,B(a+r)) E (S 1 )',

g
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as a runs over the interval 0::; a :S: q - 2 - r.
We prove that as q j oo, these q-1- r points in (S 1 )r "become" equidistributed with respect to IIaar measure. The Proof is based on the fact
that monomials in gauss sums (which arise in applying the classical Weyl
criterion) are the multiplicative Fourier transform of ceitain "Kloosterman
sums with multiplicative characters" of the form

We prove that any such sheaf is) up to a twist, a sheaf of Kloosterman type.
In particular, up to a twist, any suc4 ,\-adic sheaf is pure of some weight,
and part of a "compatible system." It would be interesting to compare
this result with the conjectural description of such sheaves, provided by the
Langlands philosophy) in terms of automorphic forms.
We now turn to a discussion of some open problems related to the above
results.
The first is the most vague, but also the most interesting. Is there a
reasonable theory "over Z" of exponential sum~? For example, we found
that for p > 2, the group Ggeom attached ton-variable Kloosterman sums
was a function of n alone (i.e., independent of p # 2 and of JI). This
phenomenon is presumably typical of quite general families of exponential
sums. Can one prove it? Can one "explain" it, even conjecturally?
There are quite a few general problems concerning convolution. What
operation on automorphic representations should correspond it? Given two
lisse sheaves in our convolution category C (tame at zero, totally wild at
infinity) what information about them does one need in order to compute
Ggeom for their convolution? to insure the irreducibility of their convolution? to compute the breaks at infinity of their convolution (cf. 7.6)?
Another question which bears looking into is the following. Are there
1
Kloosterman sheaves whose geometric monodromy group is an "interesting '
finite groUp, i.d.) are there finite monodromy "surprises"analogous to the
p = 2, n = 7 surprise of finding G 2 instead ofS0(7)? It might be interesting
to examine Kloosterman sheaves Kl('l./i; x1, ... , Xn) with "given" X1, ... ) Xn
which only have finite geometric monodromy in exceptional characteristics.
There exists a close analogy between the Kloosterman sheaves
Kl( 1f;; Xi, ... , Xn) on Gm 0 F q and the differential equations on Gm 0 C
given by

8
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1f;(x1

+ · · · + Xn)X1(x1) .. ·Xn(xn),

X1 ... Xn=a

x;EF:

where x1, ... , Xn are multiplicative characters of F~.
For fixed 1/; and x 1 , ... , Xn, there is a natural lisse, rank n E>._-sheaf
Kl(1f;; Xl, ... , Xn) on Gm@F, (here E
Q((p, (,_1), A is a finite place of E
of residue characteristic I# p
char(F,)) whose local traces are (-1)"- 1
times the above Kloosterman sums with multiplicative characters. The
equidistribution result on tuples of gauss sum angles results (by Weil II,
the Lefschetz trace formula, and Parseval's identity) from the fact that
if Kl(1f;; x1, ... , Xn) is geometrically isomorphic to Kl(1f;; x\, ... , x~), then,
after renumbering the xi, we have X~ =Xi for i = 1, ... 1 n.
In fact, we prove that given the sheaf KI('¢; x1, .. , , Xn), we may recover
(X1, ... , Xn) entirely in terms of its local monodromy at zero. In trying to
prove this result, it became natural to view the sheaf Kl('l.{i; x1, ... , Xn) as
then-fold "convolution" of the simpler rank one shea;ves Kl('l./i; Xi)·
The formalism of convolution of Gm took on a interest in its own right
with our realization that over a finite field, the category of lisse ,\-adic
sheaves of Gm 0 F q which are pure, tame at zero, and completely wild
at infinity, is stable under convolution. Moreover, given two such sheaves,
the weight, rank, local monodromy at zero and swan conductor at infinity
of their convolution is easily expressed in terms of the same data for the
convolvees. Ofer Gabber showed us how to drop the hypotheses ''over a
finite field, and pure" from our original weight-theoretic arguments concerning local monodromy at zero. His method is explained in the appendix
to Chapter 7, and the "weight-free" proof we give of 5.2.1(3) is due to him
as well: our original proof of 5.2.1(3) was based on the dimension count
given in 7 .1.6, "read backwards.))

=

=

By combining Gabber's "topological" approach to local monodromy with
the theory of Laumon et al. of Fourier transform on the additive group, we
are able to give a complete description of all lisse >.-adic sheaves on Gm @F q
which are tame at zero and totally wild at infinity with sv.lan conductor one.

where the l'.Yi are rational numbers with denominator dividing q - 1, and 1r
is an arbitrary non-zero constant. In this analogy, the differential equation
corresponding to Kl,p)n) (i.e., all Xi= 1) is the one with all a;= 0:

The arguments developed here to compute Ggeom for Kl,p(n) can also be
used to show that for n 2: 2, the differential galois group of the above
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differential equation(••) is Sp(n) for n even, and SL(n) for n odd (cf. [Ka-

7]).
The ;radic analytic version of the above analogy, begun by Dwork '[DwL
has been developed extensively by Sperber [Sp-1], [Sp-2]. One of Sperber's
most striking results (cf. [Sp-1]) is the determination of the p-adic Newton
polygon of the local characteristic polynomial at each closed point x of
Frobenius Fx on the sheaf Kl~( n) on Gm® F q. He shows that the suitably
nor1nalized p-adic valuations of then eigenvalues ai(x) of each Frobenius
Fx are 0 1 1, 2, ... , n - 1;

u;(x) E (Zp[(p])X,

=

for i
0, ... , n - 1. From the theory of the Newton-Hodge filtration
[Ka-3] of Sperber's F-crystal analogue of Kl~(n), it follows tbat for each
0::; i::; n - 1, there is a continuous character Xi

such that for every closed point x of Gm © F q we have

X;(Fx) = u;(x).
Nearly nothing is known about these p-adic characters Xi and their interrelations, except for the "obvious)) relation XoX1 .. ·Xn-1
1, and, for n
even, the relations XiXn-1-i
1. \i\'hat is the image of Xi? What is the
image of (xo, ... , Xn-1) : 1T1 --+ ((Zp[(p]X)")? What is the Zariski closure
in (Gm)" of the image of (xo, ... , Xn-1)?
It is a pleasure to acknowledge the fundamental influence on this book
of Deligne's work, especially [De-3] and [De-5]. Much of this material was
presented in a course at Orsay in the fall of 1983, and parts were presented
earlier in 1983 in lectures at the Universities of Minnesota and Tokyo, and
at Princeton. My thanks to all of these institutions for their hospitality, and
to the IIIES where this manuscript was written. As will be obvious to the
reader, I benefitted greatly from discussions with T. Ekedahl, 0. Gabber,
and G. Laumon, whose comments, suggestions and questions considerably
clarified a number of the topics treated here. I would also like to thank
J .-P. Serre for his helpful comments concerning G 2 , and Benji Fisher for
his help in proofreading.

=

The overall structure of the book is:
Chapters 1-3: Fundamental Background
Chapter 4: The Basic Example
Chapters 5-8: Detailed Study of Sheaves on Gm

=
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Chapters 9-13: Analysis of Monodromy, and Applications
For the readers' convenience, there is a Leitfaden and a fairly detailed
Table of Contents.
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(2) Ifx > 0, ·then M(x) = 0 for all but the finitely many values ofx for
which

CHAPTER 1
(3) For variable M but fixed x, the construction M

H M(x) is an exact
functor.
(4) ForM,N as above, we have HomP-mod(M(x),N(y)) = 0 ifx I y.

Breaks and Swan Conductors
1.0. The Basic Setting (cf. [Se-1], pp. 80-82). Let I< be the fraction
field of a henselian discrete valuation ring R whose residue field k is perfect
of characteristic p > 0, J{'ep a separable closure of I<, D = Gal(J<"P /I<)
the galois group (D for "decomposition group," which is how this group
occurs in the global theory), I C D the inertia subgroup, and P C I the
p-sylow subgroup of I. The groups P and I are both normal in D, and
they sit in standard short exact sequences

Proof. If P ~ G is any finite discrete quotient of P through which p
factors, define subgroups G(x) CG for x > 0 by
G(x)
and subgroups G(x+) C G for x

G(x+)

= image(I(x))
:0: 0 by

= LJ image(I(y)).
y>x

For each x, define the corresponding "projection onto the invariants,"

1-+ I-+ D-+ Gal(k"P/k)-+ 1

1
7r(x) = #G(x)

1-+P-+I-+ Tiz1(l)-+ i.
l;'p

The quotient I/ P is sometimes also denoted 1ta.me.
The '1upper numbering filtration" on I is a decreasing filtration of I by
closed subgroups J(r), indexed by real numbers r ~ 0. Each J(r) is normal in
D, J(O) is I itself, and I :::i P :::i J(r,) :::i J(r,) for 0 <°r1 <
Furthermore,

r,.

P

= the closure of LJ J(r)

1

7r(x+)

G(y) = G(y - e:)

{l}=n1cri

n

G(x+) = G(x + e:)
for r > 0.

J(x)

G(x)
1.1. Proposition. Let M be a Z[l/p] module on which P operates through
a finite discrete quotient, say by p: P-+ Autz(M). Then:

(1) M has a unique direct-sum decomposition M =

EB M(x)

stable submodules M(x), indexed by real numbers x
M(O) =MP and

=0

11
(M(x))' '

= M(x)

for

X

> 0,

for ally> x.

= #G~

+)
x

I::

g.

gEG(x+)

> 0,
for all sufficiently small e: > 0

for all sufficiently small e:

and

O<x<r

(M(x))J(x)

g

Because the groups G(x) and G(x+) are normal in G, these operators are
all central idempotents in the Z[l/p]-group-ring of G.
For 0::; x < y we have G :::i G(x+) :::i G(y) :::i G(y+)

r>O

J(r) =

I:;
gEG(x)

2: 0,

into Psuch that

= {1}

for x sufficiently large.

One verifies easily that the central idempotents 7r(O+) and
7r(x+)(l- 7r(x)),

for each x > 0,

are orthogonal, that all but finitely many vanish, that they sum to 1, and
that the corresponding decomposition of Mis the unique one satisfying condition (1) of the lemma. Taking G = p(P) shows that (2) holds. Assertions
(3) and ( 4) are clear from the construction by idempotents. I
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1.2. Definition. The decomposition M = ffiM(x) of the lemma is called
the break-decomposition of M. The values of x :::: 0 for which M(x) f 0
are called the breaks of M.
1.3. Lemma. For M and N two Z[l/p] modules on which P acts through
a finite discrete quotient M @N and Homz(M, N) are again such modules
(with action g@ g on M@ N, 1/; >--+ g,pg- 1 on Homz(M, N)}, and their
break-decompositions are related by
1

M(x) 0 N(y) C (M 0 N)(sup(x, y))

if x

f

y,

M(x) 0 N(x) C L(M 0 N)(y),
Homz(M(x), N(y)) C Homz(M, N)(sup(x, y))

if x

f

y<x

Proof. Let G be a finite p-group quotient of P through which the action of
P on both M and N factors. Then the action of P on both M 0 N and
Homz(M, N) also factors through G.
If x < y, then G(y) acts trivially on M(x), but (N(yJjG(Y) = 0. By the
exactness of the functor "G(y)-invariants" on Z[l/p][G(y)]-modules, we see
that
(M(x) 0 N(y))G(y) = M(x) 0 (N(y))G(y) = 0.
The group G(y+) operates trivially on both M(x} and on N(y), so

= M(x) 0

(y),

whence the unique break of M(x) 0 N(y) is sup(x, y) for x f y.
Ifx < y, then G(y+) acts trivially on Homz(M(x),N(y)), whereas G(y)
acts trivially on M(x) but with no non-zero invariants on N(y). We must
show G(y) has no non-zero invariant in Homz(M(x), N(y)). But an invariant is a G(y)-equivariant map 1/;: M(x) _, N(y); so it maps any element
of M(x) = (M(x)JG(y) to (N(y))G(y) = 0. Therefore y is the unique break
of Homz(M(x), N(y)) when x < y.
If x > y, then G(x+) acts trivially on Homz(M(x), N(y)), whereas G(x)
acts trivially on N(y), so a G(x)-invariant in Hom is a G(x)-equivariant
map 1/; : M(x) _, N(y), which necessarily factors through the covariants
(M(x))G(x)- But for any Z[l/p][G(y)] module, the natural map from invariant to covariants
(M(x))G(x)

'--+

As

(M(x))G(x) = 0, we have (Mx))G(x) = 0, so 1/; = 0. Therefore xis the
unique break of Homz(M(x), N(y)) when x > y.
In the x = y case, G(x+) acts trivially on both N(x) and M(x), so on
both M(x) 0 N(x) and on Homz(M(x), N(x)). Therefore both of these
have all breaks :S x. B
1.4. Lemma. If A is a Z[l/p]-algebra, and M a left A-module on which
P acts A-linearly through a finite discrete quotient 1 then in the breakdecomposition

M(x) ~ (M(x))G(x)

z ;:::- 0

y,

CL Homz(M, N)(y).

(M(x) 0 N(y))G(y+)

is an isomorphism 1 the inverse being the averaging operator 7r(x).

M= ElJM(x),

y<x

Homz(M(x), N(x))
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each M(x) is an A-submodule of M.
decomposition of B ©AM is given by
B @AM=

For any A-algebra B, the break-

ElJ B @A M(x).
x

Proof. Applying 1.1( 4) to left multiplication by an element a E A, we see
that each M(x) is an A-module. The second assertion is clear from the
construction of the break-decomposition by means of idempotents. I
1.5. Le1nma. Let A be noetherian local ring of residue characteristic f:. p,
and M a free A-module of finite rank on which P acts A-linearly through
a finite discrete quotient. Then each M(x) is a free A-module of finite
rank, whose rank is called the multiplicity of the break x. (Thus the total
number of breaks of M, counted with multiplicity, is rank(M).) If Mv
denotes the A-linear dual of M (contragredient representation of P ) 1 then
(MV(x) = (M(x))Y; in particular M and Mv have the same breaks and
multiplicities. If A . . . . . ,_ B is a not-necessarily-local homomorphism to a
second noetherian local ring (necessarily ofresiduf:, characteristic =F p) then
M and M ©AB have the same breaks with the same multiplicities.

Proof. For each x ~ 0, M(x) is an A-module direct factor of M by the
preceding corollary. For A noetherian local and M free of finite rank, we
find that M(x) is projective of finite type, so free of finite type. Because
Mv is a submodule ofHomz(M, A), the second assertion follows from (1.3).
The last assertion is obvious from the change of rings formula (1.4)

(M @A B)(x) = M(x) @AB.

I
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1.6. Definition. For M as in 1.5 above, we define its Swan conductor to
be the non-negative real number (it is in fact a rational number, cf. [Ka-5])

x rkA(M(x )) is an integer?. 0. In particular, the Swan conductor Swan(M)
is an integer?. 0, and Swan(M) = 0 if and only if M is tame in the sense
that M =MP.

16

Swan(M) =

2= x rkA(M(x)).
x~O

1.7. Remarks. Clearly we have Swan(M) = 0 ifand only if M = M(O) =
MP is trivial as a representation of P. For any ring homomorphism A-+ B
with B noetherian local, we have

Swan(M) = Swan(M 0A B).

=

The most useful cases of this are B
residue field of A, and, if A is a domain, B =fraction field of A. Notice also that Mand Mv = HomA(M, A)
have the same Swan conductor.
We now consider the situation where the given action of P extends to.an
action of I, or of D.
1.8. Lemma. If Mis a Z[l/p]-module on which I (resp. D) acts, such that
the action of P factors through a finite discrete quotient of P, then in the
break-decomposition M = EBM(x), each M(x) is I-stable (resp. D-stable).

Proof. The groups P and J(x) for x > 0 are all normal in I (resp. D), so
the elements of I (resp. D) commute with all of the idempotents tr(x) and
ir(x+) used to define the break-decomposition. I
Now let A be a complete noetherian local ring with finite residue field F>..
of characteristic l :/= p, and let M be a free A-module of finite rank on which
D (resp. I) acts continuously. Because an open subgroup of finite index in
AutA(M) is pro-I (e.g., the subgroup of elements which induce the identity
on M @AF>.), while P is pro-p, the action of P on M automatically factors
through a finite discrete quotient of P. Thus we may speak of the breakdecomposition of M; it provides a canonical direct sum decomposition as
A[D] (resp. A[I])-module
M

= EBM(x)
x~O

in which each M(x) is a free A-module of finite rank, whose formation
commutes with arbitrary extension of scalars A-+ B.
1.9. Proposition. Let A be a complete noetherian local ring with finite
residue field F, of characteristic l oJ p, and M a free A-module of finite
rank on which I acts continuously. Then for every x 2: 0 1 the product

Proof. In view of the break-decomposition M = EB M(x), it suffices
to prove universally that Swan(M) is an integer. Because Swan(M) .=
Swan(M 0 F,), we are reduced to the case when A is a finite field F, of
characteristic l # p. In this case, M is itself finite, so the representation
of I factors through a finite quotient G of I. In this case, the compatibility ([Se-1], pp. 80-82) between upper and lower numbering shows that
Swan(M) coincides with the integer "b(M)" of ([Se-2], 19.3) ..~
1.10. Remark. Suppose now that E, is a finite extension of Qi, lip,
with integer ring 0>.. and residue field F>,.. Let M be a finite-dimensional
E>,.-vector space on which D (resp. I) operates continuously and E>,.-linearly.
By compactness, there exists an O>,.-lattice Min M, (i.e., a free O>,_-module
M of finite rank with M 0 E, = M) which is D-stable (resp. I-stable).

'"

Therefore Pacts on M, and hence on M, through a finite quotient. The
break-decomposition of M is obtained from that of M by the extension of
scalars 0>.. !'......-+ E>... Therefore the E>.. resp. 0>.., resp. F>..-representations
M 0 E, =M,

o,

M,

M®F"

all have the same breaks with the same multiplicities. In particular,
Swan(M) = Swan(M) = Swan(M 0 F,)
for any O,-form M of M.
1.11. Lemma. Let I be a prime number I i p, E, a finite extension of
Q1 1 0>,. its integer ring, F>.. its residue field. Let M be a non-zero finite dimensional E>.. {resp. F>.}-vector space which is a continuous representation
of I. Suppose that MP= 0 and Swan(M) = 1. Then

(1) The unique break of M is x = 1/ dim(M), and its multiplicity is
dim(M).
(2) As representation of I, M is absolutely irreducible.
(3) If M is a quasi-unipotent representation of I (e.g., if M is the restriction to I of a continuous representation of D 1 and if no finite
extension of the residue field of I< contains all I-power roots of unity)
then the image of I in Aut(M) is finite.
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(4) If M as in (3) above is the restriction

to I of a continuous representation of D, then an open subgroup of D acts by scalars. In
particular, the image of D in Aut(M) is finite if and only if det(M)
is a character of finite order of D.

Breaks and Swan Conductors

I(N) is the kernel of the projection of I onto the JlN quotient of f1r;<p Z1(l).
If we thi:rik of I as being the absolute galois group of the maximal unramified
extension J{nr of J{ inside J{ 5 ep, then I(N) corresponds to the JIN-extension
of Knr obtained by adjoinin~ the N -th root of any uniformizing parameter
7r

Proof. We have Swan(M) = L x dimM(x) = 1 and M(O) = 0. Since each
term x dimM(x) with x > 0 is a non-negative integer, there is exactly one
such term which is non-zero, say xo dimM(xo) = 1. Because M(O) = 0
by hypothesis, the decomposition of M as EB M(x) shows M = M{xo),
whence dimM(xo) = dimM, xo = 1/ dimM. If M' C M is a non-zero
I-sub-representation, then M'(x) C M(x) for every x 2: 0, so the only
possible break of M' is 1/ dimM, whence Swan(M') = dimM' / dimM;
as Swan(M 1) is an integer, we must have M = M'. As this argument is
equally valid after extending scalars to any finite extension of EA (resp. F>..),
we get the absolute irreducibility. For (3) and ( 4), only the E, case is not
obvious. For (3), the condition on the residue field guarantees that the local
monodromy theorem applies: there exists an open subgroup of I on which
the representation is unipotent. The associated nilpotent endomorphism
N is I-equivariant (cf. 7.0.5), hence a nilpotent scalar (I acts absolutely
irreducibly), hence zero, whence the representation is trivial on an open

subgroup of I. For ( 4), every element of D normalizes the finite (by (3))
image of I in Aut(M). Therefore an open subgroup of D commutes with
the image of I. By the absolute irreducibility of I, this open subgroup of
D acts by scalars in Aut(M). R
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of ]{nr.

The wild inertia subgroup P of I is also the p-Sylow subgroup of I(N),
but the upper numbering filtration on it changes; if we think of I(N) as
the absolute galois group of K"'(7r 1/N), its upper numbering filtration is
related to that of I by the simple change of scale

I(N)(x) = I(x/N) for all x 2: 0.
From this it follows that if E>. is a finite extension of Q1, l i= p, with
residue field F>.., then we have the following behavior of breaks and multiplicities under the operations of restriction and induction of E, (resp. F,)representations.
1.13.1. If M is a finite-dimensional continuous E, (resp. F,.)-representation of I with breaks Xi of multiplicity ni, then its restriction to I(N),
which we denote by [N]'(M), has breaks Nx; with the same multiplicity
n;; more precisely, we have ([N]'(M))(x) = M(x/N) for each x 2 0, and
consequently
Swan([N]'(M)) = NSwan(M).

1.13.2. If Mis induced from a finite dimensional E, (resp. F,)-representation V of I(N), written Mc= [N],(V), we have

1.12. Lemma. Let E, be a finite extension of Qr, l i= p, with residue field
F>.,. Let M ,be a non-zero finite dimensional E>.. (resp. F>.}-vector space on
which I acts continuously and irreducibly. Then the unique break of M is
x = Swan(M)/ dim(M), and its multiplicity is dim(M).

(for I running over a set of coset representatives of I/I(N)), whence

Proof. This is obvious from the fact that in the break-decomposition M =
each M(x) is an I-submodule; by irreducibility M must be a
single M(x). I

Thus if V has breaks x; of multiplicity n;, its induction [N],(V) has breaks
xi/ N of multiplicity N ni 1 and consequently

EB M(x),

[N]'(M) = EJj1V

M(x/N) = ([N]'(M))(x) = EJj1(V(x)) = EJj(1V)(x).

Swan([N],(V))
1.13. Before continuing, we must recall that for every integer N;:::: 1 prime
top, the inertia group I has a unique open subgroup I(N) of index N. In
terms of the short exact sequence

= Swan(V).

1.14. Propositio11. Let E>. be a finite extension ofQ1 1 l ef:. p 1 with residue
field F>.. Let M be a non-zero finite dimensional E>. {resp. F>..)-vector space
on which I acts continuously. Suppose that

1-+ P-+ I-+ ITz1(l)-+ 1,
l;tp

Swan(M) =a,

dim(M) = n,

(a, n) = 1,
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and that the unique break of M is a/n with multiplicity n. Then:

(1) Mis absolutely irreducible.
(2) Write n = nopv with no prime top. Then over a finite extension of

(3)

E>.. (resp. F>..}, M is induced from a pv-dimensional representation
V of I(n 0 ), and the restriction of V to P is absolutely irreducible.
As I(no)-representation, all breaks ofV are a/p".
Over a finite extension of E,. (resp. F>,), the restriction of M to
P is the direct sum of no pairwise-inequivalent absolutely irreducible
pv -dimensional representations of P 1 whose isomorphism classes are
fixed by I(no) and cyclically permuted by I/I(no).

Proof. If M' is a non-zero sub-representation of M, then its unique break
is a/n. Therefore Swan(M') = dim(M')(a/n). Because Swan(M') is an
integer, but (a, n) = 1, we find that n divides dim(M'). As n = dim(M), we
infer that dim(M') = dim(M), whence M' = M. Repeating the argument
over a finite extension field 1 we see that Mis absolutely irreducible.
To prove (2) and (3), we argue as follows. Because Pacts on M through
a finite p-group quotient G, Mis P-semisimple. Extending scalars, we may
and will assume that every irreducible representation of P which factors
through G is absolutely irreducible. Let M = Efla Ma be the P-isotypical
decomposition of M. Because P is normal in I, I permutes the non-zero
Ma; because I operates irreducibly it permutes them transitively. The
stabilizer .of one of these blocks is open in I, and it contains P. Therefore
it has some index N prime top, so is equal to I(N) l:iy unicity. By unicity
I(N) is normal in I, so I(N) is the stabilizer of each non-zero P-isotypical
block Ma. If we pick one of them, say Ma 0 , we have an I(N)-direct sum
decomposition

M = ffi-rMa

21

?-representation. Therefore its dimension is a power of p : dim V = pv for
some v ~ 0. Thus it suffers to show that in fact V = M.
For this we argue as follows. Because M is P-isotypical, every transform
rV of 1/ by an element r E I is isomorphic to V as a P-representation. If
we denote by
p : P -+ Aut(V)
the action of P on V, this means that for any -y E I, the representation
p> : P -+ Aut(V) defined by

p 3 g >-+ p(-yg-y-1 ),
is equivalent to p. We will show that p may be extended to a continuous
representation of I on V, from which it follows that Swan(V) is an integer.
Granting this for a 1nom~nt, we notice that as Vis a ?-submodule of M,
its unique break is a/n, with multiplicity dim(V). Therefore Swan(V) is
given by
Swan(V) = dim(V)(a/n).

=

=

As Swan(V) is an integer, but (a, n)
1, we have dim V
0 mod n, whence
n
dim V) whence V
M, as required.
It remains to show that p extends to I. For this, we choose an element
-y E I which maps onto a topological generator of Tii;tp Z1(l) in the short
exact sequence
1 _, P _,I_,
z,(1) _, 1.

=

=

TI
l;tp

Taking a cluster point in I of the sequence of {rP"}n;;::o, we may further
suppose')' has its pro-finite order prime top. Then 'Y defines an isomorphism
P ~

Znot p

~I.

0

over a set of representatives -y of I/I(N). This means that Mis induced
from the representation Ma 0 of I(N). Because M as I-representation has
unique break a/n, it follows that Ma, as I(N)-representation has unique
break Na/n = a(N/n), with multiplicity n/N, and it has Swan= a. In
particular, n/N is an integer 1 and it is prime to a (because (a; n) = 1 by
hypothesis). Thus we may replace I by I(N) and M by M,,, and begin all
over again with the additional hypothesis
M is isotypical as a representation of P.

Let V be a non-zero ?-irreducible subspace of M. By our preliminary
extension of scalars, we have insured that V is absolutely irreducible as a

Let V be an O,.-form of the ?-module V (in the case of E,.). Recall that
because Pacts irreducibly on V through a finite p-group, the F,[P]-module
V ® F;, is irreducible.
Now consider the representations p and p'Y of Pon V (resp. on V). They
are isomorphic over E;, (resp. F;,), so we can certainly write down an E;,
(resp. F,)-equivalence A between them, which by suitable scaling may be
assumed in the E;,-case to map V to V and to induce a non-zero map of
V 0 F,. to itself. Because V 0 F>, (resp. V) is P-irreducible, the non-zero
map A 0 F>, (resp. A) must be an isomorphism. Therefore we may choose
an isomorphism A between p and p> on V (resp. on V):
p(-yg-y- 1 )

= Ap(g)A- 1 for all g E P,
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with A E Auto, (V) (resp. Autp, (V)). Replacing A by a p"-th power of
Ai and/ by the same pn-th power of l'i we may further assume that A has
pro-finite order prime to p 1 and that 'Y still defines an isomorphism

1.16. Corollary. Hypotheses and notations being as in Proposition 1.14,
le·l x : I --+ E~ (resp. F~) be a continuous character of order dividing no
(recall no =the "prime-to-p part" of dim(M)). Then M is isomorphic to

p ~ Znot

p

M@

.::::+I.

Now we .can write down an exp~icit continuous extension
by definmg, for g E P and n E Znot P,

jj(g-y")

= p(g)A".

p of p on all of I,

I

1.14.1. Remark. In 1.14, the hypothesis on the breaks serves only to guarantee that Mis absolutely irreducible:

1.14.2. Variant. Let E" be a finite extension ofQ 1, l # p, with residue field
F>... Let M be a non-zero finite dimensional E>, (resp. F;,)-vector space
on which I acts continuously and absolutely irreducibly. Write dim(M) =
nopv 1 with no prime top. Then over a finite extension of E>. {resp. F>..) 1
lvl is induced from a pv-dimensional representation V of I(no), and the
restriction of V to P is absolutely irreducible.
Furthermore, the restriction of M to P is the direct sum of no pairwise inequivalent absolutely irreducible pv-dimensional representations of
P, whose isomorphism classes are fixed by I(no) and cyclically permuted by

I/I(no).
Proof. Exactly as in the proof of 1.14, we reduce easily to the case when
M is isotypical as a P-representation. If V is ati absolutely irreducible
P-submodule of M) the argument of 1.14 shows that V _extends to a representation V1 of I. If MIP :e nV, then Homp(Vi,M) is an n-dimensional
representation of I/ P. Extending scalars if necessary, this representation of
I/ P contains a one-dimensional character) say x- 1 , of I/ P, simply because
I/ P is abelian. Therefore we have
Hom1(Vi, M 0 x)

f

0.

Because both V1 and M ® x are I-irreducible, this non-zero I-morphism
must be an isomorphism of V1 with M ® X· Restricting to P, we obtain
V :e MjP, as required. I

1.15. Corollary. Hypotheses as in 1.14 above, if dim(M) is a power of p,
then M is absolutely irreducible as a P-representation.

=

Proof. We have no
1, whence over an extension field M
irreducible as P-representation. II

= V is absolutely

x

as E>.[I] (resp, F.1[I])-module.

Proof. Both M and M 0 x are E,[J] (resp. F>.[I])-modules, so it suffices
to show they become isomorphic after a finite field extension ([C-R], 29.7).
But after such an extension of fields, M is induced from the subgroup
I(n 0 ) C Ker(x), so the result follows from the "projection formula"
[no],(V) 0 X :e [no],(V 0 [no]'(x)).

~

1.17. Corollary. Hypotheses and notations as in 1.14 above, suppose further that the given representation M of I is the restriction to I of a continuous action of D on M, and that the residue field k of]{ contains all
the n 0 -th roots of unity. Let D(no) C D be the normal open subgroup
of index no corresponding to the cyclic (µ,..,) extension of]{ obtained by
adjoining the no-·th root of any uniformizing parameter of J{. Then over
a finite extension of E>.. (resp. F>..), M as representation of D is induced
from a pv-dimensional representation V of D(n 0 ), whose restriction to P
is absolutely irreducible.

Proof. We have already seen that over a finite extension of E.1 (resp. F>.),
the P-isotypical decomposition of M is M = Ee:~ 1 Va where V1, ... , Vn 0
are pairwi~e inequivalent absolutely irreducible pv-dimensional representations of P. The action of Don M permutes the Va transitively (I already
did so), so the stabilizer in D of any given Va is an open subgroup Da of
D of index no. We must show that Da = D(n 0 ).
We have already seen that the stabilizer of Va in I is the subgroup !(no),
whence we have D 0 n I = I(no). This means that if we denote by Ka
the fixed field of Da inside J{sep, then I<a is linearly disjoint from J{nr 1
the maximal unramified extension of]{ in J{ s ep. This means that J{ a is a
fully ramified extension of J{ of degree n 0 . Because the residue field k off{
contains no distinct no-th roots of unity, the unique such extension of]{ is
K(ir 1 1" 0 ) for ir any uniformizing parameter of K. Therefore D 0 = D(n 0 ).
As D(no) is normal in D, each Va is D(no)-stable and Mis induced from
any Va. E

1.18. Detailed Analysis when Swan= 1
Throughout this section, we fix a prime number l
extension E>.. of Qr with residue field FA·

#

_p, and a finite
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Breaks and Swan Conductors

We sup~ose given a finite-dimensional E;., (resp. F>..)-vector space M,
together with a continuous linear representation p: I---> AutE, (M) (resp.
P: I---> Autp, (M)). We assume that dimM 2: 2, MP= O and Swan(M) =
1, and we write dim(M) = n = n 0 pv with no prime top.
We denote by G the Zariski closure of the subgroup p(I) in Aut(M),
which we view as a linear algebraic group over E>., (resp. F>..), given with
a faithful representation on M. (Recall (1.11) that if pis quasi-unipotent,
then p(I) is finite, so in this case G is just the finite group p(I), viewed as
an algebraic group. For example) this is automatic over F;.,.)

I(N). All of its breaks are N /n, and by construction p(I(N)) = p(P) is a

1.19. Lem1na. Hypotheses and notations as in 1.18 above} we have

(1) The given representation of G on M is absolutely irreducible; zn
particular1 as dimM 2-_ 2 1 G is not abelian.

(2) Over an finite extension of E, (resp. ofF,), any linear representa-

finite p-group. We must show that N 2 ni i.e. 1 that the unique break of
p restricted to I(N) is 2: 1. This is a special case of the following lemma,
applied to I= I(N) and to V = M viewed as J(N)-representation. ~
1.20. Lemma. Let V be a finite-dimensional vector space over a field of
characteristic # p, on which I acts linearly 1 and such that the action of I
factors through a finite discrete p-group quotient of I. Then every non-zero
break ofV is 2: 1.

Proof. By the break-decomposition V = EB V(x), we may reduce to the
case when V has a single break, say x 0 • We may suppose x 0 > 0, otherwise
there is nothing to prove. Let G be a finite p-group quotient of I through
which the action factors, and let .

tion of G of dimension < n = dimM is abeli'an. 'In particular, G has

G = Ga ::> Gi ::> G2 ::> · · ·

no faithful representations of dimension < n, and every absolutely
irreducible representation of G of dimension < n is of dimension
one.

be the lower-numbering filtration. In terms of lower numbering the Swan
conductor is given by

(3) Any linear representation of G of dimension
finite subgroup

<

n is trivial on the

p(P).

L ##~; dim(V/VG').
i2'.: 1

(4) If p(I) is finite, then the index of p(P) in p(I) is prime to p and
2: n, and the quotient p(I)/ p(P) is cyclic.
Proof. Assertion (1) holds because the subgroup p(I) ~f the rational points
of G already acts absolutely irreducibly on M (cf. 1.11.(2)). For (2), let
1/! G ~ GL(V) be a linear representation of G of dimension < n and
consider the composite
'
p

Swan(V) =

~

I~ p(I) CG-+ GL(V).

B~cause P h~s all breaks 1/n, i.e. is trivial on J(:c) for x > l/n, we see that
this composite is also trivial on J(:v) for x > l/n, so all the breaks of 1/;o pare
:S l/n. But dim(V) < n, so Swan(V) < 1, whence Swan(V) = O. Therefore
1/! a pis trivial on P, thus proving assertion (3); I acts on V through its
abelian quotient 1tame. So for any"• (3 EI, we have [1/;(p(")), V;(p((J))] = o
m End(V). Fixing (3, we see by Zariski density that [V;(g), 1/;(p((J))]
Q for
all g E G. Now fixing g E G, we see by Zariski density that [1/!(g), V;(g')] = o
for all g) g 1 E G, whence 1/; is abelian.

=

For (4), the quotient p(I)/ p(P) is a finite quotient of 1tame so must be
cyclic of some order N :::: 1 prime to p. Consider the restri;tion of p to

°

In our situation, G is a p-group 1 so Go= G1, but all breaks of V are> 0,
so VG 1 = 0, ·whence the term i = 1 of the formula gives the inequality
Swan(V) 2: dim V. Because v has a single break, xo, we have Swan(V)
Xo dim(V), whence xo 2 1) as asserted. I

=
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2.0.3. For x E C - U, we may speak of the break-decomposition of :Fry as
P:v--representation. The breaks which occur in it are called "the breaks of
Fat x." We say that Fis tame at x if Pz acts trivially on Fr;, i.e., if 0 is
the only break of :Fat x. We say that :Fis totally wild at x if (:Fry)Px = O,

CHAPTER 2

i.e. 1 if 0 is not a break of :Fat x.

Curves and Their Cohomology
2.0. Generalities. Let k be a perfect field, C / k a proper smooth geometrically connected curve over k, f{ = k(C) the function field of C. For each
closed point x of C, denote by I<{x) the fraction field of the henselization of
the discrete. valuation ring in]{ which '(is" x. Choose a separable closure
I<{:\ of I<{x), and a I<-linear field embedding J{"P '--> I<{::.'J· The local
galo1s group
Dx

Let U C C be a non-empty open set. If we view the chosen
geometric generic point fJ of U, we have a natural identifi:cation

f{sep

-

--+

H;(U 0 k'eP, :F)

Ho (U 0 k"P' :F)
2.0.5

= (:Fry )'f""m

H~(U@k"P,:F)=O

ifU~C

and

7r1(U, i!) =the quotient of Gal(J{"P /I<) by the smallest closed
norn1al subgroup containing Ix for all x EU.

lisse sheaves of )
finitely
( generated
A-modules on U

and

are finitely generated A-modules on which Gal(k'ep / k) acts continuously,
and both vanish for i f 0, 1 1 2. In terms of the action of ?Treom
?Ti(U 0 ksep, ry) on :Fry i we have 1 for :F lisse on U:

as a

Fix a prirne number l f:. char(k), and denote by A an H[-adic coefficient
ring," i.e., A is either a finite extension E>.. of Q 1, or a complete noetherian
local ring with finite residue field F, of characteristic/. For :Fa lisse sheaf
of finitely generated A-modules on U, its fibre :Fry is a continuous representation of 7r1(Ury) on a finitely generated A~module, and the construction
:F H :Fry defines an exact A-linear equivalence of abelian categories

2.0.2

H~(U 0 k"P, :F)

"b" Gal(I<{:)/I<{xJ)

is naturally identified to the decomposition subgroup of Gal(I<'ep /I<) at
the place x of J{'ep defined by the chosen embedding of J{"P into J{"P
.
· su b group Ix C Dx is itself
·
. ·1ar 1y) th e inertia
Sinn
the inertia subgroup{xJ·
of
Gal(Ksep/J{ ksep)) ksep the separable closure of kin J{ 5 eP 1 for the same
place X of f{sep.

2.0.1

2.0.4. In view of the exactness properties of the break-decomposition
(cf. 1.1), each of ~he conditions ('tame at x,1' ('totally wild at x" defines
a full sub-category, stable by sub-object, quotient, and extension, of the
abelian category of all lisse sheaves of finitely generated A-modules on U.
For :F1 and :F2 tame at x, and g totally wild at x, the tensor product
:F1 @A :F2 is tame at x, while :F1 @A 9 is totally wild at x.
For A an l-adic coefficient ring, and :F a lisse sheaf of finitely generated
A-modules on U, the compact and ordinary cohomology groups

l

(finitely generated
A-modules given with a
continuous A-linear action
of ir1(U, ij)

·

For a closed point x E C, the decomposition group Dx C Gal(J{"P /I<)
maps to ?T1(U, fl), so acts on :Fry. In particular, the inertia groups Ix at all
points ofC-U act on :Fry (the Ix for x EU operate trivially by hypothesis).

H 2 (Ue>k"P,:F) =0
2.0.6

H;(U 0 k"P, :F)

ifU ~ C

= (:Fry),rm(-1).

(Of course if U = C then H~ = H;.) For U ~ C, there is a natural
transformation H~ -+ Hi, which sits in a Gal( ksep / k )-equivariant exact
sequence (the long cohomology sequence on C 0 ksep attached to the cone,
for j : U '-+ C the inclusion, of j,:F-+ Rj,:F)
0-+ H 0 (U 0 k'eP, :F)-+
xEC-U
closed point

2.0.7

XEx(k•~P)

-+ H;(U 0 k'eP, :F)-+ H 1 (U 0 k"P, :F)-+
-+

EB (EB
xEC-U
closed point

XEx(k•~P)

(:Fry)1,(-l))-+H;(U@k'eP,:F)-+O
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2.1. Cohomology of Wild Sheaves

2.1.1. Lemma. For A as above, and x a chosen closed point ofC-U, denote
by A the abelian category of lisse sheaves of finitely generated A-modules
on U which are totally wild at x.

= =

0

(1) H (U 0 k'eP, F)
0 H;(u ® k'eP, F) for any FE A.
(2) The functors F >--> Hl(U 0 k'eP, F) and F >--> H 1 (U 0 k"P, F) are
exact functors from A to the category of finitely generated A-modules
on which Gal(k'eP/k) acts continuously.

(3) Both of the functors in (2) above carry A-fiat F's in A to free Amodules of finite rank. Their formation is compatible u1ith extensions

of scalars A---+ A' of l-adic coefficient rings,
0

Proof. (1) We have H = 0 because :Fr; has no non-zero Px-invariants, so
even fewer 7r1(U 0ksep,17)-invariants. Because :Fr; is sernisimple as a Px-

module, it has no non-zero Px-coinvariants either 1 ·so even fewer (this time a

=

quotient) coinvariantsunderrr1(U@k"P,ij). ThereforeH;
0. (2) By(l),
1
the JI1 and H are the only non-vanishing cohomology groups for :FE A, so
each is exact. (3) If N is any finitely generated A-module, take a resolution
[(. _, N by free finitely generated A-modules. For F E A, F 0A K. is a
complex in A, and by exactness either of our functors-generically denoted
1
"H "-carries its homology objects to those of the complex H 1 (F@A K.)
H 1 (F) ®A f{.; concretely) we have

=

· : U <......+ c - D 2 and J. 2 ·. U '-+ C - D 1 the corresponding partial comby )1
l'
pac t i'fi ca t.zons of U - C - D1 - D2 · Then for A as above, and :F any isse
sheaf of finitely generated A-modules on U, we have

= 0 for i oft 1.
.
(2) The H' is an exact functor to finitely generated A-modules with a
continuous action of Gal(k"P /k).
.
(3) This functor carries A-fiat F's to free A-mod.ules of finite typ~. Its
(1) H'((C - D 2 ) 0 k'eP, (j1)!:F)

formation commutes with extension of coefficient rings A -+ A ·

Proof. (1) We have HD = o because Fis lisse on U and then extended
(2)
b y 0 , and we h a ve H' = o because (C - D) ® k"P is an affine. curve.
.
JJl ·
By exactness of (j1) ! and the cohomology sequence, the rema1n1n~
~s
c
'able
F·
't
i's
a
finitely
generated
A-module
because
(J1)!F
is
1
t
exac 1or var1
,
,
,
( )
a constructible sheaf of A-modules. Just as in the preceding lemmai 3
results formally from (1) and (2). I

2.2.2. Remark. If Fis totally wild at every point of D1, then (j1),F is
isomorphic to R(j,),(F), and so

H 1 ((C- D 2 ) 0 k'ep, (j1),F).::, H 1 (U 0 k"P, F).
So taking

"Di = x" i we recover 2.1.1 as a special case of 2.2.1.

2.2. 3 . Remark . C onsider the diagram of inclusions

= Torf(H 1(F), N) . .
then so is H 1 (F). Taking i = 0,

1

H (Torf(F, N))

7

Therefore if F is A-flat,
we see that for
any :FE A, and any finitely generated A-module N, we have

;,"'

1

--+

A', the desired formula

1

H (F) ®A A'.'.:'., H 1 (F@A A')
results from the above by writing A' as the A-module direct limit of its
finitely generated A~submodules. m

C-D,

~C.

U"'

H (:F) ®AN.'.:'., H 1 (F0A N).

Given an extension of scalars A

29

/,

C-D1

For Fon U, we have
(Rk 2 ),(j1)>(F)

°"' (k1}(Rj,),(F),

simply because the closed subschemes D 1 and D2 are disjoint. Thus we
may also write describe our exotic cohomology as
H'((C - D 2 ) 0 k"P, (j,}F) = H;((C - D1) 0 k"P, (Rj,),F).

2.2. Canonical Calculation of Cohomology

2.2.1. Lemma. Suppose that ( C - U)'ed = D1 LJ D2 is a decomposition of
C - U into "two disjoint non-empty finite etale k-schemes {such decompositions exist precisely when C - U contains 2. 2 closed points of C ). Denote

2.2.4. Now ]et us consider the following situation: U. ~ C, D C U ish:
closed non-empty subscheme, finite etale over k, and J . U - D '--+ U IS t
inclusion. For F lisse on U, we have a tautological exact sequence
0 _, j,(j' F) _, F _, FID _, 0,

30
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whence a long exact cohomology sequence

because H'{;(U0k'"P, Rj,(j' F)) = 0 by 2.2.1 (1) and 2.2.3. Indeed in terms
of the diagram of inclusions

0

0--+ H (U 0 k"P, F)--+ H 0 (D 0 k"P, FfD) _!_.,

vu~,

' H (U 0•ep, j,j' F) --+ H 1 (U 0 k'eP, F) --+ O.
--+
1

,

U-D

This means that we may calculate the cohomology groups H'(U 0 k"P F)
as the cohoniology of the two-term complex
'
0

•(F) : H (D 0 k'eP, FfD) _!_., H 1 (U 0 k'eP, j,j' F).

H

•(F) is an exact functor from

the category of lisse sheaves of finitely generated A-modules on U to
th.e category of two-term complexes of finitely generated A-modules
with a continuous action ofGal(k'eP/k).

(2) If F is A-fiat, then •(F) is a two-term complex of fCee finitely generated A-modules.

(3) The formation of •(F) commutes with extension coefficient
A_, A'.

rings

Proof. Because D 0 ksep is just a finite set of Spec(ksep)'si the term

H (D0 k'eP, FfD)

Di,

=

2.2.6. We now consider how to "calculate" cohomology with compact supports. For A as above, and :F a lisse sheaf of finitely generated A-modules
on U, the complex Rj,(j' F) has
0

R j,(j' F) "'°' F
1
R j,(j' F) "'°' F(-l)[D
R'j,(j' F) = 0 for i 2 2,
•o we have a short exact sequence on U

0--+ F--+ Rj,j' F--+ (F(-l)[D)[-1]--+ O.
rhe long. exact cohornology sequence with compact supports reads

0--+ H':;(U 0 k"P, F)--+ H':;(U 0 k"P, Rj,(j' F))--+
-+

k'eP, Rj,(j' F)) <[n H'(C 0 k"P, (k 2 ),Rj,(j' F))
= H'(C 0 k'eP, (Rk 1 ),(j,),(j' F))
= H'(C - D, (j,),(j' F)).

Therefore the two-term complex 1 placed in degrees 1 and

2~

*,(F) : H':; (U 0 k'ep, Rj,(j' F)) --+ H 0 (D 0 k"P, F[D)(-1 ),
calculates the H;(u 0 k'eP, F). The Key Lemma 2.2.5 is valid for the
construction F >-+ •,(F), with the same proof.

2.2.7. Lemma. Hypotheses as above, suppose that :F is A-flat, and that
rank1 and for any extension of scalars A

certainly has the asserted exactness properties for variable :F. That th
term H'(U 0 k•ep, j,(j• F)) does also is the special case (U,
D,) (U ~
D, D, C - U) of the previous lemma. g

0

J!;(U 0

H;(U 0 k"P, F) = 0, Then H':;(U 0 k"P, F) is a free A-module of finite

0

--+ H (D 0 k'eP, FfD)(-1)

~ C-D ~

C

we have

2.2.5. Key Lemma.

(!) For A as above, the construction F

31

H'/_(U 0 k'eP, F)--+ O,

--+

A' of l-adic coefficient rings 1

H;(U 0 k'eP, F) 0A A 1 :::_, H;(U@'eP, F@A A').
Proof. Because H; = 0 1 *c(:F) is a two-term complex of free finitely
generated A-modules of the form N -+-t M, so splits. Iii

2.3. The Euler-Poincare and Lefscl1etz Trace Formulas. For A as
above, we now consider a lisse sheaf :F on U ~ C of free finitely generated
A-modules. As explained in the previous section 1 the choice of a non-empty
finite subscheme D C U allows us to construct functorial, exact-in-.1" two
term complexes

•(F),

•,(F)

of free finitely generated A-modules given with a continuous action of
Gal(k'eP/k), whose cohomology groups are the H' and n; of u 0 k"P
with coefficients in .1". Those complexes allow us to define
(1) the euler characteristics x(U 0 k'eP, F) and x,(U ® k'eP, F), as the
alternating sum of the A-ranks of the components of *(F) and of
•,(F) respectively.

32
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(2) for any element o- E Gal(k"'P /k), the "alternating sum of the traces
of a on the Hi(U 0 ksep 1 :F)," or on the H~(U 0 ksep, :F) 1 as equal to
the alternating sum of its traces on the components of *(.F) and of
•o(F) respectively.

(2) if k is a finite field,
_ trace(FJH;(u@ k'eP, F)) =

L

trace(FxlF.,).

xEU(k)

OLcourse if each of the cohomology groups H'(U ® k'eP, F), i = 0, 1
® ksep, F), i = 1) 2) is itself a free A-module of finite rank,
then the alternating sums defined in 1) and 2) above by means of the
resolutions •(F) (resp., •,(F)) are equal to the literal alternating sums on
the cohomology groups themselves.

If we assume further that F is totally wild at some point of C - U then we
also have

Because :F is itself a sheaf of free finitely generated A-modules, for each
x E C - U, we may speak not only of the break:-decomposition of Px acting
on :Fr; 1 but also of the multiplicities of the breaks and of the Swan conductor,
which we denote Swan,(F).

We recall Grothendieck's proofs of these basic results (cf. Raynaud [Ray]
and Deligne [De-2] for more details). By hypothesis, A is eithe.r E, or a
complete noetherian local ring with finite residue field F;. of residue characteristic [ f. p. In the EA-case, we may replace :F by an O;,-form to red~ce
to the case when A is complete noetherian local. Be~ause .the ~esolut1on
functor :F f--+ *c(f) commutes with cha~ge Of coefficient ring, it suffices
to prove the formulas for F/max(A)n.F over A/max(A)" for all n ~ 1.
Thus we are reduced to the case when A is a finite local ring of residue
characteristic l. Any given :F then becomes constant on some connected
finite etale galois covering E ~ U, say with galois group
Fix sue~ a cov.
Th e cons t rue t.ion :F 1--+ Ho(E , 7r* :F) is an exact A-linear equivalence
er1ng.
of categories

(resp.H~(U

2.3 .1. Euler- P oincare Formula
x(U ® k"P, F)

= x,(U ®pep, F)
= rk(F)x,(U@'eP) -

L

degk(x) Swanx(F)

xEC-U

where the sum is over the closed points x of C - U, each weighted by the
degree of its residue field over k, and in wbich x,(U @k'eP) is the topological
Euler characteristic(= 2 - 2g - LxEC-U degk(x), where g is the genus of
C).
2.3.2. Le!Schetz Trace Formula. When k is a finite field. F q and F is the
inverse of the standard generator a: 1-+ o:q of Gal(ksep/k), we have the
equality (in A)

"L(-1)' trace(FJH~(U ® k'eP, F))" =

L

trace(FxJF;;)

xEU(k)

where Fx denotes the image in "1 (U, ii) of F under the map
Gal(k"P/k)

+'.:'.

D,/l,

-+

7r1(U,i))

(1)' Jil(U ® k'eP, F) is a free A-module, and it has the same rank as
H;(u ® k'eP, F).
.

C..

lisse sheaves of finitely generated)
A-modules on U which become
(
constant on the covering E

2.3.3. Explicitation. Notations and hypotheses being as above, suppose that

(1) H;(U ® k"P, F) is a free A-module of rank

L
xEC-U

degk(x) Swanx(F) - rk(F)x,(U@ k'eP).

finitely generated ) .
( left A[GJ-modules

By means 6f this equivalence, we may vievv each of the two terms of the
resolution functor :F 1--+ *c(F) as an exact A-linear functor 1 say T
finitely generated ) ~ (finitely generated ) .
( left A[GJ-modules
A-modules
Because A[G] is a finite ring 1 '(finitely generated" is the same as '(finitely
presented." Therefore our functor is necessarily of the form

M...., T(A[G])

H;(u ® k"P, F) = 0. Then

---+

QSl M
A[G]

where T(A[G]) is viewed as a right A[GJ-module through the right action
of A[GJ on itself (one checks this formula by wntmg M as the cokernel
of a map (A[G])" -+ (A[GJr of free left A[GJ-modules, and applying the
exact functor T). Because the functor Tis exact, it follows that T(A[Gll_ ts
flat as a right A[G]-module. Because T(A[G]) is finite, this flatness implies

34

that T(A[G]) is right A[G]-projective, i.e., a direct factor of a free right
A[G]-module of finite rank.

as the trace of¢ EB 0 on Mr i we see that

traceA(¢jT(M))

= traceA((f;;)IM') = I;traceA(fo\M)

The particular functor T at hand commutes with extension of coefficient
rmgs. As A is a Z/l"Z-algebra for n ?> 0, we see that

T(A[G]) = T(Z1[G]) @A,

z,
that T(Z1[G]) is a projective right Z 1[G]-module offinite type, and that our
original functor Ton finitely generated left A[G]-modules is

i

= traceA

Then

0

'L,J;;)

(,Po) E Z1[G]
such that for any finite local z 1-algebra A, and any finitely generated left
A[G]-module M which is A-flat, we have
·
traceA(qljT(M))

= traceA((¢o)IM).

Because G is a finite group and Z1 is flat over Z, this property of (¢0)
determines the image (qlo)q of (,Po) under the map

1

Because T(Z1[G]) is right Z1[G]-projective of finite type, there exists a
right Z1[G]-module Q such that T(Z1[G]) Ell Q is a free right Z1[G]-module
of finite rank. Write the n1atrix of ¢0 E8 0 in terms of a basis e 11 ... ) er of
this free Z1[G]-module, say

f;;IM}

'

z,[G]

The endomorphisms of the functor T given by ¢ = identity and, in the
Lefschetz case by¢::::: Frobenius, are A-linear, and their formation is compatible with extension of coefficient rings. Any such ¢ is uniquely of the
form <Po 0 id where <Po is the right Z1[G]-linear endomorphism of T(Z1[GJ)
induced by ¢ (one checks this by calculating T(M) by means of a free
presentation of M).

(I:

The important thing is that there exists a single element (i.e.,

M >---> T(Z,[G])@ M.

T(M)) Ell (Q
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L

z,[G] _, Z 1-valued functions on the set of conjugacy classes in G
ag[g] 1-+ the function on conjugacy classes C-+
a9 .

L

gEC

Furthermore, given that (¢ 0)0 exists, it is already uniquely determined by
knowing its trace on M's which are O,,-forms of the finitely ma~y absolutely
irreducible· Qz-represefitations of G, all realizable over some finite extension
E>. of Qi. Reinterpreting M as a sheaf, we are thus reduced to proving that
the Euler-Poincare and Lefschetz formulas hold for :Fa lisse E,,-sheaf on U
which becomes constant on a finite etale connected galois covering E --+ U,
with galois group G. In this case, the formulas to be proven amount to
Weil's "classical" Lefschetz trace formula with constant coefficients E>... on
the complete non-singular model C' of the open curve E, for the following
endomorphisms of C':

M) oe M',

z,[Gl

¢ Ell 0 operates on M' by

(a) (for the Euler-Poincare formula) the elements g of id in G
1
(b) (for the Lefschetz trace formula) the endomorphi~ms F o g- for. all
g E G, where F denotes the relative-to-k Froben1us endomorphism
of E. D

Suppose that M is A-flat. Then T(M) is a free A-module of finite rank,
so we may speak of the trace traceA(¢1T(M)) EA. Calculating this trace
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In the classical topology C( C) is a complex sernisimple Lie group, C 0 ( C) its
identity component. Let us denote by J{ C G( C) a maximal compact sub-
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group of the complex Lie group G(C). (Construction: take K 0 a compact
form of C 0 (C) a la Wey!, then take for K the normalizer of go in C(C).)
One knows that every compact subgroup of C( C) is C( CJ-conjugate to a
subgroup of J{, and that the functors
(finite-dimensional Q 1-representations of G as Qi-algebraic group )

3.0.

F.or any "abstract" group r, we denote by fQ =the set of con·u ac
Ill f.
J g y

classes

.3,1.

'- - -/

• a s:xiooth, geometrically connected curve U /F q, the complement of a
finite set of closed points in a proper smooth geometrically connected
curve C/F,,
• a geometric point X: Spec(D)--+ U,

Qi -+C
)

finite-dimensional holomorphic representations of C( C) as
( complex Lie group

)

1

f

restrictjon to K

finite-dimensional continuous representations of J{ as compact
( group

)

p,

• a lisse Q,-sheaf :Fon U of rank n 2'. 1 (i.e,, :Fis a lisse E,_-sheaf for
E>., an unspecified finite extension of Q 1), and
• an embedding Q 1 __, C.
Set
1l"acith <!!_n
1
7r1

extension of scalars

f1evaluation on C-valued joints

• a prime number p,
• a finite field F q of characteristic p,

#

1

finite-din1ensional C-representations of G ~ C as C-algebraic
( group
Qr

Let us fix

• a prime nu1nber l

~

(U _)

'x '

geom dfn
(
7r1
= 1r1 U@Fq,X),

F,

let

are all equivalences of categories.

We now make the further hypothesis that p(7rtcith) C C(Q 1) (inside
GL(n, Q 1)). For every closed point u E U, the Frobenius conjugacy class
Fu E (1rfrith)q then defines a conjugacy class
3.3.

A t (~ )
P .· ~acith
"t
__, u q,
oe GL(n, -Q 1)

p(Fu) E G(Q,)° C G(C) 0,

be the monodromy representation of :F and let G denote the Zar· k' 1
( geom) .
'
IS 1 c osure
P "1
m CL(n) ® Q,. Moreover, suppose that, with respect to the
given complex embedding of Q 1, :.F is pure of weight zero.

whose semi-simple part, in the sense of Jordan decomposition, lies in a

.r,,

0f
.

3.2 .. By .a fundamental result of Deligne [De-5], the purity of .r implies that

the identity component c 0 of the Q,-algebraic group C is semi-simple By
means of the complex embedding Q '-+ C
·
C
.
1
, we may view
as a Q 1-algebra
an d so speak of the groups
C 0 (C)

c

G(C)

C

C(Q, ).

u

compact subgroup of G( C) (because all its eigenvalues have absolute value
one).
Therefore p(Fu)" is C(C)-conjugate to an element of K. Because the
traces of the finite dimensional continuous representations of J{ separate
/{-conjugacy classes) and all such representations are the restrictions to [{

of representations of C(C), the element of K to which p(Fu)" is C(C)conjugate is well defined up to K-conjugacy. Thus we obtain a well-defined
element of J{O,

B(u) ~n p(Fu)" E K 0,
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which we think of as the generalized "angle ofFrobenius" at u. (For exampie, if G = SL(2), then in a suitable basis

p(Fu)"

=(

f on J{O, we have

j fdµ

eiB(u)

0

K~

3.4. Vie\ving f{Q as a quotient space of J{, it acquires a quotient topology
for which it is compact, and for which the continuous functions on Kq "are"
precisely the continuous central functions on J{. We denote byµ~ the direct
image on f\O of normalized (total mass 1) Haar measure on J{.

Concretely, if f is any continuous C-valued function on f{Q 1 and if !central
denotes its associated (inverse image) continuous central function on K,
then
fdµO

~n

KO

J

fcentcaldµHaac·

= Ji,;n j

the "Sato-Tate measure" (-:-) sin edB.)

3.5. By evaluating at the "generalized angles" B(u) E J{Q, one constructs
three more or less natural sequences of positive measures of mass one on
J(~ 1 each indexed by integers n sufficiently large that U has a closed point
of degree n:

#U(F qn)
Yn=

)

L

deg(u)o(B(u)"I deg(u))

deg(u)ln

(#{uof~eg=n}) deg(u)=n
L o(B(u))

1
)
Zn= (
#{ u of deg '.':: n}

f dYn

Kb

= li,;n j

f dZn

Kl

Proof.
Because the C-span of the characters of continuous finitedimensional representations of K is uniformly dense in the s_p~ce of all
continuous functions on J{~ i while all n1easures involved are pos1t1ve and of
total mass one) an obvious limiting argument reduces us to th_e ~ase where
f is the character of a finite-dimensional irreducible representation of I~.
Because all measures involved have total mass one, the constant function
f = 1 "worksn even without passing to a limit over n, so we m~y.assume
the representation is non-trivial. Thus f is the trace of the restriction of 1/;

to K C G(C), where
1jJ : G-+ GL(M) 0 Q1

2

1

fdXn

Ki

K

(For example, with G = SL(2), we have I<.= SU(2), KO= [0,1r], and µO is

Xn = (

= li,;n j

0

for the unique choice of real B(u) E [O, 1r] which satisfies trace(p(Fu))
2cos(B(u)); with K = SU(2), this identifies KO with the interval [0,1r].)

J
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o(e(u)).
L
deg(u)Sn

In the above formulas, o(x) denotes the Dirac delta measure supported at
x.
3.6. Theorem (Deligne [De-5]). The sequences of measures {Xn}, {Yn}
and {Zn} on [{O all tend weak-• to µO; for any continuous C-va/ued function

is an irreducible and non-trivial representation of G.
For such a representation) we have
O=

Jtrace(,P)dµH~c.

K

so what must be proven is that for such ,P the integrals

J trace(,P)dYn

and

J trace(,P)dZn

J.

trace(,P)dXn,

tend to 0 as n tends to oo (i.e., the

K•.d.istr1"b u t"ion ) .
Weyl Criterion for equi
.
.
In fact, we will establish a much more precise estimate, for 1/J irreducible

KO

and non-trivial, as follows:

\J

\j

\!

trace(,P)dXn\ so(di;)tl)

trace(,P)dYn\ '.'::

o(nd;~~,P))

trace(,P)dZn\ '.':: o( n'

~~~;,P))'

KO

where the constants in the big 0 are easily made explicit.
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Let us denote by F( 1f;) the lisse Q 1-sheaf of rank M on U whose monodromy representation is the composite
1f; op:

"r'ith _!_.. G(Q 1) .!_.. GL(M, Q 1).

So in terms of

g = genus of C
{

Then :F(f/;) is again pure of weight zero (for example, because it is a subquotient of some F®n 0 (FY)®m), and for every closed point u

((1/; o p)(Fu))" = 1/;(p(Fu)") = 1/;(B(u)).

ri 1

H°i(U 0 F,, F(1f;)) = O = H (U 0 F,, F(1f;)).

whence

3.6.3

Fq

\J

The Lefschetz trace formula gives

j trace(1f;)dXn = - trace(F"IH~(U 0 F,, F(1/;)).
F,

Because F( 1f;) is lisse and pure of weight zero on U 0
of weight :S: 11 so we get

If
KO

trace(1/;)dXn\

s'~2g-2+N+I;r;)

dim( 1f; ),fq"

#U(F,.) SO

(dim( 1/;))
qn/2
.

KO

KO

3.6.1

rN

• ·.,

we have

0

Fq

N = #(C - U)(F,)
= the biggest breaks of F at the N po in ts of C - U'

(3.6.2.1)

Because ?./; is irreducible non-trivial 1 it has no non-zero invariants or coinvariants. Because p(7rfeorn) is Zariski dense in G(Q 1), we have

(#U(F,.))
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Fq,

. b . fl how to deduce from this estimate for Yn, Zn· Let

We now exp 1a1n

r1e Y

us write

An= #U(F ,. )

= O(q")

Bn = #{ u of deg= n}

its H~ is mixed

Cn = #{u of deg~ n}.

trace(1f;)dXnl S fx,(U 0 F,,F(1/;))l,fq".

Then

#U(F,n)

An=

2= rB,.
rln

The analogous consideration of He with constant

coe~cients

gives

and

3.6.2
The Euler characteristic with coefficients in F( 1f;) can be easily estimated
by the Euler-Poincare formula if we notice that at every '(missing" point
y E (C - U)(F,), we have

deg(u)5(B(u)"I deg(u))

deg(u)\n
deg(u)<n

is the sum of

2=rBrS

biggest break of) < (biggest break of)
( F(1f;) at y
Fat y

rln

Am=o(~qn/z)

2=
m:S[n/2]

r<n

(simply because Iy acts on F through p, but on F(1/;) through 1f; op).
Therefore we have, by the Euler-Poincare formula,·

x(U 0 F,, F(1/;)) = x(U 0 F,, Q 1) dim(1f;) -

2=

AnXn - nBnYn =

t points of J{O By compactness of K, for any k EK
Q measures suppor t e d a
·
the matrix 1/;(k) has all eigenvalues of absolute value one, so

Swany( F( 1f;))

ftrace(1f;(k))I S dim1/; for all k EI<.

yE(C-U)(F,)

Therefore

with
0 S Swany(.F(1f;)) S dim(1/;)(biggest break of F(1/;) at y)
S dim(1/;)(biggest break of Fat y).

\An

J

J

K~

K~

trace(1f;)dXn - nBn

trace(1f;)dYn\ = O(ndim(1f;)qn/2).
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Now both An and B
I
find
n n are equa to q" + O(nqnf2), so dividing by nBn we

If

trace(,P)dYn)

Vf'

+ I:r;) dim(,P) (

.

qn

S 0 ( n : ~~ ,P))
1

+ O(nqn/2)

) +0

(

n dim(,P) )
qn/2

+ O(n)

From this estimate for Yn 's we get an estimate for Zn, for we have

(t
k=l

di:i~ 1/1)).

kBk
Cnq /

»

<0

-

(,;2

dim(,P))
qn/ 2
· I

3.7. Remark Let f b
t'
.
.
e a con inuous central function
K
representation-theoretic "Fourier series"
on

f

L

=

a(,P) trace(,P)

'I/; irred

has

'°'

11/11 0 d_J:.n

i

whose

if T"' (51) 1 , this is easily seen to be a Sobolev semi-norm of class c(l/z)+<.
We will express ll!ll' as the l\gl\i for a function g which is obtained from
f by applying to fa (rather fundamental) differential operator. To do this,
we will apply the Weyl character and dimension formulas. Let us pick an
ordering in Hom(T, 5 1) 0 R, so that we can speak of the positive roots R+.
z
At the possible expense of passing to a connected double covering of K, we
n1ay and will assume that p = ~ La:ER+ ()'lies in Hom(T) S 1 ). Let us also
pick a positive definite W-invariant scalar product (,) on Hom(T, 5 1) 0 R.
Then we have
(p, o:) > 0 for o: ER+.
For each o: ER+, we denote by Do: the invariant derivation ofT characterized by

D 0 (t~) =

< oo.

Dweyl

/j
Kb

fdµO -

j

K~

fdXn/

(((3,
o:))t~
(p, o:)

n,

h
we ave

e:; o (11~)1~).
q

For this reason, we will discuss llfll' in some detail.

II

=

Da,

a:ER+

'I./; irred

Then our estimates show that say for tl1e X
'

\b(r)\;

for all (3 E Hom(T, 5 1). These D 0 mutually commute, and we define

la(,P)I dim(,P)

L__,

b(r)t'.

c;iO

Now nCn > nBn = q" + O(n n/2)
'
f
.
q
) so 1or some a > 0 we have C > a n
or all n
0, while for suitable (3 > o w t · · II
" - q
Thus for n
0, we find
e nv1a y get Bk S (Jqk for all k.

»

.L

t(t)=

11111> ~ £

k=l

trace( ,P )dZn / S 0

continuous centra~ )
___,
(continuous W-invariant) .
( function on ]{
functions on T
Viewing f as a continuous function on T which happens to be W-invariant,
we may also write its "usual)) Fourier series on T

Now given any continuous f on T, with Fourier series as above, let us define

Zn= L(Bk/Cn)Yk

K~

=

rEHom(T,Sl)

n

/j

=

We will suppose that G
G 0 and that G 0 is non-trivial. Because G
G0
is connected 1 K is connected. Once we pick a maximal torus T C J{ 1 we
may view f as a continuous function on T which is invariant under the
Wey! group W
N(T)/T. One knows that "restriction to T" is a bijection

=

KO

S (2g - 2 + N
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an invariant differential operator on T of order #(R+)· As customary, we
define

J(p)(t) =

L

sgn(w)tpow,

wEW

where sgn is the determinant of the homomorphism W -> GL(I, Z) given
by the action of W on I-Iom(T, S 1 ) '.'.::::: Z 1 ; this is the '(denominator" of the
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. ser1esi
·
while its "naive" Fourier
as even function on T ' is

Wey! character formula, that says that if 1/; is an irreducible representation
of K with highest weight.\, then

J(p)(t). trace(,P)(t) =

L

f -

sgn(w)t(P+A)ow.

= (s

0

oER+

.

Dweyl

dB

tCP+>.)ow.

wEW

Therefore, if f = 2=a(1/;) trace(1/;), we have

Dwey1(J(p)f) = La(,P) dim( if) L
ijJ

tCP+>.)ow,

wEW

where in the inner sum the ,\ is the highest weight of 'lj;. Thus we find

[[Dw,y1(J(p)f)[[1 = #(W)
In particular, we see that f
of class ck' with

1-+

L [a(,P)[ dim(1/;) = #(W)[[f[[q.

"

llfllq is given by a Sobolev seminorm on T

k = 1/2 + c + #(R+)

< dimG.

For example, if G = G 0 = SL(2), then K = SU(2) and T = 5 1 via

e

eiB
I-+

(

The action of W = {±1} on Tise 1-+ ± e. The irreducible representations
of k are Symmn(std) for n = 0, 1) 2, ... , and we have
dim(Symm"(std)) = n + 1
trace(Symm"(std))(O) = sin(( n. + l)B) .
s1nO

Thus the representation-theoretic Fourier series off on

'°' ( )

n;:::o

II
!

w

o

+ 1)0)
f _ Dan sin( ( n·o
'
sm

.d
-i

de'

-i~(2i sin(B)f(B)) = 2 L(n + l)a(n) cos((n + l)B).

may be rewritten

L

=

and the previous discussion boils down to the identity

(p+.\,a)
(p, a)

Dwey1(J(p) trace( If))= dim( if)

b(n) cos(nO).

. J( P) 18
. JUS
. t 2.i sin(&) ' the._ differential operator Dweyl is
The function

n(w))Dw,y1(tf)_
g
tf

IT

= b(-n))

n2:1

This being the case, the Weyl dimension formula

dim(1/;)=

(b(n)

b(n)e'"'

= b(O) + 2 L

One verifies easily that for any (3 E Hom(T, 5 1), and any w E W,

Dw,y1(tf w)
tfow

L

f{Q

is

!'

n~o
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dividing by q - 1, we obtain

* g)(l) =

(!

CHAPTER 4

q _1 1 "
L;' f(x)il(x),
'
x

that is 1

L

Gauss Su1ns and Kloosterman Sums:
Kloosterman Sheaves

1

1 "' '
f(a)g(a- )= q-lL;f(x)il(x).

aEF:

X

If e 1-+ e is any automorphism of E which induces complex conjugation
on Q( (,_ i), then by applying the above equality with g replaced by its
"conjugate)' function g*(a) = g(a- 1 ), and noting that

4.0. Let P be a prime number, F q a finite field of characteristic P> 1f; ;
(F,, +) ~ Q((p)X a non-trivial additive character of F,, and x: FX ~
Q((,-1)x a (possibly trivial) multiplicative character of
The ;auss
sum g(,P, x) E Q((p, (,-1) is defined by
.

Fr

g(,p, xl =

we obtain the Parseval identity

I: .P(aJX(aJ.

L

aEF~

aEF:

For.x trivial, g(.1/J,l) = -1, while for non-trivial
for any embeddmg Q((p, (,_ 1) ~ C.

x we have

jg(,P,x)I

=Vii

f(x) =
The Fourier inversion formula

f(a)

L

I

'

= q ~ 1 L:x(a)f(x),

1.

(f * g)(a)

=L

1.
2.

f * g is the function

f(x)g(y).

xy=a

The Fourier tr~form of t~e convolution is given by the product of the
transforms: (f * g)(x) = f(x)il(x). Summing this relation over x and

t
!

I
I.

f(a)

f(x)

1/J( a)

g(,P,x)

I:

,P(x1

+ · · ·+ Xn)

g(,P,x)"

x1 ... x,,,=a
allx;EF:

,P(a)x1(a)

3.

g(,P, xxi)
n

4.

x

allows us to recover f from j.
Given two functions f g on FX
'
q ' their convolution
on F; defined by

I''

l

f(a)x(a).

f(x)il(x).

X

Fourier transforms j) in which n is an integer 2: 1, x1 1 • • • , Xn are fixed
multiplicative characters of F: 1 and b1 1 , • • , bn are strictly positive integers:

:r

j to be the E-valued

L

From this point of view Kloosterman sums occur naturally a~ the in3
verse Fourier transforms of monomials in gauss sums. More precisely, we
have the following table of functions f on F~ and of their multiplicative

For a fixed choice of non-trivial 'If;, it is sometimes convenient to view the
gauss sum g(,P'. X) .as a fimc\ion of x. This amounts to viewing x ,__, g(,P, x)
as the mult1phcat1ve Fourier transform of the function on FX defined b
a>--+ ,P(a). For any function f on F;, say with values in an iverfield E
Q( (,~1), we define its multiplicative Fourier transform
function on characters given by

f(a)g(a) = q ~ 1

+ · · ·+ Xn)X1(x1) ... Xn(xn)

I:

,P(x1

I:

,P(x)x1(x)

x1 ... x,,,=a
all x;EF;

5.

TI g(,P, XX;)
i=l

g(,P, x"xi)

xb1 =a
allxEF:

6.

I:

x~ 1 ... x~" =a
all x;EF;

,P(x1

+ · · · + Xn)X1(x1) .. ·Xn(xn)

n
flg(,P,x''x;).
i=l
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J,

(The odd-numbered lines are checked by applying the definition of
the
even-numbered lines by observing that the function f in question is an
n-fold convolution of the sort of function in the odd-numbered preceding
line.)
Given 1/;, n
we denote by

2:: 1, X1, ... Xn, b1) ... bn as above, and an element a E FX
J

1

q'

49

Let l be a prime number l f p, ,\ an 1-adic place of E, E; the .\-adic
completion of E, O, the ring of integers in E; and F; the residue field of

o,.
4.1.1. Theorem (cf. Deligne [De-3], Thm. 7.8). There exists a lisse sheaf of
free O;-modules of finite rank on Gm 0 F,, denoted

Kl(,P;xi, ... ,xn; b,, ... ,bn)(F,,a)
the sum

or simply Kl, with the following properlies:

(!) Kl is lisse of rank 2:; bL and pure of weight n - 1.

xil. ... x~" =a
all x;EF:

Given a finite extension k of F q, and an element a E kx, we denote by

Normk

the trace and norm maps) and

\Ve

/F,: k'

--+

°"

we have the identity in ('.).\

trace= tracek/Fq: k -r Fq

N=

=

(2) For any finite extension k ofF,, and any element a E kx
Gm(k),
denoting by a a geometric point lying over a and by Fk,a the inverse
of the standard generator x >-> X#(k) of Gal(k/k)
ir 1 (Spec(k), a),

F:

denote by

trace(F,,k[ Kla) = (-1)"- 1 Kl(,P; Xi. ... , xn; bi, ... , bn)(k, a).

(3) At co, Kl is totally wild, and Swanoo(Kl) = 1.
(4) At 0, Kl is tame.
Before discussing the prqof of this theorem, let us deduce from it some
rather striking corollaries.

the sum

xi

L
1

...

,P(Trace(I; x1))x1(N(x1)) · · · Xn(N(xn)),

x~"=a

(1) The sheaves Kl@F, and K°i@E, are absolutely irreducible as rep-

all:r:jEkx

viewed as lying in the subring Z[values of¢, xi's] of Q((p, (,_ 1).
4.0.1. Scholium.. For any finite extension k of F: 1 the multiplicative Fourier
transform of the function on kX defined by

a,__, Kl(,P;xi, . .. ,xn;bi, ... bn)(k,a)
is the function on the character group of kx defined by
n

X >->

4.1.2. Corollary (Rigidity).
resentations of I 00 • A forliori, they are absolutely irreducible as
representations of the larger groups ?rfeom = 11" 1 (Gm ® Fq 1 fl) and

ir1=rr1(Gm@F,,ry).
(2) Let :F be a lisse sheaf of free O,-modules of finite rank on Gm 0 F,
whose local traces are given by (2). Then
(a) There exi'sts an isomorphism a: :F-.:::'... Kl as lz'sse
on Gm 0 F, i.e., as O,[ir1(Gm 0 F,), ry]-modules.
(b) If G is any of the three groups

('.)>..

sheaves

TI g( vJ a trace, x'' (Xi o N)).
i:::l

and R is any of the three rings

4.~. The Existe11ce Tl1eorem for Kloosterman sheaves. Let p be a
prime number, Fq a finite field of characteristic p, Ea finite extension of
Q, 1/J: (Fq,+) - t EX. a non-trivial additive character, n ~ 1 an integer 1
X1, · · · 1 Xn multiplicative characters Xi : F~ ---+Ex 1 and b1 ,,. · i bn strictly
positive integers. Write each bi in the form bi = b~pn; i with b~ prime to p.

HomR[Gl(:F 0 R, Kl®R) is a free R-module of rank 1 with basis a,
and IsomR[GJ(:F 0 R, Kl 0R) consists precisely of the RX -multiples
of°'·
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(3) Let :F be a lisse sheaf of F,,-modules of rank< l +Lb; on Gm© F q
whose local traces are given by {2}®F". Then :F is isomorphic to

4.1.3. Corollary (Duality). For given 1f;, x;, b;, and Kl= Kl(1f;,
us denote by Kl the "complex conjugate!! Kloosterman sheaf

Kl0F,, as lisse F,,-sheaf on Gm 0 F,.

r.

i

l

I
I
I

I
!

Proof. Assertion (1) results from the fact that Kl is totally wild at oo
with Swan00 (Kl) = 1, cf. 1.11. For (2), Cebataroff shows that :F 0 E,,'s
semisimplification as E,, [JT 1(Gm 0 F ,, i))]-module is isomorphic to that of
Kl©E,,. As Kl©E,, is absolutely irreducible, we may infer :F 0 E,, is
itself absolutely irreducible and isomorphic to Kl®E" as lisse E,,-sheaf on
Gm 0 F q. Therefore :F 0 E,, is totally wild at oo, and has Swan00 = 1.
By 1.10, it follows that first :F and then :F 0 F,, have the same behavior
at oo. In particular, :F© F>.. is absolutely irreducible as ! 00 -representation.
To get an isomorphism a : :F ---+ Kl over 0>.., begin with one over E>..
and multiply by a constant in Ef until it maps :F to Kl and is non-zero
0F,; by the absolute irreducibility of F © F,, and Kl©F,,, it must be an
isomorphism @F>.. because it is non-zero, whence an isomorphism over O>,.
That (b) holds once we have a follows from all the absolute irreducibilities
in a straightforward way.
Assertion (3) is slightly more delicate, but similar. It suffices to show
that :F © E\ and Kl ©E\ are isomorphic (cf. [C-R], 29.7). Let us write the
F,,[,,.1]-semisimplification of :F 0 F,,
(:F 0 F,,)'" =

:2:: n; Vi

with integers ni 2: 1) and Vi pairwise iriequivalent finite-dimensional F>.representations of 7r1. Taking trace functions, we have (again by Cebataroff)

traceK1 ®F.i,

= E ni tracev,,

x;, b;),
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let

Kl= KI(;fa, Xi, ... , Xn; bi, ... , bn)·
Then there exists an isomorphism of lisse O;,-sheaves on Gm 0 Fq
Kl.'.:'., Hom0 , (Kl, 0,,(1- n)) = Klv(l - n).

Proof. Because Kl is pure of weight n ~ 1, Klv (1 - n) has the same local
traces as Kl. I
4.1.4. Corollary. Suppose that the pairs (b;, X;), i = 1, ... , n, are just a permutation of the pairs (bi, Xi), i = 1, ... , n, and suppose that the character
TI~ X; ofF; satisfies (f1x;)(-l) = 1 (this last condition always holds if
we replace F, by its quadratic extension). Then

(1) If (-l)L''

=1

in F,, there exists an isomorphism of lisse O,,-

sheaves on Gm 0 F q

Kl.'.:'., Kl.

(2) If (-l )L '' = -1 and -1 op 1 in F q, then there exists an isomorphism of ,lisse O;,-sheaves on Gm 0 F q

[t

H

-l]'(Kl) .'.:'.,Kl.

Proof. In both cases- one verifies easily that both sides have the same local
traces. I
VVe will now examine the consequences of the last two corollaries on the
possible autoduality of Kloosterman sheaves.
4.1.5. Proposition For any Kloosterman sheaf Kl, and any ( E F; with

an identity of FA-valued functions on 7r1. By the linear independence of
traces of irreducible representations over F.1 (cf. [C-R]) and the fact that
Kl@F).. has been proven irreducible, we infer that all but one of the ni is
divisible by l, that the remaining one, say n 1 , satisfies n 1 :::.:: 1 mod/, and
that Vi has the same trace functions as l{l®F;,, hence is'isomorphic to it.
Thus we find

(:F © F,,)" =Kl ©F,, ffi (some other '.epresentation) .
W
repeated l times
From the hypothesis rk(:F) < rk(Kl) +I, we infer that (:F © F\)" 1s
isomorphic to Kl©F,,; as the latter is irreducible, we find that 1'0 F.1 1s
irreducible, and is isomorphic to it. I

(oft

1, the sheaves Kl and

Trans((Kl) 'Mon [t >-+ (t]'(Kl)
are not isomorphic, More precisely, for R any of the rings O;,, E;,, F>, 1 and
for G any of the groups 1T1(Gm 0 F q, i)), 1T1(Gm © F,, i)), ! 00 , we have

HoIDR[GJ(Trans((K10R), Kl0R) = 0.
Proof. Clearly it suffices to prove this with the smallest G, namely 100 :
and with R = E,, or F .1. This is a special case of part (3) of the following
applied to the completion at oo of the function field of Gm 0 F,, and tc

:F = Kl0R.

~
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4.1.6. Proposition. Let k be an algebraically closed field of characteristic
P > 0, K the field k((x)) of Laurent series in one variable over k, I
Gal(K'eP/K). Let 1 be a prime l # p, E,, a finite extension ofQ 1, F,, its
residue field. For R:::: F;:i.._ or E>.., let :F be a lisse R-sheaf of finite rank on
Spec(K), viewed as finite-dimensional R-representation of I. For CY E kx,
denote by Transa: Spec(K)-+ Spec(K) the spec of the continuous k-linear
automorphism of J{ k((x)) given by x >-+ CYX. Then

=

=

Then for R any of the rings O;,., E>.., F>.., any R-bilinear ! 00 -equivariant pairing (,) : Kl GR x Kl QR -+ R(l - n ), with I= acting trivially on R(l - n ),
vanishes.

Proof. Such a pairing is just an element of
HomR[IJ(Kl0R, Klv(l - n) 0 R) ::e HomR[I](KlGR, Kl0 R)
::e HomR[J](Trans":_ 1 (KI 0 R), Kl 0 R)

(1) If there exists an isomorphism of R[I]-modules Trans~(J') ::e J' with

( E kx is a root of unity for which there exists an isomorphism of
R[I]-modules Ttans((.F) -+ J', then denoting by N :::: 1 the exact

order of the root of unity (, we have the congruence Swan(J')
modN.

(3) In particular, if J' is totally wild and Swan(.1')

= 1,

=o

then

CY

#

4.1.8. Remark. Here is an elementary argument to prove that for any
Kloosterman sheaf Kl, any ( # 1 in F~, and R any of the rings 0>.., E>\) F;i.._,
the sheaves Kl0R and Ttans(.(.f\:l 0R) are not isomorphic: they don't even
have the same local traces at all rational points a E F~ = Gm(F,)! To
prove this it suffices to treat the case F>.. (because the traces in question·
begin life in 0>,). We may extend scalars to assume that F;. contains all
the q-l'st roots of unity. Let us denote by f:
F>, the trace function
of KlQF,:
f(a) = trace(Fal Kl0 ) mod>..

F:--+

HomR[IJ(Ttans~(J'), J') = 0

for any

1 in kX.

Proof. Assertion (1) is an extremely useful result of Verdier ([Ver], Prop.
1.1). Assertion (3) is a special case of (2). To prove assertion (2), we
observe that because :F is absolutely irreducible 1 the "theta group" G of
pairs ((,A() with ( E PN(k) and A( E IsomR[IJ(Ttans((J'), J') sits in a
central extension
·

Then the trace function g of Trans((Kl 0F>.) is related to

g(a)

Spec(k((x)))

}N(k)

Spec(k((xN))).
Writing J' "°' [N]'9 for some lisse 9 on Spec(k((xN))), we have Swan(9)
N Swan(J') (c£ 1.13 (1)). ~

=

4.1.7. Corollary. Suppose that the pairs (bi) Xi), i = 1, ... , n, are a permutation of the pairs (b;,x;), i = 1, .. .,n, and that (-!)L'• # 1 in
F,.
LI

= f((a).

=I: x(a)g(a) =I: x(a)f((a) =x(()f(x)
a

At the expense of extending the field R by adjoining the N'th root of gN
for soi_ne g E G whose image in J.lN(k) is a generator, we may split this
extension. But such a splitting is just a descent of :F through the finite
etale PN(k)-covering

f by

Passing·to multiplicative Fourier transforms, we find that for every character x: F~ ---+ F~, we h-ave

§(x)

1-+ RX-+ G-+ PN(k)-+ 1.

[N]l

o. I

=

a not a root of unity1 then :F is tame.

(2) If J' is absolutely irreducible as R-linear representation of I, and if
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a

But f(x) is a unit in F>, 1 because it is the reduction mod.\ of a product
of gauss sums for Fq 1 each of which is an algebraic integer which divides q.
Therefore, if f
g, we find f(x)
x(()f(x), whence x(()
1 for every
characrter x, whence ( = 1.

=

=

=

4.1.9. Lemma. Let Kl( 1/>; x1, ... , Xn; bi, .. ., bn) be an O,,-Kloosterman shea_t
on Gm0F,. For( E F~, deno'le by,P( the additive characterx >-+ if;((x) of
F q, and let r denote the exact order of the (q -1 )-st root of unity (f1 Xi)(().
Then the O,,-sheaves Kl(!/;(; Xi, .. ., Xn; bi, ... , bn) and
(Trans("o.)'(Kl(i/;; X1, .. ·, Xn; bi, .. ·, bn))

on Gm © F q become CJ>.-isomorphic when pulled back to Gm

@

F qr.

Proof. Both have the same local traces when pulled back to Gm 0 Fq"· I
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4.1.10. Corollary. Notations as in the above lemma, suppose that e'f), oft 1.
Then for R any o!_the rings E>., o,, F>., and G any of the groups iri{Gm 0
F,, ii), ir1{Gm 0 F,, ii), ! 00 , we have

absolutely irreducible as a representation of rrr' 0 m = ir1(C 0 F,, ij). Suppose further that we are given a perfect pairing of lisse E>._-sheaves on C 1
i.e. equivariant for 7r1(C, fi),

HomR[GJ{Kl(¢(;

x' s, b' s) 0

R, KI(¢;

x' s, b' s) 0

(,) ::Fx:F~E,(l-n).

R) = 0.

Proof. For fixed R, it suffices to prove this in the hardest case G = I
which we obtain by combining the above lemma with Proposition 4.1.5.=·

As above, it is either syrnmetrl'c or anti-symmetric, and it is the unique (up
to an E>,-factor) ir1(C 0 F,, fi)-invariant morphism

We now turn to_ the autodual Kloosterman sheaves.

(:F 0 :F)(n - 1) ~ E,,

4.1.11. Corollary. Suppose that the pairs (b;, X;), i = 1, ... , n, are a permutation of the pairs (b;,x;), i= l, ... ,n, that (IJx;){-1) = 1, and that

=1

{-l)L"

m

F,.

Then there exists a perfect autoduality pairing of lisse sheaves of free OAmodules of finite rank on Gm 0 F

ori equivalently, it is the unique (up to an E>._-factor) coZnvariant of 7rfeom
on ( :F 0 :F)( n - 1). In view of the description of H;( C 0 F,, 9) as the irr'°m coinvariants of 9( -1) ,'for any lisse g on C, we see that H'l( C@F,, :F@:F)( n)
is a one-dimensional E>._-space with basis our pairing (, ), and that F E
Gal(F,/F q) operator trivially on this space. By means of the decomposition
:F@ :F = A2 (:F) Ell Symm2 (:F),

q'

{,): KlxKl~0,(1- n).
For R any of the rings 0>.., E>..i F>.., and G any of the groups

ir1{Gm@F,,ii),

ir1{Gm@F,,ij),
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loo,

any G-equivariant R-bilineat pairing
(, )': {Kl@R) x (Kl@R ~ R(l - n)
is an R-multiple of{,) 0 R.
Proof. We have Klv {1 - n) oe Kl oe Kl, whence such a pairing is just an
element of HomR[GJ(Kl@R, Kl@R), and we apply part {2) of the rigidity
Corollary 4.1.2. ~

~-2. Signs .. ~y t~e uniqueness up to a scalar of the above autoduality pairing on.~l, it is either symmetric or it is anti-symmetric (for if we denote
the pa1r1ng (x, y), then (y, x) is another one, so an CJ~-multiple of it, say
(y, x) = <(x, y), whence <2 = 1 in a,, i.e. ' = ±1). Although our ultim.ate construction of the Kloosterman sheaves by cohomological methods
w1~l mak.e transparent in principle what the sign is, we will give here an
arithmetic determination of the sign, due to Ekedahl, which works in fair
generality. (We do not know how to treat the most general case by this
method.) We first explain the idea behind the method (compare [Ka-6]).
Suppose we are given a lisse E>..-sheaf :F on a smooth geometrically connected curve Cover F q, which is pure of so1ne weight n _ 1, and which is

we see that if the pairing is symmetric, then H;(c 0 F,, A 2 (:F))(n) = 0,
H'j(C@F,, Symm2 (:F))(n) is one-dimensional, and Facts as 1, while if the
pairing is alternating, the situation is reversed.
We now use the fact that :F is pure of weight n - 1. Then A 2 (:F) and
Symm2 (:F) are pure' of weight 2n - 2, and it follows from Deligne [De-5]
that, for i :S 1, the two cohomology groups H~(C 0 F,, A 2 (:F))(n) and
Hi(C 0 F,, Symm2 (:F))(n) are mixed of weight :S -1.
Therefore, for a suitable constant, we have for every integer r 2: 1:
2:)-1)' trace(F']H;(c 0 F,, Symm 2 (:F))(n))
- I;(-1)' trace(F']H;(c 0 F,, A2 (:F))(n))

={

1+0(1/HJ

if the pairing is symmetric

-1+0(1/HJ if the pairing is alternating.
Now using the Lefschetz trace formula, and simplifying each local tern1
by the linear algebra identity
trace(A 2 ) = trace(Symm2 (A)) - trace(A2 (A)),
we find that for r ?::. l 1 we have

q~'

I;

trace(F,,']:Fa-) = < + 0(1/HJ,

aEC(F qr)

where'= ±1 is the sign of the pairing.
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4.2.1. Proposition (Eked ah!). Suppose that we have
that (f1Xi)(-l) = 1, and that

xr = 1fori=1, ... , n,

(-l)L'• = 1 in F,.

. .
· 1·n analyzing these that
We next turn to the ind1v1dual
gauss sums. It is
the hypothesis xf = 1 will enter. For fixed i and fixed p, we have

(4

1 6)
.2. .

g(·'· o trace, (Xi

N)p'•(q-l))

o

.,,

xl =

#-

1 but Xi

Proof. We will apply the method explained above. For a E

1.

F:, we have

= (-1 )n-l KI( ,,V; Xi. .. ., Xn; b1,. . ., bn)(F q', a)

by property (2) of the Kloosterman sheaves. Explicitly, this is

L

,,V(trace(L x,))

II x;(N(xi)),

fl x~i=a
where trace and norm are relative to the quadratic extension F q2 /F q· Summing over all a E
we obtain
(4.2.1.3)

L

tr(F,;'f Kla) =
x1, ..

with

,,V(tr~ce(L xi)) II Xi(N(xi))

,x,.EF:2

,,V(trace(L x1))

II Xi(N(xi)),

( 4.2.1.4) Kl(,,V o trace, X1 o N, ... , Xn o N; b1(q - 1), .. ., bn(q - l))(F q', 1).
By inverse multiplicative Fourier transform on F~ 1 this is equal to the sum

(42.1.5)

q2 - 1

n

:L II

chars p
of pX

,,

i=l

'( x q-1) ·
,,V(y trace(x))Xi ( x' +1) P'

.
the orthogonality relation for 1/; in the
Aver aging
over Y E pxq ' and ·Using
)
form
iftrace(x) = 0
1
(4.2.1.8)
,,V(y trace(x)) = { -1
q. yEF:
q - 1 iftrace(x) # 0,

~L

(4.2.1.9)

g(1/; o trace, (Xi o N)P'•(q-l)).

:L

1

"""'
L.,

x.·( x ,+1)p''(x'-1)- q -1

xEF;i

xEF:2

trace(x)=O

trace(x)tO

Xi(x'+l lP"' (x'-ll

which we reassemble as
qq 1
-

which is itself a Kloosterman sum over Fqi, namely

1

·

xEF q2

(4.2.1.l 0)

IT x~;EF:

L

L

(4.2.1.7)

F:,

L

q-1)

our sum becomes

ot";EF q2

(-l)n-l

,.c

P' x

xi= 1)

e = (-1)"- 1+'

( 42.1.2) trace(F}f Kia) = (-1)"- 1

+1)

th en Y q-1 = 1 and yq+I = y2 1 so that
If we take y E vx
x , '
· if weI replace
t ( · x
by xy (y fixed in F:) in the summation) this same sum is equa o using

is given by

trace(F,;' f Kia)

,,V(trace(x))Xi x'

xEF;2

(,):Kl x Kl-+ 0"(1- n).

( 4.2.1.1)

c

L

=

Then the sign of the pairing

where 8 is the number of indices i for which
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"""'
L.,

- _1_

q- 1

:L
all x

trace::::oO

=

T h e e1emen t s x E Fxq2 of trace zero are the non-zero solutions of xq +xx f
·
th yarethesolutionsofxq-1 = -1. Ifwefixonesolutionxa EFq2 o
0 ,i.e.)
e
.
.
·
2_1
trace(xo) = 0 1 any other solution is an F~ -multiple 1 so again using Xi we find
q
X;(x'+1)p"(x'-1) qXi(xg+1)P°'(-l).
(4.2.1.11)
q- l

L

=

xEF; 2
trace(x):::O

Now the second term is given explicitly by

..

(4.2.1.12)
-l

·(x'+ )p'•(x'-

"""'
L.,

---=1
x.
q
xEFx

'

0
1

2

1

)

= { -(q + 1)

if (Xi o N)p'•(q-l) cF 1
if (Xi o N)p'•(q-l)

= 1.
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whence we find
(42.1.13)

Replacing F, by Fq" where rt oo, we find that c = (-l)n- 1

g(,Potrace, (XioN)p'•(q-1)) =

gx,·( Xoq+l) P''( -

1) if (Xi o N)p'•(q-l)

{ -1

if (Xi

o

#

1

N)p'•(q-l) = 1.

=

For fixed i and Xi, the number of characters p for which pb,(q-1)
1
(xi o N) is certainly bounded by bi(q - 1), so the number of p for which
this happens for at least one i = 1, 2, ... , n is bounded by (q - 1) Lb;.
Thus we find that

(42.1.14)

1
q' - 1

[TI
chars p
of pX

,,

g ( </; o trace, (Xi a N)p'•(q-1))

'
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4.3. The Existence Theorem for n = 1, via th_e sheaves £,p and
Lx· Let F q be a finite field, and G a smooth commutative group-scheme
over F q with geometrically connected fibres. Denoting by F : G--+ G the
Frobenius endomorphism of G relative to F q (for any F q-algebra R, F is
the group endomorphism of G(R) "raise all coordinates to the q-th power").
The Lang isogeny 1-F : G--+ G is qn F q-endomorphism of group-schemes,
which sits in a short exact sequence (as abelian etale sheaves on (Sch/F,))
o~aF,
(

·)

1-F
~a~a~o.

For any ring A, and any homomorphism of abstract groups

- TI qxi(x6+ )l'(-1)]
1

'
1
has absolute value bounded by - - - (Lbi)(q - l)qn.
2
q - 1
For fixed p, the second product is equal to

II (qxi(xg+' JP'' (-1 ll = qn(II x;J(xg+

1

O--+ Ax--+ Ep--+ G--+ 0,

Jp( (-1iE '')

i::::1

= qn(IT Xi)(xg+ 1 ),
independent of p, v-.rhence 'iVe find, substituting via 4.2.1.5

we obtain by "push outn a short exact sequence

1

whose middle term Ep is thus an etale AX-torsor over G. The associated
locally constant sheaf of free A-modules of rank one on G is denoted LP.
(Note for the specialist: because we have taken 1 - F rather than F - 1 as
the Lang isogeny, the usual need to replace p by its inverse in the pushout
defining Lp is avoided.) The basic properties of£, are the following (cf. [De-

3]).
(1) Fork any finite extension of F,, a E G(k) any k-valued point of
G, and a any geometric point of G lying over a 1 the inverse Fa,k of
the standard generator x >-> x#(k) of Gal(k/k) = ?r 1 (Spec(k), a) acts
A-linearly on the free rank one A-module (Lp)a with

( 4.2.1.15)

We next claim that (f1x;)(x6+1) = (-1)', where 8 is the number of i
for which Xi, assumed to be of order 1 or 2, has exact order 2. If 8 is even,
then IT Xi is the trivial character, so there is nothing to prove. If 8 is odd,
then the characteristic p must be odd, and IT Xi is the quadratic character
of
The hypothesis (IJx;)(-1) = 1 means that -1 is a square in FX.
The value of (IJ Xi)(xg+i) is the unique choice of ±1 in Z whose image 1n
FXq 18
. equal to ( Xoq+l)~ -- ( Xoq-1 ) ~ = (-1) tl.!.
.
2 . Because - l 1s a square
. Fx
.t.!.
'i±!.
m q, we have (-1) ' = 1, whence (-1) ' = -1 = (-1)', as required.
We thus find, upon dividing the above inequality by qn, an estimate

Fr

Iq: I:

aEG-(F,)

tr(F;IKla)-(-1)"-

1

+'1 :S qEb;.
+1

trace(Fa,kl(Lp)a) = p(tracek/F,(a)),
where the inner "trace" is in the sense of the group G.
(2) For k any finite extension of F q, denote by ?r : G 0 k
F,

--+

G the

canonical projection, and by po trace the homomorphism
tracek/F q

(GC>k)(k)=G(k)

G(F,)

p~!p

AX.
We have a canonical isomorphism of sheaves of A-modules on G 0 k
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(3) Under the "sum" map G x G-+ G, we have a canonical isomorphism
of sheaves of A-modules on G x G
sum'(Lp)

°" pri(Lp) 0A

pr;(Lp)·

We will make particular use of this theory in the two cases G =Ga::::: A 1
and G = Gm. To distinguish them we will always use the notation £,lf; in
the Ga case 1 and ,Cx in the Gm case.
Let A be complete noetherian local ring with finite residue field F.1 of
characteristic l # p, or a finite extension E:i.. of Q1 with l f. p. One sees
easily that
(1) If 1/;: (F,,+) -+AX is a non-trivial additive character, then ,C~
is a lisse sheaf of free rank-one A-modules on A 1 © F q, satisfying
Swa11oo(L~) = 1. (Reduce to A = F.1, and calculate using lower
numbering.)
(2) If X : F: -+ AX is any multiplicative charactei 1 then £x is a lisse
sheaf of free rank-one A-modules on Gm©Fq, which is tame at both
0 and oo. (Indeed for Gm, 1 - F: Gm-+ Gm is an F:-torsor 1 and
F~ has order prime top.)
With these preliminaries out of the way1 the construction of Kloosterman
sheaves with n = 1 is absolutely trivial. We have

Kl(1/;,x,b) = [b],(.C~ ®Lx),
where [b] denotes the endomorphism x 1-l- x 0 of Gm, ·and where £.,,µ ® Cx
means the lisse sheaf on Gm obtained by tensoring £x with the restriction
to Gm of L~.
Let us check that this construction has all the required properties. First,
£,Vi® Lx is lisse of rank one and pure of weight zero on Gm, tame at O and
with break one at oo. Writing b = b'pn with b' prime top, we have

[b],

= [b'],[p"], = [b'],F,".

Because (Fn)* is an equivalence with quasi-inverse (Fn)*, we have

1

where 'if; and
F, satisfying

x'

are the unique additive and multiplicative characters of

1//(aP") = 1/;(a)

x'(aP")

= x(a)

for a E F q
for a E

F:.
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Thus we have
[b],(L~

0 Lx)

= [b;(,e~, 0

Lx')·

Because b' is prime top, the map [b'] is finite etale of degree 'b', tame and
fully ramified at both 0 and oo. Therefore [b'],(.C~· 0 Lx•) is lisse of rank
b1, pure of weight zero, tarne at zero, and with all its breaks at oo equal to
l/b'. That it has the correct local traces is obvious.
The trace functions on Gm(F~) = F~ of n-variable Kloosterman sheaves
are simply n-fold convolutions of the trace functions of Kloosterman sheaves
for n = 1. In the next chapter, we will show that the natural notion of
convolution of sheaves on Gm®F q permits us to construct the Kloosterrnan
sheaves for general n by successively convolving those constructed above for
n = 1.

Convolution of Sheaves on

(5) For any integer N

Gm
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:C: 1,

denote by [NJ : Gm ->Gm the N-th power
map x >---> xN. The constructions :F >-+ [N].(:F) and :F >---> [NJ•(:F)
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are exact functors carrying C to C.
(6) For a E kX = Gm(k), denote by Transa : Gm 0 k -> Gm 0 k
the <•translation by a'! map x f-+ a,x. Then the constructions Ff-+
(Transa).(:F) and :F >-+ (Trans.)•(:F) are quasi-inverse equivalences
of categories C ----+ C.

Proof. This is just 'imise pour memoire/' cf. 1.5, 1.3, 2.1.1, 2.3.3, 1.13. I
5.0. Let k be a perfect field of characteristic p > 0, la prime number l # p 1
and A an "l-adic coefficient ring," i.e. 1 a complete noetherian local ring
with finite residue field F>., of residue characteristic l, or a finite extension
E, of Q1. Denote by 7r : (Gm 0 k) X (Gm 0 k) -> Gm 0 k the group
k

operation 7r(x, y) = xy. For :F, 9 lisse sheaves of finitely generated Amodules on Gm 0 k, denote by :F 0 9 the liss~ sheaf pri (:F) 0A pr2(9) on
(Gm 0 k) x (Gm 0 k). Finally, denote by C =CA k the category of all lisse
k

'

sheaves of free A-modules of finite rank on Gm®k which are both tame at
zero and totally wild at infinity.

5.1. Convolution Theorem. For :F) Q objects in C, we have

(1) R'm(:F 0 Q) = O for i f 1, and R 1 m(:F 0 9) lies in C; we dmote
it :F * g. Formation of :F * g is bi-exact. For any homomorphis1n
A~ A' of l-adic. coefficient rings, we have a canonical isomorphism

(:F 0A A')* (9 0A A')."'., (:F * 9) 0A A'.

(2) The formation of RJr .( :F 0 9) commutes with passage to fibres, and
the natural "forget supports" map Rm(:F 0 9) -> R11:,(:F 0 9) is an
isomorphism.
(3) The A-linear duals P

cl and

5.0.1. Lemma.

(1) For :F in C, its A-linear dual :Fv = Hom(:F, A) lies in C, and
Swa11oo(:F) = Swan00 (:Fv) (in fact, :F and :Fv have the same breaks
with the sanie multiplicities)(2) For :F in C, and L a lisse sheaf of free A-modules of finite rank on
Gm® k which is tame at both 0 and oo, :F ®A £, lies in C, and
Swa11=(:F 0 £) Swan 00 (:F) rank(£).
(3) For :F E C, the cohomology groups H;(Gm 0 k, :F) and H'(Gm 0
k, :F) vanish for i 7' L For i 1, each is a free A-module of rank
Swaf1oo(.F) 1 whose formation, for variable :F in C1 is exact.
(4) For A-> A' a homomorphism of rings of the type considered (i.e.,
either E>. or complete noetherian local with finite residue field F,\ of
characteristic l # p), the extension of scalars functor Ff-+ :F@A A'
is an exact functor CA,k ----+ CA',ki and we have canonical isomorphisms

= Hom 4 (:F, A) and 9v = Hom,(9, A) lie in

the pairing
(:F•9)

X

(:Fv •9v) ->A(-1)

defined by cup product

R 1 7r!(:F0 9)

R 1 7r,(:Fv 0 9v)

X

lcup

=

R 2 m((:F 0 9) 0 (:Fv 0 9v))

1

=

contraction

l

1 trace

A(-1)
is a perfect duality of lisse sheaves of free A,modules of finite rank
on Gm@k.

Hl(Gm 0 k, :F) 0 A'-"'.. Hl(Gm 0 k, :F@ A'),
A

A

1

H (Gm 0 k, :F) 0 A'-"'.. HJ(Gm 0 k, :F 0 A').
A

A

(4) The rank of :F * 9 is given by
rank(:F * 9) = rank(:F) Swan00 (9)

+ rank(9) Swanoo(:F).
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(5) The Swan

00

of F

*9

(12) For any integer N::; 1, there is a canonical injection

is given by

Swalloo(F * 9)
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= Swan

00

(F) Swan00 (9).

[N]'(F * 9) <-+ [N]'(F)

(6) The H; and H on Gm @k of F, 9, and F * 9 sit in a commutative
diagram
H;(F * 9)__:::_, Ht(F) ®A H;(9)

* [N]'(9),

1

forget supports

1

1

H (F

1

forget supports

* 9)__:::_,H

1

(F)

®A

5.2. Proof of the convolution theorem and variations. For technical
convenience, we introduce three auxiliary categories of sheaves on Gm 0 k:

1

H (9).

(Remember that by 5.0.1(3) we have H; = H' = 0 for i # 1.)
(7) Ifk is a finite field F,, if A= E; or O;, and if F and 9 are pure,
of weights w(F) and w(9) respectively, then F * 9 is pure, of weight
w(F * 9)

= 1 + w(F) + w(9).

(8) Ifk is a finite field F,, denote by trace-"':

F~ ~A

with A-fiat cokerne/.

the function

T:::::: lisse sheaves of free A-rnodules of finite type on Gm 0 k 'vhich are
tame at zero
T, _ lisse sheaves of (not-necessarily free) A-modules of finite type on
1 - Gm 0 k which are tame at zero
C _ lisse sheaves of (not necessarily free) A-modules of finite type on
1
- Gm @ k which are tame at zero and totally wild at infinity.

traceF(a) = trace(FalF0 ).

Then the "trace functions of F, 9 and F
tracehg

If x : F~

~

*9

are related by

= -(traceF) * (traceg).

Ax is any multiplicative character, then the multiplica-

tive Fourier transform of trace;:- at x is given by

tra,;;F(X) = - trace(FIH,'.(Gm'®

F,, F@ Lx)·

(9) If k contains the finite field F,, and if x : F~

~ AX is a multiplicative character then denoting by Lx the inverse image on Gm@ k of
1

the sheaf Cx on Gm@ F q (cf

(F ® Lx)

4. 3)

* (9 ® Lx)

~ (F * 9) ® Lx.

* ([N],(9))

oo [N].(F * 9).

=

(11) For any element a E kX
Gm(k), denote by Transa : Gm@ k ~
Gm@k the /(translation by a 11 map x 1-+ ax. Then we have canonical
isomorphisms 1 for a, b E kx 1

* ([Trans,],(9)) ~ [Transab].(F * 9),
([Transa]'(F)) * ([Trans,]'(9)) ~ [Transab]'(F * 9).
([Transa].(F))

(1) R'7r,(F 0 9) = 0 for i # 1, 2.
(2) the sheaves R'"'(F 0 9) are lisse on Gm@ k, and their formation
commutes with passage to fibres.
(3) the sheaves R'7r,(F 0 9) lie in T,, i.e., they are tame at 0.
(4) R'7r,(F0 9) 0 for i # 0, 1.
(5) the sheaves R'"•(F 0 9) are lisse on Gm@ k, and their formation
commutes wi'lh passage to fibres.
(6) the sheaves R'7r,(F 0 9) lie in T,, i.e., they are tame at zero.

=

we have a canonical isomorphism

(10) For any integer N 2: 1, denoting by [N] : Gm@ k ~ Gm@ k the
N-th power map X 1-+ XN, we have a canonical isomorphism
([N].((F))

5.2.1. Proposition. For FE T and 9 E 7i, we have

Proof. The case A= E,, results from the case A= O; (every lisse E,,-sheaf
has an O>._-form). The case of noetherian local A with finite residue field F>..
results from the case A:::::: finite local with residue field F>.. by a standard
passage to the limit argu1nent.
For fi_x:ed :F in T, the functor q 1-+ :F t8l q is exact, so the long exact
cohomology sequences for the Ri7r! and the Ri7r* 1 before and after base
change 1 allow us to reduce to the case when 9 is an F>._-sheaf. For such
Q's 1 :Facts through :F @AF>.., so we are reduced to the case A:::::: F>._.
Thus let :F) 9 be two lisse F>._-sheaves on Gm 0 k, both tame at zero.
The morphism 7r : Gm X Gm --+ Gm, 7r(x, y) :::::: xy, may be vie,ved in
new coordinates (x, t :::::: xy) as the projection onto the second factor of
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that the cup-product pairings

:F 81 Y : Gm

X

Gm

(x,y),....,.(x,:z;y)

x(x,y)=~

Gm

X

h,(x,t)=t

Gm
Viewed in this way) it is natural to compactify pr 2 by embedding the Gm
of x's into the P 1 of x's:

The sheaf j1(:Fx 0 9t;x) on p! x Gm is lisse outside the two sections
0 x Gm and oo x Gm ofpr 2 i and along these it vanishes. By Deligne's sernicontinuity theorem (cf. [Lau-1]), the necessary and sufficient condition that
all the sheaves R;m(:F 81 9) c:: R;(pr 2 ),(j,(Fx ® 9t/x)) be lisse on Gm® k
is that the function on variable geometric points t 0 : Spec(O) ---+ Gm 0 k
defined by
to

r+

Swano(Fx ® 9t,/x)

+ Swan

00

R'rrr(F819) x R 2 -;7r,(:Fv 0 9v) _, R 2 7fr(F:1)

Gm : Fx ® Yt/x

2

F:1(-l)

are perfect pairings of lisse F;.-sheaves. Inverting the roles of :F and :;:v.' g
and 9v, we see that the R;1f,(:F 81 9) are liss.e on Gm® k, of formahon
compatible with passage to fibres, and that R'1f,(:F819) vamshes for'#

0,1.
.
It remains to show that the R;7r,(F819)·and the R'7r.(:F819) are tame
at zero. By F.x-Poincare duality, it suffices to treat the R'1f1. We fir~t
reduce to the case when both :F and g are lisse at zero. By h ypothes1s
there exists an integer N 2: 1 prime to p such that under the N 1 th po~er
map [NJ : Gm® k _,Gm® k, both [NJ'(F) and [NJ'(9) extend to hsse
F;..-sheaves on Al. Extending the field k 1 we may ~ssume that k contains
N distinct N 'th roots of unity.- To show that the R' "' ( F 81 9) are tame at
zero it is sufficient to show that the [NJ'(R;m(:F 81 9)) are tame at zero,
for ;ome N 2: 1. But these are related to the R;1f,([NJ'(:F) 81 [NJ'(9)) by
the following lemma.
5.2.1.1. Lemma. Let N 2: 1 be an integer prime to p, and suppose that k
contains N distinct N-th roots of unity. Then for :FE T and 9 E Ti, we
have a spec·tral sequence of li.Sse sheaves on Gm 0 k

(Fx ® 9t,/x)

be constant. In our situation 1 the sheaves :F ~nd 9 are both tame at O, so
by inversion (both :Fto/:.r; and) 9to/x are ta1ne at 00 1 so we find that this
function is equal to

E;"

= Ha(µ.N(k), R'm([NJ'(:F) 81 [NJ'(9))
==}

E;';,+'

= [NJ'(R"H7rr(F819)),

which yields a canonical isomorphism
rank(:F) Swano(9t,/x)

+ Swan

00

(F) rank(9).

But as x 1-+ ta/xis an automorphism of Gm 0 f2 which lnterchanges O and
we have

CX\

Swano(9t,/x) = Swan00 (9),
whence we see that we have the required constancy. Therefore the
R;rr,(F 0 9) are all lisse sheaves on Gm® k. By proper base-change,
formation of the R;m(F819) commutes with passage to fibres. Looking at
fibres, we see R;m(:F 819) = 0 for i ,t 1, 2.
By FA-Poincare duality applied to the sn1ooth 1norphisrn 7r and the lisse
sheaf :F 0 9, cf. ([De-4], 2.1), the lissite of all the R'rrr(:F 819) guarantees
that after any base change the sheaves Ri7r*(J:V t8J gv) are also lisse, and

and a four-term exact sequence
O _, E~''

_, [NJ'(R2 7r,(F81Q))-+ Eg'' ~ E;,i _, 0.

Proof. Because [NJ is a group-endomorphism, the diagram
[N)x[Nj

[NJ
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is commutative, so we can factor its upper right corner through the
product:
[NJ x [NJ

fi

69

Gm

·tirely analogous to 5.2.1.1, the vanishing of Ri7r,. for i
,I= 0 for b cp 0, 1, and E:',o' = 0 for a+ b 'cf 0, 1. I

#

01 l

,Spectral sequence of 5.2.1.1, we verify that if all the sheaves

.(F) 0 [N]'(9)) are tame at zero, the same is true of all the
1(.F 0 9)), whence of all the R'"'(F 0 9)). So to complete the
,the proposition, we need only treat the case when F and 9 are
;heaves on all of A 1 .
Because the morphism [NJ : Gm® k --+ Gm® k is a finite etale µ
torseur, it follows that a and {3 are each finite etale l'N(k)-torseurs~
etale base change) we have
-:

[NJ'(Ri"' (F 0 9)) :::, Ri"N( a* (F 0 9)).
Temporarily writing

(3' (K)

J{

= {3' a' (F 0

= a*(F0 9) on XN, we have
9)

= ([NJ x [NJ)'( F 0

9) "' [NJ'(.F) 0 [NJ'(9);

Because /3 is a finite etale µN(k)-torseur, we have) for any sheaf f{ on
a spectral sequence of sheaves on Gm 0 k,

E;·' = H"(µN(k), R'1r•(f3' K)) => R"+b("N):(K).

.roposition. Suppose that F and 9 extend to lisse F; (resp.E,)Qn A 1 ® k. Then the action of Io on Rim(F 0 9) is at most
, _unipo'fent for i = 1 1 and it is trivial for i = 2.
nsider the coordinates (1/x, t = xy) on Gm x Gm. In terms of
have a commutative diagrarn

F0 9: Gm.X Gm

7r(x,y)=~

>

[N]'(.:F)) => [NJ'(R"+b1f:(:F0 9)

By the vanishing of the Rim for i F l, 2, we see that E;·' = o for bf
and E~b = 0 for a+ b ::/; 1, 2, whence the asserted isomorphism and£-term exact sequence. ti

5.2.1.2. Variant Lemma. Hypotheses and notations being as in the prece
lemma1 we have a spectral sequence of lisse sheaves on Gm 0 k

E;·' = H"(l'n(k), R'1r,([NJ'(:F) 0

9tx

r 2 (x,t)=t

g by :F and 9 now the unique lisse sheaves on A 1 which extend
-on. Gm 1 we can embed the right half of this diagram in a cartesian
(x,t)J-+(x,t)

Gm xGm

Gm

pc, 1
Gm

X

A 1 ;F1/x X 9tx

lpc,
Al
t~t

'

_ ,l/x 0 9tx makes sense as a lisse sheaf on all of Gm x A 1 . We now
· ify the right half of this diagram by completing the fiber Gm to
The picture is

[NJ* (9))

-----OJ,

=> E~+b = [NJ'(R"+'1r,(:F 0 9))

/
F1jx © ®tx on Gm

which yields a canonical isomorphism

[NJ'(7r,(.:F0 9))""

Gm: :Fr/x ®

X

Gm

For K = <>'(.:F0 9), this spectral sequence reads

E;•' = H"(µN(k), R'":([NJ'(:F) 0

Gm

~(x,y)~(l/x,xy)

X

A1,

extended by zero across

(1f, ([N]'(.:F) 0 [NJ'(9)))"N(k)

{oo} x A 1 and across

and a four-term exac·t sequence

{O}xA 1 .

t=O

A 1 oft's

"'
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The sheaf Ytx is lisse on all of A 1 x A 1 ; in particular it is lisse in
a neighborhood of {O} x A1. Therefore the Swano of F1jx 0 Ytx for
any geometric point t of A 1 is constant, equal to rank(y) Swano(F1;,) =
rank(y) Swan00 (F), and the morphism pr2 : P 1 xA 1 ~.A 1 is consequently
universally locally acyclic for the sheaf "F1f x ® 9tx, extended by O,'' except
possibly along the section {oo} x A 1. But F 1 ;x is lisse in a neighborhood
of { 08} x A 1 , so the Swan= of :F1 ;x ® 9tx, fort a geometric point of A 1,
is equal to rank(F) Swan00 (Ytx)· This Swan00 is therefore constant for
t f 0 (because x 1-+ tx is an automorphism of Gm fixing 0 and oo, whence
Swan00 (Ytx) = Swanoo (y)). Therefore the morphism pr 2 : P 1 xA 1 ~A 1 is
universally locally acyclic for the sheaf "Fi;x ® 9tx extended by O," except
possibly at the single point (x = oo, t = 0). As explained in ([K-M], XIV),
the only possibly non-vanishing group of vanishing cycles is the R 1 rP(=,O)i
and it sits in a five term D 0 -equivariant exact sequence comparing the stalk
of R pr 2 ! at 0 to its geometric generic stalk at 77:
0 ~ H~(Gm 0 k, F11x 0 Yo)~ H;(Gm 0 k(f!), F1;x 0 Yryx) ~

k, :F1/x 0 Yo) ~ H~(Gm 0 k(f!), :F1/x 0 Yryx) ~

and action: G x X-+ X an S-action ofG on X. Consider the situation
s

action' (y) on G x X

G.
Then

(1) For every i we have a canonical isomorphism of sheaves on G
<f;'(R'f,y) ~ R'(pr 1Haction'(y)).

(2) If¢ : G

-----+

S is a smooth group-scheme 1 then for every i we have a

canonical isomorphism of sheaves on G

<f;'(R' f,9) ~ R'(pr 1),(action'(9)).
In particular, if S = Spec( k) with k a separably closed field, . then the
R'(pr )!(action'(9)) are constant sheaves on G, and the same is true of
1

~ R 1 </i(oo,o)(:F1;x 0 Ytx extended by 0, pr 2 ) ~

~ H~(Gm 0

the R'(pr 1 ),(action'(y)) ifG is smooth overk.
0.

Proof. We have a commutative diagram of S-schemes

x

In this exact sequence, I 0 acts trivially on the first and fourth terms (the
cohomology of the special fibre). Thus it suffices to sbow that Io also acts
at worst two-step unipotently on the third term R 1 </J. Because of the fact
that :F1;x is lisse near x:::: 00 1 we have an isomorphisn1
R 1 </i(oo,o)(:F1;x 0 g,,, pr 2 )

;::_

:Fo 0 R 1 </i(oo,o)(9tx, pr 2 ).

Now it remains to analyze the action of Io on R 1 <fi(oo,o)(Ytx, pr2 ). This
group sits the same vanishing cycle exact sequence as above 1 but now with
F replaced by the constant sheaf:

0 ~ H;(Gm 0 k, Yo)~ HJ(Gm 0 k(f!), gryx)--+ R 1 <fi(oo,o)(Ytx. pr2 ) ~
~ H~(Gm 0
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Gm

k, Yo)~ H~(Gm 0 k(fl), :Fryx) ~ 0.

In view of this Do-equivariant exact sequence 1 in which Io acts trivially
on the first and fourth terms, it suffices to show that Io acts trivially on
H;(Gm 0 k(f!), Yryx)· In fact, the entire 1f1(Gm 0 k, fl) acts trivially, as
follows from the following standard lemma, applied to S = Spec(k), X =
G =Gm 0 k, G_acting itself by translations.

5.2.1.4. Lemma. Let S be a scheme, f : X
structible torsion etale sheaf on X, ¢ : G

~
---+

S an S-scheme, y a conS a group-scheme over Si

f

G

s,

in whl~h the outer square is cartesian. The left-hand triangle gives canonical isomorphisms
R'(pr 1 ),(action'(9)) .:::'.. R'(pr,),(pr;(9)),
R'(pr 1),(action'(9)) .:::'.. R'(pr 1 ).(pr;(y)).
The assertions now result from the proper and smooth base-change theorems respectively. I
This concludes(!) the proof of Proposition 5.2.1. I
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5.2.2. Proposition. Let :FE C. For variable 9 in

Ii,

we have

1. Coroliar y. For FE C and g E 7i 1 we have canonical isomorphisms

(1) R'rr,(:F 0 9) = 0 for i # 1, its formation commutes with passa
to fibres, and 9 ,__, R 1 m(F 0 9) is an exact functor 7i ~ 7i.
denote it :F! * Q. By exactness, it carries T-+ T.
(2) R'rr,(:F 0 9) = 0 for i # 1, its formation commutes with passa
to fibres, and 9,..... R 1 rr,(F0 9) is an exact functor 7i ~ T,.
denote it :F* * Q. By exactness 1 it carr1:es T-+ T.
(3) For any homomorphism of l-adic coefficient rings A-+ A' 1 we ha,.
canonical isomorphisms

(;:; * 9) 0A
(F,

* 9) 0

A

A

(4) For 9 ET, the cup-product pairing (:F,

* (9 0A
* 9)

* 9) .'.'.. H;(Gm 0 k, F) ~ H:(Gm 0 k, 9)

H'(Gm 0 k, F,

* 9) .'.'.. H 1 (Gm 0

.:::=::::::..,

A

A'.'.'.. (:F 0 A'),

H;(Gm 0 k, F.

k, F) ~ H'(Gm 0 k, 9)

sit in a commutative diagram 1 whose horizontal arrows are all (ioubli

A'.'.'.. (:F 0 A'),* (9 0 A'),
A
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H 1 (Gm 0 k, :F) 0 H;(Gm 0 k, 9)
'

A

A').

x (:Fv, * 9v) ~ A(-1

is a perfect duality of obfects ofT.

(5) For 9 E Ci, the natural map :F,

* 9 ~ :F, * 9

is an isomorphism.

Proof. In view of Proposition 4.2.1 and the exact cohomology sequenc
for the R'rr, and the R'ir., assertions (1) and (2) result from the vanishin

for :F E C and <] E Ti. Because both are lisse sheaves on Gm 0 k who
formation commutes with passage to fibres) it.suffices to verify that the··:·
fibres at a single geometric point, say at t
1, vanish. These fibres are the~·
0
Hz and the H of Gm 0 k with coefficients in F 0 (t,..... l/t)'(Y). Becaus~
:FE C and 9 E 7i, Fis totally wild at oo, while (t ,__, l/t)'(9) is tame a(
cxi. Therefore F@ (t ~ l/t)'(9) is totally wild at oo, whence Hz= H 0 = O
(cf. 2.1.1).

=

To prove (3), i.e., that the natural change-of-coefficient morphisms are·
isorriorphisms, it once again suffices to check on a single geometric fibre,,_
and there the assertion has already been proven (cf. 2.1.1).
To prove ( 4), we may by (3) reduce to the case A= F,. (either by passing,
directly from A to its residue field, or by passing first from E,. to O,. and
then to FA)i in this case, the assertion is the form of F>..-Poincare duality
already used in proving Proposition 5.2.1.
To prove (5), it again suffices to check at the fibre over, say, t = 1. Thus.
we must show that HJ -::'.i. H 1 on Gm © k with coefficients in the sheaf
:F 0 (t ,__, l/t)'(Y). Because F E C and 9 E Ci, this sheaf is totally wild at
both 0 and oo, and the assertion follows from 2.0.7. I

particular, if :F # O and if F, * 9 (resp. F, • _9) lies in Ci, then for
we have H;(Gm 0 k, 9) = 0 (resp. H'(Gm 0 k, 9) = 0).

f. We know that Ri,,-,(:F0 9) = Ofor j

# 1, so for

every i

:S 0 we have

H;(Gm0k,R1 ir,(F09)) co H:+'((Gm x Gm)0k,:F09).·
use F E c, we know that H;( Gm 0 k, F) is zero for i # 1 and a free
.'i:iodule of rank Swan00 (F) for i = 1. Therefore the Kunneth formula
.·.es, for all i ;::: 0:

s;+ 1 (Gm x Gm) 0 k, F 0 9) ;::_ H}(Gm 0 k, F) ~ s;(Gm 0 k, 9),
ence the asserted isomorphism for H~(Gm_© k, :J": * <J). The second
morphism is obtained similarly, replacing H~ by-H' c:_nd R7r! by R7r.,,..
f :F # O lies in C then Swan00 (F) # 0, so HJ(Gm 0 k, :F) is a faithfully
t A-module bei~g A-free of rank= Swan00 (F). If F, * 9 lies in Ci, then
i(G @k F,~9) = o for i # l so the first of the above isomorphis~s forces
1(G:0i,9) = Ofor i # 1. ~imilarlyfor F,*9 and H'(Gm@k,9). i

~.3.

Proposition. For F E C and 9 E Ci, F,

*9

lies in C,.

.,}oof. We must show that F, * 9 is totally wild at oo. We may reduce first
- the case '""hen A is finite) then, by filtering 9i to the case when A:::::: F>,.
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For any finite-dimensional continuous F;..-representation M of
have a canonical direct sum decomposition

M=Mp~Ell(

Ef)

jxj
---+

M(x))=MtameEIJMwild,

(5.2.3.0)

if Mtame

k

pl.

c and 9

E Ci, the natural

D~(P 1 © k, A)

Gm(Fq••),

Norm

k,R1',((j.F(0(j,9)) _, Rk,R1',((j.F) 0 (j,F))

and where (.A1wild)P
0. Therefore over a finite extension of F;i.) A.
is a successive extension, as representation of ! 00 , of finitely many (iri
images on Gm© k of) C/s, for x's characters of (F ,.,)x, n » 0,
values in a finite extension of F;.. 1~herefore, we may conclude that
00

if=xy

(cf. Deligne [De-3 ]) · Fo ~' F E

:::<II Z1(l) =\!_Ill l'N(k) = \!_Ill
pfN

(j,F) 0 (j.9)

j
---+

where Mtame is a representation of

l]Cp

:

1

cartesian

breaks x>D

J~me

A1 x A1
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Gm

::::

of

0 there exists Lx such that (M ©

c,c)'- of 0.

5.2.3.l. Lemma. For any finite subfield F q of k, any multiplicative cha
x: F~ -+AX 1 and any FE T, Q E Ti, we have canonical isomorph(_
for all i,
·

f.phism.
;.·.G ~k this reduces to R1n(F09) .'.:'., RJr,(Fliil9). Therefore
m'<Y'
t to
:·, ~ylinder has cohomology sheaves with punctual :up~or ' a we
these are detected by taking cohomology on p © k. So
to checking that for every i, the induced map of cohomology
?

'k,k,R1',((j,F) 0 (j,9)))

~ H(P1 © k, Rk,R1',((j,F) 0 (j,9))),

(R'.,,.,(F 0 9)) © Lx .::'., R'.,,., ((F © Lx) 0 (9 0 Lx))

(R'.,,.,(:F 0 9)) © Lx .::'., R'"• ((F x Lx) 0 (9 x Lx)).

?

l @k,R1',((j,F) 0 (j,9)))

Proof. For any situation f : X -+ S, '}{a sheaf on X of A-modules, £ oll
lisse sheaf of free A-modules of finite rank, we have canonical isomorph:
("projection formula")

(R' f,(?i)) © C .'.:'.. R'f.(1i © f' (C))
A

(R' f,(?i)) © C .'.:'.. R' f, (?i © f' (C)).
In our situation, f = .,,., 1i = :F 0 9, C
canonically 7r'(Lx) :::< Lx 0 Lx· g

= c,,

and by (4.3)

In view of this lernma, and the above criterion (5.2.3.0) for total wildn
at oo, it suffices to show universally that if F, (} are F>..-sheaves ir;i C1 t
1
for allx :J:me~ F~, we have ((:F©D;-}•(9©Lx-)) - = 0. But F@
and 9 © Lx are again in C, so we are reduced to showing that for F, 9 t
FA-sheaves in C, we have (F! * Q)l°"' :::: 0.
We do this by a trick of Deligne's (cf. [De-3], 7.10.4). Consider. t
inclusion j: Gm @k ~A 1 © k, and the inclusion k : A 1 0 k-+ P 1 © k,

~(A'© k, (j•F) 0

~ H(A 1 ©k,R.,,.,((j,F)0 (j.9))),
?

(j•9))

~ H'(A 2 © k, (i•F) 0 (j,9)).

'_·check that this map is an isomorphism, we wish to inv~ke the
r .·
1 f both H' and for H' (cf. [De-4], 1.11). For F hsse on
_-: .1-ormu a or
c _
.
.
h Hl · th
''.r~nctors F ,.__, H'(A1 ©k, j,F) vamsh for i of 1, and t e
is us
trans farms s h eave S Of fl at A-modules into flat A-modules. For F
wild at

00,

we have

H;(A 1 © k, j,F) .'.:'.. H'(A 1 © k, j.F).
ng all this, we see that for FE C and 9 E C1, we have
A-module for i =
(A1 © k, j,F) .'.:'.. H'(A ® k, j.Y) = { free
o for i of 1
(Ai© k, j,9) .'.:'., H'(A © k,j.9) = 0 for i of 1.

•·····

1
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By the Kunneth formulas,
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find that for the map in question, both ..
and target vanish for i op 2, and for i = 2 the map is the tensor prod
. the two isomorphisms above. I
\Ve

5.2.4. We can now complete the proof of the Convolution Theor
Indeed the assertions (1), (2), (3) of the theorem are just the concate
of Propositions 5.2.2 and 5.2.3. To prove assertion ( 4), we may ch
single geometric fibre, say overt= 1, where we are calculating the r,

H1(Gm

®

k, F

® (t-+

results from this commutativediagrarn, which is also carteTransa x Transb

GmxGm

Gm

a

Gm,1 G m ' =

= rank(F) Swan 00 (9) +rank((}) Swan00 (F),
the last equalities because F and 9 are both A-free and tame at 0. B
:F * (} lies in C, we have, again by the Euler-Poincare formula,
®

k,

n;

and
= H' = O for ii 1. In particular (5) follows from (6) and (
already been established (cf. 5.2.2.1).
. ..
Assertion (7) follows from Deligne's main result ([De-5]), which ·
that if F and 9 are pure of weights w(F) and w(9) respectively
1
R m(F 18 9) is mixed of weight :S 1 + w(F) + w(9). Applying this
and 9v, we obtain that R 1 m (Fv09v) is mixed of weight :S 1-w(J")
By (3), we know that R 1 m.(Fl89) and R 1 7r1(P 09v) are lisse and du
values in E,(-1), which is pure of weight two, whence F * 9 is nee
pure of weight 1 + w(J") + w((}).
Assertion (8) is the Lefschetz trace formula, because the R 1 11"!(
and the H~(Gm ® k, F ® Lx) are the only non-vanishing cohomolozj
Assertion (9) has already been verified (cf. 5.2.3.1).
·
Assertion (10) results from the commutative diagram
[N]x[NJ

Gm

X

Gm

Gm

X

Gm-

[NJ x [NJ

Swano(F ® (t-+ l/t)'9) + Swan00 (F ® (t-+ l/t)'9)

H 1 (Gm

Gm

,:the diagram figuring in the proof of lemma 5.2.1.1,

l/t)'9).

* 9) =rank

X

1,

Tran.sub

1

an:

Swan00 (F * 9) =rank H1(Gm ® k, F

Gm

~

,1

Because F, 9 E C, the sheaf in question is totally wild at both 0
so there is no H2 or n;' whence the rank of Hl is -xc, itself given B
Euler-Poincare formula

-x, =

77
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Gm

[NJ
<---

the fact that ([N] x [N]),(F 18 9)'"' ([N],F) 18 ([N],9), and the fac
and [NJ, maps C to C for any N ?: 1.

,

~<natural

[Nl

Gm

1: /X
f

G
m

/

Gm

morphism [N]'(J" * 9) -+ [N]'(J") * [N]'(9). Factor N
·e:r-_of
· p and an integer
·
·
t op. F 01· N -~ p" , all. the .horizontal
prime
he diagram are finite subjective and radical, so In th1s case the
,-hism is an isomorphism. For N prime to p, Lemm~ 5.2.1.1
this morphism is injective. If A is not a field, then passing from
ue field F, and reapplying the same lemma, we see that the
l~n remains injective @Fx., whence its cokernel is A-flat. II
olution and Duality: Signs. Let F be a lisse sheaf of free
~ k , "and (a ' f ' n) a triple consisting of •an
o f. fi n1"t e ran k on G m '61
µ,,(k), an element f E µ,,(A) and an integer n. A "semiduahty
E:rn)n on :F is a perfect autoduality of hsse sheaves of free Annite rank on Gm ® k
(,) : F

x

Trans~(F) -+

A(-n)

any algebraically closed overfield rl of k, any t E rl~, and
ts u E :Ft, v E Fat= (Trans:(F))t, the values of the pamngs of
points t and at

(,)t: :Ft x Fat-+ A(-n)t =A
(,)at: Fat X Fa't-+ A(-n)at =A

Suppose that :F1 and F 2 are lisse sheaves of free. A-modules
nk, given with semi-dualities of type (ai, fi 1 ni) for i = 1, 2. If

.
b. t F and g in c with semi-dualities of type
.
G iven o ;ec s
;•n(F)) and (a(!J), <(!J), n(!J)) respectively, the convolution

a1 = a2 = a 1 then :F1 © :F2 carries a semi-duality of type (a, c1c2 1
defined by the pairing
xTrans~(Fi@

(Fi@ Fz)

' a semi-duality of type

F,)

a(F * !J) = a(F)a(!J),
<(F * g) = -<(FJ<(!J),
n(F * g) = 1 + n(F) + n(!J)'

11
Fi

x (Trans,)'(Fi)@ (Trans,)'(J:

@F2

79
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1

product

(F * !J)

1

~

(Transa(:F)a(Q))'(F * !J)

X

11

switch2, 3

(F * g)

1

contraction@contraction

X

((Transa(:FJ)'(F)) * ((TranS,(Q))'(!J))

II
Riir,(F fS1 q) x Ri,,.,(Trans:(:r)(F) fS1 Trans:(Q)(q))

l
A(-ni - n2)·

((F fS1 g)@ (Trans:(:F)(F) fS1 Trans:(Q)(Y)))

l

Proof. Obvious. I

5.3.2. Lemma. Given :F as above with a semi-duality of type (a! t .n·

EB

Fx,

say

u=

xN=t

L

u,

xN=t

xEOX

([NJ,(F))aNt

=

EB

Fax,

say

V

=

L

Vax

contraction, via {,);;-181{,)o

R2ir,(A(-n(F)) fS1 A(-n(Y)))

1

an integer N 2: 11 the direct image [N]>t<F carries a semi-duality 0 ;.
(aN 1 £, n) which is given on stalks as follows: fOr 0. an algebraically"'
overfield of k 1 and any t E nx, we have canonical decompositions

([NJ,(F))t =

cup product

\l

trnoe

A(-1- n(F) - n(!J)).
.
· · ·
perfect duality is part (3) of the Convolution
; That its "sign'' is <(F * !J) = -<(F)<(!J) results from the
try of cup-product on an Hi· I

't'_th is pau1ng is a

>;;ple Convolution. For n ~ 3 and

... * Fn

and the pairing is given by

< u) v

>t,[NJ .. .r=

L

< Ux, Vax

>x,F.

zN=t

Proof. Factor N into a power of p and an integer prime to p. For N '
there is nothing to prove ([NJ being finite radicial and subjective), a
N prime top this is just an explicit spelling out of duality for a finite
morphism. I

:F1). · ·,

:Fn objects of C, we

to be

Fi* (F2

* (- .. * (Fn-i * Fn)) ... ).

etrically, let us introduce the n-fold multiplicahon map ir( n.) :
:"
'Gm
ta k.1ng ( x1 1 • • • !Xn ) to x 1··· x n· Factoring it as successive

tip1ications

xi(xz( .. . (Xn-ixn)) · · .),

80
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and using the smooth base change theorem to control the ''not y
plied'' variables) one shows that for F 1 , ... , :Fn in C, we have

R'7r(n){F10 ... 0 :Fn) = { O
F1

for i

* F2 * · ·· * :Fn

f

n

=

b·'the number of i for which x 1• = 11 and 2s
n - 8 - r the
dugate pairs (b, x) and (b, x) with x f X· Renumbering, we
. at

= (b;, x;)

·,x.+•)

for i :::: n

81

Gm

with

xi f

for 1 :Si

:S s,
for 2s + 1 :S i :S 2s + r,
for 2s + r + 1 :S i :S n.

1

and the "forget supports" map is an isomorphism

:n ~fa Kloosterman sheaf as a multiple convolution gives

.. ,bn) = .~ Kl(,P;x;;b;)

whose forrr1ation commutes with passage to fibres.

i::::l

An advantage of this second description is that, as multiplicati
sociative and commutative, the multiple convolution Fi* ... * Fn i
ically associative and commutative. Another advantage is that i't·
the stalks of Fi*· · · * Fn as the compact cohomology groups of the
X1 ... Xn = t with coefficients in F 1 t8:I ... !81 :F:n, and shows that
k

f

a'·)

=

5.5.1. Proposition. Suppose that the pairs (bi, Xi)) i = 1
n are
permutation of the pairs (bi, Xi), i = 1, ... , n, and that each of the
ters Xi ofF: satisfies Xi(-1) = 1 {this last condition is always sat''
•••

1

We replace Fq by its quadratic extension). Then Kl(,P; x1, ..
is semi-dual of type

((-1)'°'',(-l)n-l+',n-1),

xi = 1

Kl(,P;

x; b),

xfx
x=l

x' =

1andxf1.

but Xi

f

1

1

· further reduces us to the cases
Kl(\0;x,:x;1,1),
Kl( \0; l; 1)
Kl(,P;

x2 = 1 and x f

x; 1)

1.

·be proven is that each of these sheaves carries a semi-duality,
is given by the following table:

;KI(.P; x. x; 1, 1),
'JO( ,P; 1, 1)
Kl(,P; x, 1),

x'

xfx

= 1, x f

a(:F)

e(:F)

n(:F)

1
-1

-1

1

+1
-1

0

-1

1

0

e to the limit 1 it will be enough to give canonical constructions
·-dualities over finite coefficient rings.
with the case Kl(,P;l; 1)
.C.µIGm. On Ga, we have a canonhism sum'(.C,µ) = .C,µ 0 .C.µ on Ga x Ga. Restricting to the
:;::,_+ y 0 of Ga x Ga we find a symmetric identification

=

=

1.

°"

~ (([b], (9))), and the known behavior of semi-dualities under

{

That so defined they in fact satisfy all the asserted properties oft]{"
tence theorem is clear from the case n
1, and the Convolution T<:;.
5.1. We can also determine the sign of the autoduality in general (c
as well as analyze the semi-duality which we had already discovered
metically.

number of i for which

:behavior of semi-dualities under convolution (cf. 5.3) reduces
theorem in the three cases

ion of Kl(,P; x; b) as [b],(Kl(,P; x; 1)), the formula [b],(:F * 9)

. ~ Kl( ,P; Xi; b;).
i:::l

o is the

Kl(,P; x;; b;).

~·"the

:

n - 1.

5.5. First Applications to Kloosterman Sheaves. It is now
iuatter to construct the Kloosterman sheaves Kl('l,b; xi) ... , Xn;
as the multiple convolutions

where

* Kl(,P; Xi> b;)) i=2~+1

·;.-{·. Kl(1/!;x;b)•Kl(1/!;x;b),
Kl(,P;x;b),

H;((x1 ... Xn = t) 0 S1, :F1 0 ... 0 :Fn) .'.:'., H'(-, -),
with both sides vanishing for i

"",:, (Kl(,P; x;; b;)

t,,,@ (x

c-+

-x)' .C.µ .'.:'.,the constant sheaf (.C.µ)o"" A,
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and this, restricted to Gm, is a semi-duality of type (-1, 1, 0), as required.
The next case, which can only occur for p odd, is

J00 -equivariant pairing toward E,(-1), is a multiple of this one. So it suffices to construct in alternating autoduality over Fq2 towards E>..(-1). At
a geometric point t E Gm(11), 11 an algebraically closed overfield ofF,, the
stalk of Kl(i,b:

In view of the tensor product behavior of semi-dualities, it suffices to exhibit
on Cx a semi-duality of type (-1, -1, 0). The push-out construction of Cx
shows that if we denote by£~ the complement of the zero-section in £xi
then ,C~ as scheme is the quotient

x, x; 1, 1) is
H;((xy = t) 011, C~(x+v) 0 Lx(x) 0 Lx(v)l·

To make this more explicit, let us introduce the (F q, +) x (F;;') x (F;;')torseur Z over xy t with equation

=

z-zq=x+y,

A' x Gm/ the subgroup generated by (-1,-1),
with A x-torseur structure over Gm given by the morphism to Gm

, (a, z) >-+ z

2

83

Gm

.

ul-q

= x,

vl-q

= y.

In E>,-cohomology, we have

Overt E Gm, the fibre of£~ is (the sheafication of)

H;((xy

{(a E AX, z E Gm with z = t}/(a, z) ~(-a, -z);
2

Similarly, the fibre over -t is

= t) 011, C~(x+Y) 0

er

=

°"' H;(z 011, E,)<~.x.'X!.

The choice of a ( q - 1)-st root ( of -1, possible always in F '" allows us to
define an involution A E Aut(Z) by the explicit formula

(x, y, z, u, v)

{(a' E AX,z' E Gm with (z') 2 = -t}/(a',z') ~ (a,z).
The ratio z/z' is a square root of -1. By hypothesis, x(-1)
1, i.e.,-~
is a square in F,x. If we fix a choice of y-.l E FXq J then for z ' z.' both in a
connected F q-algebra, there exists a unique choice of ±1 in this algebra for
which z/z' =±Ff. Let us denote by

Cx(x) 0 Cx(v)l

f-+

(-y, -x, -z, (v,

c-

1

u)

which maps

The cup-product pairing

(,): H;(z 011, E,) x H;(z 011, E,)--+ E,(-1)
the same ±1, viewed in Ax. Then we define a pairing
C~ x

(t

>-+

-t)' (C~)

--+

and X2 arbitrary, a perfect pairing of

Therefore the pairing
>-+

aa' / z/z' \.

\Al

defined by

(o:, /3) = (o:, A'(/3))

This pa1r1ng is visibly skew-symmetric) i.e., it is a semi-duality of type

(-1, -1, 0).

x1

the constant sheaf A

by the explicit formula

(a, z) x (a', z')

establishes, for 'ljJ non-trivial and
isotypical components

x;

It remains to treat the sheaf Kl( i,b; x; 1, 1), with x # X· We must show
that it is autodual by a skew-symmetric pairing with values in 0,),.(-1),
i.e., semi-dual of type (+1,-1,+l). We have already seen (cf. 4.1.11)
arithmetically that this sheaf is autodual towards o,(-1), and that any

is an autoduality. It remains only to verify that it is alternating. We readily
compute

(/3, o:)

= (/3, A'("))= (A'(/3), A' A'(a))
= (A'(/3), a)= -(o:, A'(/3)) = -(o:, /3).

~
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Gm

5.5.2. Remark. Here as an alternate proof of 5.5.l for Kl(;'; x, 1,.
cause this sheaf is of rank two, 5.5.1 is the assertion that its deter -_,_
isomorphic to E,.(-1). We see later (but without any circularity) t.
is m fact the case (cf. 7.2, 7.4.1).
•'

late" this identity into a statement about direct images of
eaves. To formulate the result, it is convenient to adopt the
tionc for any unite in o;,, we denote by [e]deg the lisse geotant OA-sheaf of rank one on Gm0F q which has Frobeniuses
'e(F,l([e]deg)x) = edeg(x), for every closed point x.

5.6. Direct images of Kloosterman Sheaves, via Hasse-Dav
In this section, we will give two different computations of the direc
of a Kloosterman sheaf under the N-th power map

"ition. If N divides q - 1, we have, for any integer n :0: 1 and
/lcative characters Xl i . . . , Xn of F~ an isomorphism of lisse

x;

1

Gm®F,
,x:;';l,. . .,l))®o, [ IT(-g(;',pi))"

X 1--+ XN

for integers N

~

1::::1

1. The first is entirely elementary.

5.6.1. Proposition. For any integer N ~ 1 we have
phism of lisse O;.-sheaves on Gm© Fq
1

[N],(Kl( ;0; X1, .. ., Xn; bi · · ·n) "' Kl( ;0; x1, .. ., Xn; Nbi, ..
Proof. By construction, we have

Kl(<j;;x1, .. .,xn;b1,. . .,bn)

By property (10) of the convolution theorem (5.1), we have
[NJ,(.F * q) "'([NJ,(.F))

* ([N],(q)).

Applying this to the multiple convolution expression above, we find

[NJ,(Kl( ;'; Xl, . · . , Xn, bi, .. ., bn)) = iEl [Nbi],(£1 ® Lx;)
c::::.

Kl(V); Xn, ... , Xi; Nb1, ..

The second computation we shall give is based on one of the
Davenport identities. Let F, be a finite field, N a divisor of q non-trivial additive character of F q, and 1/JN the additive character

Xi Pi for i = 1, .. ., n, j = 1, .. ., N; 1,. . ., 1),

'~PN denote the N characters ofF~ of order dividing N.
ing both sides as convolutions, ·we reduce to the case n = 1:
N

LxN) ® [g(-g(;01,Pi))

]deg

"'Kl(,P;xp1,. . .,XPN; 1,. . ., 1).

special case

"(t.,µN) ®

x = 1:

[rr(-g(;',

Pi)reg "'Kl(;'; p,,. . ., PN; 1,. . ., 1).

1=1

:in view of 4.1.2) to show that both sides have the same local
'multiplicative Fourier transform) it suffices to show that over
'6verfield k of F q, for any multiplicative character X of k', both
tensored with Lx on Gm 0 k have equal traces of Frobenius on
"'P, -). Replacing ;0 by ,potracek/F,, and the Pi by PioNkfF,,
__uced to universally treating the case k ::::: F q. We must show that
N

JH;(Gm ® F,, [N],(£,µN ® LxN)) IT(-g(,P, Pi))
i=l

= trace( FIB;( Gm ® F,, Kl( ;0; XP1,. . ., XPN; 1, · · ., 1))),

1i"N(x) = ,P(Nx).
Let us denote by Pl, ... 1 PN: F~ --+ JlN the N characters of px of
dividing N. Then for any multiplicative character x of Fx the
Davenport identity ([H-D], 0.91) asserts that
q '
N

(-g(,PN,XN)) IT(-g(,P,pi)) = IT(-g(,P,xp;)).
i=l

o:o Kl(;'; all

th sides by Ly and applying the projection formula, this re-

= i3 1 Kl(,P;x;,bi) = iE 1 ([bi],(.C~®.C

N

1deg

N

[NJ:Gm®F,--+Gm®F,

i=l

'ls precisely the Hasse-Davenport identity. I
also possible to give a "direct," albeit somewhat convoluted)
f of this last proposition, and so a "new1' proof of the Hasse-

enport identity.
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(2) The fact t!:_at Kl( i,b; Pl, . .. , Pn; 1, ... , 1) as representation of

F,, T)) is

induced from a character of finite order .•
£,pN, of a normal subgroup of finite index (N), show that
Kl(~; Pt,···, PN; 1, ... , 1) has finite geometric monodromy,
see m Chapters 11 and 12 that the situation is quite diffe
Kl(i,b;l, ... ,1;1, ... ,1).
7r1(Gm@

t

CHAPTER 6

Local Convolution
e an algebraically closed field of characteristic p > 0, l a prime
A an l-adic coefficient ring. Following a suggestion of
'_d G. Laun1on, we will show that for :F)Q in C, the convolution
epresentation depends only on :F and Q as !co-representations.
ting by

;p) and

= { the category of totally wild representations
of 100 on finite free A-modules,
uct a bi-exact local convolution
Cloe X Cloe --+ C1oc

M x N

4

!-----+

M

*lac

C--+

Cioc

F

.'.Fioc

r-----+

N

restriction to 100 )) , we have a co1nmutative diagran1

c

x

c

1 1

C1oc X C1oc

'

~

*loc
~

c

l

Cloe

in .C \Ve have a canonical isomorphism in

C1oc

According to [Ka-2], the functor "restriction to 1 00 1)

Therefore if a "local convolution" is to exist as a bi."~tor sitting in a commutative diagram as above, our knowledge

88

of global convolution forces the follo\ving numerical formulas: for M, 1'l E
C1oc)

\Ve

6.4.

In order to study the multiplication morphism

have

(x,y)

Swanoo ( M
rank(M

89
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*Joe

*Joe

N)

= Swan

00 (

M) Swan 00 ( N)

N) = rank(M) Swan 00 (N)

+ rank(N) Swan

00

l

(M).

t
6.2. For convenience, \Ve \Vill perform a multiplicative inversion (t 1--+ 1/t)
in order to center our calculations at zero rather than at oo. Because
inversion is a group hon101norphism) we have a commutative diagram
Gm

x

l

inv x inv

Gm

Gm

X

l

•=xy

Gm

~

=

near t
O, we will employ the method of vanishing cycles. The method is
similar to that used in 5.2.1.3 to prove tameness at zero, but here we use a
more symmetrical compactification.
Consider the subvariety V of P 2 x A 1 defined in the (projective) coordinates (X, Y, Z) of P 2 and the coordinate t of A 1 by the single equation
XY

x=xy

inv

Gm

= xy

= tZ 2 .

By the second projection,· we have a proper map "t"

Gm.

v

Therefore 1 for any two sheaves :F) 9 on Gm ® k i we have

inv,(R?r,(J'" 0 C)) = R?rt(inv, F 0 inv' F)
inv,(R?r,(F 0 CJ)= R7r,(inv, F 0 inv, C).
Because inv is an involution, \Ve have inv* : : : : inv*; because it is proper
have inv1
inv*.
In particular, \Ve have, for :F, 9 in cl

A'.
\Ve

Over the open set V[l/Z] of V where Z is invertible, we have

=

inv,(F * C)

(X/Z, Y/Z)

V[l/Z]

Let us therefore denote temporarily MC (M for ' mirror") the category
of lisse sheaves of free finitely generated A-modules on Gm © k 1vhich are
ta1ne at oo and totally \vild at zero, and by MCtoc the category of totally
-,,vilcl representations of 10 on free finitely generated A-modules.
G. 3. For :F) 9 in MC i \Ve denote by :F) 0 in MC their convolution, defined
by

A1 x A1

l•

= inv,(R 1 ?r,(F 0 C))
= R 1 7T' (inv, F 0 inv, C).
1

~

lxy

A' ======A'·
The fibre over t = 0 of V

--+

A 1 is the subvariety Vo of V defined by

Vo: XY = 0 in P

2

.

Thus Va is the union of two lines in P 2 which cross at the point (0, 0, 1).
On Vo) there are three points which will require our special attention:
--------- (1,0,0)

it is sin1ply the ·m.irror i1nage of usual convolution by the equivalence of
categories

c

MC.
~ (0,1,0)
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,,

/

I

(x,y~,xy)

I
I

I

I

I
I

I

where xis

Gm x A 1 ; coordinates ( x, t)

1

t=O <--+ A 1
A
1
and the she~f on Gm x A with coordinates (x,-t) i~ :Fx®Yt/x on Gm
extended by zero. Because :Fis lisse on Gm, we have

R¢(.F 0 g)

/

/

Gni,

gt/x) I Gm of x's
= .F 0 (R<f(gtjx) ] Vo[l/ZJ).

Thus to prove Lemma 6.5.1 we are reduced to showing

The sheaf on V with which we are dealing is the extension by zero of the
lisse sheaf on the open region
V[l/ZJ n (t invertible)

X

I Vo[l/ZX] = R¢(.F, 0

t line

t= 0

6.5.2. Lemma. For

g EMC,

the morphism

GmxA 1

(X/Z,Y/Z)
~

(x,t)

l

Gm x Gm.

where .F, g both lie in MC.

T

A'
has no vanishing cycles overt= 0 for Yt/x on Gm

6.5. Theorem. In the above situation, the vanishing cycle sheaves on Vo

=

for V ~ A 1 overt
0 and the sheaf ":.F ~ 9 extended by zero" are given
as follows, for .F, g in MC:

R'¢

=0

R'¢

= a,p.unctual sheaf on Va,

l

1

I

\

I

g,

x A

I

I

given by .F 0

1

I

I
I

v

Vis given by V[l/ZX] =the open set Gm x A 1 of A
invertible. On this open set, our map is

A 1 is

-+
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for i cf 1

1
.F * g :::', (R ¢)(0,o,1)·
We will prove this by a series of lemmas.
6.5.1. Lemma. For .F, g /isse on Gm and totally wild at zero, the R'¢ all
vanish on Vo - {(O, 0, 1), (1, 0, 0), (0, 1, 0)}.

Proof. At a point of Vo outside the three named exceptions, Z ls invertible
and one of X or Y is invertible. By the symmetry in X, Y of the situation,
we may suppose that ZX is invertible. In the coordinates x = X/Z, y =
Y/Z on V[l/Z], a Zariski open neighborhood of Von (ZX invertible) in

Gm extended by zero.

Proof. To prove 6 .5 .2, we first need
6.5.3. Lemma. For any lisse Q on Gm, the vanishing cycles for

Gm

A1

X

(x,t)

l

supported at (0,0,1},
VJhich as Io-representation is totally wild.

Moreover, we have an isomorphism of Io-representations

X

T

A1

t

and the sheaf gt/x on Gm x Gm extended by zero satisfy:
each Ri¢ is lisse on Gm, and I 0 acts tamely on it .

Proof of 6.5.3. For any a E F = Gm(k), we have a commutative diagram
(x, t)

Gm x A 1

l

1-+

(ax, at)

~

t~t

Gm x A 1

l

___,
A'.
A'
Therefore each Ri¢ is endowed with an action of Gm(k) covering the translation action of Gm(k) on Gm 0 k. Therefore R'¢", being in any case a
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We have

f,J'(g,, ext. by O) = ffi (.C
\J7

~,,

x(z) -u

by punctuality of the

>ftz

R'</J = 0

ext. by O).

XN::::l

of

By general properties of vanishin
;
any sheaf 1i "upstairs/'
g cycles, we have for any fini

at (1,0,0) and (0,1,0), we conclude that

have an isomorphism of Io-representations

Applying this with}{=!'("
t b y O) i we get
':;ltz ex .
\J7

forifl.

RI¢ is punctual, supported at (0,0,1),
and as Io-representation is totally wild,

f,(R¢(}{,tof)) = R,P(f,}{,t).

f,(R,P(f'g,.,tof)) = LI\ R¢(.C

R'<P

R</J,

:F * g::., (R1 ¢)co,o,1)·

x(z)

~"

'<Y ':;ltz)

t)

the proof of the theorem as stated.

'

~

XN::::l

So it suffices to show that

R¢(f'g,,, t

0

t'ruction of Local Convolution. Concretely) for :F 1 Q in MC,
10-isomorphism

f) = R¢(9,,w, t)

* r;;"" H1 (cA'lfo'o)

is tame· as Io-representation.
For this, we consider the diagram) for

ea~h

a E kx

lt
A'

which shows that the representation p of I.
R
'
0
to its pull-back by t 1--+ t/ N ,
on ¢(9,,w, t)co,o) is isomor
't .c
a i ior any a E kx B
kX .
·. ,.
I >ollows from Verdier (4 1 6(1))
.
.
ecause
IS infin.'
tame. I
. .
once again that this representatio
Combining Lemmas 6 .5 .1 and 6 5 4 we
sheaves on Vo, supported at th th . ' . see that the Ref; are punct
that at the last two of th
e t ree pomts (0,0,1), (l,0,0), (0,1,0) 1
ese po1n s J, a t t
question on V vanishes on r;- ti
' ? .c s ame 1y. Because the sheaf:
.
vo, 1e van1sh1ng cycl
t
isomorphism of Io-representations
e exac sequence gives
.

-

0 r;),

M·

"
Af·

R'm(:F09)~(R'¢)

Spec((KioiJ"P);:F

oting the fraction field of the strict henselization of A 1 0 k at
,_is last expression visibly depends only on :F and g themselves as
Iltations.
·any object Nin MC10 c, let us denote by fl the constructible sheaf
which is "Non Spec(K{oj), extended by zero." Then for M, N
OC, we define their local convolution to be

A1 x A1

'
~ " .
1or .r,~ 1n MC.

x

X!f4 (Al)(o:o)

ffi(

(o,o,i) \J7

·

R'¢Jci,o,o) ffi(R'¢)
\J7

(0,1,0)>

But we know that for :F '~
" in MC , we h ave

R' 1n(:F09)={0 forifl
totally wild as Io - rep.

for i

= 1.

,

M
·

*'°' N ctg> H 1((A 'lch6'o)

x

~(Al)h·•·

J:y

Spec((K1oJ )"P); M 0

.N),

(o)

as I 0 -representation. Because MC-+ MC1oc is essentially surjec[Ka-2), we see that M *Joe N as defined above is in fact an object of
1·that all the other Hi vanish (this gives the bi-exactriess) 1 and that,
ned, we have canonical isomorphisms
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whence we obtain a decomposition
as Dx-module.

CHAPTER 7

Local Monodromy at Zero of a Convolution:
Detailed Study

For any Lx (indeed for any lisse E,-sheaf on C - {x} which is tame at x),
we have
(F@ Lx)tame = Ftame ® Lx

(F ® Lxr''<l =

® Lx·

7.0.4. The tame part :Ftame of F ma.y be further decomposed according to
the Jordan decomposition of the action of a topological generator /tame of
1;ame acting on F~ame

7.0. General Review
7.0.1. Let C be a smooth geometrically connected curve over Fq, x E
C(F,) a rational point, Ex a finite extension of Qi, I opp= char(F,), and
:Fa lisse E>._-sheaf on C - {x}. In this section we i.vill recall the kno\Vll
structure of :F as a representation of the groups

7.0.2. Shrinking C if necessa.ry 1 '\Ve may assume that C is affine and that
there exists a function t : C---+ A 1 qn C vvhich is invertible on C - { x} and
which has a sin1ple zero at x. For x: F~ ---+ E"{ a multiplicative character,
\Ve have the lisse rank-one E>,-sheaf Lx on Gm over Fq. Its inverse image
t'(Lx) on C - {x} will be denoted simply Lx when no confusion is possible (e.g. in an expression like :F@ lx)· These Lx'sJ \vhen restricted (as
representations) to Ix J are precisely the EA-valued characters of Ix of order
dividing q-1. In particular 1 every tame character of Ix of finite order \Vith
values in any extension of E\. is given by an Lx) if we allow ourselves to
replace both F q and EA by arbitrary finite extensions of the1nselves in the
preceding constructions.
7.0.3. For :Fa lisse EA-sheaf on C - {x}) Fas Px-representation has a
break-deco1nposition,

F

Fwild

= FP, BJ ffiF(

break y),

v>o
each summand of which is Dx-stable (cf. 1.8). We define

EB

Ftame =

y::x~unipotent

I

an Ix-decomposition

chars x of J,,
of finite order
prime top
after extending scalars fro1n
eigenvaI ues of I tame[Fta1ne .
sub representation of F of the
y::x-unipotent

Thus \Ve

n1~y

E>.. to a finite extension containing all the
I n t r1ns1ca
. . ]]y, Fx-unipotent i's the lar·gest I".,,

for1n

=(a unipotent representation of Ix)© Cx·

revvrite the above decomposition as

Ftame = ffi(:F@ £;;z) 1 "'~unip ® Cx,

an Ix-<lecon1position

x
,vhere (:F

cgi

£;;z) 1"'-unip is the largest unipotcnt Ix-subrepresentation of

@ C;;z. In general the x occurring above will not all have order dividing q - 1, so the above deco1nposition is not in general Dx-stable; Dx/Ix
ina.y pern1ute the x's which occur. Over a finite extension Fqd ofFq (d chosen so that all x occurring have order dividing qd - 1), this deco1nposition
becon1es Dx-stable.
By the local monodro1ny theorem, Fis quasi-unipotent as a representation of {r;. Denoting by p the corresponding representation) 1ve have

F

7.0.5. Lemma. The subset of I, defined by

{-y EI, such that p(-y) is unipotent}
is an open subgroup of Ix 1 nornial in .Dx 1 and if/'1 and /2 are any two ele-

ments of this subgroup, then log(p(/1)) and log(p(-y2)) are Qi-proportional.
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Proof. Let us denote by

t, : Ix--+-> 1;ame "'.

(2) If pis non-trivial on arbitrarily small open subgroups of I) then for
any -y EI with p('y) unipotent but p(!) op 1, we have

I1 Z1(l)--+-> Z1(l)

logp(-y) maps

l;ip

the canonical projection of Ix = I onto Z1(l). By the local monodromy
theorem, there exists a nilpotent endomorphism

and an open subgroup I' CI such that

= e1q)(t1(1) · N)

(2),

{

Iii

for -y EI'.

But if ')'1 EI has p(11) unipotent, then for any integer n
p(11)n is unipotent, and

w, tow,_,

2'. 0, (log(p(/))) 1 maps gr)"_:, gr'.v,.

In case (2), one sees easily that the inonodromy filtration is already uniquely
characterized by condition (2), for any single -y E I with p( -y) unipotent and
non-trivial. By 7.0.5, we see that the monodromy filtration is Dx-stable,
and that it respects the decompositions

NE Encl(F) @z1(-l)
z,

p(!)
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:F =

;::tame

E9

;:wild

2'. 1, p((-y1)") =
Ftamo

= 'EEJ(F@ l-;z)Ix-unip 0

£.X.

x
But for suitable n?: 1 1 ('r 1 )n lies in J', whence

7.0.7. Theorem. Suppose F is pure of some weight w. Then

so that

for all

')'1

(Indeed the monodromy filtration respects any deco1nposition which is p( r)stable for any single -y with p('y) unipotent and non-trivial.)
According to one of the basic results of Deligne in Weil II, we have

(1) gr)" (F) is pure of weight w + i.
(2) If X has order di11iding q - 1, and if (F 0 L;z)'x is of dimension
EI for which p(-y 1 ) is unipotent. Thus for -y EI,

k 2 1, with Fx-eigeniJalues oi, ... , Ok of weights w - ii, ... , w - ik,
then the weight drops ii, ... , ik are non-negative integers, we have

p(-y) is unipotent <==:> p(-y) = exp(t1('Y) · N).
The set of-y EI where p(-y) is unipotent is clearly stable by Dx-conjugation,
, "'hile the above equivalence sho\vs that the subset of such I is a subgroup
of I (open because it contains the open subgroup 11 of I) and that the
logarithn1s of all such I are Qr-proportional. I

(F@L;z)Ix-unip

E9 (

=

v=l,. . .,k

a Jordan block
of dimension

and the eigenvalues of any element Fx

E

)
1 +iv

Dx of degree 1 on

(F 0 Lx/x-unip are
7.0.G. The n1onodromy filtration of :Fas Dx-representation is an increasing
filtration

···W1 C W1+1

c ··

Ok 1 qo:k' · · · ) q

l+i1c

"

O:k

}
·

which is characterized by the following properties (cf. [De-5], 1.7.2.2):

(1) If p(-y) = 1 on an open subgroup of Ix. then
W_,

= 0 and Wo = F.

'

Proof. This is just ([De-5], 1.8.4 and 1.67.14.2-3) spelled out. I
For applications, we will use these results in the following form.
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7.0.8. Corollary. Suppose that Fis pure of weight w, and lisse, on C-{•
Fix a multiplicative character x F;' --> EJ:, with (:F 0 Dz)I, # 0.
each eigenvalue a: of Fx on (F 0
denote by w(a:) its weight. The

·such an :F) if we denote by
J : Gm'-' P

c,y,,

1

inclusion) we have a short exact sequence of sheaves on P

(1)
dim(F

0 L:x/,-unip = 2__)1 + w -

w(a:)),
.Cx.) 1:r

0-+ }!:F-+ j.,,:F-+

(:F 0
and the
vidual terms 1 + w- w(a:) are the strictly positive dimensions oft
Jordan blocks of (F 0 L:;Y' -unip as Ix -representalion.
(2) For any finite set S of characters x as above, we have an inequal'
the sum over the eigenvalues a of Fx on

rank(F)

2':

L

1

=II (q w-~(o) a)

l+w-w(a)'

the product over the eigenvalues a of Fx on (F 0 L:;z)I,.
(4) If the conditions (2a) and (2b) of (2) above are both fulfilled, th
as characters of Dx, zue have

det(F)

I II

0

II
H;(Gm 0F,,F)
Dellgne once again, we know that for :F pure of weight w and lisse on
0

Fq

1

we have

:F 1o is mixed of weight ~ w
H:(Gm©F,,F) is mixed of weight'.': l+w

(F0£x) 1"'-unip

det(Fxl(F 0 Lx)I,-unip)

Fq

0-+ FI" --;JI 1 (P 1 0 F,,j,F) __, H 1 (P 1 0 F,,j,F) __, 0

as representation of Dx is unipoie
on Ix, so its determinard is an unramified representation of Dx/1
given on Fx by the formula
1

@

1

dim(F 0 L:z)I,-unip,

with equality if and only if both of the following conditions ares
isfied:
{2a) :F is tanie at x 1 i.e. 1 :Fis tame as representation of T;i;.
{2b) All the characters of 1;ame occurring in :Ftame =:Fare
of order dividing q - 1, E>. ·valued, and lie in S.

:Flo -+

1

re ;:ro is vie,ved as a punctual sheaf at zero, extended by zero to P (the
wildness of F guarantees FI= = 0). In the long exact cohomology
ence on pl 0 F q, we have Ho(pl 0 F,, j,F) = 0 by the total wildness
\vhence a short exact sequence
1

xes

(3) For x as above
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{

Jil(pl 0

F,, j,F)

is pure of weight 1 + w.

Us we obtain the following

'h.2. Proposition.

For :F a lisse E,.,-sheaf on Gm ® F q which is pure
;.weight w and totally wild at 00 we have a canonical isomorphisrn of
1

/lo :e gal (F,/F,)-modules
FI".'.:'.. the part of II;(Gm 0 F,,F) of weight '.': w.

(L:xJ®(rnnk of (F@£x-)''-"";')
For :F as in the above proposition, we define an associated polyno-

XES

= II det((F 0 c,,ir,-unip).

f(F, T) E Z[T]

xES

7.1. Applicatio11 to a "Prod11ct Forn111Ia" for a Convolution o
P11re SI1eavcs
7.1.1. \~.Te DO\V return to Gni over Fq, and consider a lisse EA-sheaf F o
Gm @ F q) \vhich is both

pure of \Veight w on Gm ® F q
{ totally wild at oo.

f(F, T) =

L

y(l+w-w(a))'

e sun1 over the eigenvalues of F on Ifl (Gm @ F qi F).
::In tenns of the Jordan blocks of .F10 -unip 1 the nun1ber of Yvhich is the
'lnension of Flo) \Ve are attributing h~(:F) - dim(F 10 ) ('extra" Jordan
,',-cks each of size zero) to arrive at a ('tota.l') number h~(F) of Jordan
1

cks.
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In tern1s of "all" the h~(:F) Jordan blocks of F 10 ~unip, \Ve have
r(size of Jordan block).

f(:F, T) =
"all" the h~(F)
Jordan blocks of
:Fio-unip

Thus 1ve have, for :F as above (lisse and pure on Gm, totally wild at oo),

No\v .Cx actually occurs in :F as I a-representation if and only if (:F *Lx_)I 0
is non-zero, i.e., if and only if f(:F ® .Cx, T) is a non-constant polyno1n1al.
Applying this to F, Q and to :F * 9, we see by the above product formula
that .C x occurs in :F * Q if and only if it occurs in at least one of :F or 9 · II
7.1.6. Numerical Check.

\~Te

have

= 2..)ank((F@ Lx/o-unip)

rank(F)

f(:F, l) = h;(:F)
{ J'(:F, 1) = dim(:FI,-unip).

x

= I:;f'(F@Lx-,1)

7.1.4. Theorem (Product Formula). Suppose that :F and 9 are lisse E,sheaves on Gm© F q 1 p11.re of weights 1JJ(:F) and w(9) respectively, and that

x

both :F and 9 lie in C1 i.e., they are each tame at zero and totally wild at

Swan 00 (F)

oo. Then we have

= Swan

00

(F@Lx)

= h;(:F@L-x)

= f(:F © Lx, 1),

* 9, T) = f(F, T)f((j, T).
convolution theoren1 F * g is lissc) lies
f(:F

in C, and is pure of
Proof. By the
1
weight 1 + w(:F) + w((}). Therefore f(:F * 9, T) may be defrned in terms of
the absolute values of the eigenvalues of Fon II');(G 1n 0 E\, :F *CJ). 1'he
formula to be proven)

and sin1ilarly for 9, and for F * 9.
Let us check that these forrnulas and the product formula

J((F * (}) © Lx, T) = f(F © Lx, T)f((} © L-x, T)
imply the earlier-established formulas (cf. 5.1, (4) and (5))

=

Swan 00 (F * Q)
Swan 00 (F) Swanoo((})
{ rank(:F * Q) rank(F) Swan 00 (9) +rank((}) Swan 00 (:F).

f(:F•9,T) = f(F,T)f((},T),
results i1nmecliately fron1 the canonical isornorphism (cf. 5.1 (6))

7.1.5. Coroll,ary. For :F, g as in the 'fheorem above, suppose that all the .Cx
occurring in both :F and g as Ia-representations lie in a given set S of
E>..-valued characters of F:. Then the same is true of :F * 9, and for each
X ES we have

f((:F
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* 9)@ Lx, T) =

f(:F@ Lx, T)f((}@ Lx, T).

=

For the first, \Ve simply evaluate the product formula at T
second, we write

rank(:F*9) = :[;!'((F•9) ©Lx,1)
x
Applying the product rule of differentiation to

f((F
we find

* 9) © Lx, T) = f(F © L-x, T)f((} © L-x,'.I')

J'((:F * (}) © L-x, 1) = f'(F © Lx, l)J((} © L-x, 1)

Proof. Replacing both F q and E;.. by finite extensions of themselves, \Ve
tnay suppose that all the .Cx occurring in :F, 9, or :F *g as Ia-representations

have x an E;..-valued character of F~. For any
(cf. 5.1 (9))

= 1.

+ f(F © L-x, l)J'((} © L-x, 1)

= J'(F@ Lx, 1) Swan

x, the canonical isomorphis1n

00

(9)

+ J'(Q@ Lj(, 1) Swan 00 (F).

x no\V yields
rank(F * Q) = rank(F) Swan

Sun1rning over

together vvith the theorern 1 sho\vs that

as required.

00

(9) +rank((}) Swan 00 (F),

For the
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7.2. Application to Sheaves with_

Swa~

= 1

7.2.1. Let us now consider a lisse E,1-sheaf :Fon Gm 0 Fq which satisfies

:Fis pure of weight w(:F).
:F is tame at 0 and totally w.ild at oo.

{
Then for every

x,

Swan 00 ( :F)
\Ve

= 1.

det(:F)
1

-

dnnH,(Gm ®Fq, :F@L-x)
Passing to a larger finite field if necessary)

\Ve

TI L~drnp(x)

= 1.

x

may speak of the weight

w(H1(:F@ L-x)) of the action of Frobenius on this one-dimensional space.
1\pplying the previous theory) Yl-'e find that as ! 0-representation,
canonical decomposition
r
.Lx @

(

X such that

a single unipotent
Jordan block of
d'in1ens1011
.

\Ve

have a

)

1 +w- w(HI (:F ®Lx))

w(H;(J'®Lx))$w

Furthermore, if all the X which occur above have order dividing q -1, then
the above decomposition is D 0 -stable, and if for each such x we denote by

{

Proof. For rank(F) ::'.'. 2, the fact that :F is totally wild at oo with
Swan 00 (:F) = 1 implies that all the breaks of :F at oo are equal to
1/ rank(:F), so :<: 1/2. Therefore det(:F) has its break at oo also :<: 1/2,
so by the Hasse-Arf theorem det(:F) is tame at oo. Thus det(:F) is tame at
both zero and oo. In vie1v of the structure of the local monodromy at zero
of F (cf. 7.0.8 (4)), we see that the ratio

have
.
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a(x)

= F!Ht(Gm@ F,, :F ® Lx)

drop(x)

= l+w-w(a(x))

then the eigenvalues of Fa on (F ®

.Cx)Io-unip

is a lisse rank-one sheaf on Gm ® F q) which is both tame at oo and un1
ramified at zero. It is therefore geometrically .constant (P 1 - { oo} = A
has no non-trivial tame at CXJ finite etale coverings over a separably closed
field), so it extends to a lisse rank-one sheaf on P 1 ® F g on which Fx, x
any closed point of P 1 , operates by Adeg(x) for some scalar A. Taking for
x the origin, we may compute A as the action of any element Fa E Do of
degree one on
det(:F)

TI (Lx)®<lrnp(x).

But as Do-representation, this is the character

TI <let ((:F@ £-x)Io-unip),
x
on which F 0 does indeed act as the asserted scalar A. I.

are the drop(x)-quantities

{ a(x), q. cx(x), ... 'qdcop(x)~1cx(x)}.

7.3. Application to l(looster1nan Sheaves. Let us no1v consider in
detail the case of a I\]oosterman sheaf

}Cl(1/i;x1, ... ,xn; bi) ... ,bn)
7.2.2. Corollary. Suppose that Fas above lisse and pure on Grn®Fq 1 ta1ne
at 01 to·tally wild at 00; S\van 00 (F) = 1 has all characters X occurring in
its local monodromy at zero of order dividing q -1. Then ifrk(:F);::: 2, the
lisse rank-one sheaf on Gm® F q

det(:F)

F q, \vhere the Xi are all multiplicative characters of F~.

7.3.1. Lenuna. For any multiplicative character
on the one-dimensional space
1

is by the scalar

x
is geometrically constant. For any closed point X ofGm®Fg, the Frobenius
Fx operates by the scalar Adeg(x) 1 wi-th

TIx (q

Gm@

''°e(x\->

'

<>(x)

-

H, (Gm@ Fq, Kl(1f;x1, ...

TI L~dcop(x)

A =

on

) dmp(x)

x

of F; ! the action of F

,xn; bi, ... , b,.) ® L-x)

n

a(x) = TI(-g(\0,xdx'')),
i=l

and the drop of weight drop(x) is given by

.

drop(x) = the n11mber of indices i for which

x''

=Xi
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Proof. Because Kl is totally wild at oo, the Hz(Kl®D<) vanishes, so the

Lefschetz trace formula gives

a(x)

= trace(FjH;(Kl®.Cx)) = -

(3) As D 0 -represeritation we have a decomposition
1

Kl "'

I: x(a)trace(F,j(Kl)a)
aEF:

I; :X(a)(-l)n-l Kl(\i>; X1, .
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x such that
xb'=x; for at
least one i

where

. , Xn; bi, .. , bn)(F q, a)

aEF:

l(l@.Cx) 10 -unip

is a D 0 -representation of dimension equal to

drop(x) 1 which under 10 is unipotent and has a single Jordan block 1
and on which any elemen'l Fo E Do of degree one acts with eigenval-

ues

a(x), q · a(x), ... , qdrnp(x)- 1 a(x),

n

= (-1)" x IIg(\i>,XiXb'),

with

i:::::l

the last equality being the expression of n1onomials in gauss sums as multiplicative Fourier tr ansfornis of 1Cloosterrnan su1ns (cf. 4.0).
T·he I{loosterman sheaf in question being pure of weight n - 1, we see

n

=IT (-g(\i>,xi/x'')).

a(x)

i=l

(4) If in addition rk(Kl) =

I:o;

that

is:'.': 2, then the ratio
det(Kl)

drop(x) = n - w(a(x))

TI ,e~<lrnp(x)
x

n

= I;(l-w(g(\i>,xi/Xb'))).
i::: 1

As the \veight of g(1/J!x) for 1j; non-trivial is one unless xis trivial, which
case the weight is zero, \Ye obtain the assorted formula for the drop. II

is a lisse rank-one sheaf on Gm@Fq which is geometrically conslant,
on which Fx, for x a closed point of Gm 0 Fq, acts by Adet(x), for

A = II

(q '•

0

p(x)->

'

(

Q

x))drnp(x) ·

x

Applying the general results of the previous section, we find
7.3.2. Theore1n. Suppose that for each i, the prime-to-p part b~ of bi div£ des

Proof. The hypothesis concerning the Xi and the bi guarantees that any
character x of any finite extension of F q such that xb; ·= Xi o Norm is

q - 1, and that Xi has order dividing (q - l)/o;. Then

already (the co1nposition with the norm of) a character of

F~.

I.

(1) the characters x occ~Lrring in the local monodro1ny at zero of
7.4. Some Special Cases
7.4.1. Let us consider the case when all the bi
are precisely those characters X of F~ such thal for some value of
i = 1 1 . . . , n 1 we have

(2) Each character x that occurs in (1) above occurs with a single Jordan

Kl(\i>;xi, . . ,x,,) dfn
=Kl ( \i>;x1, ... ,xn;l, ... ,l).
For this l(loosterman sheaf, the x occurring in the local rnonodromy at zero
are exactly the Xi themselves, and so we have

block, of dirn.ension equal to

drop(x)

=

the number of indices i for which x'' =Xi·

= 1, i.e., \Ve consider

X among
{x1, ... ,x,.}

(

a single unipotent Jordan block )
of size =(the number of i for

which x =Xi)

= clrop(x)
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as Ia-representation. If n = rank(Kl) is::>: 2, then, by 7.3.2 (4),
det(Kl(,P;x 1, .. .,Xn))
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7.1-1-3. Corollary. Hypotheses and notations as in 1.4.1 above, if n ::>: 2
then for any closed point x of Gm© F q, we have the formula
det(FxlKl(,P;x1, ... ,Xn)x) = Adeg(x)(ITx;) (NF,(x)/F,(x)),
i:::l

is geometrically constant on Gm© Fq, with Fx acting by Adeg(x), and

where

A= (q) n(n,-')
A=

II (q

drop(x) - 1

IIn

2

i-1

X among

{x1, .. .,xn}

(-g(,P,x;/x)

) dcop(x)

II
l.$i<j

X;(-l)/Xj(-1)).

..s;n

7.4.1.4. Remark. The formulas 7.4.1.2 and 7.4.1.3 are both simplified by
the identity

-

(7.4.1.1)

I: ~drop(x)( drop(x)-1)
=(q)x

II

(-g(1/>,x;/x;)).

1:s;i,j:<;n

7.4~1.2. Lemma. Hypotheses and notations as in 7.4.1 above,

if n 2: 2 we

whose elementary verificatioi: is left to the reader.
For example, if TI Xi = 1) or if n is odd, then we find
f'(n-1)

have the formula

A= (q)

II

A= (q) n(n,-')

(x;(-1)/x;(-1)).

1:$i<j:$ri

r-g(,P,x;/X;))

in the last line of 7 .4.1.1 as
[(-g( 1/>, x;/x; ))(-g(,P, x;/x;))]

l:Si<J:Sn

(this is legitimate because -g(,P,l)

= -1)

n times

n times

Applying the results of the previous paragraph 1 we find a result originally
proven by Deligne( cf [De-3], 7.8 and 7.15.2).

l_Si,j:<:;;n

II

.

7.4.2. Now consider the case when all bi = 1 and \.Vhen all Xi :::: 1. We
denote this sheaf simply

Proof. That this formula is correct up to a multiplicative factor which is
an integral power of q is clear from rewriting the product

II

'

and remembering that for any

7.4.3. Theorem. The local monodromy at zero ofKln(,P) is unipotent, with
a single Jordan block of size n, and F 0 acts on (K1n(1/>))'0 as the identity.
If n ::>: 2, then. det(Kln ( ,P )) is geometrically constant on Gm © F q, and for
any closed point x of Gm 0 F q we have

de\( Fx \ Kln ( 1/> );x) = ( q n(n,-'') deg(x)

X (x = x;/x; in our case), we have
1

if

x=

l

x(-1) q

if

xf

1.

g(,P,x) ·g(1/>,x) = {

= ..

To see that we have the correct power of q, it suffices to remark that A
is pure of weight equal to the weight of det(Kl( 1)>; Xi, ... , Xn)), i.e.,
n(n-1)

IA\= (q) ' . I

(

Proof. All the Xi are trivial, so drop(l) = n, drop(x) = 0 for x f 1, so the
first assertion is just 7.3.2, (1) and (2). If n ::>: 2, the second assertion is the
special case Xl
-Xn 1of7.4.1.3. I

=

7.5. Appendix: The product formula in the ge11eral case (d'apies
0. Gabber)
7.5.1. Let k be an algebraically closed field of characteristic p > 0, l a
prime number l =f p 1 E>. a finite extension of Qr, CJ>. its ring of integers
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and F, its residue field. Let :F be a lisse £,-sheaf (resp. F,-sheaf) on
Gm® k which is tame at zero and totally wild at oo. Let /o be a topological
generator of I6ame. The Jordan decomposition of /o acting on F gives a
canonical decomposition of :Fas 1aa.me_representation

of k((t)), namely the fields obtained by extracting N'th roots oft for N
prime to p, we see that we have canonically

r = (rlo-unip l E9

(7.5.Ll)

EB

(

'

r:ame :"., ?r1(Gm 0 k)tame

111

:".,II Z1(l).
Itp

rx-unip),

xnon-triv.contin.
char. of l~o.me to E~

For any complete noetherian local ring A with finite residue field of
residue characteristic l f. p, and any continuous character
X : I6ame

(resp. to F~)

in which l'o - 1 operates nilpotent1y on the first factor and invertibly on
the second. The cohomology sequence of 7.1.1 gives a short exact sequence
(7.5.1.2)

so in particular

-+

AX J

we denote by Lx the lisse sheaf of free A-modules of rank-one on Gm ® k
which is tame at zero and oo and which induces x on Io. Alternately 1 If A
is finite as well, then x is necessarily of finite order pri1ne to p) (because
Ax is)) so of order dividing q-1 for some power q of p. Via the canonical
identification I6ame ..::'.. lim µ.N(k), we may interpret x as a character of
<--

(7.5 1.3)

f(:F, T) E Z[T]

F;,

( k) =
and then the Lx in question is obtained from the earlier
defined Lx on Gm©Fq (obtained from pushing out the Lang torsor, cf. 4.3)
by pulling back to Gm 0 k. Viewing A aB the inverse limit of the finite rings
{A/mn}n;>l allows us to define Lx in the general case by passing to the
limit.

Jlq- l

NoYI' dirn(F10 ) is precisely the nu1nber of Jordan blocks in ;:Io-unip. Therefore if we decree that F 1o-unip has Swan 00 (F) Jordan blocks in total, of
which Swan=(:F) dim(:F10 ) are of size zero, we may define the polynomial

7.5.4. Let us now fix a topological generator lo of Iciame, and a prime
number / cJ p. We denote by

by the recipe

Xgcn: Ii='~ (Z1[[XJ])x

T(dini of Jordan block).

f(:F, T) =
"all" the Swanoo(:F)
Jordan blocks of
:FJ 0 -unip

7.5.2. Theoren1. (0. Gabber).

pyN

the unique continuous ta1ne character satisfying

For :.F, 9 as above 1 we have the product

In tern1s of the horno1norphism

formula

f(:F•G,T) = f(:F,T)f(G,T).

"'II z,(1)-++ Z1(l),

t,: r:ame

ltp

7.5.3. The proof is based upon studying the ' forget supports)) map
1

i,ve have the formula

xg'n(r)

for F and for all its t\vists by tame characters, especia1ly by the generic
such character. \Ve must first make precise what this means.
The tame (at both zero and oo) fundamental group of Gm 0 k is canonically isomorphic to f1 1# Z1(l) oe ~ µw(k), via the coverings [NJ of Gm©k

r{w
by itself. Because these coverings induce precisely all the tame extensions

= (1 + x)-t,(o)/t,(oo).

For any corr1plete noetherian local ring A with finite residue field of residue
characteristic l, \Ve also denote by

1:=e ~ (A[[X]])x
x''"ho) = (l+x)-

Xgen:

1

the character obtained by extension of scalars.
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For such an A, suppose 'Ne are given a lisse sheaf :Fon Gm 0 k of free
A-modules of finite rank which is tame at zero and totally wild at oo. The
long exact cohon1ology sequence on P 1 0 k for j : Gm 4 P 1 and

by the isomorphism (1, 1 + X). This second complex is obtained from the
complex

112

0

-+

-+ Rf~ :F -+

j! :F

coker

-+

.F[XJ

0

p(1o)-.!-X

113

.F[XJ

of A[X]-modules by the flat (A is noetherian) extension of scalars A[X] '-->
A[[X]]. This last complex clearly has its differential p(ro)-1-X injective,

gives a canonical four-term exact sequence of A-modules

.F[XJ
in ·which the middle tvvo terms are free A-modules of rank= S1van 00 (F)
(cf. 2.0 7, 2.1.1)
Now extend scalars from A to A[[X]], so that it makes sense to form
.F®Lx''"· The above four-term sequence gives an exact sequence of A[[X]]-

p(10)-l-X

.F[X),

as is obvious by looking at the coefficient of the highest power of X in
an element of .F[X] suspected of lying in the kernel. By flatness, the map
remains injective after extending scalars from A[X] to A[[X]]. The assertion
concerning its cokernel is obvious. I

A

n1odules

(7.5.4.1)

0 -+ (.F 0 Lx"" )'°
-+

-+

H~ (Gm 0

k, .F 0 Lx''")

7 .5.6. Let us now insert this data into our earlier four-term exact sequence
7.5.4.1, and remember that the choice of a topological generator /o of I8ame
also provides a generator 11(1'0) of Z1(l), which we use to identify Z1(l) to
Z1. Vl'e find a short exact sequence of A[[X]]-modules

-+

1

H (Gm ©k,.F©Lx'"")-+ (.F®Lx«")I 0 (-l)-+ 0,

in which the two middle terms are free A[[X]]-modules of rank Swan=(.F).
As Io-representation, :F ® Lxgen may be viewed explicitly as follo\VS. Denoting by :F the free A-module of finite rank on 1vhich J6ame acts) say by
p 1 \Ve have

(7.5.6.1)

-+ .F[[XJJ/(x - (p(ro) - 1))-+

P(-Yo)(1+x)- 1 -1

.F[[X]]

.F[[XJJ

\\'hose kernel and cokernel are (F0£xgen) 10 and (:F®Lxr;en) 10 respectively.
7.5.5. Lenu11a. VVe hcive

Proof. The complex

.F[[X]] p(1o)(l+x)-'-1 .F[[XJJ

.F[[X]]

I

7.5.7. Before proceeding, it is convenient to axiomatize the so.rt of structure
at which we have arrived. 'The appropriate notion is a variant of 1\1azur 1s
·~spans/' vvhich he introduced in [11az] in studying Hodge and Newton polygons .
7.5.8. Definition. Let A be an arbitrary ring, and X an indeter1ninate. An

"A-span" S' is a two-term complex S' : M .!_, N, of free A[[X]]-modules of
the same finite rank, whose differential¢ is A[[X]]-linear and injective. The
common rank of M and N is called the ra11k of the span, denoted rk(S').
If B is a flat A-algebra such that B[[X]] is flat over A[[X]] (e.g., this is
automatic if A and B are noetherian, by ([A-K], Chapter V. 3.2 (i) +-+
(iv), applied to A[[XJ], I= (X), M = B[[X]])) then an A-span S' gives
rise to a B-span, namely

S'

is iso1norphic to the co1nplex
P(-Yo)-1-X
----+

.F[[X]],

o,

the first two of which are free A[[X]]-modules of rank= Swan=(.F).

.F 0 Lx'"" = .F[[XJ] as free A[[X]]-module of finite rank,
{ I6ame acts by 'Yo-+ p(ro)(l + X)- 1.
·
Thus we have a t1vo-term complex

O-+H~(Gm©k,.F®Lx«•)-+H 1 (Gm©k,.F®Lx'"") ~

0

A{[Xll

B[[X]]:

M

0 B[[X]J
A[[Xl]

¢0id
--->

N

0 B[[X]]
A{[Xll

(the map¢ 0 id remains injective by the supposed flatness).
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Given two A-spans

Si

and

their tensor product

Si 0

,

for i

= 1,2

1

S2 is defined to be

,

S1 0 52

Proof. If either Si or S2 are zero) then Si ® S2 is zero and the assertion is
"0 = 0 in Z[T] ." If both Si and 82 are non-zero, then in suitable bases -..ve
have matrices for <f, 1 and <f, 2 of the form

S~)

¢•
Si~ : M i---+Ni

: M1

0

A[[X]]

t1il0¢>2

Mz

-----------+

</;, =
N1

®

A[[X]]

1V2.

(To check that this map between free A[[X]}-modules ofrank rk(S!) rk(SD
is in fact injective) observe that it factors into two injective maps
¢10idM2

M1®M2

Ni®M2

idN1 0¢2

.
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X"'
(

)

·.
xnr1

whence <f, 1 ® <f, 2 has matrix

Ni®N2.)

If A is a field, then given an A-span
Se:

M~N,

the theory of elementary divisors shows that, if rk(S) = r > 0 then M
and N admit A[[X]]-bases in terms of which the matrix of <P is a diagonal
matrix

.o)

X"',
(

0

Span(:F) : H; (Gm® k, :F ® Lx''")

X"·

7.5.ll.1emrna. For:F,Q sheaves of the above type (i.e. in CA,k), the monodromy spans of :F) g and :F * g are related by a canonical isomorphism

°' EJjA[[X]J/(X"')

Span(:F * Q)

i=l

f(S', T) E Z[T]
ck(S')

T"'.

:F[[X]]/(X - (p(10) - 1)).

i=l

For the zero-span 1 we define

f(O',T)

Write :Fas 10 -module as the direct sum

= 0.

7.5.9. Lemma. If A is a field, then for any two A-spans 51 and
the formula for associated polynomials

f(S! ® s;' T) = f(s;' T)f(S;' T).

Span(:F) ® Span(Y).

7.5.12. We may now conclude the proof of the product formula 7.5.2.
Suppose first that A = F,, a finite extension of F1. Then for :F E CA,k, the
cokernel of Span(:F) is the F,[[X]]-module

is defined to be

L

o;

Proof. This results immediately from parts (6) and (9) of the Convolution
Theorem 5.1, applied to :F ® Lx''" and Q ® Lx"" over A[[X]]. ~

rrhe associated polynomial to such a span, denoted

f(S',T) =

--+

forget supports

with integral non-negative powers of X as diagonal entries. Intrinsically
ni) ... , nr may be recovered as the unique set of r non-negative integers for
which there exists an A[[X]]-isomorphism

Nf<PM

7.5.10. Now let us return to the geometric situation at hand. Suppose that
A is a complete noetherian local ring with finite residue field F>.. of residue
characteristic I f p, and that :F is a lisse sheaf of free finitely generated
A-modules on Gm 0 k, k algebraically closed of characteristic p > 0, which
is tame at zero and completely wild at oo. We define the inonodromy span
of :F, Span(:F), to be the A-span of rank= Swan 00 (:F) defined by

:F
S~

= J'Io-unip © :F(ro-1 invertible).

we have

Clearly we have
(:Ffo,-1 invectible))[[XJJ/(X _ (p(/o) -1)) = 0,
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(by Nakayama's Lemma), so that the cokernel of Span(F) is isomorphic to

and just as above this cokernel is itself isomorphic to

Ffo-unip[[XJJ/(X - (p(10)- 1)).
In termS of the Jordan decomposition of the nilpotent operator p('y 0 ) - 1
on .:F10 -unip as a sum of Jordan blocks of sizes n 1 , ... , nk, we have, tautologously,

Fio-unip[[X]]/(X - (p(io) - 1)),
so we see as above that

f(F,T)

k

Fio-unip[[XJJ/(X -(p(10)- l))
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'°" EflF,,[[XJJ/(X"')

= /(Span(F) o,([X]l
® E,[[X]],T).

i::::l

Adding on "extra" Jordan blocks of size zero to get a total of S"\van 00 (..F)
blocks in "total," 1ve see that

In fact, one can easily check that the EA-span

f(F, T) = J(Span(F), T).
From this identity, the product formula

f(F

© Ex= :.F) and not on the auxiliary choice of :F; \Ye
o,[[X]l
denote it simply as Span(F). The formula for O;-spans

depends only on :F

* r;J, T) = f(F, T)f(r;J, T)

follows immediately from the two properties of FA-spans

Spa~(F • 9) = Span~F)
{

/(5 1

®

5 2 , T)
0

®

Sp~n(r;J)

= /(51 , T)/(5 2 , T)

which we have already established. This concludes the proof of the product
forrr1ula in the case of FA-sheaves.
In the case of E>._-sheaves, we must argue slightly differently. Given a
lisse E>,.-sheaf F on Gm ® k which is tame at zero and totally wild at oo,
pick a lisse 0>.,-sheaf Y:: of fr.ee 0>.-modu1es of finite rank v-..'hich gives rise to
it. 'lVe may consider the 0>.-span
Span(:F),
whose cokernel is isomorphic to the O,,[[X]]-module
F[[X]J/(X - (p(-yo) - 1)).
By the flatness of E;[[X]] over O;[[X]], it makes sense to form the E;span
Span(:F)

Span(F * r;;) = Span(:F) 0 Span(r;;)

0
E,[[X]],
o,[[X]l

whose cokernel is isomorphic to the E.l[[XJJ-rnodule
F[[XJJ/(X - (p(!o) - 1)),

yields by extension of scalars O,[[X]] ~ E;[[XJJ an isomorphism of E,,spans
Span(F * r;J) = Span(F) 0 Span(r;J),
and the proof of the product formula concludes exactly as in the F >..-case. I

7.6. Appen_dix: an. open proble1n concer11ing breaks of a convolution_. One problem concerning convolution \vhich we are unable to solve is
the following. Given a lisse A-adic sheaf :.F on Gm ® k in our convolution
category C (tame at zero, totally wild at infinity), let us define its Swan
polygon to be the polygon Yvhose slopes are the breaks (of :.F as representation of I=, the inertia group at oo), with multiplicity the multiplicity of
that break. (If the distinct breaks are
0

<

A1

<

Az

< · · · < .A,;

n;

= multiplicity of A;

then rank(F) = I;n,,Swan=(F) = I;n;A;, and the Swan polygon is (for
r = 3).
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(rank(.F), Swan 00.(.F))

if we horizontally translate all such polygons so that they "exactly'' lie in
the second quadrant, then inversion is reflection in the line x + y = 0. In
this lallguage, the hope is that the inverse Swan polygon of a convolution
J' * g is the tensor product, in the sense of [Ka-4], of the inverse Swan
polygons of J' and g.
A second reformulation is this. If :F has breaks ,\i with multiplicities
ni, define its inverse Swan polynomial to be the Z-polynomial in fractional
powers of an indeterminate T
inv. Swan(.F, T) =

slope ')'1

(0, 0)

L n;A;T f>.,.
1

Then the Swan polygon formula to be proven is the product formula
inv. Swan(.F * 9, T)
for .F, g in C.

In view of 1.9 (essentially the Hasse-Arf Theorem) the problem is to compute the Swan polygon of a convolution in terms of the S\van polygons of
the convolvees. The natural guess is that if
:F has breaks >.i with multiplicities
{

g

ni

has breaks µ; with multiplicities m;

then their convolution J'
breaks (l/,\;)

* g has

~ (l/µ;)

with multiplicities n;m;(A;

+ µ;).

Let us say that :Fis '(unibrealc" ifi as 100 -representation. :F has a single
break (with multiplicity equal to rank(.F)). If the above guess is correct,
then we find that for :F, Q in C, we have
J', g both unibreak ==? J'

* g unibreak.

Conversely, the universal truth of this last implication would imply the
universal truth of the hoped-for Swan polygon formula in the general case,
thanks to the existence of "local convolution," established in Chapter 6
following suggestions of Gabber and Laurnon.
Here are two reformulations of the Swan polygon formula. Given any
"polygon" in the sense of [Ka-4] with slopes Ai > 0 and rr1ultiplicities ni,
define the ('inverse polygon" to be the one with slopes 1/ ,\i) and multiplicities ni>.i. Pictorially, the operation of <'inversion" of polygons is
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8.0. A Cancellation Tl1eorem for Convolution
Let k be an algebraically closed field of characteristic p > 0, 1 a prime
number l # p, and A an l-adic coefficient ring as in 5.0. \Ve have seen
(5.2.1, 5.2.3) that for FE C and 9 E@the two convolutions F, * 9 and
:F* * 9 both lie in Ti, and that, if g lies in C1 , then these two convolutions
coincide, and they lie in C1 .

at zero. Granting for a moment that Ker is also tame at 00 1 we may easily
deduce (3), for if F, * 9 is totally wild at oo, then its tame-at-oo subsheaf
Ker must vanish. As F! * g and F* * Q are lisse of the same rank over the
field F>.., the injective map between them must be an isomorphism.
It remains to prove that Ker is tame at oo, for FE C and 9 ET. We first
reduce to the case when :F and g are lisse at zero. Because :F is tame at
zero, and we work with finite coefficients F,\, there exists an integer N 2 1
prime top for which [NJ' F and [NJ'(c;;) are lisse at zero, (N.B.: [NJ' Fis
still totally wild at oo). So the spectral sequence (5.2.1.1) and its variant
(5.2.1.2) yield isomorphisms

=

A

[NJ'(F,

* 9)

[N]'(F,

* 9) .:::_, ([NJ'(F), * [NJ'(9))"Nikl,

.:::_, ([NJ'(F}

* [NJ'(c;;))PN(k)

whence an isomorphism

8.0.1. Cancellation Theorem. Let F be a non-zero object of C, and 9 an
object of Ti. If F, * 9 lies in Ci, then 9 itself lies in Ci.

Proof If A= E,, then by picking O,-forms of F and 9, we may reduce
to the case A
0 >... If A is complete noetherian local 1vith finite residue
field F,, we may reduce to the case A= F, (formation of F, * 9 and of the
break-decompositions of :F, * 9 and of 9 as P 00 -representations commutes
with the extension of scalars of coefficients A ---+ F;.; therefore if F! * g
is completely wild at oo so is (F 0 F,), * (9 0 F,); by the theorem over
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[NJ'(Ker(F, 9)) .:::_, (Ker([N]' F, [N]'9))"N.
Therefore it suffices to prove that Ker([NJ' F, [NJ'9) is itself tame at oo,
i.e., to prove that Ker(F, 9) is tame at oo under the additional hypothesis
that F, 9 are both lisse at zero.
For any :F, g lisse on Gm) the standard compactification of the multiplication map 7r : Gm X Gm -+ Gm as

A

F,,, 9 0 F, is totally wild at oo; by Nakayama's Lemma applied to the
A
P 00 -invariants of 9, we see that 9 is itself totally wild at oo).

(x, y) I----> (x, xy)

8.0.2. Le1nma. For A= F>._ 1 F in C and 9 in T, we have

(1) The sheaves F, * 9 and F. * 9 are lisse F, -sheaves on Gm 0 k of the
same rank, namely rank(F) Swan 00 (9) + rank(9) Swan 00 (F).
(2) The kernel "Ker(F, 9)" of the canonical map F, •9 ~ F, •9 is lisse
on Gm 0 k, and tame at both zero and oo.
(3) If F, * 9 lies in C, then F, * 9 .:::_, F, * 9.
·Proof. For (1), we already know both convolutions are lisse) tame at 0,
and that their formation commutes with passage to fibres. The rank is
computed by the Euler-Poincare formula, applied to any fibre (cf. the proof
of the same formula for F, 9 both in C).
For (2), the fact that J(er is lisse on Gm 0 k and tame at zero is obvious,
because it is the kernel of a 1nap of sheaves each of which is lisse, and tame

gives

Rrr,(F09) = R(pr,),(j,(FD9))
R'll',(F 0 9) = R(pr,),(Rj.(F 0 9)).
Because the natural map in D;(Gm 0 k, F,)

j,(FD9) ~ Rj,(F09)
is an isomorphism on Gm x Gm, the cohomology of its mapping cylinder is concentrated on the two sections {O} x Gm and { oo} x Gm of

on P 1 x Gm ¥.·hich is concen'L
P l X G m -+ G m. For any sheaf 'LI
trated on these two sections, we have

pr2 :

.

{

R'(pr,),(H)

0

= (HI {O}

if

ii 0

Gm) ffi(H

X

I {oo}

X

Gm)

if i

From the commutative diagram
{oo}xid

(P 1 - {O}) x Gm ~--""

J'. --+ Rj,)

switch factors

X

X

(R j,(F09) I {O}
1

Gm)--+ R m(F09) ~
1

X

Gm)Ef)--+

Now suppose that :F and g are each lisse at zero, and denote by J, Qthe
unique lisse F;.-sheaves on A 1 @k extending :F and 9 respectively (i.e., in
terms of j 0 : Gm'--' A 1 , J = (jo),F, and ?J = (j,),9). Then we claim
that we have canonical isomorphisms of sheaves

j,(F l2J 9) I {O}

Gm"' F(O) 0 (j,(F,>, l2J 9) I {O}

X

I {oo}

F,

X

Gm)

I {oo} X

x Gm "'Q(O) 0 (j,(F0F,.)
F,

Gm)·

Indeed, to calculate j,(F 0 9) restricted to {O} x Gm, it suffices to
calculate in the Zariski neighborhood A1 x G.,, of {O} x Gm, i.e. to calculate

k,(F09)[{0}

X

Gm where

(x,y)

>---->

(x,xy).

= k'(F0F>.) 0(F>. 09),

R'k,(F 0 !!) "'(F 0 F>.) 0 R' k,(F>. 0 9).

= 0 and restricting to {O} x Gm

for j,(F 0 9)[{0} X Gm.
To calculate j,((F09)[{oo}
{O})

(T,x)

f-+

(Tx,x)

Gm ____
k_ __, A 1 X Gm ~-{_o_}x_i_d,~ Gm,
(x,y)i-+(X,xy)

,

j,(F09)

1'(00}

X

Gm= 1,(1'09) I {oo}

Gm

X

1\
k,(9 0 F) I {O}

X

Gm,

and this last is, as we have seen just above, isomorphic to

Q(O) 0 (k,(F,>, l2J F) [ {O}
[F,

X

Gm)·

Reading backwards with 9 replaced by F,>,, we may rewrite this as

Q(O) 0 (j,(F0F,>,) I {oo}
F,

X

Gm)),

as asserted. This concludes the proof of the claim.

(j,(F>. l2J 9) [ {O}

1

neighborhood

Shearing

(j,(F0F,)

so the projection formula gives an isomorphism on A x Gm

(P 1 -

(l/x,y)

Gm 0 k which are lisse at zero, then the sheaves

In tern1B of this calculation, we have

Taking i

X

~

Thus we are reduced to showing that if :F and 9 are lisse sheaves on

k : Gm x Gm --+A 1 x Gm

F09

Gm

\Ve see that

--+ (R 1 j,(F09) I {oo} X Gm)-+
--+ R2 11,(F 0 !!) --+ R 2 11,(F 0 !!) --+

{ j,(F09)

r
(y, x)

11

Gm)Ef)(j,(F09) [ {oo}

--+R1 11,(F09)--+

inversion X id

(x, y)

A 1 XGm~~

(x,y)

is

0 --+R0 1r,(F09) --+R 0 11,(F09)--+
--+ (j,(F09) I {O}

\l·I

= 0,

where in the last formula both {O} x Gm and {oo} X Gm are viewed as
"Gm.'' Therefore the long exact cobomology sequence (for R(pr2)*, and
the above
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X

in A 1 x Gm gives the assertion

Gm, we may calculate in the Zariski open.
1
Gm of {oo} X Gm in P X Gm·
X

X

I {oo} X

Gm),
Gm),

, -- are tan1e at oo. But each of these sheaves is a direct factor in a sheaf which,
by the above long exact sequence formed with F,>, and 9 (resp.,with F and
F,), is caught between R 0 11,(F>. 0 9) and R 1 11,(F, 0 9) (resp. between
R 0 ~.(F0FA) and R 1 11,(F0F,)). By Lemma 5.2.1.4, we see that all these
last sheaves are constant sheaves on -Gm 0 k. II
We now return to the proof of the theorem with A== F>,,, :F non-zero in

C, and 9 in T such that (thanks to the lemma)
F, ,9:::, F, •9 lies in C.
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We 1.vish to prove that g lies in C, i.e., is totally wild at oo.
8.0.3. To prove this, we will use Gabber's method of spans (cf. 7.5) to
analyze the local monodromy at both zero and oo of 9. For any finite local
F>._-algebra A) and any continuous character
X: 7r1(Gm 0 k)tame
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=II Zr(l)-+ Ax,

for j : Gm c.....+ P 1 the inclusion, thus reduces to a four term exact sequence
(in view of the vanishing of
and
for ii 1)

H'

H;

0-+ (g 0 .Cx)Io Efl(g 0 .Cx)'~-+ H;(Gm 0 k, 9 0 .Cx)-+
-+ H 1 (Gm 0 k, 9 0 .Cx)-+ (9 0 .Cx)I0 (-l) Efl(9 0 .Cx)I~(-1)-+ 0.
Applying this with

l,tp

A = a finite over-field of F >. say F\
1

we have

(J'"

* 9) F.l.
0 .Cx =

((:F:

* 9) F.l,
0 A) 0
A

x = Xo

.Cx

we see in particular that

"'((:F 0 A),* (g 0 A)) 0 .Cx

dim(g 0 .Cx 0 ) ' 0

A

"'((:F 0 A) 0 .Cx)•
A

= (:F 0 .Cx):
FJ.

: 7r1(Gm 0 k)tamc-+ Ax a fixed character,

* ((9 0

A) 0 .Cx)

Le.

A

* (9 F.l.
0 .Cx),

(#(g
in

and similarly

of Jordan blocks c \''
0 .Cx,)Ic-un;p ·-;

+ dim(g 0
+

.Cx 0 J'~ ~ Swanoo(9);

(# (g
in

of Jordan blocks )
S
(C)
0 .CxcJ'~-un;p
~ wanoo Y .

We define

f(g@.Cxc•T) E Z[TJ
Applying 5.2.2.1, we see that for i

cf

by the recipe
1,

J(Q © lxo T) ::::
1

and for i = 1 we have isomorphisms

H;(-,(:F• •9) 0 .Cx) .::..H;(-,:F 0 .Cx)@H;(-,9 0 .Cx)
F>..

F>.

F>.

A

1

H'(-,(:F, •9) 0 .Cx).::., H'(-,:F 0 .Cx)0H (-,9 0 .Cxl·
F';,

Because both

= Swan

00

Hl

A

F;.

F;i..

and H 1 of :F 0 .Cx are free A-modules of non-zero rank
F,

(:F), while the H; and H 1 of (:F• •9) 0 .Cx and of (:F, •9) 0 .Cx
FA

FA

respectively are the1nselves free A-modules, (because the sheaves in question
lie in C), it follows that

H~(Gm 0 k, 9 0 .Cx) and H 1 (Gm 0 k, 9 0 .Cx)
F>..

FA

are each free A-modules of rank Swan 00 (9).
The long exact sequence for the mapping cylinder of

j,(g 0 .Cx)-+ Rj,(9 0 .Cx),
F>..

F>..

2=

y(dim of Jordan block)

the sum extended to "all" the Swan 00 (9) Jordan blocks of (g @.Cx 0 ) ' 0 -"'';P
at zero ·and of (<J 0 £x 0 ) 100 -unip at oo, with the convention that of these,
Swan 00 (9) - dim(g 0 .Cx 0 ) ' 0 - dim(g 0 .CxcJ'~ are of size zero.
Pass now to

A=

F~[[X]]

x=

XoXuniv, where xuniv: ?T1(Gm 0 k)tame--+ AX

1

maps a chosen generator lo of I6ame to (1

and also maps a generator 'Yoo of

r:me

(Because the inclusions of both Io and ! 00 in
phis1ns

to

71'1 (Gm

+ X)- 1 )
( 1 + x)- 1 .
0 k) induce isomor-
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the. chosen generator /O of !Jame defines a unique generator "V100 of 1tame
00
wluch has the same image as 'Yo in 7r 1 (Gm@ k)tam'.) Just as in 7.5.6, we
obtain a three-term exact sequence

0 -+ H; (Gm @k, (9@.C.xn )@.C.x"''') -+ H 1 (Gm @k, (9@.C.x,)@.C.x""'') -+
-+

(9 0 Lxo 0 .C.X""'' )I, (-1) Ejj(9 0 Lxo 0 Lx""'' )I_ (-1) -+ 0.

Exactly as in 7.5.6, we see that

8.1. Two Variants of the Cancellation Tl1eorem
8.1.1. First Variant. Let k be algebraically closed of characteristic p > 0,
a prime number I f p 1 F>. a finite extension ofFr 1 A the coefficient ring
F,. Suppose we are given :FE C, 9 ET such that

(1) :F: * 9 ::::. :F, * 9
(2) for all finite extension fields F\ ofF>, and all continuous characters
X: ir1(Gm 0 k)tame-+ (F\)X, we have H 0 (Gm@ k,9 0 Lx) = 0 =
H;(Gm@k,9 ®Lx)·
Then we have the formula

is an F~-span1 denoted Span(Q ®.Cxo)i whose associated polynomial is just
f(9 0 .C.x,, T):

From the isomorphisms 5.2.2.1, we see that the already-defined monodromy spans of the objects of C which are :F@ .C. Xo and (:F,· * 9)"'
r
~
'<::>' ,l.,Xo (:F, * !/) 0 Lx, are related to Span(9 0 Lx,) by

* 9) 0

.C.x,)

Span(:F 0 Lx,)@ Span(9 0 Lx 0 ).

Co'.

Passing to associated polynomi<ils, we find a product formula

Differentiating and evaluating at T = 1, we fi'nd
rank(((:F:

* 9) 0

Lx,J'o-unip)

= f'(:F 0

Lx" l)f(9@ Lx,, 1)

+ f(:F@.C.x,, l)f'(9 0

.C.x,, 1)

= (dim(:F@ Lx,)Io-unip) Swan
+ Swan

00

(:F) [dim((9 0 .C.xo )'o-unip)

00

* 9) = rank(:F) Swan (9) + Swan
+ Swan (:F) dim( (9)P-).
00

00

H 0 (Gm

Swan 00 (:F) dim( (9)P- ).

for
We
the
(cf.

.C.x,)I--unip)].

(:F) rank(9)

00

But we know that rank(:F: * 9) is equal to the sum of the first two terms
alone, whence, as Swan 00 (:F) f. 0, we conclude that dim(9)P- = O, i.e., 9
is totally wild at oo. I

*9

Co'.

:F,

*9

also

@k,(F;~9)0Lx) = 0= H;(Gm@k,(:F,•9) ®Lx),

all x as above. Because :F lies in C, it too satisfies these vanishings.
wish to pass to the spans attached to these sheaves. For this 1 we need
following standard lemma, the second part of which was already proven
2.2.7). I

8.1.2. Lennna. Let A be a complete noetherian local ring with finite residue
field F, of characteristic l f. p, 1i a lisse sheaf of free A-modules of finite
rank on a smooth open connected curve U over ki still supposed algebraically
closed of characteristic /' l.

(1) If H 0 (u, 1i@ F,)
A

= 0,

then H 0 (U, 'Ji)

= O and

H 1 (U, 'Ji) is a free

A-mDdule whose formation commutes with arbitrary extensions of
coefficient rings A --f. A'.
A

Surnn1ing over all Xo, this yields
rank(:F:

* 9)P-) =

(2) If H;(u, 1i@ F,)

(9)

+ dim((9 0

dim((:F:

Proof. The isomorphisms 5.2.2.1 show that the sheaf :F,
satisfies the vanishing pi;operties of (2) above:

f (Span(9 0 .C.x,), T) = f(9 0 Lx,, T).

Span( (:F,
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= 0,

then H;(u, 'Ji)

= 0,

and HJ(U, 'Ji) is a free

A-module whose formation commutes with arbitrary extensions of
coefficient rings A -+ A'.
Proof. In both cases 1 the cohomology groups in question are those of a twoterm complex of free A-modules of finite rank, say M-+ N, (cf. 2.2) which
after any extension of coefficient rings A -+ A' computes the coh?mology
groups of'Ji@A'. In case (1), we are told that M@F, '--' N@F,; therefore
A

rank(M) :S rank(N), and in A-bases of M and N respectively, the matrix
of M -+ N has a minor of size rank(M) which is invertible over F.1, so
invertible. Therefore M is a direct factor of N, say M = NEB M 1 i and
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the assertion is obvious. In the second casei we are told that M _,. N is
surjective after @F;, so surjective. As N is free, there exists a splitting
M ::e Ker(M ~ N) Ell N. i

IC any of the sheaves F ® Lx, 9 ® Lx, (F, * 9) 0 Lx, we have, denoting by
j : Gm y. P 1 the inclusion, a three-term exact sequence
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0 ~}(,Io EfjJCI= ~ H;(Gm@ k"P,JC) ~ H 1 (P 1

@

k"P,j,JC)

~ 0.

Fix a finite over-field F\ of F,., and a character
We may apply the weight analysis of 7.1.1, to find that /(IC, T) as defined
in the first variant is equal to

XO : 7r1(Gm@ k)tame ~ (F\)".

We will apply the lemma to U = Gm® k, A = F\[[X]], }{ the sheaf
JC 0 £xuniv where K is any of the lisse F~ -sheaves :F © Cxo, 9 ® £x 0 ,

Fl

y(l+weight(K.)-weight(a)).
a eigenvalue
of Fon

•

(F! * 9)@ C.x 0 • This allo\vs us to form the spans of each 1 and their associated polynomials /(IC, T), given by

f(JC, T):::

2=

JI!(Gm®kBP ,K.)

From this, and the isomorphism

H;(Gm ® k"P, F ® Lx) ® H;(Gm ® k"P,9 ® Lx)

T(dim. of Jordan blocks)

::e H;(Gm ® k'eP, (F'
where the sum is extended to "all" the Swan 00 (1C) Jordan blocks of both
(JC)Io-unip as Io-representation and of (K) 100 -unip as !=-representation)
with the usual convention that Swan 00 ( K:) - dim(IC 10 ) - dim( IC I~) of these
blocks have dimension zero. Just as in 8.0.3 above) we have the tensor
product formula

it follows (cf. 7.1.4) that "C'i have the product formula
,J

)

* 9) @-J:x, T)

f((F,

= f(F 0 Lx, T) · (9 ® Lx, T).

Differentiating, evaluating at T = 1, and summing over all
gives the assertion. Ii

x of finite order

8.1.4. Remark. For F and 9 as in the first variant, if we do not use the fact
that F! * 9 is tame at zero, the· calculation ending the proof will give, for

with its resulting product formula

each

xo,
dim((F!

Differentiating and evaluating at 1, and sumn1ing over all
assertion. I

* 9) ® Lx),

xo,

gives the

= Swan

00

* 9) ® Lx,J'c-unip + dim((F, * g) ® Lx,)f=-unip
(F)[dim(9 ® Lx Jfc-unip + dim(9@ Lx )I,-unip}
0

+ Swan

8.1.3. Second Variant. Let k be a finite field of characteristic p, 1 a prime
nuniber l f. p 1 E>.. a finite extension of Q>.., A the coefficient ring E;,,.
Suppose we are given FE C, 9 ET such that

(1) F, 9 and F, * 9 are all pure sheaves on Gm@ k.
(2) For any finite extension field E~ of E,., and any continuous character of finite order X : ?r1(Gm © ksep)tame -+ (E\)X we have
H 0 (Gm ® k"P, 9 ® Lx) = 0 = H;(Gm ® k"P, 9 ® Lx)·
1

Then we have the formula

Summing over all Xo \ Yl'e find
dim((F,

= Swan

00

* 9)P + dim((F, * 9)P~)

(F)[rank(Y)

0

)

+ dim(YP~)J + Swan

00

(Y) rank(F).

But the Euler-Poincare formula gives
rank(F,

* 9) =

Swan 00 (F) rank(g)

+ Swan

00

(Y) rank(F),

so we have
dim((F,

* 9rild at o) + dim((F, * q)tame at oo)

= Swan
Proof. By the isomorphisms 5.2.2.1, (resp., the fact that F EC), we see
that F, * 9 (resp. F) also satisfies the vanishing properties (2) above. For

0

0
00 (Y) [dim(F ® Lxo )' -unip}.

00

(F) dim(Y 1 =e at

00

).

In particular, if F and 9 both lie in C, we have
dim( F,

* 9ri1d at o + dirµ( F, * g) tame at oo

= O.
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This gives another proof, independent of 5.2.1(3) and 5.2.3, of the fact that

Notice that the notion of being an "elementary' 1 or a "Fourier"sheaf is
independent of the auxiliary choice of (F q, ,P), appearing in its definition.
Indeed for any other choice (F '" ,P 1 ), pick a common finite over-field F ,,
of both F q and F '" and denote by {; and {;, the non-trivial characters of
F q 2 obtained from 'I/; and 1/; 1 respectively by composing with the trace from
F,, to Fq and to F 0 , respectively. Then there is a Unique b E (F,,)x such
that ;/;1 (x)
;/;(bx) for all x E F ,,, and for this b we have an isomorphism
of sheaves on A 1 ©k
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:F, 9 both in C = } :F * 9 lies in C.

8.2. Interlude: Naive Fourier Transform (cf. [Lau-2])
8.2.1. Let k be an algebraically closed field of characteristic p > 0, l a
prime nu~ber l =fa Pi E:>.. a finite extension of Qe, 0>. its ring of integers,
F, its residue field. Fix a finite subfield F, Ck, and a non-trivial additive
character

=

£,p,(ax)

,P: (F,,+)

~ O~.

(Such a ,p exists if and only if the residue field F, contains a non-trivial
p'th root of unity, i.e., if and only if #(F,) =' 1 mod p.)
1
We have already defined £1/J as a lisse 1 rank one O;..-sheaf on A 0 F q)
obtained by suitably pushing out the Lang torsor. By inverse image, we
obtain f.,p on A 1 @k. For any a Ek= A 1 (k), we denote by
f.,p(ox)

cl~ (x ,.__, axr(t.,µ),

another lisse rank one O,-sheaf on A 1 0 k. For a = 0, t.,,(ox) is the
constant sheaf O,; for a of 0, L,p(ax) has Swanoo = l.
8.2.1.1. Definition. For A either of the coefficient fields F,, E,, a constructible A-sheaf :F on A 1 0 k is called "elementary" if it satisfies the

two following conditions:

Elem (1) :F has no non-zero punctual sections, i.e., if j: U ~ A 0k
is the inclusion of any non-empty ouvert de lissite of :F, the canonical
map :F - t j,,j* :F is injective.
Elem (2) For all a Ek, H?(A 1 0k, :F 0 L~(ax)) 0.
1

=

Because each L,p(ax) is lisse of rank one on A 10k, condition (1) is equivalent to

Elem(l)bis: for all a Ek, H~(A 1 0k,:F 0 L,p(ox)) = 0.
8.2.1.2. Definition. A constructible A-sheaf :Fon A 1 0k is called a Fourier
sheaf if it is elementary and it satisfies the following two additional condi-

tions:
Fourier (1) For j: U ~ A 1 @k the inclusion of any non-empty ouvert
de lissite of :Fi we have :F _::-.. j .. j* :F
Fourier (2) For any a Ek,
H 0 (A 1 @k,:F 0 L~(ax)) = 0.
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°' L,p(abx)·

8.2.1.3. Lemma. Let :F be a constructible A-sheaf on A 10k, j : U '--> A 1©k
the inclusion of a non-empty l(ouvert de lissite)! of :F. Denote by (j*:F)v
the A-linear dual of j' :F (contragradient representation of 7r 1 (U, ~)). Then
we have the followirig implications:

(1) If :F is Fourier, then :F is elementary.
(2) If :F:::, j,j' :F, and if (j' :F),, is a completely reducible representation·
of 7r1(U, ij) 1 then :F is elementary if and only if :F is Fourier1 indeed
Elem(2) ¢=? Fourier(2) for such an :F.
(3) If :F:::. j,j' :F, then :Fis Fourier if and only if both :F and j,((j' :FJY)
are elementary.
(4) If :Fis Fourier, then j,((j' :F)v) is Fourier.

Proof. (1) is obvious. (2) holds because Elem(2) is equivalent to requiring that j* :F as 7r1 (U) ij) representation have no quotient isomorphic
to any of the one-dimensional representations j* .C,,p(a.x), for any a E k)
while Fourier(2) requires in addition that j' :F as 7r1 (U, ~) have no subrepresentation isomorphic to any of the j* .C,,p(a.x), a E k. (3) is obvious from
the fact that H 0 (U,(j':F)' 0 [.~(-ax)) is the A(-1)-dual of
H'/:(U,j':F 0 L,p(ax)), and similarly with :F replaced by :Fv. (4) is obvious from (3). I
8.2.1.4. Lemma. Let K be an algebraically closed over-field of k, :F a constructible A-sheaf on A 1 ®k 1 :FK its inverse image on A 1 ® J{. Then :Fis
elementary (resp. Fourier) if and only if :FK is elementary (resp. Fourier).
Proof. Consider the diagram
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Then F on A 1 @k is elementary if and only if

so the asserted invariance of the property of being elementary results from
the smooth base change theorem (SGA IV, Exp XVI, 1.1and1.5), By part·
(3) of the previous lemma, the invariance of 1'Fourierness" follows from that
of elementaryness. II
8.2.2. Definition. For A = F, or E, as above, and k any field of charac·
teristic p, a constructible A-sheaf :Fon A 1 ®k is said to be elementary\ respectively Fourier, if for some (or equivalently, for any) algebraically closed over-field J{ of k, the inverse image of :Fon A 1 0 J{ is elementary (resp,
Fourier).
8.2.3. Definition. Let F be a constructible A-sheaf on A 1 @k, k any over··'
field of F 0 , Its naive Fourier transform, denote NFT,µ(F), is the con·.,
structible A-sheaf on A 1 @k defined by

NFT,p(F)
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Proof. Assertion (1) is the involutivity of the "correct" Fourier transform.
-'.',-Assertion (2) is geometric, so we may assume k algebraically closed. For
··,-an elementary :F, and j: U '---+ A 1 0k the inclusion of a non-empty ouvert
·;·de lissite of :F, we have a short exact sequence
0--+ F--+ j,j' F--+

EB (Fh /Fa)--+ Q,
aEk

Passing to the long cohomology sequence of the functors

we get a short exact sequence -of sheaves on A 1 0 k

--+ NFT,p(j,j' F)--+ 0.
--:.Tensoring this with Lt/J(-ax) and passing to cohomology on A 1 ®k, we get,
'for. every a E k,

= R 1 (pr2),(pri(F) @µ'(C,p)),

where pr1,pr2 ,µ are the three maps A 2 ---+ A 1 in 8.2.1.4 above.
8.2.4. Warning. This definition is reasonable only for elementary F's, as the
"correct" Fourier transform of Fis the object R(pr2Hpr; (F) 0 µ' (C~ ))[!]
in D~(A 1 ®k, A).The elementary sheaves are precisely those for which this
object has only its zeroeth cohomology sheaf non-zero, and our (1naive 11 :'
Fourier transform is precisely this cohomology sheaf.

;Thus we see that, for :F elementary, we have

=

NFT,µ(F) satisfies Fourier(2)

F satisfies Fourier(l).

Now consider all the C!Ji(ax)-subsheaves of a given elementary :F. Because
'1f;(A 1 @k,C,µ(ax))
0 for i I 2 and for all a Ek, we see that if Fis
'L:elementary, and if we are given an injective map .CtJi(ax) <--+ :F, then the
·cakernel is again elementary, for if

=

8.2.5. Main Theorem on Fourier Trai1sform (Laumon, Deligne).

(1) If F is elementary, then NFT,µ(F) is elementary, and if we de.
note by -:;f the inverse (complex conjugate) character to 1/; 1 we havC
a canonical isomorphism 1 functorial in :F,

0---+ CtJi(ax) ---+ :F---+ (i---+ 0,
.then after twisting by any C,p(bx) we have
.

1

H;(A @k, F@ C,µ(bx))

~

.

1

H;(A @k,9@ C,µ(bx))

NFT;p(NFT,p(F)) ::'.. F(-1).

' More precisely, for F
(2) If F is Fourier, then NFT,µ(F) is Fourier.
elementary, and i I j in {1, 2}, then F satisfies Fouriec{i) <='*
NFT>/(F) satisfies Fourier(j),
(3) If k is a finite field, A = E>-, and F is a Fourier sheaf which is pure
of some weight w (meaning that j*' :F is punctually pure of weight w
on any non-void ouvert de lissite), then NFT,p(F) is a Fourier sheaf
which is pure of weight w + 1.

Because the £1/J(ax) for variable a are pairwise non-isomorphic, we have,
:(for any elementary :F, a short exact sequence

0

·-+EB H

0

(A 1 @k, F@ C,p(ax))@ C,p(-ox)--+ F--+ Q--+ 0

a Ek

_-)n which F is again elementary, and in which

H 0 (A 1 @k, 9@ C,p(ax)) = 0 for all a Ek.
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(One sees this last vanishing by tensoring the above exact sequence with,
C.p(ax), and passing to the long exact cohomology sequence.)
Now consider the long exact cohomology sequence of the functors

A-sheaf on U, for A= E>. or F>.- Then j,:F is a Fourier sheaf on A 1 @k
'if any of the following conditions hold:

134

R'(pr,),((pr1)'(-) 0 µ'(£1)):

0 - t NFT1(.:F)

-t

NFT,p(q)

-t

EB [HO(A'@k, :F 0 C1(ax))
aEk

cone. at a

l
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:F is totally wild at oo but has no break equal to 1 (i.e., as P=representation, all break of :F are > 0 but =f 1).
(2) At some point a E A 1 @k -U, :FI =0 (i.e., j,:F on A 1 @k has
stalk zero at some point).
(3) As representation of ir1(U, ij), :Fis irreducible of rank 2': 2.
(4) As representation ofir1(U,ij), every irreducible constitutent satisfies
one of (1), (2) or (3) above.
0

-t

0.

But both :F and g being elementary, their NFT,p 's have no punctual sec0
tions. Because NFT .,(.:F) is, by the above sequence, a subsheaf of NFT.p(Q)"'
with punctual quotient, we see that, denoting by j: U '-+ A 1@k the inclusion of a non-empty ouvert de lissitE: of both :F and <], we have
NFT,µ(.:F) C NFT,p(q) C j,j'NFT,p(.:F) = j,j'NFT.p(9),

(Proof. \iVhat must be shown is that j .. :F contains no subsheaf and no
'quotient sheaf of the form [~(ax) for any a E k, and this obviously holds
· in all three cases. I

whence an injective map

EfJ [H 0 (A 1@k,:F@[,p(ax))
aEk

cone. at

]

NFT.p(9)/NFT,µ (.:F)

a

8.4. Irreducible Fourier Sheaves
Let k be
an algebraically
closed field of characteristic
p > 0, l f p, A
F>. or E,, :F a Fourier (A-)sheaf on A 1 0 k. We
,.say that :Fis an irreducible Fourier sheaf if for some (equivalently: for any)
non-empty ouvert de lissite j : U--+ A 1®k, j* :Fis irreducible as an A-linear
representation of ir1(U, ij). If K/k is an algebraically closed over-field, then
~--a. Fourier sheaf :Fon A 1 ©k is irreducible if and only if its inverse image on
® K is irreducible, simply because ir1(U 0 K)--+> ir(U).

=

k

Therefore we have, for :F elementary,
NFT.p(.:F) satisfies Fourier(l)

.8.4.1. Theorem (Brylinski).

==> :F satisfies

Fourier(2).

Combining this with (8.2.5.4), we thus obtain, for :F elementary, and if J
in {1,2},
NFT,µ(.:F) satisfies Fourier(i)

==> :F satisfies

Fourier(j)

as required. By the involutivity (1) of NFT, these implications are in fact
equivalences: for :F elementary and i =f j in {1,2},
NFT.;(.:F) satisfies Fourier(i)

{=}

If :F is an irreducible Fourier sheaf, then
NFT.p(.:F) is an irreducible Fourier sheaf

Proof. By Fourier inversion, it is equivalent to show that if a Fourier sheaf
:/f is not irreducible, then neither is its NFT. So let :F be a Fourier sheaf,
-'.- j : U ~ A 1 @-k a non-empty ouvert de lissite, and :F1 C j* :F a lisse sub'."'sheaf corresponding to a non-zero irreducible representation of 1i1 (U, ij) .We
,~-assume that :F1 # j'* :F. Then we have a short exact sequence of lisse
non-zero sheaves on U

0 - t .:F1

:F satisfies Fourier(j).

Assertion (3) is a special case of ([K-L], 2.2.1). Ill

8.3. Basic examples of Fourier sheaves
8.3.l. Lemma. Let k be an algebraically closed field of characteristic
p, j : U c....+ A 1 @ k be the inclusion of a non-empty open set1 :F a lisse"

-t

j' :F - t .:F,

-t

0.

,Apply j..,,, we get an exact sequence
O-+ j,:Fi

-+ ):''_,

j,:F,

-+

punctual sheaf sup- )
( ported in A 1@k - U

Let us define a sheaf .:F, on A 1 @k by
:F3

=

image of :Fin j,.:F2 .

-+

O.
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We first claim that ;:3 is elementary. r;r1(e exact sequence
.
(punctu.al, supported in ) __., O
0 __.,:Fa~ J,:Fz __., A'®k - U
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If j : U '-+ A 1 ©k is the inclusion of a non-empty ouvert de lissite of :Fi
then drop(:F, a) = 0 for a E U. If :F satisfies Elem(l), i.e., if :F '--> j,j' :F,
then the largest ouvert de lissite of :Fis precisely the set
{aEA 1(k)

shows) applying first j"' and then j*) that

suchthat

drop(:F,a)=O}.

8.5.2. The Euler-Poincare formula for a constructible :Fon A 1 ©k gives

j*j* :F3 :::_., j .. :F2)

so that :Fa'--> j,j':Fa satisfies Elem(l). That :F3 satisfies Elem(2) results
from the fact that ;:3 is a quotient of :F, which itself satisfies Elem(2),
and the fact that any quotient of a sheaf satisfying Elem(2) again satisfies
Elem(2).
.
.
We next claim that j .. :F1 is Fourier. It-obviously satisfies Founer(l), and,
being a subsheaf of :F, it satisfies Fourier(2) (because :F does'. and Fourier(2)
passes to sub-sheaves). Because j* (j*F1 ) = :F1 is irreducible, a~d hence
semi-simple, it also satisfies Elem(2), because Elem(2) ¢=:> Founer(2) for
a completely reducible :F1.
Now apply NFT~ to the exact sequence

L

x,(A 1 0k,:F) = rank(:F,,.)- :Ldrop(:F,a)-

Swan,(:F).

aEkUoo

8.5.3. If :F is an elementary sheaf on A 1 0k, then NFT,µ (:F) is elementary,
and so the largest ouvert de lissite of NFT,µ(:F) is the set

{y E A 1(k)

drop(NFT~(:F),y) = O}.

such that

Because :F is elementary, for any y E A 1(k) we have
rank((NFT,µ ( :F))y) = h~ (A 1 0k, :F 0 L~(yxJ)
= -x,(A 1 0k,:F®L~(yx)) = -rank(:F,,.)
+

0--+ j .. :F1--+ :F--+ :Fs--+ 0.

L( drop(:F 0 C,µ(yx), a) +Swan, (:F 0 L.;(yxJ))

Because :Fa satisfies Elem(l)bis and j,:F1 satisfies Elem(2),
elementary), we have a short exact sequence
(o)

(b)

O ~ NFT~(j,:Fi) ~ NFT~(:F) -~ NFT~(:Fa) ~ 0.
Because j :F1 and :Fare Fourier, so are NFTit,(j,:F1) and NFT,µ(:F). There'iore c1or any
'
k .. V '--> A' '61
~ k a non-empty ouvert de lissite of both
NFT,µ(j,:Fi) and of NFT.;(:F), the given map (a) is equal to k,k'((a)_).
We claim that k'NFT,µ(:F) is not irreducible. For 1f 1t were, then either.
k'((a)) = O or k'((a)) = isom; because (a)= k,k'((a)), this implies either
(a)= o or (a)= isorn, i.e., either (a)= 0 or (b) = 0. By Fourier mvers10n
either j .. Fi
Q or :;:3
O. By construction, j,.,:F1 is # .0, .so we must hav ; : = O, in which case j,,,:F1 ~:Fis irreducible, contrad1ct1on. I

=

=

drop(:F 0 C.;(yx), a),

,'"&rei

for each fixed a E k, constant functions of y (simply because £1/J(yx)
' lisse of rank one on A 1 0 k for every fixed y). Therefore we find, for :F
;'-elementary, the formula
iank(NFT,µ(:F)y) - rank(NFT~(:F)o) = Swan 00 (:F 0 C~(yx)) - Swan 00 (:F).
.n particular, the largest ouvert de lissite of NFT,µ(:F) is the set of y E
1
(k) at which the function
A 1 (k)

3

y f-

8.5.1.

drop(:F, a)= rank(:F,,.) - rank(:F,).

Z

w

8.5. Numerology of Fourier Transform
Let k be an algebraically closed field of characteristic p, A = F
E
.1. · (F
+) ~Ax a fixed non-trivial additive character of a fim
or >. 1 '+' • qi
1 (k) ··
1
subfield. For :F a constructible A-sheaf on A 0k, and a E k =A · 'w,_
define an integer drop(:F, a) by the formula

Swan,(:F 0 L.;(yx))

Swan 00 (:F 0 L.;(yx))

umes its maximum value.
algebraically closed field of characteristic
F>. or E,, !/; : (F q, +) ~ Ax a fixed non-trivial additive charA
r of a finite subfield. Let M be a non-zero finite-dimensional A-vector

=
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space on which Pco operates irreducibly, and let t be the break of M 1 i.e.
M = M(t) in the notation of 1.!. Then

additive character of a finite subfield. Let M op 0 be a finite-dimensional
A~vector space on which ! 00 (lhe inertia group at oo E Pf) operates con~
tinuously, A-linearly, and irreducibly. Suppose that all the breaks of M are
equal to 1. Then there exists a unique a E k such that M 0 .C.¢(ax) has all
its breaks < 1, this a is# 0, and for any b Ek with bop a, M 0 .C.¢(bx) has
all its break equal to 1.

=

(1) !ft< 1, then for all a E k'x, M 0.C,Hox) has all its F00 -breaks 1.
(For a= 0, M 0 .C.¢(ax) = M has all breaks t.)
(2) !ft> 1, then for all a Ek, M 0 .C.¢(ax) has all its F 00 -breaks equal

tot.
(3) If t = 1, then for all but at most one .value of a E k, M 0
has all its F 00 -breaks equal to 1.

.C~(ox)

Proof. Assertions (1) and (2) follow immediately from (1.3), and the fact
that .C.¢(ax) has F 00 -break 1 for a op 0, and F 00 -break zero for a= 0. For
(3), if a Ek then M 0 .C.¢(ax) is still F00 -irreducible, and all its breaks are
'.:: 1, so either all are 1 or all are some t < 1. If M 0 .C.¢(ax) has all breaks
t < 1, then for b op a we have

M 0 .C.~(bx) = (M 0

.C.¢(ax))

0 .C.~((b-a)x),

--...-------

'---v--'

all breakst< 1

breakl
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so, by case (1), M 0 .C.¢(bx) has all breaks 1 for b #a. I

8.5.5. Corollary. Fork, A, F q, 'ljJ as in the previous lemma, let M be a nonzero finite-dimensional A-vector space on which P 00 acts continuously, with
breaks AJ, ... , An, n = dim(M). Then

Proof. The uniqueness is easy. Any M@ £1/J(ax) is still I 00 -irreducible 1 so
has all its breaks equal. So either all its breaks are 1, or all are < 1. If
M 0 .C.¢(ox) has all breaks < 1, then for any bop a we have
M

0 L¢(bx) = (M 0 .C.~(ax)) 0 .C.¢((b-a)x),
~
all breaks <1

'---v--'
break =-1

which shows that M 0 .C.~(bx) has all breaks 1 for bop a.
To show the existence of such a "break-depressing" a E k, we resort to
a global argument. According to [Ka-2], there exists a lisse A-sheaf :Fon
Gm 0 k which is tame at zero and which is isomorphic to M as an ] 00
rtpresentation. Suppose that for all a Ek, F 0 .C.~(ax) has all breaks 1 at
oo. Then denoting by j : Gm 0 k <--> A 1 0k the inclusion, we have that j,:F
is an elementary sheaf: Elem(l) is obvious and Elem(2) holds because

(1) For all but at most ii'= dim(M) values of a E k, the breaks of
M 0 .C.¢(ax) are

Consider the sheaf NFT1(j,F) on A 1 @k. It is an elementary sheaf on
1
A 0k, whose stalk at a Ek= A 1 (k) is

max(l, AJ), ... , max(l, An),
and

n

H;(Gm, F 0 .C.¢(ox)l·

Swan 00 (M 0 .C.¢(ax)) = 2-.:max(l, A;).
i-1

By the Euler-Poincare formula 1 this stalk has dimension

(2) For all a Ek, we have

Swanoo(F 0 .C.¢(ax)) = rank(F),

Swan 00 (M 0 .C.¢(ax)) '.:: 2-.: max(l, .\;).
8.5.6. Corollary. Let F be a non-zero elementary sheaf on A 1 0k, whose
P 00 -breaks are ..\ 1 , ... ) ,\n 1 where n 2: 1 is the generic rank of :F. The largest
ouvert de lissite ofNFT1(F) is the set

NFT1(j,:F)

{a Ek such that Swan 00 (F0.C.¢(axJ) = 2-.:max(l,A;)}.
8.5.7. Break-Depression Lemma. Let k be an algebraically closed field of
characteristic p, A

= F,

or E>,

t/! : (F,,+)

independent of a. Because NFT1(FF) satisfies Elem(l), this constancy of
rank means precisely that

~Ax

a fixed non-trivial

is lisse on A 1 0k,

of rank= rank(F).

Let us temporarily denote NFT,µ(j,.:F) by y. By Fourier inversion, we
have
NFT;p(Y) 2, j,F(-1);
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because 9 is elementary, we see that for a Ek= Al(k),

of M are equal to an integer n :'.". 1 which is prime to p. Then there

rank(F), if a

1

i

O

-x,(A @k,90£¢(-ax)) = dim(;>F(-l))a =
{
Because

141

0

a unique a E k such that M © £,1/J(a:cn) has all its breaks < n, this a
0, and for any b E k with bi a, M 0 L¢(bx•) has all its breaks equal

, if a ::: 0,

9 is lisse on A 1 0k, the Euler-Poincare Formula gives
1

x,(A ®k, g 0 L¢(-axJ) = x,(A 1 0k) rank(9) - Swan (9 0 c
oo

1/1(-ax)

Just as in 8.5.7, the only non-obvious assertion is that such a breakp~ssing a exists. To prove existence, \Ve argue as follo\VS.
"''~y the projection formula) we have

= rank(9) - Swan 00 (g 0 £,p(-ax))·
Taking a :::: 0, this gives

[n],(M 0 L¢(ax•)) = ([n],(M)) 0 L¢(ax)
Swan 00 (9) = rank(Q).

Taking -a

i

0 and remembering that rank(.F) = rank(9), we find
Swanoo(90£¢(ax)) = 2rank(9)

Let n :'.". 1 be the rank of
the breaks of 9 at oo.

g=

for

a

i

0.

rank(F) = dim(M) 1 and I t A
e li · ·

If a E k remains outside a finite
values, we have (cf. 8.5.5)

(:S rank(9)) set of break-de

..•..
pressmg

n

Swanoo(9 0 L¢(ax)) = ~ max(l, A;).
i=l

"fhus we obtain the two equalities

d by 1.13, [n],(M) has all its breaks equal to 1. Applying 8.5.7 to any
educible constituent of [n],(M), we see that there exists an a E k for
hich ([n],(M)) 0 L¢("') has some break < 1. By the projection formula
1'nd 1.13, we see that, for this a, M 0 L¢(ax") has some break < n. By
'rreducibility, all its breaks are equal. I

b.s. Corollary.

Let F be a non-zero elementary sheaf on A 1 @k. Then

(1) NFT1(F) is lisse on A 1 0 k if and only if all F 00 -breaks of F
are> 1.
(2) NFT1(.F) is lisse on Gm 0 k if and only if all F 00 -breaks of F
are i 1.
(3) NFT1(F) is /isse at zero if and only if all F 00 -breaks of F are:'.". 1.

n

.L Ai =

I

n = rank(9)

Proof. We know that in terms of the oo-breaks Ai, ... , An of F, NFT~(F)
is lisse at a E A 1 ( k) if and only if

·

Swan 00 (.F 0 L¢(ax)) =

: ; max(!, Ai) = 2n = 2 rank(9),

whence

and that in general the inequality :S h.olds.
Semisimplify :F as J00 -representation, say

n

L

(max(!, A;) - Ai - 1) =

o.

i=l

F- Lm;F;,

Each tern1 in the sum is :$ 0, so we infer that
ma.x(lJ >.i):::: 1 + ..\i,

and this is only possible if all A. = 0 But
M-O
t d. .
z
•
J con ra 1ct1on. I
8.5.7.1. Variant Let M be

Ji

t d

i:::: 11 • • • , n;

for

_ " ,

n-~Ai,w

.

L max(l, A;),

h

encen=O,whence

.
· .
a . nz e- zmensional A-vector space on which
1
=·operates continuously, A-linearly) and irreducibly. Suppose that all the

where F; has break t; (with multiplicity rank (F;)). Then NFT 1 (F) is
lisse at a if and only if for each j,
F; 0 C~(ax)

has all breaks = max(l, t; ).

Therefore any t; < 1 introduces a "singll'larity" of NFT,p(F) at zero, and
any tj :::: 1 introduces a "singularity" at some point a E kx. Ill
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8.6. Convolution with C..rp as Fourier transform

Gm0k). Assertion (3) is Fourier inversion. Assertion (4) may be checked at

Let k be an over-field ofF,, I opp, A= E, or F,, and 1/;: (F,,+) ~A';
a non-trivial additive character. We denote by

a single fibre, say over 1, where it becomes the assertion that inv'(Q) 0 L.p

inv: Gm

...:::'.i.

Gm

,:·.~n Gm

k has H; ~ H 1 1 which holds because the sheaf in question has
,po non-zero invariants under either Io or loo. II
@

8.6.2. Proposition. Notations as above, let g ET have gr-= 0. Then
x>-+1/x

the multiplicative inversion, and by
j:G'-->A 1

\·.,Proof. Assertion (1) is just "mise pour memoire." By the previous proposition, we have

the inclusion.

8.6.1. Proposition. Notations as above. Let Q be a lisse A-sheaf on Gm ®k_,,_
which is tame at zero (i.e., Q ET). Then we have a canonical isomorphism_

(£.;),

(*)

* g-'.:'.. j'NFT.p(j, inv'(9)).

If in addition gr~ = 0, then

Construction-proof. In terms of coordinates x, y on Gm x Gm, and the
new coordinates A= l/y) B
xy on Gm x Gm, we have, for any F,Q on

=

F,

*g =

R1 (xy)!(Fx 0gy)

= R 1(B),(FAB 0

gA-1)

= R 1 (pr2),(pri(inv'(Q)) 0 µ'(F)).
1
'

1

1

Compactifying" Gm x Gm to A 0A with coordinates (A, B), we have

F,

*g =

j'(R1 (pr,)!(pr;(j,(inv'(g)) 0 µ'(j,F))),

(where now pri, pr2, µ are the maps A, B, AB of A 2 ~ A 1 ). In particular,
taking :F = j* £,t/J, we obtain a canonical identification

(L.p)•

((£,p)'

* g) 10

.'.:'.,

H;(A 1 0 k,j! inv'c(Q)) = n;(Gm 0 k,inv'(g))
1

-

-H,(Gm0k,g),

* g .'.:'., (£.;). * g.

Gm0k,

Comparing stalks at zero, we find

N

(1) j, inv'(Q) is a Fourier sheaf on A 1 0k.
(2) j,((L.;)! * 9)-'.:'.. NFT.p(j, inv'(Q)) is a Fourier sheaf on A 1 0k.
(3) NFT;p(j,((£.p)! •g)) -'.:'..j,inv'(g)(-1).
(4) (£.p)!

(1) (£,p)! * g ET, and has rank= rank(Q) + Swan 00 (g)
(2) ((£,p), * g)ra has dimension= Swan 00 (g)
(3) All F00 -breaks of (L.p)! * g are< 1.

*g =

j'(NFT.p(j! inv'(Q))).

Suppose now that gr- = 0. Then (inv'(g)) 10 = 0, and inv'(Q) is lisse
on Gm 0 k. Therefore j, inv'(g)-'.:'.. j, inv'(Q) is a Fourier sheaf on A 1 0k
(baBic example (2) of 8.3). Therefore NFT.p(j! inv'(Q)) is a Fourier sheaf
(8.2.5 (2)), and so the isomorphism (2) on A 1 0k is j, (the isom. (•)on

H;

while, as it inv"'(9) is Fourier, its
= 0, so the Euler-Poincare formula
gives (2).
For (3), we argue as follows. By the previous proposition, j,((£.p)! * 9)
is elementary, and its NFT;p(-)(-1) is lisse on Gm, being j, inv'(g). So
by 8.5.8 (2), all F 00 -breaks of j.((£~)! * 9) are of 1. So it suffices to show
that j,((L.p)! * g) has all F 00 -breaks :S 1.
We know that
NFT;p(j,((£~),

* g))-'.:'..

j, inv'(g)(-1),

and we know that j,((L.p)! * g) is lisse on Gm, and tame at zero, with, by
part (1),
drop(j,( ... ,•g),O) =rank g.
Therefore the rank formula for NFT;p gives, for a E A 1 (k),
rank(j• inv'(g)), =rank NFT;p(j,((L,p)•

* g))a

* 9) + drop(j,((£~)' * 9), 0)
(((£,p)• * 9) 0 L.p(oxJ)

= - rank((L,p)'
+ Swan 00

= -(rank(Q) + Swan 00 (9)) + rank(g)
+ Swan 00 (((£.p)'
= Swan 00 (((£~)'

* 9) 0

* g) 0

L,p(ax))

L,p(ax)) - Swanoo(Q).
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dimension Swan 00 ('H.0.C;p(ax))-dim1f.I0 , and by (B),

we find

rank

g=
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Swan 00 (((.C,µ)! * Y) 0 .C,;(ox)) - Swan 00 (9),

Swan 00 (1i. 0 .C;p(ax)) = rank(H.),
rank g =rank 1f. - Swan 00 ('H.). Let Ai, ... , An be the P 00 -breaks of y.
e must show that all A; = 0.
'We know (Fourier inversion) that

which we may rewrite as
rank((.C,µ), * 9) = Swan 00 (((.C,µ)! * 9) 0 .C,p(ax))
for all a of 0. Let A1, ... , An denote the P 00 -breaks of((£,µ)!* 9).
For a sufficiently general, this Swan 00 = I: max(l, A;), so the abo
equality gives

NFT,µ(j,Q) ..'.:'., j,Jf.(-1).

a E A 1 (k), we have

n

rank(NFT,µ(j, 9)), = -x,(A 1 0

n = rank((.C,µ)! * Y) = I:;max(l, ,\;),
i=l

k, j, g 0

.C~(ax))

= Swanoo(Y 0.C,p(ox))·

1.C, I

+~o

herefore, comparing dimensions we find

n

I:; (max(l, ,\;) - 1) = 0.

if a of 0

i=l

As each ter1n in this
i. I

L:

is

2: 0, each term vanishes whence Ai :S 1 for
1

8.6.3. Proposition. Notations as above 1 let

1{

n)

(A) dim 1f.Io = Swan 00 (1i.)
(B) all P00 -breaks of'H. are< 1
(C) j, 'H. is a Fourier sheaf

Swan 00 (9 0 .C,p(ax)) = I:;max(l, A;)= rank
~
.
~

Then we have

Swanoo(Y) =I:: A;= Swan 00 (1i.). -

(1) NFT;r(j, H.) is a Fourier sheaf
(2) NFT;r(j,H.) is lisse on Gm of rank= rank('H.) - Swan 00 ('H.), van-

As already noted)

ishes at zero, and is tame at infinity.

rank(9) =rank 'H. - Swan 00 (1i.).

Proof. As always, (C) ==;. (1). By (B), NFT;r(j,'H.) is lisse on Gm.
zero, the stalk of NFT;p(j. H.) is

;Subtracting ( °') - (/3) and using (J), we get
ck(Q)

By (C), its dimension is -x,(A 0 k, j, 1i.) = - dim 'H.I, - x,(Gm 0
-dim1f.I0 + Swan 00 (1i.) = 0 (by (A)). Thus we have
NFT;p(j. Ji)= j,g = j,g
for some lisse (} on Gm © k with gio
For a of 0,

i::::: 1

i:::::l

k, 'H.)
I:; [max(l, A;) - 1 - A;] = 0.

AB each term in this sum is :=:; 0, we have

= 0.

Ya = Hl(A 1 0k,j,1{ 0 .C;r(ox))

ck(Q)

I:; max(l, A;} - I:; A; = rk(9),

Hl(A 1 0 k,j,1i.);
1

~Q\~'

if a= 0.
ecause NFT ,µ (j, 9) is lisse on Gm, we have, for a i 0 in

ET satisfy

\ · ' · )

~__,

max(l, A;)= 1 +A,,
,-/whence ,.\i

= 0,

as required.

a

k,

1i..-~o (OJJ
fl.AfW.o

(,G)J
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8.6.4. Theorem. The constructions

g~

i1i

(£,µ)!

*g

A. Then there exist
n = rank(F) multiplicative characters Xi : F~ -->Ax

a point b E P = Gm(k)

inv' j'NFT~(j, Ji)(l) <--<Ji

lisse, rank one 1 geometrically constant A-sheaves

define quasi-inverse equivalences of categories
{9ETwith!J 1 ~=o)

l l
Ji EC with

all P 00 -breaks

+±

<1

dim }{ 10 = S.wan 00 (Ji)

T, T (for "twist") on Gm 0 k
·nd isomorphisms of lisse sheaves on Gm ® k

l

F 0 T"' (L,p(bx) 0 Lx,)
{

9

1-----+

1i in these categories

(1) Swanoo(9) = Swan 00 (Ji).
(2) rank9 + Swan 00 (!J) = rank(Ji).
(3) g E C <==:- }{ lies in C.

l

+± }{EC

with

l

0

r-->

0 Lx.)·

xy

we have a canonical isomorphism on (Gm 0 F q)

"* (Lx) "'Lx 0

/ .
= Swan 00 (Ji) \

~roo(. That we obtain quasi-inverse equivale_nces of the categories in question is t~e content of.the previous two propositions, in which (1) and (2) are
also venfied. Assert10n (3) is the special case F = L,µ of the cancellation .
theorem 8 .0.1. For the final assertion, if g E C then automatically gioo Q
and if Ji in Chas all breaks in (0, 1), then, by 8.3 (1), j,}{ is automaticall;
Fourier. II

=

Let k be a perfect over-field of F q, l cJ p, A
a non-trivial additive character.

1/!: (F,.+)--> A'

8.7.1. Theorem. Let F be a lisse A-sheaf on Gm 0 k which is tame at zero,
and totally wild at oo, with Swan 00 (F)
1. Suppose that the geometric local
monodromy of :F at zero is quasi-unipotent (this is automatic if A= F,\ or
if k is finite), and that all its eigenvalues are q - l 'st roots of unity which

(Gm 0 F q)

Lx·

Trans;(Lx) "'b'(Lx) 0 Lx,
as required.
Applying this to

x 1, we may rewrite the first isomorphis1n of the theorem
in terms of the twist sheaf T = T 0 b'(Lx) as
A

8.7. Ubiquity of Kloosterman Sheaves

X

Extending scalars to k, and passing to the closed suhscheme {b} X (Gm 0 k),
this isomorphism yields an isomorphism on Gm 0 k

F0

=

* ·· * (£,µ

(Transb)'(Kl(ij;; x1, ... 'Xn; 1, ... '1)).

(x,y)

P~-breab< 1 .

all
dim}{

Lx,)

(Gm 0 F,) x (Gm 0 F,) __"._,Gm 0 F,

In particular! these constructions define quasi-inverse equivalences
C

F; T"'

* (£~ 0

roof. We first explain why the second isomorphism is just a rewriting of
.:ihe first. For any character x: F~ -)-Ax)_and any b E kx, v-.re claim that
)he sheaf Trans;(Lx) on Gm 0 k'.'P is isomorphic to Lx· Indeed we know
'that under the multiplication moI-Phism

J* }-{ is Fourier

we have for
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T"' ((Transb)'(L,µ

0 Lx,))

* (£,µ

0 Lx,)

* ·· · * (£,µ

0 LxJ

°' (Transb )'(Kl( ij;; X1,. .. , Xn; 1,. .. , 1)),

the last isomorphism by property (11) of convolution (cf. 5.1).
To establish the fir~t isomorphism, we proceed by induction on n
rank(F). For. n = 1, F has break 1 at oo, so by the Break-Depression
Lemma there exists a unique b # 0 in k (in k because unique in ksep) such
that F~L,p(-bx) has break< 1 at oo. But in rank l, break< 1 at oo implies
break= Oat .oo (integrality of Swan 00 ) , so F 0 L,p(-bx) is hsse of rank one
on Gm@ k, tame at both zero and oo, with local monodromy at zero of

=

order dividing q - 1. Therefore for some x : F ~ ---+ Ax 1 :F 0
is geometrically constant. Calling it r- 1 , we obtain

,Ct/J(-bx) ®

rder dividing q-1 1 then :Fis isomorphic to a twist of an F~-translate

·;e Kloosterman sheaf
Kl(i,0;

as required in rank one.
In genera.I, the hypothesis on the local rnonodromy of F at zero sh
that for some character Xn : F~ ---+AX, :F 0 ..Cx_" has
dirn(F 0 .C;c./0
But as FE C, with Swan 00 (F)

e:

Because n
there exists

g

e: 1.

= 1, we always have (cf. 7.5.1.3)

dirn(F 0 .C;cJio

:S Swan (F) = 1.
00

2, all the breaks of F 0 .C;c. at co are (1/n)
EC of rank n - 1, Swan 00 (9) = 1, with

.C,p

* g "'F 0
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< 1.

.C;c.,

thanks to the previous theorem. Tensoring with ..Cxn gives

x1,. .. , xn; l, ... , 1).

What can we say about :F if the characters Xi of J8ame occurring in
~.not all of order dividing q - 1? To analyze this question, we pass. to
ite extension field of A= E>.. or F>, over which these ch~racters ex1st1
"'we adjoin to A the eigenvalues of p('Yo) for '"(o a topological gene:ator
'· e Because :Fis '(defined over F q'' the characters (with rnult1phc1ty)
. of 1tame occurring in :F are permuted by x H xq (this is the
O
h
Xn
;ck,, underlying Grothendieck's proof of the local monodromy t eorem,
,,.,, 1

tse-Ta])
reak {xi).,., Xn} into orbits under this action. A typical orbit has the

x,xq, ... ,xqv-' ;
may form the "corresponding" 1{loosterman sheaf of rank
Kl( orbit)

iJ,

cl~ Kl( \0 o tracep •" /F,; x, x', ·. ·, x'v-'; 1, · · ·, 1).

•If d > 1 is a common multiple of all the orbit lengths v which occur, then
Now begin again with

co~tains each F q") and, on Gm 0 F qd we have an isomorphism

g 0 .Cx •.... I

=

8.7.2. Corollary. If k is a finite field, and A
E;, then any F E C with
Swan 00 (F) = 1 and det(F) of finite order is pure of weight zero.
Proof. Because k is finite, the local mono·dromy of :F at zero is quasi~:
unipotent; being tame, its eigenvalues are roots of unity of order prime to :p, so of order dividing q - 1 for some power q of p. Enlarging E>.. and k)
we find ourselves in the hypotheses of the previous theorem: up to a twist,,
:F is a translate of a Kloosterman sheaf, so pure of some weight) and this·
weight can be none other than (1/rank(F))x (weight ofdet(F)). I

8.8. Fine Structure over F q
Sl1eaves

:

Canonical Desce11ts of Kloosterman

=

8.8.1. In this section, we work with k
F,, I of p, A= E; or FA, and
\0: (F,,+)-+ AX a non-trivial additive character. We suppose that A
contains the q - 1 )st roots of unity.

8.8.2. Let FE C have Swan 00 (F)

= 1. We have seen that if the characters

Xi of Jdame \vhich occur in the geometric local monodron1y of F at zero all

Kl(\0

o

traceF,v/F,;Xl, ... ,xn; 1, ... '1) '.::'.

oc~it'

Kl( orbit).

•,Applying the theorem 8.7.1 over Fq<, we conclude that when Fis pulled
~F
it becomes a t\vist of a translate of a convolution of
.ac
b k t o G m'U qd,
•"orbit" sheaves Kl( orbit).
Jn fact each orbit sheaf Kl( orbit), a priori defined on Gm 0 F,", has a
natural d'escent to Gm & F q. To explain this, it is convenient to consider a
slightly more general situation (cf. [De-3], second part of Remarque 7.18) ·
a finite etale F ,-algebra of rank v
character of B,

e:

1. Any additive

~:(B,+)-+Ax,

is uniquely of the form

~(b)

= ,P(traceB/F,(bib))

for some eleinent bi E B. We say that _{.i is non-degenerate if b1 is in. vertible in B, or equivalently if (b,b') H ,P(bb') makes (B,+) into its own
Pontrajagin dual.
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For any F ,-algebra R, we define

B(R) = B
{

BX(R)

JP.

;\;For any fini.te extension k ofFq1 and any poin
· t a E kX
have

R, a finite free R-algebra of rank v

= (B,0 R)X.
F,

L

= (-ly-1

The norm map for B(R)/ R maps BX (R) to R'.

~(tracek/F,(x))x(Nk/F,(x)).

xEB(k)

If R is an F,-algebra, and Sis a finite free R-algebra of rank r ?'. 1, t
B(S) is a finite free B(R)-algebra of the same rank r. The correspon
norm and trace maps are denoted simply Ns;R, traces/R·
The functors on (Sch/F,) defined by
R~ B(R),Bx(R)

are represented by smooth co1nmutative F q-group schemes, denoted B a.I(
Bx respectively, with Bx an open subscheme of B. For any additive char a
ter : B(F,) -+ Ax (resp. any multiplicative character x : Bx (F ,) -+Al<)
we denote by .C,p (resp . .Cx) the corresponding lisse rank one A-sheaf on B
(resp. Bx), obtained by pushout from the Lang torsor (cf. 4.3).

N(x)=a

) If A= E>. or 0 ;., R'-lN,(.C·
. ~ 0

1

xv, we have

~(x)

8.8.5. Theorem. Let F, be a finite field, B a finite eta/e F,-algebra of rank
1

is pure of weight v-1.

.
1) via the Lefschetz trace formula .and
of. Assert10n (2) follows from ( A
t·
(l) and (3) are invariant
sser ions
f th L g torsor
anthe groun
· d ·fi eId F q so may be checked over
a
•
· formalism
.
to · e of
1
der finite ex ens1on
. B
F lg bra becomes isomorphic to
·
f F
e which
as q-a e
.
ite
extension
q ov r
. v·fold
directo product
F q x ... x F q. I n terms of the corresponding

{
v ?'. 1, I / p, A an 1-adic coefficient ring whose residue field contains the
!th roots of unity

.c)
x

'

~

p

= Gm(k),

=IT ,P(a;x;)

all a; E F~

x(x) = I1x;(x;)

.
.
_A' BX= (Gm)", with N: BX -+Gm
and canonical rsomorplusms B ' '
h ve (cf 5 4) a "multiple
the v-fold product map X1 • · · x v · There1ore we a
· ·
.·convolution," whence

;Ji; (B, +)--+AX a non-degenerate additive character.

x : Bx

--+Ax a multiplicative character.

Then denoting by N : Bx

R'N,(.C,fi 0 .Cx) = { O
-+

Gm ® F q the norm map, we have

(1)
0

R'nc.c~

0 .ex)=

~

ififv-)

{
lisse, A-free of rank v

zfi= v- l

and the ('forget supports!' map is an isomorphism

i~/L~(a;x) 0

.

.Cx;(x)l,

i=v-1.11

fi ·te etale F -algebra B of rank v 2: 1, a nonm B )q Ax and a multiplicative chardegenerate additive character ,p b: ( IZI+(B~ x) 'the lisse A-sheaf of rank v
t
. Bx _,. Ax , we denote Y
'o/,
acerx.
on Gm 0 F, given by
. .

.

8.8.6. Defimtron. Given a

Kl(B; ~' x) ~ R'-1N,(.C,fi 0 .Cx)·
As_ the proof of the last theorem shows, we have

whose formati'on commutes with passage to fibres.

Kl(B;~;x) E

c,

Swanoo(Kl(B;~,x))

= 1.
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. . . character.:
8.8.7.
B
- FLemma.
~7. Let v >
- 1' X .. yxq" -+ A x a multiplicative
Gm- 0 Fq",
q" 'P = 1j;otraceF q., I F q' Xi we have a natural isomorphi ',

Kl(F,"; 1/; o trace, X) "'Kl(1/; o trace· X J x' '
J

•••

'x ,"-'. 1
J

' ••• )

8.8 ..8. Give.n a finite collection of non-zero finite etale F -al ebra.s B·
eqmpped
- · q(B· g +)
" ·
i ive ch aracter 1/;·
Ax
. .with a non-degenerate add'\'
a mu 1t1phcative character x· . BX
AX
d
i •
i,
--;.
finite etale F ,-algebra, and
-+
' we
enote by IIB; the prod

~;

':there exist
. a finite etale F,-algebra B of rank= rank(F)

character~

: (B, +) -+Ax

a multiplicative character X: Bx -+Ax
a lisse geometrically constant A-sheaf of rank 1, T, on Gm 0 F q
a.n isomOrphism of lisse sheaves on Gm 0 F q

F 0 T"' Kl(B; ~. x).
A

f.

The preceding discussion shows that for Fas above, there exists data
-,X) of the asserted type for which the geometric local monodromy at

ofKl(B;~,X) is isomorphic to that of .F.
ecause both F and Kl(B; ~' x) lie in C and have Swan 00
1, it follows
m the theorem 8.7.1, applied over F,, that there exists b # 0 in (F,)X

=

II~: (IIB;, +)--+AX
f--+

e q" - l 'st roots of unity for all v in the range 1 < v ::; rank(.F).

a non-degenerate additive

1).

Proof. Indeed B - F q" is
· sp j'it as an F ,-algebra by the finite exte
F
:" ~f F q' :~~'the resulting isomorphism is given explicitly by x E
) in F q" x ... x F q". Ii
( 'x , ... , x

(x;);
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n¢,(x,)

Fq

·d a.n iso1norphism on Gm 0

F"' (Tra.ns•J'(Kl(B-, ~' x)).

IIx': (!IE,)" --+Ax
(x;); >--+ IIx,(x,)
the product characters, additive and multiplicative respectively
product algebra. On e ch ecks eas1.1y that II Vii
- is non-degenerate. '
8.8.9. Lemma. We have a natural isomorphism

Kl(IIB;, II¢;, IIx;) =

*i Kl(B"i' .7..

'Pl)

ecause Flies in C and has Swan 00 (F) = 1, it follows from 4.1.6 that the
iiantity b E F, is unique. Because both F and Kl(B;~,X) are "defined
···ver Fq," it follows from the uniqueness of b that b lies in F~.
The two sheaves F and (Tr ans,)' (Kl( B; ~, x)) on Gm 0 F q are now two
lisse sheaves on Gm© F q whi2h on Gm 0 F q become isomorphic, and both
are absolutely irreducible as representations of 11'1 (Gm 0 F q, ry). Therefore
0

Proof. By induction it suffices to treat the case of tw f t
case it results from the -commutative diagram
o ac ors,

-

~

v

T =H (Gm@F,,F @(Trans•)'(Kl(B;1/;,x)))

x·)
i
•

0

A

is a !-dimensional A-space, on which Gal(F,/F q) acts continuously, and
the natural map of lisse sheaves on F q

F 0 To~ (Trans,)'(Kl(B; ~, x))
A

N

and the Kunneth formula. I

8.9. Embedding in a compatible system

=

8.9.1. Structure Theorem. Let k F
I#
with Swan (F) - 1
''
p, A - E, or F,. and FE C
oo
. We suppose that A contains the p !th roots of unity

is an isomorphism.
Because Bis a non-zero finite et ale F q-algebra 1 the norm map N : Bx --+
F: is surjective; indeed writing B as a product of finite field extensions
B '.: : '. IIF q", each factor F:,, maps onto F~ by the norm. Therefore there
exists

b E Bx

with N(b) = b. Then for n = rank(B), we have

(Trans•)' Kl(B : ~. x)

= (Trans,)' R"- N{C~ 0 L'.x)
1

= (R"- 1 N•)(Trans;)'(L'.~ 0L'.xl·
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Just as explained in the proof of 8.7.1, the "primitivity" of lx
assures that for any b E Bx, we have

CHAPTER 9
where Ti is the inverse image on Bx of the lisse rank one A-sheaf
F" H x(b)" on Spec(F,). On the{; side, we have
(Trans,)'(£,,o) =

£:;,

Equidistribution in ( S 1Y of r-tuples of
Angles of Gauss Sums

for the (still non-degenerate) additive character of B given by

~(x) =;/;(bx).

9 0 In order to motivate the equidistribution problem which we :i~ s~u;y
i~ t.his chapter' we first recall a beautiful result of Davenport w ic a es

Thus we find

= Kl(B; "',P, x) 0 T,,
whence the required isomorphism

:F 0 (To 0 T,) .'.:'.. Kl(B;
A

~' x).

I

8.9.2. Corollary. Let k = F,, I cf p, and :Fa lisse Q1-sheaf on Gm 0 F,
which is tame at zero and totally wild at oo with Swan=(:F) = 1. Then if
det(:F) takes algebraic values on Frobenius elements, there exists a subfield
E of Q1 which is a finite extension of Q 1 such ·that

(1) all the local reversed characteristic polynomials
Pa,k

= det(l -TFa,kl:Fa),

(2) for every finite place>. of E or residue characteristic different from
p, there exists a lisse E>..-sheaf F>.. on Gm® F q whose local reversed

characteristic polynomials P~>..l have coefficients in E 1 equal to those

'

Proof That Kl(B; ;/;, x) is part of a compatible system is obvious. The
hypothesis on the determinant of :F insures that the geometrically constant
twisting sheaf T is of the form trace(Fx jT) = "deg(x) for some algebraic
number

°'· I

ai

< a.2 < · · · < ar

fr necessarily distinct integers. For p large (e.g., p >ax - a,),
a sequence. o
d
f
.
a will all be distinct in F p· For such a p,
the reductions mo P 0 a1) · · ·' r
and for any element

the sums

x + a1 1 X

+ a2, · · · 'X + O.r

1

for k an arbitrary finite extension of F q and any a E F; 1 have
coefficients in E.

of Pa»

from 1931 (cf. [Dav.]).
Let r ?. 1 be an integer, and

all lie in F;. Davenport asks the following question:
-a
have the
How many of the p - r elements x E F p - { -a1: · .. 'x? r}
property that x + a) x + a.2' ... ) x + ar are all squares in F P •
For example, if
( 01' ... '

ar)

= (0' 1, 2' .. ., r -

1)'

we are asking "how many', sequences

(x,x+l,x+2,. .. ,x+r-1)
of r successive integers are all squares mod p.
More generally, for any odd p, let us denote by

(;) F;-+±1

quidistribution in (S 1 )' of c-tuples of Angles of Gauss Sums
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t.£ of (±1)', and for such

the quadratic character. Then i.ve may consider the map

Fp - {-ai, ... ,-a,}~ (±1)"

f

the above limit formula in question is

Jim N(o;p)
pToo p - r

(( ~)
p

Xf--+

, ...

1

(~))
p

= ~2r

other "obvious" choice of functions f on which to check such a limit
a are the characters of the group (±1)'. The case of the trivial
't'er offers no difficulty 1 because each µP already has total mass one.
'non-trivial character, necessarily of the form

•

For any of the 2' elements

c = (c1, ... , €,) E (±1)",

, = (01, ... ,c,J

,_,II,,
iES

let us denote by N(c;p) the integer

mt non-void subset S of {1) ... , r}, its integral against µHaar vanishes,

N(E;p) =the number of elements x E Fp-{-a,, ... ,-a,}
xp
+a,)
such that ( -

=.€i

for all z. = 1) 21 • • • , r.

fI(x+a;))

iES

(

9.0.1. Theorem (Davenport). For any element c in (±1)', we have

By the Riemann Hypothesis for the corresponding

Jim N(c;p) = ~
pToo p - r
2r
Davenport's proof is based on the Riemann Hypothesis for the hyperellipti
curves
over Fp.
yz=
(x+a,)

II

some i

Here is a minor reformulation of the theorem. For odd p > ar - a1 1 let"
us denote by µP the positive measure of total mass 1 on the group (±l)'c:
defined by
·
1

"'""'.

(the Dirac 6-n1easure supported

~

µp=p-r
xEF p

-{
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at((x~a1),.,(x~a))

)

y'

=II ex+ a,)
iES

.ver F,, one finds that the ab 0ve integral is 0(1/.,fP). (Of course when
,Davenport "\Vas writing 1 in 1931, th,e full strength of the ,Riemann Hypothesis
--fOr curves was not available, but enough was known about hyperelliptic
wrves to give Davenport an estimate 0(1/p') for the integral....)

Y-e.1.

We now turn to the subjec_t proper of this chapter. Once again we
r 2: 1, and a sequence

>fix an integer

.

-a,,. .. ,-ar}

Then the theorem asserts that asp I oo, the measures µP converge ('V1 eak
*" to Haar measure µHaar on (±l)r, normalized to have total mass one.
Concretely, this last statement just means that for any continuous C-valued
function
1

f: (±1)'"
we have
Jim

p)oo

~

j f dµP = j f

c

of r necessarily distinct integers.
Let F, be a finite field,
1jJ: (F,,+) ~ex

a non-trivial additive character, and
q
X ..Fx--+cx

df!Haac·

The relation of this for1nulation to the original one is this: it suffices to check
the above limit formula for f the characteristic function of an arbitrary

a multiplicative character of exact order q - 1 (e.i.; xis a generator of the
cyclic character group of
If

Fn.
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9.4. Before proving the theorem, it will be convenient to give a version of
it which is both slightly stronger and slightly more intrinsic. To motivate
it, let us fix a datum (F,,,P,x) as above, with q- 1 >a, - a1. Then the
characters
X1 = Xa 1 , • • • , Xr = Xa,..

1,vhich we will henceforth assume, the characters

are all distinct. Therefore for any element
x E Z/(q- l)Z - {-a 1 ,

... ,
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-a,},

are all distinct, and the sequences of characters

the characters
with

x E Z/( q - l)Z - {-a1, .. ., -a,}

are all non-trivial. The corresponding gauss sums

may be described intrinsically as the sequences (p
are therefore complex numbers of absolute value ../q, so we may view

= x")

(pXJ, PX2, ·. ·, PXc)
as p runs_ over
p E (char. group of F~)-

{x 1 , .•. ,):',}.

This being so, we consider data of the following type:
as being a point of (S 1 )r, where S 1 denotes the unit circle. As x varies over

Z/(q-l)Z-{-a 1 , ... ,-a,},

(F,;,P;x1,. .,x,)c
where F q is a finite field, 1/; is a non-trivial additive

1

we obtain in this way a collection of q - 1- r points in (S )r. V\Te i.vill
prove that this set of q-1- r points in (S 1 )" becomes equidistributed with
respect to normalized IIaar measure on (S 1 )r) as q tends to infinity.

More precisely, for each datum (F,,,P,x) as above, let us denote by
µ(F, ,,P,x) the positive measure of total mass one on (S 1 )' defined by

,P:(F,,+)--:cx,
and x1, ... , Xr are r distinct multiplicative characters Xi : F: -+ ex (one of
which may be trivial). Having fixed such a datum, we consider for variable

x E (char.

9.2.

µ(F

,,, x)
q1'f',

=

1
q- 1 - r

(the Dirac delta
)
measure supported at

'\"
L

xEZ/(q-l)Z-{-a,, ... ,-a,)

.
e(x, F,, if, x)

group of F~) - {):' 1 , ... , Xn}

the element
defined by
e(x; F,, ,P, x1,. .. , x,)

9.3. Theorem In any sequence of dak(F,, ,P,x) as above in which q tends
to oo, the measures µ(F,,>J;,x) on (S 1 )' converge (weak•) to normalized
(total mass one) Haar measure on (S 1 )r 1 l.e. 1 for any continuous C-valued
function f on ( S 1 )", we have

)\'!:;

J

f

dµ(F,,,P,x)

=

J dµHa~,
f

= ( . ., g( ,p}q'x), .. . )

,

and we denote by
µ(F q,t/J;x1 ,... ,x r)

the positive measure of total mass one on (S 1 )' defined by
"·
.. x,)
µ( F ,,,;x,

-

the limit taken over any sequence of data (Fq,'1/i,x) in which q tends to oo.

ch,~racter

=q-

1
1- r

(the Dirac delta measure)
supported
at
(
XE(char.groupofF:) B x;Fq,'¢,x1, ... ,xr)
xH.\',,. .. ;x,l

'\"
6
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9.5. Theorem. Fix r 2 1. In any sequence of data (F,, if;;xi, ... ,x,) as
above (1/; non-trivial additive character of F q, X1, ... , Xr r distinct multiplicative characters of F~) in which q tends to 00 the measures

For non-trivial

x)

161

we have the orthogonality relation

j X dµHaac =

1

0,

µ(F q,1/i ;x1 , ... ,x,..)

so what must be proven is that for

tend {weak*) to normalized Haar measure on (Sl)r.

x non-trivial

we have

Proof. By the Weyl criterion for equidistributioni it suffices to show that

hr:;, ff dµ(F,,1;x;,

=j

,x,)

f

dµHaac

for f any unitary character of the compact abelian group (S 1 )'. For
trivial character) there is nothing to prove, for each individual

f

the

In fact, we will prove

9.6. Theorem For

x

non-trivial written as above, we have the estimate

already has total mass one.
The case of non-trivial unitary characters is more involved. If we view a
point of (S 1Y as being an r-tuple

2r

+--1,
q-

( z1, . · . , Zr)

of complex numbers of absolute value one, then the unitary characters of
(S 1 )' are just the monomials in the z;

'

for any data (Fqii/';x1) ... iXr) with 1/; a non-trivial additive character and
x1, ... , Xr r "2:, 1 distinct multiplicative characters of F q. ,_

Y.le now turn to the proof of this last theorem. By definition, we have

x(zi)···,zr)=IIz~ii::::: 1

Given a character X as above) \Ve break the index set {1 1 ••• 1 r} into three
disjoint subsets
A= {i for which n; > O}

B = {i for which

n;

< 0}

C = {i for which n; = 0}.

Writing
mi

= -ni for i E B)

we thus obtain an express for our unitary character

x(z) =

(rr z7') (II Zjm;),
iEA

just using the relation
A or B is non-en1pty.

ZiZi

with

x as

x,).

n;, ffij > 0

J EB

= 1. For

Each term after the I: is a product of numbers of absolute value one. The
"excluded 11 terms, i.e., those where xis one of the Xi) are products of terms
each of absolute value S: 1 (because Jg(if;, X;X)i = 1 if x =
So the above
integral is fairly well approximated by the quantity "S" defined as

x non-trivial, at least one of the sets

S

"bn

_l_
q-l

'C""'
~

all chars X
of

F:
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=

in fact

any 1-adic place,\ of the field E
Q((p,(q-i), viewed as a subfield of C
where t/J and the Xi take values, we have

(~}~"' trace(Fa I (KlA)a)

-f(a) =

where Kl A denotes the lisse E,-sheaf on Gm@ F q given by
KIA d~ Kl(1/;; the Xi for i EA, each repeated ni times; 1,li ... ,1).

(q-1)(;-1-r)

2= - q~1 rx's
"L·
q-1-rx's

and since each monomial after the E has

Symmetrically in B, we have
Case 1. If B is empty, then

II II:". 1, we find

If -sf'.". (q: 1r

g

-g(a) =

,;q iEB

iEA

f(a)g(a) = q ~

L

'

,fo

As KlB is lisse of rank E

E"• II g(t/J,x,xr•

•eA

iEB

=

X

:,

m, and pure of weight

(Em,) - 1, we have
iEB

iEA

)·~m,Ilg(t/J,x,xr•.
iEB

whence
Em,

Case 1. If A is empty, then f(x) is identically 1, whence

f

Lf(x)§(x),

(~}~m,trace(F1 \ (KlB)i).

-S =

for the unique functions / 1 g on F~ 1vhose multiplicative Fourier transforms
are

1

1

to evaluate the second ter1n 1 which is S.
Case 1. A empty, B non-empty. Then

xchars
of Fx

?i(x)= ( -

(~}~m; trace(Fa I (KlB)a).

aEF:

~ 1 L f (x)?i(x)

f(x)
= (-1 )
,fo

1.

Let us now make use of the Parsefal identity (cf. 4.0)

sup(En,, Em,)

To go further, we observe that the sum Sis of the form

q

F~ supported at

Case 2. If B is non-empty, then

Therefore we are reduced to proving the estimate

ISi '.".

= the Dirac 6-function on

IS'I $

the Dirac 6-function on F~ supported at l.

Case 2. If A is non-empty 1 then f is the inverse Fourier transform of a
monomial in gauss sums, so g~ven by the trace function of a l(loosterman
sheaf on Gm @ F q. More precisely, for any prime I op p
char(F q), and

=

iE:/q , as required.

Case 2. A non-empty, B empty. Then

-S =

-1) E"•
(,fo
•eA

trace(F1

I KlA)i),
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and just as above we find

. while its
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H; is pure of weight

'f;n,
~
ISi <
.Jq '

as required.
Deligne 1s results in ·vveil II. Therefore to prove the required

Case 3. A, B both non-empty. This is the only essentially new case.
we have

ISi : -:;

,"r:.

9.7. Proposition. In the above situation 1 we~

KIB =

Xi

2

for i EB, each repeated

mi

iEA .JqjEB

it suffices to prove the follovving

Let us denote by KIB the Kloosterman sheaf which is the "complex conju'.'
gate" of I(lB) i.e.,

KI(v;; those characters

sup('f;n;, 'f;m;)

-

H, (Gm 0 F,, KIA 0 KIB) = 0,

times; 1, ... ,1).

dimH1(Gm 0 F,, KIA @KIB) '.O sup (

Then we have

I:n;, L
iEA

m;).

jEB

To prove that JI; vanishes for a lisse sheaf :F on Gm ® Fq, it
"certainly suffices to show that as representation of Io, :F has no non-zero
-coinvariants (because up to a Tate twist the H;or'np is a quotient of the
"'coinvariants, namely the c6invariants under all of 1rfeom). But

so we may write

KIA =Kl( \0; various of the Xi> i EA, repeated; 1, ... , 1)
Applying the Lefschetz trace formula to the lisse sheaf KIA @KIB on ·
Gm® Fq, we have

L

trace(F,

I (KIA @KIB)o)

aEF:

L(-1)' trace(F I H;(Gm

while KIE is a successive
with j EB.

Because KIA @Kin is pure of weight

(I:n;)-1+(2::m;)-1,
its

HJ

J EB

is mixed of weight

w(H;) ::-:;

(I: n;) +(I: m;) -1,
iEA

j E B, repeated; 1, ... , 1).

So by the explicit determination of the local monodromy at zero of Kloos\, erman sheaves, we have

0 F,,KIA @KIB)).

i=l

iEA

= Kl(V\; various of the Xj,

As lo-representation, KIA is a successive
extension of various .Cx, "\vith i E A,

2

=

KlB

jEB

Therefore as [ 0 -representation, KIA
characters

~xtension

@]{/B

of various lx_i

is a successive extension of the

£x;x., with i EA and fE B.

By the original hypothesis, the characters x1, ... 1 x,.. are all distinct) so the
fact that A and B are disjoint guarantees that

XiX; ;llifi EA and

j EB.
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Therefore KIA @KlB as 10 -representation is a successive extension of nontrivial characters of Io, so it certainly has no non-zero Ia-coinvariants. This
proves the asserted vanishing of
Once we know
= 0 1 then dim Hl is just minus the Euler characteristic.
As both KIA and KlB are tame at zero, so is KIA @KIE, so by the EulerPoincare formula Yl'e have

Now) quite generally) the fact that all Kloosterman sheaves are geometrically irreducible (cf. 4.1.2) shows that for any two Kloosterman sheaves
Kl and Kl', we have
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H;.

H;

.

1

-

-

-

d1mH, (Gm@ F q, KIA @KlE) = Swan 00 (KlA @KlE)·

H;(Gm @F,,Kl@Kl')

of

0

H;( Gm @ F,, Kl ©KIE) = 0

KIA has Swan 00 = 1, all breaks = 1/ L ni

l

iEA

L

mEE

m;,

:S max(l/

L>" 1/ '£ m;),

iEA

while its rank is

because its Swan 00 is

jEB

(~ni) (~m; );
:S (rk) x (biggest break), we find

Swan 00 (KIA @K)B)

:S

max ( '£ m;, '£ ni).
jEB

I

iEA

9.8. Remark. If Li EA of LjEE, i.e., if KIA and KIE have different ranks,
then their breaks at oo are disjoint, so that every break at oo of KIA 0l{ls
is equal t.o

This shows that KIA @I<ls is totally wild at oo in this case, and so gives
another proof of the vanishing of H; in the case when KIA and KIE have
different ranks. Continuing with this case, our exact knowledge of the
breaks at oo gives

Swan 00 (KlA@Kls) =max('£n;, '£m;)
iEA

jEB

provided L ni fc L m;, i.e., the inequality for dim Hl in the proposition is
an equality in this case.

=

there exists a geometric
isomorphism KIA :::e KIE on
Gm©F,.

In the case when KIA and KIE have different ranks, they are certainly not
geometrically isomorphic, so we have "another" proof of the vanishing of
in this case. It is in the case of equal_ rank that we must (jusqu'Ci nouvel
ordre!) make use of the precise description of local monodromy at zero to
show that KIA and KIE are not geometrically isomorphic because they are
not J0 -isomorphic.

H;

Therefore KIA @KlE has all breaks at oo

there exists a geometric
isomorr_hism Kl' :::e (Kl)' on
Gm ©F,

and so in particular (cf. 4.1.3)

By the structure at oo of l(looster1nan sheaves, v:le know that

KlB has Swan 00 = 1, all breaks= 1/

=
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Local Monodromy at oo of Kloosterman Sheaves

10.0.
fix

We begin by recalling some "independence of [" results. Thus we

a finite field F q 1 whose characteristic is denoted p
a non-trivial additive character

,p: (F,, +)-+ Oj;j

2 1

multiplicative characters Xl 1 • • • , Xn : F:

--+

O~

integers b11 .•• , bn) all 2 1.
For every prime number l

f

p 1 and every /-adic place). of E, we denote by

Kl,= Kl,(1/J; Xi, ... ' Xn; b,, ... ' bn)
thehsse E,,~sheafon Gm0F, whose existence is guaranteed by (4.1.1). For
v~1able ,\(i.e.,). running over the finite places of E of residue characteristic
d1fferen~ ~romp), the lisse E>,.-sheaves Kl>, on 'Gm® Fq form a "compatible
system, m the sense that for every closed point x of G 0 F th t
of Frobenius at x
m
q,
e race
1

trace(Fx

Proof. The E-valuedness and independence of A, for fixed choice of Xi's) has
already been seen, just above. To compare (X1, ... , Xn) to (1, ... , 1), factor
each Xi as a product of characters of prime power orders. Because Xi has
order dividing q - 1, the prime power orders which occur are necessarily
prime to p. Proceeding one I -=ft p at a time, it suffices to show that if
p1 1 ••• ) Pn are characters of /-power1 order of F:, then for>. any l-adic place
of E, the E;>.-sheaves

and

Kl.>, (1/l; X1P1, · · ·, XnPn; b,, · · ·, bn)

a finite extension E of Q

an integer n

169

10.2. Corollary. The set of breaks with multiplicities at oo of a tensor
product

Kl>..(1/J; XI) ... , Xn; bi,(..,. )bn)JO l<l>..(i,b'; X~, ... ) x:n; b~ 1

I (Kh)x),

v

which il priori lies in E>., in fact lies in E and is independent of ). By
a result of Deligne ([De-1] 1 9) the fact that the Kl
t.b·l ·
h
.
.
' · '
>.. are compa i e 1n
t e above sense implies that as representations of J= (or of J but this
01
~ase we have already analyzed)' the I<l>.. have character with values in E
mdependent of A.
'

10.1. Proposition. As rep res en t at ion
·
of P
Gm 0F,

have E-valued and equal characters on P=. As we already have seen the Evaluedness, it suffices to show the characters on P00 agree in E>.,. Because in
both representations P 00 acts through a finite p-group quotient, and l f= p, it
&Llffices to show that the two E>.,-representations of P00 are isomorphic when
reduced mod.:\. But if we pick O;:i,,-forms of the two sheaves in question) their
@F>.. 's are in fact isomorphic as representations of the t;.ntire (arithmetic)
fundamental group of Gm© F q, because they are absolutely irreducible
(cf. 4.1.2) and because for every closed point x, the traces of Fx on the
two agree in F >.. (because the characters Pi 1 being of [-power order) become
trivial after @F.>,). I

=

1

••• ,

b~)

of J(loos·terman sheaves is independent of the particular choice of A and of
the multiplica·tive characters X1 1 • • • , Xn and xi, ... i

x:n.

Proof. The breaks with multiplicities are determined by the upper numbering :filtration of P00 and by the values of the character of the representation
on each p!,;l subgroup. By the proposition this data is independent of both
A and of the choice of the Xi and the xi. Ill

the lisse E>.,-sheaf on

Kl,(,P; Xt, ... ,Xn; bi, ... , bn)
has character .with values in E which is independent of both A and of the
particular choice of the multiplicative characters X
1, · · · 1Xn·

10.3. Corollary. Jfn=m andif(b,, ... ,bn)=(b~, ... ,b~), then
Kl,( 1/l; X1, ... , Xn; b,, ... , bn) 0 Kl,(;p; X~, ... , x~; b,, ... , bn)

is not totally wild at oo, i. e. 1 at least

one~Of

its breaks at oo vanishes.
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Proof The question being independent of the choice of x~ 1 we take

xi= Xi

by the Lefschetz trace formula we have

Then the sheaf in question is a Tate twist of End(K!,.(,P; x;'s, b;'s)), whic
Swan 00 =degree as rational function of the £-function of

has a global (i.e. under 7rfeom) invariant, namely the identity endomor
phism) so it certainly has non-zero invariants under P00 • I
10.4. We now consider in some detail the case when all the bi
we write simply

= 1,

Gm @ F q with coefficients in Kln ( ,P1) 0 Kln ( ,P2).

xplicitly 1 we have

Kl(,P; Xi, ... ,Xn) d4)> Kl(,P;x1, ... ,Xn; 1, ... , 1).
If m

f

n, then we have already observed that

Kl(,P; X1, · · ·, Xn) 0 Kl(,P'; xi, .. ., x:n)
is totally wild at co, with all its mn breaks equal to max(l/n, l/m).
10.4.1. Proposition. Let ,P 1 and ,P 2 be non-trivial E-valued additive
acters ofF 9 , and deno·te by a E F~ their ratio, i.e.

iP2(x)

= iP1(a:x)

for

= Kl(,P1; Xi, ... , Xn) 0

S,

L

=

\Ve

trace(Fo;F,. \(Kln(iP1) 0 Kln(iP2)).)

aEF;r

Kl(,P2; xi, .. ., X~).

where "trace" is that of F,./F,. Writing ,P2(x) = ,P,(cxx), and remember= ,P(x + y), we find

ing that ,P(x),P(y)

Then we have

n if ( -" )~
Swan=(Kl10 Kl2)

={

have

x E F,.

Let n ~ 1 be an integer1 and X1, ... 1 Xni xi, ... ,X~ E-valued multiplicative
characters of F~. Consider the tensor product

Kh 0 Kl2

,where for each r ~ 1

f

1 in F q

n-1if(-cx)"=1 in F,

L

L

xi ... Xn=a
all xEFqr

Y1 .. ·Yn=a
all YtEFqr

(,P 1 o trace)(Ex;

+ "Ey;)

whence

Proof. As we have seen above (cf. 10.2), the breaks with their multiplicities

L

of this tensor product are independent of the choice of the Xi and the xj.
We will choose all Xi= I and all
l. We will denote simply by Kln(,P)

x: =

'(,P 1 o trace)(Ex;

+ cxEy;).

x1 ... xn.=Y1· .. Yn
all Xi,YjEF:r

the lisse sheaf

Now let us explicitly keep track of·the dependence on n :".: 1 and on
n times

n times

Thus our problem is to compute Swan 00 for

As this sheaf is lisse on Gm 0 F q, and tame at zero, we have

a E F~, For this it is convenient to introduce, for n ~ 1, a E F~ and

(3 E F~, the sums

S,(n, ex, f3) =

L
/3x1 ... xn=Y1 .. ·Yn
all x;,y; in F:r

(iP1 a trace) ( t
'--1

~--

1

x; +

"t
1

Yi)
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= 1, we readily calculate

so we may -.,vrite

S,(n+ l,o:,(3) =
(1/;1 o trace)(x + o:y)

S,(l, '" (3) =

(,P 1 o trace)

y=f3x,
x,y in

F:r

Y1 · · · Yn+1
(

(3

X1, ... ,Xn,

+

X1 ... Xn

Ln
1

n

Xi+ o: L Yi+

)
O:Yn+l

1

'!/1,···•Yn+l,
all :;tOin Fqr

L

=

(1/;1 otrace)((l+o:(J)x)

xEF;r

=

{-1

if 0:(3

q' - 1

f

if 0:(3

=

-1
= -1.

=
r1, ... ,Xn

Y1, ... ,yn
all :;to in Fqr

10.4.2. Lemma. For n 2: 1, S,(n

+ 1, o:, (3) = -1 + q' S,(n, o:, -0:(3).

L

+

(,P1 otrace)(tx;+aty;)

L

1

all '!/n+l
in F qr

X1, ... ,Xn

YI , ... ,yn
all -j;O in Fqr

1

(,P1otrace)(Yn+1(a+ ; :
1

Proof. We have

= -1 + q'
X1, ... ,Xn

Y1, ... ,yn
all;i:OinFqr,

a+ t}',r;·.:~:n = 0

S,(n+ l,o:,(3) =

L

(1/;1

otrace)(~x, +o: ~Yi).

f3x1 ... xn+1=Y1 "•Vn+I
x;,y, all :;to in Fqr

1

= -1 + q' S,(n, o:, -af3).

1

II

Using this, we find
Using

x1) ...

,xn)Y1, ... ,yn+1 as free variables, we have

S,(n

+ 1, a, (3) =

-1 - q'

+ q" S,.(n -.1, a, (-0:) 2 (3)

= -1- q' Xn+l

=

Y1 ···Yn+l

f3x1 ... Xn

,

=

{-1-

+ q"' S,(1, a, (-a)" (3)
q"' if a(-0:)"(3 f
q"' + qCn+l)c if o:(-a)" (3 = 1.

q 2' - ... - q(n-l)>

q' - q" - · · · -1 - q' - q'' - ... -

-1
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Taking (3 = 1, and replacing n + 1 by n, we see that the L function of<
Kln(ib1)@Kln(\02) is given by

are equal to !.As (p,n) = 1, this means that Kl(ib,x's)@Kl(,P,x"s) has all
breaks l/n, as asserted by the corollary.
If(-1)" = 1 in F,, then ((1+(2)/n = Oforpreciselythe npairs ((,-().
So in this case we find the additional
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f "fi'

L

=

1~D:

(1- q'T)

if (-a)"# 1

(1 - q'T)/(l - q"T)

if (-a)"

10.4.6, Corollary. If (p, n) = 1 and (-1)" = 1 in F,, then for any nontrivial additive character 1/; 1
and any multiplicative characters

= 1.

10.4.3. Corollary. Notations as in the proposition 10.4.1, if (-a)"# 1 in
F q then
Kl(\01;x1, ... , xn) ® Kl(\02;xi, ... ,x~)

Xli···iXn,x1., ... ,x~i
Kl(,P;xi. ... ,xn) ® Kl(ib;xi, ... • x~)
has its breaks given by

with \02(x) = \01(ax), has all its breaks at oo equal to l/n.

break 0 with multiplicity n

Proof All its breaks at oo are :S l/n, and its rank is n 2, so "all breaks=
l/n" is equivalent to "Swan= = n." Iii

break l/n with multiplicity n 2

10.4.4. Corollary. If (-1)" # 1 in F,, then.for any non-trivial additive
character 'I/Ji and any multiplicative characters Xl J • • • 'Xn) xi' ... Ix~

Kl(ib; x1, ... , Xn) ® Kl(ib; xi,

... , x~)

has all its breaks at oo equal to l/n. Jn particular, when (-1)" op 1 in F,,
the sheaf I\..l( 1/J; X1, ... , Xn) admits no non-zero P 00 -invariant bilinear form

Kl x Kl--+ E,.
Proof This is the case a

= 1 of the above corollary.

I

10.4.5. Remark. If n is prime top, this corollary also results from 5.6 1 according to which if we take p1, ... , Pn to be then characters of order dividing
n of some
with q
1 mod n, then Kl( ,P; pi, ... , Pn) is geometrically
isomorphic to [n].,£l/> 1 /n. Therefore we have

F:

=

[n]' (Kl( 1,b; Xi, .. , Xn)) o::
("~1

in Fq

as representations of P00 , for any X1) ... , Xn, thanks to 10.1. Thus we have 1
as P 00 -representations,

EB

[n]'(Kl(,P;x1, .. ,xn)®Kl(ib;x;, ... ,x~))"'

(~=1,(;'"=1

.Cy,ll.±S.7.
,..

(;EFq

Now if (-1)" # 1 in F,, then ((1 + (2)/n is always non-zero in F,, so
each .Cy, ll.±S2. has break 1, so in this case all n 2 breaks of
[n]'(Kl(,P,xis) @Kl(,P,xl's))
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.10.5. Q11estion. Does this last corollary remain true for n's which are not
prin1e to p?
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~)deg(x)

q '

x

r every closed point x of Gm 0 F q.
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Let us denote simply by :F the lisse E,-sheaf

Global Monodromy of Kloosterman Sheaves

2: 2

=

a prime nu1nber p

a finite field F q of characteristic p

=

a finite extension E of Q containing q ~

a non-trivial additive character 1/; : (F q, +)

--+

(,): :F@:F'-+E>-

Ex

of lisse sheaves on Gm® Fq, which is alternating if n is even and
which is symmetric if p = 2 and n is odd (cf. 4.2.1).
6. If (-1)" cf l in F ,, then :F 0 :Fis totally wild at oo, with all breaks
l/n (cf. 10.4.4). In particular, even as ?=-representations there is
no non-zero P 00 -equivariant bilinear form :F 0 :F -+ E>. (compare
4.1.7, where we proved this for I=)·

a prime number I / p
an 1-adic place ,\ of E.
As in previous chapters, we denote by

= Kl(,P;l,._.,___,,
... ,1;
n times

1, ... , 1)
~

n times

the lisse E,\-sheaf on Gm ® F q whose existence is guaranteed by 4.L
Recall that Kln(1/!) has trace function given by (cf. 4.1.1) the "unadorned
I<loosterman sums

trace(Fa,k

E,

1. :Fis lisse on Gm @F, of rank n, and pure of weight zero (cf. 4.1.1).
2. :F is unipotent a.s Io-representation, with a single Jordan block
(cf. 7.4.1).
3. :Fis totally wild at oo, with Swan=(:F) 1 (cf. 4.1.1).
4. det:F is trivial, i.e. c:e E,_ as lisse sheaf on Gm 0 F, (cf. 7.4.3).
5. If (-1)" 1 in F,, there exists a perfect pairing

11.0.1. Let us fix

Kln(1/;)

(n-1)

IV\
=Kln(1/!)'<YE"'
-2- .

t us recall the ha.sic facts we have established about Kln(,P), but recast
terms of :F (all these facts but the la.st appear already in [De-3]).

11.0. Formulation of the Tl1eorem

an integer n

(n-1)

:F=Kln(,P) -2-

I (Kln ( 1/; ))a) = (-1)"-lx, ~=a (1/; o tracek/F ,) ( ~

x,)

all x;Ek

Because E and hence E>. contains q..u.r, which necessarily lies in (o..,r~·:
because l i- p, we may form the lisse rank-one E,\-sheaf

first on Spec(F q) itself, then by inverse image on Gm ® F q, where it:
characterized up to isomorphism by

Now let us choose
a geometric point x : Spec(O) --+ Gm 0 F q, with
0 a separably closed field, and

"chemins" conneciihg X to the spectra fio and fj 00
of separable closures of the fraction fields of the
henselizations of P 1 ® F q at 0 and oo resp.
sing the chosen chemins, we obtain continuous homomorphisms of proJinite groups

178
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11.2. Remarks.

The monodromy representation of :F at X is denoted

(1) In the above list, the groups Sp(n) and SO(n) are with respect to the
perfect pairings of 11.0.2.6 carried by the sheaf F = Kl (,P)( 21 ).
(2) The G 2 in the above list is viewed as lying inside S0(7) by its unique
0

0

11.0.4. In view of fact 4 recalled in 11.0.2 above, we have

Image(p) C SL(n,

E,J

In view of fact 5, we have the supplementary information

Image(p) C

{

Sp(n, E,)

if n even

SO(n, E,)

if p

= 2 and n = odd

where the Sp and SO are with respect to the perfect pairing of 6.
Denoting by
geom = 7r1 ( Gm® -Fq,X-)
7r1
"idth

~

= 1T1(Gm @F,,x)

( geom)

~· P "1

(

SL(

adth)

C P "1

C

. n,

E )
" ,

p(Ioo)
with the additional information
p(1Tfith)

c

{

Sp(n, E,_)

if n even

SO(n, E,)

if p

@K =

the Zariski closure of p(1rfeom) in GL(n)

EA

@K.
EA

11.3. Corollary. Under the monodromy representation p, we have

Proof. Except in the la.st case, this is just 11.0.4, given the explicit determination of G. In the last case, we notice that because 7rfeom is a normal
subgroup of 1Tfith, p(?rfith) normalizes G2 in S0(7). But every automorphism of G2 over E;i. is inner (the Dynkin diagram has no non-trivial
automorphisms), and the inclusion G, '--> S0(7) is an absolutely irreducible
representation, so any element of S0(7, E>.) normalizing G2 may be written
in the form
(an element of,<5'J(lp>)) x (a scalar in S0(7,E,)).

= 2 and n odd.

11.1. Main Theorem. The Zariski closure Ggeom of p(?rf~m) in GL(n),
as algebraic group over E>. is given for n 2: 2 by

l

Ggeom

Therefore it suffices to prove the Main Theorem with E,. replaced by any
convenient overfield (in occurrence E>.).

the "geometric" and "arithmetic" fundamental groups, we have a diagram
of subgroups of GL(n, E,):

p(Io)

irreducible seven-dimensional representation. As subgroup of 80(7) 1
G 2 is the fixer of some non-zero alternating trilinear form A3 :F-+ E;...
We will indirectly prove the existence of such a trilinear form, but
we do not know an a priori description of it.
(3) Because Ggeom is defined as the Zariski closure of a set of E,-valued
points in an affine E;i.-scheme, it is immediate that for any overfield
K of E,, we have

But as S0(7) contains no non-trivial scalars, this sho\vs that over E>., G 2
is its own normalizer in S0(7). Therefore

1

G-,=

P("i'ith) C G,(E,)

n S0(7, E,)

= G2(E,).

I

Sp(n)

n even

SL(n)

pn odd

SO(n)

p=2,n odd,n'f7

As explained in Chapter 3 this last corollary leads to a rather concrete
equidistribution theorem (concrete because we have determined the group

G,

p = 2, n = 7.

Ggeom)·

1
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11.4. Equidistribution Theorem. For any embedding E,
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The actual situation we have in mind is

any maximal compact subgroup J{ of the complex Lie group Gg
the generalized "angles of Frobenius" for the sheaf :F
Kln(,P)("-

K=E,, V=(F,)@K,
E,

=

= p('yo), for 'Yo a topological generator of J6•me
r = the finite subgroup p(I c SL(V)
H = the finite subgroup p(P
C p(I
Uo

Gm 0 Fq,
\

is Ggeom(C) -conjugate to p(Fa)",

as a runs over the closed points of Gm @F qi are equidistributed in

EXPLICITATION: For the sequence of measure Xi the .explicit ext'
1
3.6.3 proven earlier gives, for the sheaf :F = Kin ( ,P) ( "2 1 ) on Gm 0 F
estimate

00 )

00

00 ),

will be useful for other applications (e.g. to calculating differential
groups) to work in the axiomatic situation.

th~~

]{~ of conjugacy classes in ]{ with respect to the direct image µQ of
measure, in any of the three standard senses (X, Y,Z, cf. 3.5).

00 )

00

B(a) =the K-conjugacy class of any element of]{ which

;l. Lemma. In the axiomatic situation 11. 5.1 above, let G C SL(V) be
/Zariski.clo~ed subgroup which contains U0 and r 00 • Then the identity
-,.onent G0 ofG is semisimplei and the action ofG 0 on Vis irreducible.

1

If

trace(A) dX;

K'

I

:C:::

dim(A).fi'

n(qi _ l)

for any irreducible non-trivial continuous representation A of J{.
explicitation is given in Chapter 13.

11.5. Axiomatics of the proof; Classification Theorems
11.5.1. Let K be an algebraically closed field of characteristic zero, -n;
an integer, and pa prime number. We suppose given

CD

an n-dimensional vector space V over

f{)

@ a unipotent element U0 E SL(V) with a single Jordan block

@ a Zariski-closed subgroup

r c SL(V),
00

@) a Zariski-closed subgroup H 00 C

r

a) r 00 acts irreducibly on v.
b) r 00 admits no faithful /{-linear representation of dimension<
c) If pn is odd, we assume that
1) the space (V' 0 V')H~ of H 00 -invariant bilinear forms
V ~ V --+ J{ is zero.

x :r

00

--+

Gm ® J{ of

e

.2.2. Lenmm. Let f{ be an algebraically closed field of characteristic
; Va finite-dimensional]{ -space, and G° C SL(V) a connected Zariski·d'·subgroup which Operates irreducibly on V. Then G 0 is semisimple.
~ Because G 0 is given with a faithful completely reducible represen-

it is certainly reductive. So it suffices to show that its center Z(GD)
'te. But G° C SL(V) acts irreducibly on V, so Z(G 0 ) lies in both the
i

sand in SL(V), so in SL(V)n scalars which is finite. ~

00 ,

and we suppose that the following conditions are satisfied:

2) any character

.---The group G acts irreducibly on V, because its subgroup r = does.
completely reducibly on V. Because G 0 is normal in G 1
ts completely reducibly on V.
·Zariski closure in SL(V) of the abstract subgroup generated by Uo
G, given by t f-4 exp(t log(Uo)), so it is connected. Because Uo E G,
ariski closure lies in G, so lies in G 0 . Therefore Uo lies in G 0 . But Uo
nly a single Jordan block acting in V, so V must be indecomposable
/([G 0 ]-module, because it is already so under U0 . But Vis completely
'ible as a G 0 -representation, so being G 0 -indecomposable is equivalent
'ng G0-irreducible. The semi-simplicity of G 0 is given by

·erore G acts

r 00

is trivial on H 00 •

.3. Lenu11a. Hypotheses and notations as in Lemma 11.5.2.1 above 1
9 = Lie( G
e Lie algebra of

inclusio~ 1g

G0,

0

)

C End(V)

and put

N = log(Uo) E 9.

the
C End(V) is a faithful irreducible representation of9
ich N acts nilpotently with a single Jordan block, and g is a simple

Chapter 11
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Proof. By 11.5.2.1, G 0 is semisimple, and G 0

SL(V) is a faithful irreducible representation. By hypothesis, the element Uo acts unipotently
with a single Jordan block. Therefore 9 is a semisimple Lie algebra, the
given representation 9 '--+ End(V) is faithful and irreducible, and N acts
nilpotently with a single Jordan block. If 9 is not simple, then

9

'--+

= 91 6l 92

Proof. If9"' s/(2), then G0 is isomorphic to either SL(2) or to SL(2)/±1 a.s
algebraic group, and the given representation G C SL(V), being irreducible
on G 0 , has no choice but to be Symm"- 1 (std) on G 0 where std denotes the
standard 2-dimensional representation of SL(2). Because Symm"- 1 (std) a.s
SL(2)-representation ha.s kernel (±1)"-1, and is faithful on G 0 , we have
SL(2)/(±1r- 1

where g 1 and 9 2 are non-zero semisimple Lie algebras 1 and the given faithful
irreducible representation of g is of the form

V=V,0V2

G0

,______..

symmn- 1 (std)

cGC

normalizer of G 0 in SL(V).

Because every automorphism of G 0 is inner, and G° C SL(V) is irreducible,
we have

normalizer of

K

183

c 0 in SL(V) = c 0 ·(scalars in SL(V))

where V1 and V2 are faithful irreducible representations of 91 and 92 respectively. In particular we have dim(V,) :'.'. 2 for i = 1, 2, because these are nontrivial representations of semisimple Lie algebras. \V"riting N =Ni EB N2 1
we have N 1 and N 2 nilpotent in 9 1 and 92 :respectively, and N acts on

v = v, 0 v, by

(SL(2) x Pn)/ (the diagonal ±1)

NIV

= (N, IV,) 0

Because Ni is nilpotent on

Vi,

(idv,)

if n is even.

+ (idv,) 0 (N, Iv,).

~

we have

1

S0(3)

(N;)dimV, = 0 on V,,

X

Pn if n is odd.

If n is even) we have
whence by the binomial theorem we find that N = N1 ©id+id®N2 satisfies
(N)dim V1 +dim V2-l

= 0.

But N has a single Jordan block, of size dim(V) = dim(V,) dim(V2), so we
know that
(N)dim(V,)dim(V,)-1 of 0.

SL(2)

X

G '--+ GL(2) if n even
{ G <-+ S0(3) x Pn <-+ GL(3) if n odd.
Consider the composite homomorphism

r=

c......+Gc......+

following two cases:

1

G0

= S0(3) c G c S0(3) x µ 3 c SL(3) = SL(V).

Gm / (±1) .'.:'., GL(2),

Therefore we have inclusj_gns of K-algebraic groups

11.5.2.4. Lemma. Hypotheses as in Lemma 11.5.2.1 suppose that there exists a K-isomorphism 9"' s/(2) of Lie algebras. Then we are in one of the

(1) n = 2, G 0 = G = SL(V) = SL(2).
(2) n = 3) p = 2 and wi"lh respect to some non-degenerate quadratic
form on V ·we have

X

S0(3) x Pn <-+ GL(3).

+ dim(V2 ) > dim(V,) dim(V,).

But this is impossible, because both dim(V,) and dim(V,) are finite and
2:: 2. I

SL(2)

'--+

while if n is odd we have

Therefore we must have

dim(V,)

Pn / (±1)

{

GL(2)

if n even

GL(3)

if n odd.

By hypothesis, r = has no faithful representation of dimension< n. Therefore we haven :S 2 if n is even) and n :S 3 if n is odd. By hypothesis, n ~ 2.
If n = 2, there is nothing to prove. If n = 3, then
G0

"'

S0(3)

c

G

c

S0(3) x µ 3

c

SL(3)

= SL(V).
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We must show that p = 2. If not, pn is odd, and any character of
trivial on H 00 • Consider the character

r 00

<-+ G

c S0(3)

r oo

is

pc,

x µ 3 --+ µ3;

it is trivial on H 00 , so H 00 lies in S0(3), and this contradicts the axiom
c),1) of 11.5.1. I
11.5.2.5. Lemma. Hypotheses and notations as in Lemma 1.1.5.2.1 suppose
that n is odd and that G0 = SO(n) for some non-degenerate quadratic form
onV.Thenp=2.

Proof. Just as in the above proof, we know that every automorphism of
SO(n) is inner (the Dynkin diagram has no non-trivial automorphisms),
and that SO(n) operates irreducibly on V, whence
G C normalizer of SO( n) in SL(V) = SO( n)

X

l'n,

the last equality because SO(n) contains no non-trivial scalars. Again the
composite

r c
00

pc,

G C SO(n) x l'n--+ l'n

is a character of r=, so it must be trivial on H= 1 whence H 00 C SO(n))
and this contradicts axiom c),1) unless p = 2. !I

11.5.2.6. Lemma. Hypotheses and notations as in Lemma 11.5.2.1, suppose that n = 7 and that the subgroup G c SL(V) has G0 = G2 where
G 2 C S0(7) C SL(7) = SL(V) by "the" irreducible seven-dimensional representation of G,. Then p = 2.

Proof. Just as above, we have
G

c

normalizer of G2 in SL(7)

= G2

x µ7 ,

and the argun1ent proceeds as above. 11

Let us temporarily admit the truth of the following Classification Theo-

Suppose that there exists a nilpotent element N E g such that p(N) has
a single Jordan block. Then the pair (9,p) is K-isomorphic to one of the
following

(1) g = s1(2), p = Symm"- 1 (standard 2 - dim rep).
(2) g = sl(n), n 2: 3, p = standard n-dimensional representation (or
its contragredient but these are isomorphic).
= sp(n) if n 2: 4 fil!.Ul, p =standard n-dimensional rep.
= so(n) ifn 2: 5 odd, p =standard n-dimensional rep.
= Lie(G2) if n = 7, with its unique 7-dimensional irreducible rep.
1

(3) g
(4) g
(5) g

11.6.1. Lenuna. Hypotheses and notations as in Lemma 11.5.2.1, we have
the following list of possible values for the subgroup G 0 ofSL(V) = SL(n):

n even : G0 = Sp(n) or SL(n)

l

pn odd : G 0 = SL(n)

= 2,n odd# 7: G 0 = SO(n) orSL(n)
p = 2, n = 7: G 0 = G 2 or S0(7) or SL(7).

p

Proof. This is immediate from the Classification Theorem and Lemmas
11.5.2.4-5-6. E

11.7. Axiomatic Classification Tl1eorem. In the axiomatic situation
{11.5.1) 1 suppose in addition that if pn is even, we are given a nondegenerate bilinear form (,) : V 0 V -+ K which is alternating if n is
K

even and symmetric

if n is odd. Let
GC

'·) l

{

Sp(n)

n even

SL(n)

pn odd

SO(n)

p

p
'--+

sl(n).

odd

,,,

G=

Sp(n)
SL(n)

n even
pn odd

SO(n)

p= 2,n odd# 7

,

G2 or 80(7)

g

= 2, n

be a Zariski closed subgroup which contains U0 and

rem.

11.6. Classification Theorem. Let K be an algebraically closed field of
charac·teristic zero, n 2: 2 an integer, g a simple Lie algebra over J{ given
with a faithful irreducible representation

185

p

r 00 .

Then

= 2, n = 7.

Proof. Simply apply Lemma 11.6.1. In view of the a priori inclusions we
assume, we find that
G

0

c

G

c

{

Sp(n)

n even

SL(n)

pn odd

SO(n)

p

= 2, n odd,

186
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and except for (p, n)
(2,7), Lemma 11.6.1 forces equality everywhere
above. In ca.se (p, n) = (2,7), either G 0 = G 2 or G 0 = 80(7). In the second
case we have G 0 c G c S0(7) with G 0
80(7) forcing G
80(7). In
case G 0 = G,, G lies in the normalizer of G, in S0(7), but this normalizer
is, as already noted (cf. 11.3), G 2 itself. I

The set R+ of positive roots with respect to b is the set of those a E R
for which 1.5a lies in b, and we have

Applying this axiomatic classification theorem to Ggeom' we find the Main
Theorem except in the case p = 2, n = 7, in which case Ggeom is either G2
or S0(7). Let us temporarily admit the truth of

Let B C R+ denote the set of simple roots, i.e., B consists of those
elements o: E R+ which cannot be expressed as a sum of two non-zero
elements of R+. One knows that if a E R is a root) then exactly one of a:
or -a lies in R+ 1 and one knows that every element of R+ is a finite sum
of elements of B. One also knows that the a E B form a K-basis of fJ'.
For any root a, the commutator(©'"", Q;-cxJ is a one-dimensio~al subspace
of IS which lies .in ry, and on which a, viewed as an element of ry*) is non-zero.
There is consequently a unique element

=

=

=

11.8. G1 Tl1eorem. For p = 2 1 n = 7, we have Ggeom = G2.
Since even this exceptional case gives the smallest possible group for
Ggeom as allowed by the axiomatic classification theorem we find the following result, suggested to us by 0. Gabber.

187

=

11.9. Density Theorem. The subgroup of p(ir~eom) generated by Uo
p(10), 10 a topological generator of I8•me, and by the finite subgroup"p(I00 )
is Zariski dense in Ggeom·
11.10. Proof of the Classification Theorem

11.10.1. In this section we will prove the Classification Theorem 11.6.
Thus K is an algebraically closed field of characteristic zero, Ql is a finitedi1nensional simple Lie algebra over J{ 1 n ~ 2 is an integer, N E c5 is a
nilpotent element, and p : Ql '-+ sl( n) is a faithful irreducible representation
in which p( N) has a single Jordan block.
In order to classify such pairs ( Ql, p), we will make use of the theory of
"principal s/(2)-triples," the Weyl character for1nula, and the classification
of simple Lie algebras.
11.10.2. Let b be a Borel subalgebra of Ql such that N lies in b, and let
fJ Cb be a Cartan subalgebra of b; by (Bouraki Lie VIII, §3, Cor. of Prop
9), fJ is a Cartan sub algebra of Ql. Let R be the set of roots of Ql with
respect to ~; an element a E R is by definition a non-zero element of the
K-linear dual fj' of h which occurs in the restriction to fJ of the adjoint
representation of <5 on itself. For a E R, the corresponding eigenspace
Q5a C 18 is one-dimensional, and as !(-vector spaces we have

which satisfies

a(Ha)

= 2.

The set {Ha}aER form a root system R' inf), fo~
{Ha}aEB is a
base and for which {Ha}aER+ is the corresponding set of positive roots. It
is possible to choose for each root a ER a non-zero vector Xa E Ga such
that

wbGh

VVith this choice, one knows that the assignment

X+

= ( 00

defines a non-zero homomorphism of /{-Lie algebras

sl(2)-+
or, as one says, (X 0 , H 0 ,X_ 0

)

Ql,

is an s/(2)-triple in Ql.

189
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Now let us denote by n C b the set of nilpotent elements of g which lie
in b. Then n is equal to

(Ni,?,?) is irreducible. But such an s/(2)-triple is principal, and all principal s/(2)-triples are Aut,(G)-conjugate (cf. above), so we conclude that the
restriction of p to any principal sl(2)-triple is irreducible. In particular;

188

n=EB®".

the restriction of p to any s/(2)-triple (x, h,y) with
h = ho = the unique element h E ~ with a(h') = 2 for all
a E B, is irreducible.

aER+

As [{-scheme, n is thus the affine space AR+.
By hypothesis, the set
{ N E n such that p( N) has a single Jordan block}

is non-empty. It is clearly Zariski-open inn, because, p(N) being an n x n
nilpotent matrix in any case, we have for N E n the equivalences

p(N) has a single Jordan block
=dim Ker(p(N)) = 1
=

11.10.3. Now let us recall briefly the representation theory of®. For any
finite-dimensional representation,\ of <B, the weights of,\ are those elements
of ~· which occur in the restriction of.\ to ~- The weights of \5 are the
elements of~· which are weights of some finite-dimensional,\. The weights
are each Q-linear combinations of the a EB (which form a K-basis of~').
We say that two weights w and w' satisfy w ~ w' if

dimlm(p(N)) = n - 1

w - w'

= 2::::: naa with rational coefficients n

=some (n -1) x (n - 1) minor of p(N) is invertible,
and this last condition is Zariski open.
Recall that under the adjoint representation, for every N E n the endomorphism ad(N) has~ dim(~) Jordan blocks. Those with exactly dim(~)
Jordan blocks are called the principal nilpotent elements. One knows that
the set of principal nilpotent elements in n is non-empty
and Zariski open in n

(cf. Bourbaki Lie VIII, p. 167).
Because the intersection of two non-empty Zariski open subsets of
n AR+ is again non-empty, it follows that
there exists a principal nilpotent element N1 E n such
that p(N1 ) has a single Jordan block.

°'

Now Ni, being nilpotent and non-zero, may be completed to an s/(2)triple (x, h, y) =(Ni,?,?) in ®. Because N, is a principal nilpotent, any
such s/(2)-triple is principal (Lie VIII, §11, 4, Prop. 7). By (Lie VIII, §11,
4, Prop. 8 and 9), any principal s/(2)-triple in G is Aut,(G)-conjugate to
one of the form (?, h 0 , ?) where

h 0 E ~ is the unique element in ~ for which a(h 0 ) = 2 for
all a EB.
Furthermore, any s/(2)-triple (x, h, y) with h = h 0 is principal.
By the standard representation theory of s/(2), a finite dimensional representation (V,.1r) of s/(2) is irreducible if and only if ?r(X+) has a single
Jordan block. Therefore the restriction of p to any s/(2)-triple of the form

0

2:: 0.

aEB
A weight w of G is said to be dominant if

w(Ha) is a non-negative integer for 1all a EB.
Because the vectors (Ha)aEB form a K-basis of~' if we denote by (wa)aEB
the dual basis of~·, we see that the dominant weights are precisely the finite
sums

'L::

naWa

with integral coefficients

n

0

~ 0.

a EB

The weights ( wa)aEB are called the fundamental weights.
One knows that every finite-dimensional irreducible representation has a
highest weight (in the sense of the above-defined partial order ~on weights),
that its highest weight is a dominant weight, aJtd that the map

isomOrphism classes
of finite-dimensional
irreducible

the set of dominant
weights

highest weight

representation of Q)

is bijective. Furthermore, given a dominant weight w, if we denote by Vw
the unique finite-dimensional representation of '5 whose highest weight is
w 1 we have the Wey 1 di1nensional formula:
let Ao =

L

Wa

be the sum of the fundamental weights; then

a EB

. ( ) II (1 + Aw(H
(H

0

dim Vw =

a:ER+

O

))

a:

) .
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Notice that because each Ha with a E R+ is an N-linear and non-zero
linear combination of the Ha with a E B, the denominator Ao(Ha) for.
each a ER+ is a strictly positive integer.
11.10.4. Lemma. Let w be a dominant weight of \B, Vw the corresponding
irreducible representation. Then for any s/(2)-triple (x, h, y) in Q). with
h = h 0 = the unique element h 0 E o with a(h 0 ) = 2 for all <> E B, the
highest weight of the composite representation

11.10.6. Lemma. If Q) # sl(2}, i.e., if dim
dominant weight of Q) which satisfies

dim(Vw) - 1

O2

191

2, and if w is a non-zero

= w(h 0 ),

then w is a fundamental weight.
Proof. If w is not fundamental, then we can write

(x,h 0 ,y)

s/(2)
is the integer w(h

0

Q) - - - +

End(Vw)

with w1 and w2 both non-zero dominant weights.
always have the inequality

).

Proof The weights of the composite representation are the integers w'(h'),
where w 1 ranges over the weights of Vw. Because w is the highest weight 1
we have for any weight w' of Vw
w:::::: w'

+ L: naa

1

na rational

2: 0.

= 1, 2.

i

dim(Vw,) -1 + dim(Vw,) - 1 2 w1(h 0 )

+ w2(h 0 ) = w(h 0 ).

dim(Vw,+w,) - 1 > dim(VwJ - 1 + dim(Vw,) - 1,

~

or equivalently

a EB

1 + dim(Vw,+w,)

From the elementary theory of s/(2)-representation (or by the Wey! dimension formula in this trivial case), a finite dimensional irreducible representation (V, 7r) of s1(2) satisfies
71'

w;(h 0 ),

so

Therefore as a(h 0 )

dim(V) = 1 + the highest weight of

2

Thus it suffices to show that

oEB

= 2 for all<> EB we find
0
0
w(h ) = w'(h 0 ) + 2 I; na 2 w'(h ).

dim(Vw.) -1

As noted above, we

on s/(2).

So for any finite dimensional representation (V,-7r) of sl(2), we have
dim(V) - 1 2 highest weight of 71' on s/(2)
{ with equality if and only if (V, 7r) is s/(2)-irreducible.
Combining this with the preceding discussion, we find
11.10.5. Criterion. Let w be a dominant weight of \B. Then

> dim(Vw,) + dim(Vw,)·

This we will do by looking at the general shape of the Wey! dimension
formula.

=

=

11.10.6.1. Sublemma. For Q) simple of rank ( dim o #(B)) 2 2, and
w any non-zero- dominant weight, there exist at least two distinct elements
°'ER+ for which w(Ha) > 0.

Proof. Because <B is si1nple of rank ~ 2, its Dynkin diagram is connected
and contains ~ 2 points. Write w = Lo:EB no:Wa with integral coefficients
na 2 0. Because w # 0, there is some <>o EB with na, op 0. Let <>1 EB be
an adjacent point to o:o in the Dynkin diagram. Then both o: 0 and a 0 + o: 1
are positive roots, and the dual root to o: 0 + a:- 1 is

dim(Vw) - 1 2 w(h 0 ),
with equality if and only if the restriction of Vw to every principal s/(2)triple in Q) is irreducible.
In the trivial case when Q) = s/(2), there is nothing of 11.6 to prove.

(in terms of a W-invariant scalar product (, ) on the Q-span of the roots,

Ha= 2a/(<>,a), so the constants A; are given by
A;= (a;, <>;)/(<>o +

c>i,c>o

+ <>1)).
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Therefore we find

w(H00 )

= na, > 0

w(H00 +0: 1 ) = AonO'o

+ A1na

1

2 Aona0 > 0)

as required. II
Now let us return to the proof of Lemma 11.10.6. For each a ER+, let
Xa

For l 2: 0, the coefficient of each Xa in this expression is visibly non-negative.
There exists some value a 0 of a with Xo: 0 > 0. Because at least two Yf3 's
are > 0, there exists a value /30 for which /30 op ao and yp, > 0, whence
the coefficients of Xo: 0 in the above expression is strictly positive. Therefore
f'(t) > 0 for all t?: 0, while f(O)
0. Thus we find

=

f(l)

w1(Ha)
= Ao(Ha)'

193

= f(l) -

f(O)

=

f,

1

f'(t) dt > 0. m

11.10.7. Thus it remains to look in the tables to see which of the fundamental weights w of which of the simple Lie algebras

w2(Ha)

Ya

= Ao(Ha).

Then the quantities Xo:, Ya are non-negative rational numbers, because for
o: E R+ each Ha is a non-negative integral combination of the Ho: with
a E B. So we havei thanks to the sub lemma above,
all

Xa

2 0, and

Xa

all Ya

?: 0, and

Ya

> 0 for at least two values of a
> 0 for at least two values of a.

By the Weyl dimension formula, we have

1 + dim(Vw) = w(h 0 ).
In the tables (Bourbaki Lie VI, Planches I-IX, pp. 250-275), we find for
each fundamental w of each © its explicit expression

w=

L

mo:o:

with

ma E

Q'?_o

a EB

II (l+xa)
dim(Vw,) = II (1 +Ya)
dim(Vw,+w,) = II (1 +
+Ya)·
dim(Vw,)

satisfy the equality

=

as a sum of simple roots. In terms of this expression, we have

a ER+

a ER+

In (Bourbaki Lie VIII, Table 2, page 214), we find the explicit formula for

Xa

dim(Vw),

a:ER+

So to prove the lemma, we are reduced to proving the following.
11.10.6.2. Sublemma. Given a finite set R+ of?: 2 elements, and real numbers Xa 2 0 and Ya 2 0 for each a E R+ 1 suppose that at least one Xa and
at least two Yp 's are > 0. Then

for each fundamental weight w of each simple Lie algebra <1l.
With some perseverance, one finds that the equality
dim(Vw) "- 1 = w(h 0 )
holds only for the following list of fundamental representations of simple
Lie algebras of rank ?: 2:

Proof. Fix the Yo: 's and consider the function oft given by
1

f(t)

= 1 +II(!+ txa +Ya) - II(!+ tx,) - II(!+ Ya)·

This function vanishes at t

J'(t)

=

= 0) and its derivative is equal to

I>a{ II(l+txp+yp)- II(l+tx~)}
0:

f3cf;o:

f3to:

A1,l?: 2

w1

and

w1

B,

w1

and

w2

B1,1?:3

iv1

c,

w1

and

w2

C1, l?: 3

W1

G2

Wj.
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We will only sketch the requisite calculations. For A2, B2 :::=. C2 1 and the exceptional groupsi one checks case by case and learns very little in the process
except that the list is correct for these. It remains to treat A1;?:3, B1~3, C12:3i
and D1>4(Ds c:: As).
11.10.B.

I.e.

1(1+1)
(1+1) 2
2
>l+
4 '
Le.

Case A1, I ?: 3. We have
w;

= ~l [ I:;
l+

w;(h

0

)

=

I:;

j(I + 1- i)rx; +

l<"<i
_J_

n [I::
+

195

21 2 + 2/ > 4 + 12 + 21 + 1,
2
/ > 5. I

i(I + 1 - j)a;]

i+l<'<I
_J_

11.10.9.

j(/ + 1 - i) +

1<_J_
'<i

I::

Case B1, I?: 3.
i

i(/ + 1 - j)l
for I :S i

i+l<_J_
"<l

:0: I -

1,

Wi

I

= I:jo:j +
j=l

= -I+1-[i(i
+ 1)(/ + 1- i) + i(I 1
= i(/ + 1 -

i)(I + 1- i)]

I:

iO:j

j=i+l

and for i = I we have

i)
Therefore

i(21 + 1 - i)
w;(h

\¥e inust see for which 1 :::; i :::; l we have

c~

1
)

= i( I + 1 - i) + 1.
This clearly holds for i = 1 and for i = I. The question °is to show that
1+i(I+1 - i) <

c~

But the identity (x - a)(x +a)= x

2

-

1
)

2

a :S x shows that,

1+1)
l+i(l+l-i) :S 1+ ( -2-

=

{ !i!±..U
2

1'f

i. -

I.

('

T

1 1

)

for

1 :Si :SI - 1

dim(Vw.) =
{

2 1 for

i= I.

For i = l, the inequality

2

while for 2 ::; i :::_: l - 1, the fact that binomial coefficients increase tovvard
the middle shows

So we are reduced to checking that for l

)

if

We have

if 2 :Si :S I - l.
2

0

21

1

> +

1(1 + 1)
2

=

holds for I
3 by inspection (8 > 7), and then for higher I by comparing
the first differences of both sides. For 1 :Si :S I - 1, the equality

(2/ +i 1) = 1 + i (21 + 1 -

2: 3 we have
holds only for i

= 1 (as we saw in checking A,1).

i)

I
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Case D1)l 2'.: 4. Here we have

I;ia;

for 1 Si Sl-2,w; =

so

1-2

L

+i

j=l

°'j + ~("'1-1 +a1)

j=i+l

w;(h 0 )
1

(~ )
dim(Vw;)

(1-2
l
l- 2 )
W/-1 = 2 I;i<>j + 2°'1-1 + -2-0q
2L.,
J=l

l )
+ -I --2a21 - 1 + -0:1
2

1

(~ )

'
( ~·/)

.

Thus we find

=1

-

for 2 S i S l.

(;:'2)

= 1.

For 2 S i S l with I 2: 3,

( •.' _212) > 1 + i(21 - i).

We will prove this.in the form
for 1 S i S I - 2

i(21 - 1 - i)
w;(h 0 )

={

1

1

0; 2

We have
dim(VwJ =

=l -

for i

Clearly we have the required equality for i
we are to prove that

= -1 ('-'
~ jaj

i).

=
{

J=l

For i

= i(21 -

We have

1

w1

for i =I - 1 and i =I.

(~')

for 1 Si SI - 2

21-1

for i

{

=l -

1 aud i

el)

21

(.

1-

) 2: 2+i(21-i).
2

Write j = l - i; we need

= I.

1 aud 1, we easily check that

-

(1

For this, notice first that from equating coefficients in (l+T)x(l+T)'
+ T)Cx+y), we have the identity

1(1 - 1)
2 '

I 1 >1+~-~
2-

=

first by inspection for l
4, then for higher l by considering the first
differences of both sides. For 1 S i S l - 2, we need

e
1
)

For n

= y, we have

> 1 + i(21 _ 1 _ i).

But the universal inequality for Az1-1 and

Wi

gives

'2:1+i(21-i),
( ~·/)

Applying this with x =I+ j, n =I - j, we have

lfvhich is more than adequate.

11.10.11.
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Hard Case C1, l 2: 3. We have

Applying it with x =I+ j + 2, n =I - j - 2, we have
1

21 )
( l-;-2

=~

L.,
a=O

2

(I+ +2)
j

a

=
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so in this case the last two terms already suffice:

Subtracting, we find
21 )
(
21
)
( l - j - l-j-2

=

(I + j) (I - j)
( I+ j ) ( I - j )
l-j
l - j + 1-j-l 1-j-l

l+j )(l-j)+2(1-j-2)2'.(l+j)(l-j)+2,
(I -J-1
as required.
If I - j = 2, we need

c~j)
11.10.11.1. Lemma. For 1 $a$ l - j - 2, we have

Proof. Proceeding in two steps j

that

1-+

j

+ 1, j + 1r-+j+2, it suffices to show

c: j) c j) c c- ~

>

+ ~ + 1)

~

l)

if 1 $a$ I - j - 1.

Multiplying by a!a!, this amounts to
(l+ j)(I + j-1) ... (I+ j) - (a-1)) · (1-j)(I- j-1) · (l-j -(a-1))
>(l+j+l)(l+j). ··(l+j+l-(a-1)) · (1-j-1)(1-j-2) · · (1-j-1-(a-l))
Cancelling the common factors, this reduces to
(l + j - (a - 1)) (I - j) > (I + j + 1) (I - j - 1 - (a - 1))
And this with patience reduces to
a(2j

+ 1) > 0.

I

Thus we have

21 .) _ (
2_1
) 2'. (I+ j) + ( I+ j ) (I - j) + 2(1 - j - 2),
( 1-J
l-J-2
1-J
l-J-1
and so we are reduced to showing that
1+j) + ( z+j )c1-j)+2c1-j-2J2'.2+c1+jJ(l-jJ
( 1-J
l-J-1
for a< j < I - 2, I 2'. 3.
If I:::: j ~ 3, then because binomial coefficients increase toward the middle
we have

l+j ) 2'. l+j
( l-J-1

i.e. we need

+(l+j)(l-j) 2'.2+(1+j)(l-j).

c~

j) 2'. 2

which certainly holds, because l + j 2: 3.
It remains only to point out that the representations w1 and W2 of
B 2 = Lie(S0(5)) are the standard and spin representations respectively,
but that under the isomorphism B2 '.O'. C2 = Lie(Sp(4)), the representations w 1 and w 2 of B 2 become the representations w 2 and w 1 of C2J with
w1 the standard four-dimensional representation of Lie( Sp( 4) ), and W2 the
5-dimension representation A2 (standard)/ (the symplectic form). Therefore
the list as given in the statement of the classification theorem, which lists
B2 and C2 each with their "standard)) representations w1, is complete and
non-redundant. El
11.10.12. Remark. In proving the Classification Theorem, we used a "general position" argument to see that if there exists N E <B which is nilpotent
such that p(N) has a single Jordan block, then there exists a principal
nilpotent N 1 E Q) with the same property. In fact, we can see with hindsight that any such N is automatically itself a principal nilpotent. For by
the theory of s/(2)-triples, any s/(2)-triple in Q) is Aut,(i15)-conjugate to
one of the form (x, h, y) where h E ~ is an element satisfying

for every" EB,

et(h) E {O, 1, 2},

and such an s1(2)-triple is principal if and only if et(h) = 2 for all " E B,
i.e., if and only if h
h0 .
In general, an s/(2)-triple is principal if and only if its x-component is
a principal nilpotent. So we must _show that if <B is a simple Lie algebra,
and if w is a fundamental weight of Q) such that the restriction of the
representation Vw to an sl(2)-triple (x,h,y) as above is irreducible, then
h = h 0 . To see this, we notice that the highest weight of Vw restricted to the
sl(2)-triple (x,h,y) is w(h), because a(h) 2'. 0 for all a EB (compare the

=
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proof of 11.10.4). Therefore the irreducibility of Vw on (x, h, y) is equivalent
to

Therefore the E;-sheaf .C~, on Gm 0 F, is related to .C~ (=the inverse
image on Gm 0 F q of the sheaf .C~ on Gm 0 F 2 ) by

dim(Vw) = 1 + w(h).

°" (transa)'(.C~),

.C~,

Combining this with the inequality

201

where transa is the autornorp~ism "translation by a E Gm(F q)" of Gm©F q.
By property (11) of convolut10n (cf. 5.1), it follows that for every n > 1 we
h~
-

dim(Vw) 2: l+w(h 0 )
we see that

Kln(i/;1)

w(h) 2: w(h 0 ).
But for <B simple, the expression of any fundamental weight as a Q-sum of
simple roots
w::::::
mao: 1 mcx E Q

2=:

oEB

has all its coefficients strictly positive, i.e. ma > 0 for all o: E B. (This may
be checked case by case by looking at Bourbaki Lie VI, Plancbes, pp. 2502751 or remembered in the form "the inverse of the Cartan matrix of a
simple Lie algebra has all entries strictly positive.") Therefore

w(h) = I;m 0.a(h)

°" (trans,")'(Kln(i/;)),

an. iso~orphis1:"1 of lisse E>._-sheaves on Gm @F q. Taking n = 7 and twisting,
this yields an isomorphism of lisse E.x-sheaves on G m t0.
'6' F q,

Kh(i/;1)(3)

°" (trans )'(Kh(1/;)(3)), b = a

1

0

.

(This.could also be checked by comparing trace functions, cf. Lennna 4.1.9.)
. So if we pick a chem1n in Gm 0 F q from any given geometric point x to
its translate bx, and denote by Fi, F the sheaves

Fl= Kl1(1/J1)(3),

F = Kl7(1/;)(3),

we have a commutative diagram of monodromy representations
mono of :F,

{

w(h 0 ) = 2 I: m 0

based at X

whence

0 :S w(h) - w(h 0 ) = -

2=C2 -

a(h))m 0

•

?

?

chemin

Int(chemin)

0

Since each m 0 > 0 and each 2 - a(h) 2: 0, the inequality above is possible
if and only if 2 a(h) for all a EB. I

=

7r1(Gm 0 F,,bx)

mono of

(transb)•(F)
based at X

11.11. Proof of the G 2 Theorem
11.11.1. We must prove that for p = 2 and n = 7, we have Ggeom = G,.
We first reduce to the case when F q F,. Indeed, let us denote by

=
1/;: (F2,+)-+ {±1} = zx

C Qx C Ex

the unique non-trivial additive character of F2: explicitly, we have
1/;(x)

= (-1)'

for

x E Z/2Z

°" F

2.

Given a finite overfield F q of F2, any non-trivial additive character 1/J1 of
F q may be written ulliquely in the form
1/J1(Y)

based at X.

= 1/;(traceF,/F,(ay)) for a unique a E Fi.

In particular, the monodromy representations p 1 of :F1 and p of ;: of
1r1(Gm ©F q, X) are EA-isomorphic, as are their restrictions to 7rfeom. Therefore up t~ E>.,-isomorphism, the Ex.-algebraic group Ggeom we are trying to
compute is the same for F 1 and for F
11.11.2. Henceforth, we will deal with the lisse sheaf

F

= Kh(i/;)(3)

on

Gm 0 F,.
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11.11.3. We know that Ggeom is either G 2 or S0(7). Let us first explain

then after renumbering, we have

how to distingvish these groups by means of their representation theory.
For the group S0(7), the representation

the eigenvalues 0:1 i ... , ak of F0 on Q10
have complex absolute values

A3 (standard seven-dimensional representation)

l<>ul
3

is irreducible (cf. Bourbaki Lie VIII, §13, 2, p. 195). Therefore A (std) has
no non-zero invariants or coinvariants under 80(7). We will use this fact
to show that if Ggeom = S0(7), then we arrive at a contradiction.

if Ggeom = S0(7), the following condition (H) is satisfied.

(H)

H 0 (Gm 0 F2,9)

= 0 = s;(Gm 0 ]j\,Q)

=

3

Kh( 1)>) as D 0 -representation are

{1,q,q', ... ,q'}.

= number of Jordan blocks of Io

acting on

and if

EB (a Jordan block of dimension 1 + iu),
u:::::l

= 1, ... ,k.

for

u

= 1, ... , k.

=

(EB of unipotent Jordan blocks)
of sizes {13, 9, 7, 5, 1}

Equivalently, if we see the unipotent as the image of (

·

~ ~) in Symm6 (the

standard 2-dim rep of SL(2)), this is the a.ssertion that as representations
of SL(2), we have
A3 (Symm6 ) = Symm 12

+ Symon8 + Symm6 + Symm4 + Symm0 ,

an identity certainly known in the last century.
Here is an alternate approach to the question. In terms of the numbers
and their weight-drops ii) ... , ik we know that the totality of the
35 eigenvalues of Fa on g are the numbers

0:1, ... , O'k

Therefore the eigenvalues of any such F0 on A3 (Kh(1/>)) are all positive
integral powers of q) because each is a product of three distinct of the above
eigenvalues. Therefore the eigenvalues of Fo on g as Do-representationi
obta.ined from those on A3 (Kh( ,P)) by dividing by q9 , are all integral powers
of q. Because g is lisse on Gm© F2 and pure of weight zero with unipotent
monodromy at zero, we have (cf. 7.0.7(2))

k

u

g is unipotent with 5 Jordan

Proof. We have g = A3 (F)
A3 (Kh(1/>)(3)) = (A (Kh(1/>)))(9).
We know (cf. 7 .3.2) that Kh( 1)>) a.s representation of Io is uni potent with a
single seven-dimensional Jordan block 1 that any element Fo E Do of degree
one acts on (Kh( 1)>) )10 a.s the identity, and -that its eigenvalues on all of

g :e

for

Thus in order to prove the lemma, it suffices to show that as
Io-representation, Q is unipotent with Jordan blocks of sizes {13, 9, 7, 5, l}.
Because Q = A 3 (:F) with :F a: unipotent 7-dimensional Io-representation
with a single Jordan block, this is the assertion

block of size 7

blocks, of dimensions {13, 9, 7, 5, !}. The space 9 10 has dimension 5, and
the eigenvalues of Fo on 9 10 are {q- 6 1 q- 4 )q- 3 ,q- 2 1 l}1 with q = 2.

dimQ 10

{q-i,/'}

A3 (a unipotent Jordan )

We will show that (H) lends to a contradiction.
11.11.4. Lenuna. As representation of Io,

= (y"qt'-

Combining this with the knowledge that all the <>u above are integral powers of qi we see that the iu 's are necessarily even integers, and that the
eigenvalues of Fo on Q10 are the numbers

For consider the sheaf

g = A3 (F).
. o·f 7r geom h as non on-z ero
If G eom = 80(7) for :F, then gas representa t ion
1
inva~iants or coinvariants (by Zariski density of p(11'~'0m) in S0(7)). Thus

203

9

Because iu is even 2'.: 0 and O:u = q-i,,/ 2 1 these are sequences of successive
powers of q1 each sequence symmetric around q0
1. So the smallest (in
the archimedean sense) of any of the 35 eigenvalues is certainly among the
2
o:u, say a1: cancelling 0:1, qa1, q et1, ... J 1/ a1 from our list, the smallest
re1naining eigenvalue is another au, say 0:2; ....
Let us carry this out explicitly. The seven eigenvalues of F 0 on :F =
Kh( 1)> )(3) are { q- 3 , q- 2 , q- 1 , 1, q, q2 , q3 }. The set of all triple products of
three distinct of these is the following set of powers of q, in "lexicographic

=
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By the above lemma, the number of such Jordan blocks is equal to one. I

-6l -5, -4) -3, -2

Suppose now that (H) holds. The inclusion j : Gm ~pl gives a short
exact sequence of sheaves on P 1 0 F 2

-4,-3,-2)-1

-2, -1, 0

0-+ j:9-+ j,g-+ gro Ell gr~ -+ 0,

0,1

where gro and 9r are viewed as punctual sheaves at zero and oo respectively. If (H) holds, the long exact cohomology sequence on P 1 0 F 2 gives
a short exact sequence
00

2

-3,-2,-1)0

-1,0, 1

0-+ gro Ell gr~ -+ H~( Gm 0 F2, 9)-+ H 1 (P 1 0 F2, j,9)-+ 0.

1,2

11.11.6. Lemma. If (JI) holds, then dimH~(Gm 0F2 ,Q) '.:'. 5.

3

2,3

=

11.11.5. Corollary. We have dimH oc Gm 0 -F2, 9) :'O 1.

Proof. We know that Ggeom is a semi-simple algebraic group (being either
G 2 or S0(7)). Therefore by Zariski density of p(11'feom) in Ggeom, g is completely reducible as representation of 7rfeom. In particular, the invariants
are a direct factor, so on Gm 0 F2 we have

I
t

I
I

Swano(Q)
{

= 0,

where 1-{ is a lisse sheaf with

_

:S

(the number of I-dimensional
)
~ordan blocks in the action of 10 on

(Q).

Swanoo (9) '.:'. rk(9) x ( biggest break at oo) ::; 35 x (1/7) ::; 5.

m

Combining these last two- lemmas, we find that 1 under the hypothesis

(H), we have for dimension reasons,
1

{

gI

0

"'

1

-

-+ H,(Gm 0F2,9) has dim5,

eigenvalues ofF0 are {q-6 1 q-4,q-3,q-2,l}

with q = 2. Replacing g = A3 (F) by

9(-9) = A3 (Kh(1/i)),
we see that, under (H), we have
Ofori=fal

H;(Gm®F2,A 3 (K1 7 (¢))) =

H 0( Gm 0Fz,1-i)
= 0.
Restricting the above direct-sum decomposition to Io, we see that

00

·

g ~ (th~ consta~

sheaf ) ffi 1i
H (Gm0F2,9)
\J7

+ Swan

Therefore the

Now g = A (F) with F tame at zero and with all breaks of Fat 00 equals
to 1/7. Therefore g is tame at zero, and all its breaks at oo are ::; 1/7,
whence

5
6
The smallest power is q- 6 • Striking out its cycle { q- 6 , q- 5 , ... , q5 , q6}, the
smallest power remaining is q- 4 . Striking out its cycle {q- 4 , q- 3 ) ... q 3 ) q4 },
the smallest remaining power is q3 . Striking out its cycle {q- 3 q- 2 , ... , q2 ,q 3 },
the smallestremaining power is q- 2 . Striking out its cycle{ q- 2 , q- 1 , 1, q, q 2 },
we are left with q0
l. II

s:; = 0.

3

3,4

dimH 0 (Gm 0F 2,9)

and by (H)

dimH~(Gm 0 F2,9) = Swano(Q)

4

-

= 0,

Proof. Because g is lisse, H~
Euler-Poincare formula gives·

0,1,2

j

for i = 1, a 5-dimensional space on
which F has eigenvalues { q3, q', q', q7, qg}.

11.11.7. We next apply the Lefschetz trace formula to the Jisse sheaf
3
A (Kh( 1/i )) on Gm 0 F,, which very conveniently has just a single rational
point, "l." Under hypothesis (H), we find

trace(F1

I A3(Kh(1/i))i) = -(q3+q'+q' +q7 +q').
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Now the stalk at "l" E Gm(F2) of Kh(,P) has, for all n :'.". 1,
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11.11.8. The sum

trace((F1)" \ (Kh(,P))i) =Sn

Sn =

I:

(,Po tracep," /F,) (2:::: x;)

X1 ... X7=l

all x;EF2n

where

Sn=

I:

(,Po tracey,"/F,)(I:x;),

1

X1 ... X7=l

x.:EF2n

by the fundamental trace property of ICloosterman sheaves. Writing this in
the form
det(l -TF1

I (Kl1(1f))i)

is invariant under permutation of the variables x 1 , ... , x7. In particular it
is invariant under Z/7Z acting by cyclic permutation of the variables. The
only fixed points under Z /7Z are those ( x1, ... , x1) with x 1 = x 2 = ... =
x7, and any non-fixed point lies in a Z/7Z-orbit of precisely seven elements.
Therefore for each n ~ 1 we have a congruence modulo 7

Syn)

=exp ( - I : - ' ; -

Sn= I : (1' otraceF,"/F,)(7x)

n;?:l

mod 7

x 7 =1
xEF2n

and expanding
det(l -TF1 \ (Kh(,P))i) = I:C-1)' trace(F1 I A'(Kl1(1f))i)T',

simply because the function being summed in Sn is constant and Z-valued
on each Z/7Z orbit.
The sum S1 is readily computed mod 7i since F2 contains only one 7'th
root of unity, namely x = 1:

we see by equating coefficients that

- trace(F1 I A3(K11(1f))i)

S1=I:,P(7x)=1'(7) = (-1)7 = -1

mod 7.

x=l

3
2
2
S3T )
= coef of T 3 in exp ( -S1T - -S T- - -32

The sum S2 is also easy, because F~
unity, x = 1:

S,S,

_

S,T +
S3

contains only one 7th root of

S2 = 2::::(1f o traceF,/F,)(7x) = ,P(traceF,/F,(7)) = 1);(14) = 1

= coef of T 3 in

(1

= µ3

mod 7.

x=l

2 2
(S1) T
2

_

3 3
(S1) T )
6

(l - S2T') (l 2

3

As for

S3j

S3T )
3

(S1) 3

= -2- -3- -6-,
Substituting our putative value for this trace, we find that if (H) holds,
then
3
S1S2 _ S3 _ (S1) = q3 + q' + q' + q1 + q',
2
3
6
with q = 2. The sums Si,Sz,S3 are all integers (,P takes values ±1 only),
so in order to prove that the above identity is false, it suffices to show that
it is false modulo some integer M which is prime to 6. For this purpose)
we take M = 7.

F~

= µ 7 , so by non-triviality of 1f; o trace,
S3 = I : (,P otraceF,/F,)(x) = -1 mod 7.
xEF:

Substituting the mod 7 values -1, 1, -1 for S 1 , S 2 , S 3 , we find
1

1

1

-2 + 3 + 6 =

3
5
6
7
2 + 2 + 2 + 2 + 29 mod 7,

i.e.,

3
5
0 = 2 + 2 + 26 + 27 + 29 mod 7.
But 23 = 8 = 1(7), so (H) leads to
2

0 = 1+2 +1+2+1 mod (7),
which is visibly fafae. Therefore (H) is false, whence
= G2 by default. R

SO Ggeom

Ggeom

op

S0(7), and

1
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11.11.9. We will now explain why the method we employed "had" to work.
Because Ggeom lies in SL(7), the sheaf g = A3 (:F) is self-dual, so
-

2

-

trace(F1 I A3 (K1 7 (if))i) = q10 _ (q 3 + q'

because the two spaces are, up to a Tate twist 1 duals of each other. In
view of 11.11.5, this common dimension is s; 1. Suppose that it is equal
to 1. Then Ggeom = G2 , because 50((7) is excluded. In this case we
have seen (cf. 11.3) that p(rrf''h) C Ggeom(E>.), so we have a direct-sum
decomposition

The cohomology sequence for j(H

0 -+ Ji 10 !fJ Ji 1 ~
Because

-+

g ::e E, !f!}{,

-+

2

l

1

H1 (Gm 0 F,, Ji) -+ H 1 (P 1 0 F2, j, Ji) -+ 0.

the earlier Lemma 11.11.4 shows that

dim(Ji 10 ) = 4, and Fo acts with
eigenvalues {q- 6 1 q- 4 i q-_ 3 , q- 2 }.

H2 = H'1 = 0, we have, just as in 11.11.6
dimH;-(Gm 0 F,, Ji)= Swana(H) + Swan (1i)

1

·~

00

= Swan 00 (Ji)
::; [(rank Ji)( biggest b~eak at oo )]

::; [(34) (1/7)]

= 4.

For dimension reasons, we find
""
Ji I 0 -+
H,1 (Gm 0 -F2, Ji),
{ eigenvalues of Fo are {q- 6 ,q- 4 ,q- 3 )q- 2 },q::::: 2.

Therefore the cohomology of

g = Ji !fJ E,

is given by

0 for i = 0
for i

= 1, 5-dimensional, F acting

with eigenvalues {q-,,6, q- 4 ) q- 3 , q-2, 1}

for i

= 2, 1-dimensional, F

acts as q.

10

""0 mod (7),

we may distinguish this case from the earlier one (where we assumed (H))
by computing mod 7, which is exactly what we did.

j.,,'li yields a short exact sequence

Because 1i has

+ q' +qr+ q')

with q =:: 2 as always. Because

g "'E, ®Ji

' ( Gm©F2,1i.
)
H 0 (Gm©F,,Ji)=O=H,
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The Lefschetz trace formula applied to g(-9) = A3 (Kl 7 (if)) on Gm 0 F2
gives

dimH 0 (Gm 0 F,,g) = dimH, (Gm 0 F,,g)

as lisse sheaves on Gm 0 F 2 (reductivity of G2), and by 11.11.5 we have
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of pl ® F q at 0 and oo resp. The chemins give rise to a diagram

Io
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Integral Monodromy of Kloosterman Sheaves
(d'apres 0. Gabber)

I
I

\7r1(Gm ® F0 ,x)

/

loo

7l'~rith

The monodromy representation of :FA at X is denoted

12.0. Formulation of the theorem

p,: "jcith-+ Auto,((:F,),) c:: GL(n,O,).

Let us fix
an integer n

~

The existence of the pairing when pn is even, and 11.0.2 (4) in general, give
the a priori inclusions

2

a prinl.e number p

Sp(n, O,)

a finite field F 0 of characteristic p
a finite extension E of Q, containing q~·
a non-trivial additive character ?/; : (F q, +)

-+

Ex.

For each finite place ,\ of E whose residue characteristic is I op p, we
choose an O,-form :F, of the lisse E,-sheaf K1n(?/J)(n:; 1 ) on Gm® F,.
For example, we may take for :F, the twist by
(n;: 1 ) of the n-fold selfconvolution of ".Cij; as lisse VA-sheaf of rank one";.in view of 4.1.2, any
other choice is OA-isomorphic to this one by 'an isomorphism which is itself
unique up to an CJ~ scalar. If pn is even, we also choose a bilinear form

o,

n even

I

pn odd

:i

I

.I

SO(n,O,)

p = 2, n odd .

12.1. Theorem (0. Gabber). Suppose that n is even or p op 2. There
exists an integer D depending upon (n,p,q,E,¢) such that for any finite
place>. of E of residue characteristic I> D, I oft p, at which O,
z1, we
have
if n even

=

if n odd.

which is non-zero mod A. By 4.1.11and4.2.1) we know that, for pn even,
such forms exist, that any two are 0£-proportional, and that any such form
is an O;..-autoduality of :F>.. which is alternating if n is even and symmetric
if n is odd.
We also fix, exactly as in the previous chapter (cf. 11.0.3)) a geometric
point X : Spec(O) --+ Gm 0 F q, and •(che1nins" connecting X to the spectra
i)o and ij 00 of separable closures of the fraction fields of the henselizations

In fact, there is a more precise statement which clarifies the role of the
.('CJ>.. = Zr" condition in the above theorem. As before, let us fix a topological generator 'YO of roame: Then P>..(10) is a unipotent n x n matrix. So for
A any finite place of residue characteristic l ;::: n) the elements
{ exp(t log(p,( 10))) }tEO,
form a closed subgroup of Sp(n, O,) for n even, and of SL(n, O,) for n odd.
If O, = Z1, this group is just p,(J0).

l
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12.2. Theorem (0. Gabber). Suppose n is even or p cf 2. There exists
an integer D depending on (n,p, q,E, 1/;) such that for any finite place A of
E of residue characteristic l

> D,

l

:fa p,

Then

(!) 1f; is injective
(2) r 00 acts irreducibly on v
(3) r 00 admits no faithful K-linear representation of dimension < n.
(4) if pn is odd, there exists no non-zero H 00 -invariant bilinear form

the group

if n even

Sp(n, CJ;)
{ SL( n, CJ,,)

if n odd

is generated by the finite subgroup p;(l00 ) and by the one-parameter subgroup
{ exp(t log(p; (10))) hEo, ·
In particular, if('.);.,. =Zr 1 and l >Di then we have
.
subgroup generated by} _ ( geom)
p(Io) and p(l00 )
p "1

_
-

(

{Sp(n,O;)

n even

SL( n, CJ,,)

n odd.

V©V-+K
K

(5) if pn is odd, any character x : r
!

I

acith) _

P "1

-

12.3. Reduction to a universal situation
12.3.1. Lemma. For fixed (n,p, q, E, 1/1), the fini'le group p;(l00 ) is canonically independent of the choice of the finite place A of E of residue characteristic I cf p.

Proof. By Deligne, the character of p; on [ 00 is independent of A (cf. 10.0).
Because P>.. (! 00 ) is finite (cf. 1.11), the kernel of p >. on I 00 consists precisely
of those elements a: E [ 00 where trace(p;(o:)) = n. Therefore Ker(p; I 100 )
is independent of>., and p;(l00 ) ;::_ Ioo/Ker(p; I loo)· I
Let us denote by
r 00 = the finite group Ioo/Ker(p,

I Ioo)

Hoo= Poo/Ker(p, I Foo)= the p-Sylow subgroup of r 00

I
II
l

I

I

and by
charp: Pco--+ OE
the common trace function of the P>..'s.
(n,p, q,E, 1/;).

This data depends only on

12.3.2. Lemma. Let [{ be an algebraically closed over-field of E, V an ndimensional vector space over J{, and

1f; : r oo

-+

GL(V)

a group homomorphism such that for all 1 00 Er 00 we have
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i

00

-+ ]{X

is trivial on Hoo.

Proof. Properties (3) and (5) a.re intrinsic properties of r 00 as finite group,
and have already been established (cf. 1.19). Properties(!), (2), (4) depend
only on the character of 'ljJ and on its restriction to H 00 , so they hold if and
only if they hold for 1f; = some p;, in which case they have already been
established (cf. 1.19, 10.4.4, 11.02). g
12.3.3. Lemma. For Jo a topological generator of !Jame! and any finite place
), of E of residue characteristic I/ p, the unipotent element
P>.(10) E Auto,((.:F;),)

'°" GL(n,O;)

has a single Jordan block "over O;.. !! in the sense that

=

(p;(/o) - !)"
0, but
{ P>. (Jo) - 1 has an n - 1 x n - 1 minor which is invertible in 0;>,,.

Proof. This amounts to the statement that p;(lo) @F>. has a single Jordan
block. It certainly has at least one, and the fact that it has at most one is,
as explained in 7.5.1.3, a consequence of the fact that F>. © F>. is lisse on
Gm, tame at zero, and totally wild at oo with Swan 00 = 1. I
12.3.4. For given (n,p, q, E, 1/;), we will define a moduli problem M (i.e.
a covariant functor) on the category of all 0[1/p]-algebras, where(')= OE
denotes the ring of algebraic integers in E.
12.3.4.1. If pn is odd, then we define, for any O[l/p]-algebra R, M(R) =
the set of all pairs (1f;, U) where

1f; : r

00

-+

SL( n, R) is a group homomorphism

with trace(1/;(1)) = charp(I) for all 1Er00'

U E SL( n, R) is an element satisfying
a)(U-!)n=O
b) Zariski locally on Spec(R), some (n -1) x (n-1) minor of U - I
is invertible.
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12.3.4.2. If n is even, then for any 0[1/p]-algehra R, we define M(R) =

the set of triples ( ( , ) , ,P, U) where

12.3.6. Over the 0[1/p]-scheme M of finite type, we have the following
((universal" structure, .which represents the moduli problem:

a free OM-module V of rank n, namely (OM)",

( , ) : R" x R" -+ R is a strongly alternating
(meaning (v, v) = 0 for v ER") R-hilinear

if pn is even, an 0 M-linear autoduality V

---+

0 M which is

SL(V)

, ) ) = Sp(n, R) is a group homomorphism

with trace(,P(I)) = charp(I) for all/Er=.
U E Sp( n, R) is an element satisfying

a)(U-1)"=0
b) Zariski locally on Spec(R), some (n-1)

V

strictly alternating if n is even, symmetric if n is odd,

R-autoduality of R" with itself.

,p : r =-+ AutR(R", (

@

OM

X

(n-1) minor of U - l

is invertible.
12.3.4.3. Finally, if p = 2 and n is odd, we define M just as in 12.3.4.2
above but with (,) a symmetric autoduality, and with Sp( n, R) replaced by

SO(n, R).

the corresponding M-group scheme G =

{

pn odd

Sp(V, (,) ), n even

SO(V,(,)),n odd,p= 2,
a unipotent element Uuniv E G(M), with a single Jordan block
((U - 1)" = 0, and Zar-loc. on M, some (n - 1) X (n -1) minor
of U - 1 is invertible),
a homomorphism .Puniv : r = -+ G( M) with character equal to
charp.
The point of considering this universal situation is that for each finite
place ,\ of E of residue characteristic 1 # p, once we pick an O,-basis of
(:F>.)x a<; free o,_-module of rank n, the data
(,),=chosen (,): :F, @:F,_-+ O, if pn even

12.3.5. Lemma. The moduli problem M is representable by an O[l/p]scheme of finite type (still denoted M).
Proof. Indeed if we specify in addition which (n - 1) X (n - 1) minor of
U -1 is to be invertible 1 the corresponding open sub-problem is represented
by the spec of a finitely generated 0[1/p]-algebra. For example, when pn
is odd) we adjoin n 2 #(f 00 ) indeterrninates for the matrix coefficients of
the elements ,P(I), I E r =• and n 2 more indeterminates for those of U.
The conditions that the ,P(1) be in SL(V), that 1/;(11)1/J(/2) = 1/J(/1/2) for
all 1 1 ,1 2 r=, that trace,P(I) = charp(/), and that (U-1)" = 0, all '."e
expressed by polynomial identities in the n1atrix coefficients. The cond1t1on
that a given minor of U - 1 be invertible is obtained by adjoining its in2
verse. The case n even is similar 1 but here one needs also to add ~(n - n)
in determinates for the skew-syrmnetric matrix of the form C)) to assure
non-degeneracy by inverting its determinant, and to impose the additi~n~l
polynomial identities that express that U and all the ,P(i), I Er= hem
the symplectic group for this form. The case p = 2, n odd is similar, but
here one adds !(n2 + n) indeterminates for the symmetric matrix of the

form(,), .... I

o,

{

.P = P>- Ir=

=

U
P>.(/o)
defines an Ox,-valued point of M. This observation "reduces') us to studying
the situation over M itself.

12.3.7. Lemma. Suppose (p,n) # (2, 7). Then for every geometric point
of M in characteristic zero; i.e. for every z : Spec(K) -+ M with ]{ an
algebraically closed extension field of E, the subgroup of G, (K) generated by
the unipotent element Uuniv(z) and by the subgroup 1/Juniv(r =)(z) C G,(K)
is Zariski dense in Gz.
Proof. This is "just" the Axiomatic Classification Theorem 11.7) in view of.
Lemma.s 12.3.2 and 12.3.3. I

12.3.B. Lemma. Let r c G(M) be the subgroup generated by the element
Uuniv and by the finite subgroup 1/iuniv(rco)· Then there exis·t
a finite set of elements /l 1 /2i ... ) fr of r ! and an integer

D1?: 1 such that over M[l/(n - l)'D1], the logarithms
log(/iUuniv/i 1) = /i log(Uunivhi 1 span Lie(G) as an
OM-module.

216
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Proof Once we invert ( n- l) ', log(Uuniv) makes sense as a nilpotent global
section over M of Lie( G), as do its conjugates by any / E r. Because M
is noetherian and Lie(G) is a free OM-module of finite rank 1 it is enough
to prove that over a suitable M[l/(n-l)'D1], Lie(G) is spanned over OM
by all the 1 log(Uuniv )'Y- 1 for all / E f. Consider the support Z of the
cokernel of the map

I

I
l
l

II
lj

ffi
EB-y log(Uuniv }r- 1
wOM
Lie(G).
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M[l/(n - l)!DoDi] by open sets over which Lemma 12.3.9 holds, to G =
Sp(n) or SL(n) over X, and to the unipotent elements U; = /iUunivl~'
whose logarithms form an Ox-basis of Lie(G).
'
12.4. Generation by unipotent elements
12.4.1. Theorem (O. Gabber).
Let n
Z[l/(n - 1) 1]-scheme of finite type, and

,er

2 be an integer, X

a fiat

G C GL(n)x

It is a scheme of finite type over Z, being a closed subscheme of M. So
either Z is annihilated by some integer D 1 ~ 1, or it has some geometric
point of characteristic zero. In the first case 1 the lemma "works" with this
D 1 . In the second case 1 let z be a characteristic-zero valued geometric point
of the support, say z: Spec(K)--+ Z CM. The f(z) is Zariski dense in G,
by Lemma 5, and, as Gz is simple 1 Lie(Gz) is an irreducible representation
of G,, so also an irreducible representation of f(z) by Zariski density. The
element log(Uuniv)(z) E Lie(G,) is certainly non-zero, s 0 by irreducibility
Lie(G,) is spanned over K by all the transforms 1(z)(log(Uuniv)(z))'Y(z)~ 1
of log(Uuniv)(z) by 1(z)'s in f(z). Therefore z is not in the support Z,
contradiction. II
12.3.9. Lemma. Notations as above, Zariski locally on M[l/(n - l)'Di]
there exist a finite set 11 1 • • • , /dim c of dim( G) elements of r such that the
logarithms {l;log(Uuniv hi' }i=l, ... ,dim(G) form an 0 M -basis of Lie( G).

>

a Zariski closed subgroup scheme which is smooth over X with geometrically
connected fibres of constant dimension d = dim(G). Suppose that

(1) we are given unipotent elements U1) ... 'udim G E G(X), each satisfying (U;-lr = 0 in M(n)(X), whose logarithms form an Ox-basis
ofLie(G).
every
characteristic-zero
valued
geometric
point
z : Spec(K) --+ X with f{ an algebraically closed field of characteristic zero 1 the geometric fibre Gz is simply connected (in the sense
that it has no non-trivial finite etale coverings).

(2) for

Then there exists an integer D 2 2: 1 such that for any complete noetherian
local ring R with finde residue field in which (n - l)!D 2 is invertible, and
for any R-valued point z : Spec(R)--+ X of X,

l

Proof. Obvious from Lemma 12.3.8. I

I

12.3.10. Lenuna. There exists an integer Do 2'. 1 such that M[l/Do] is fiat
over Z.

I

I

G,

1
Spec(R)

--+

,
--+

G

1

x

the group G,(R) is generated by the one-parameter subgroups

Proof. By Lemma 12.3.5, M is of finite type over Z, cf. ([A-K], V, 5.2). I
exp( Rlog(U;(z) )),

12.3.ll. Theorem. Suppose that either n is even 1 or that pn is odd 1 so that
the group G over M is either Sp( n) or SL(n). There exists an integer D 2 =
D,(n,p, q, E, 1/!) with D, 2'. 1 such that for any complete noetherian local
OE[l/p(n - l)!DoD1D2]-algebra R with finite residue field, and any point
z
E
M(R), the group G,(R) is generated by the subgroup
exp(Rlog(Uuniv(z))) and by finitely many of its conjugates by elements of
the subgroup I'(z) c G,(R).
This theorem, applied to R = 0>, z E M(0:1) the point defined by
the Kloosterman sheaf F:1, yields Theorem 12.2. It is itself a special case
of the following theorem, applied to X running over a finite covering of

I

i::::: 1 1 • • • ,dimG.

Proof. We first explain why the endomorphisms log(U;) lie in Lie(G), and
why t >-> exp(tlog(U;)) defines an X-homomorphism from Ga to G. Both
statements are true over X with G replaced by GL(n)x, and by Lie theory
they are both true a.s stated over X 0 Q. Because G is smooth over X

and X is flat over Z, G is fiat over ~' so G is necessarily equal to the
schematic closure of G ~Qin GL(n)x. Similarly, Lie(G) is the schematic

~losure.of Lie(G) 0 Q. in Lie(GL(n)). This second fact shows that log(U;),
a pnon ~global sect10n of Lie(GL(n)) which after 0Q falls into Lie(G),
already hes m Lie( G). The first fact shows that the morphism of X-groups

l
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We will prove that, under the hypotheses of the theorem

Ga--+ GL(n) defined by t--+ exp(tlog(U,)) must land in G, because it does
so after @Q.
Consider the morphism of X -schemes

(•)
G

Adim(G)

IT

R

exp(T;log(U;)),

UC Adim(G)

the open set on which. this map is etale, then U is a smooth X-scheme
of finite type, all of whose geometric fibres are geometrically connected of
dimension dim(G), and we have an etale morphism of X-schemes

f:U--+G.
Because G is smooth over X 1 the "multiplication in G'i morphism G

i G-+

G is smooth (by means of the "shearing" automorphism (x,y) >-> (x,xy) of
G x G, it's isomorphic to pr 2 : G x G-+ G). Therefore the composite map

x

.

mult

UxU----+GxG----+G
x
x
,/"
~

composite map

is smooth.

mult

GxGxGxG--+G
x x x

!( 4)

(••)

II
l

I

there exists an integer D 2 2': 1 such that for any
finite field k whose characteristic is prime to
(n - l)!D2 and any k-valued point
z: Spec(k)--+ X, the map /(4), is surjective on
k-valued points.

The map /( 4) is obtained from /(2) by doubling" it: we have a factorization of /(4) as

(U x U) x (U x U)
x
x
x

/(2)x/(2)

mult

G x G----+ G.
x

Therefore for a given finite field k and a given k-valued point
z :Spec(k)-X, if we denote byim(2;k,z) C G,(k) the image of

!(2), : U, x
k

u. --+ G,
mult

is smooth, being an etale map followed by a smooth map. Similarly, the

fxfxfxf

G,

on k-valued points, then the image off(4), on k-valued points is equal to
the image of

/(2)

UxUxUxU
x x x

R

Because /(4), is a smooth morphism between smooth R-schemes, and R
is complete noetherian local, f( 4), will be surjective on R-valued points if
and only if it is surjective on k-valued points where k is the residue field of
R. Therefore (*) is equivalent to

the product taken in the order 1 x 2 x 3 x · · · x dim G. Because the
{log(U;)}i=i, ... ,dim(G) form an Ox-basis of Lie(G), this map is etale along
the zero-section of A dim(G), Therefore if we denote by

fxf

R

is surjective on R-valued points.

i=l

x

--~

f( 4), : U, x U, x U, x U,

dimG

(T1, ... ,Tdim(G)) >---+

there exists an integer D 2 ~ 1 such that for any
complete noetherian local
Z[l/(n - l)!D,]-algebra R with finite residue
field, and any R-valued point z: Spec(R)--+ X,
the map f( 4), obtained by base change

Im(2,z,k) x Im(2,z,k) __, G,(k).
But given any subset S (e.g., Im(2, z, k )) of any finite group H (e.g., G,(k) ),
the multiplication map S x S --+ H is surjective if #(S) > (1/2) #(H)
(because if h E H cannot be written s1 s2 with s1, s2 in S then the two
subsets Sand hS- 1 of Hare disjoint, so the cardinality of their union is
2#(5) > #(H), contradiction). Therefore(**) is implied by
1

there exists an integer D 2 2': 1 such that for any
finite field k, and any k-valued point
z : Spec( k) --+ X[l/ D,], we have
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#Im(2;k,z)
For any X-scheme Y

-+

>

By induction on dimX, it suffices to prove, for given X as above) that

(l/2)#(Gz(k)).

there exists an open neighborhood U C X of the
generic point of X such that (•••)(U,d) holds for
some integer d 2 1.

X, the X-morphism

/(2) : U x U -+ G

x

Consider the diagram

gives by inverse image a Y-morphism

UxU

x

f(2)y: Uy yx Uy-+ Gy.

lf(2)

Given an X-scheme Y-+ X, and an integer d;:?: 1, we denote by

G

(•••)(Y, d)

l

the statement

X.
for any finite field k and any k-valued point
z: Spec(k)-+ Y[l/d], we have

12.4.2. Lemma. The morphism /(2) is smooth of relative dimension
dim(G), and is surjective on geometric points.

# Im(2; k, z) > (1/2) #(G,(k)).

Proof The factorization of f(2)

Clearly we have

f Xf
mult
UxU~GxG~G

(•••)(Y,d) ~ (•••)(Y'e<l,d).
Moreover, if
yred

Li

=

x

x

exhibits it as the composition of the etale map U x U -+ G X G with the
smooth map G x G-+ G of relative dimension dim(G). For any geometric
point z : Spec(K)-+ X with J{ an algebraically closed field,

zi

i::::l , ... ,r

is a partition of yred into a disjoint union of finitely many reduced locally
closed subsche1nes) then

(***)(Z,,d)
and if d11

... ,

for i = 1, .. . ,r ~ (•••)(Y,d),

dr are r possibly distinct integers each

(•**)(Z,,d,)

?.

1, then

fori=l, ... ,r=(•••)(Y,d1

...

d,).

fz '. U, -+ Gz
is an etale morphism) whose image contains the identity section by construction. Therefore fz(Uz) C Gz is a non-void open set in Gz. Now Gz is
by hypothesis a connected smooth ]{-scheme, so it is irreducible. Therefore
for any 1\-valued point g E Gz(K), the two non-void open sets of Gz

fz(Uz)
Because X is of finite type over Z,
structible partition
xred

xred

and

g(f,(U,))-l

certainly admits a finite con-

=Uzi

where each Zi is affine, irreducible, of finite type over Z, and either smooth
over Z or killed by some prime number p and smooth over F P. If Zi is an
Fp-scheme, then (•••)(Z,,p) holds trivially. So we are reduced to proving
(***) under the additional hypothesis

X is an irreducible smooth affine Z-scheme
of finite type.

il.'l

must have a non-void intersection. As ]{ is algebraically closed 1 this intersection contains a /{-point, i.e., there exist u1, u2 in Uz(I<) such that

whence
g

= f,(u1) fz(uz),

as required. I
Let us admit temporarily the truth of the following key lemma.
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12.4.3. Key Lenrma. The set of points in G over which the fibre of
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Consider these morphisms

f(2) : U x U _, G

Z

is geometrically connected contains the generic point ofG 1 i.e. 1 the generic
point of the generic fibre G, of G _, X.

x

x

The assertion "makes sense,', because G is normal and connected (being
smooth with geometrically connected fibres over X which is itself normal
and connected, being irreducible and smooth over Z). Therefore G has a
generic point, and as G-+ Xis dominating) the generic point of G lies over
the generic point of X.
By (EGA IV, 9.7.7), the set of points in G where the fibre of f(2) is
geometrically connected is constructible 1 so by the Key Lemma it contains
an open set V C G which is non-empty. The i1nage of V in X under
the structural map G -+ X is constructible, and it contains the generic
point of X) so it contains some non-empty open set U C X. By our earlier
reductions, it suffices to prove that (•••)(U, d) holds for some integer d 2'. 1.
Further shrinking U 1 we may assume that there exists a prime number l
which is invertible on U. Renaming U "X", we are thus reduced to proving
that (***) holds under the following additional hypotheses:
a) X is a scheme of finite type over Z,
b) a prime number l is invertible on X,
c) there is an open set V C G such that,

dim(G)-2

V=G-Z

dim(G)-2

x,

and the cohomology sheaves on X

These are each constructible sheaves on X, mix~d of weight ~ i by \Veil II 1
whose formation commutes with passage to fibres. We have 1 for dimension
reasons,

R'o:,Q 1 = 0
R'f3,Q1

=0

> 2dim(G)- 2,
i > 2dim(G).

for i
for

Because /3 is smooth and surjective with geometrically connected fibres of
dimension dim(G)) the trace morphism provides an isomorphism of Q1sheaves on X
RZdim(G)f3,Q1 _.::; Q1(-dim(G)).
By constructibility, there exist integers A> 0, B
geometric point X of X,

> 0,

such that for any

2dim(G)-2

~

rank(R'o:,Q 1), :SA

i=O

(1) The intersection of V with every fibre of G _, X is
non-empty.
(2) Over V, the fibres of f(2) are geometrically connected.

2dim(G)-1

~

rank(R' f3!Q1)x

:S B.

i::::O

We will do this by the "Lang-Weil method." Let us denote by

Therefore if k is any finite field, and if

Z=G-V
the closed complement of V in G) say with its reduced structure. By hypothesis1 Z meets every fibre of G - t X in a proper closed subset. Because
the fibres of G - t X are smooth and geometrically connected of di1nension
dim( G), the fibres of Z _, X all have dimension strictly less than dim( G),
while the fibres of V
G - Z _, X are all smooth and geometrically
connected of dimension dim(G).

=

z : Spec(k) _, X
is any k-valued point of X, the cardinalities of the partition

G,(k) = Z,(k) UVz(k)
satisfy

#V,(k) 2'. (#(k))dim(G) _ B(#(k))dim(G)-1/2
#Z,(k) :S A(#(k))dim(GJ-1.
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So there exists a constant C, depending only on A and B (explicitly, VG=
(B/2) + A+ (1/4)B 2 )) such that

J

if #(k) > C,

then #(Vz(k) > #Zz(k),

characteristic zero, the geometric generic fibre Gff is by hypothesis simply
connected. Therefore the Key Lemma 12.4.2 results from the following
variant_ in which Gr; becomes "G" and in which the two copies of Ury becomes
U and V respectively. II

i.e., #Vz(k) > (1/2) #Gz(k).
Now consider the morphism 'Y defined by the cartesian diagram

u xx u ,____::,

f(2)- 1 (V)

l/(2)

l

G

V

1

By construction of V, the morphism / is smooth and surjective with geometrically connected fibres of dimension dim( G). So we have
Ri/! Q1 is constructible on V, mixed of weight

:<;; i, zero for i

12.4.4. Key Lemma (0. Gabber). Let K be an algebraically closed field, G
a smooth connected J{ -group scheme of finite type, and

> 2dim(G),

f:

(1) U and V are each non-empty smooth connected K-schemes of finite
type,
(2) G is simply connected (in the sense that it has no non-trivial finite
etale coverings).
7r:

U x V-> G, defined as the composite
K

and
R'dim(G) 1 ,Q,:::, Qi(-dim(G)).

fXg

In particular, we have

if #(k) > D', then for any k-valued point
v E V(k), the fibre ,- 1(v) has a k-rational
point.
Thus if #(k)

> max(G, D 2 ), then for any

z E X(k) we have

#Vz(k) > (1/2) #G,(k),
{ Im((Uz

i

Uz)(k)

~ Gz(k)) contains Vz(k);

so in particular if #(k) > max(G, D 2 ), then we have
#Im(2;z, k)

> (1/2) #Gz(k).

Therefore we have proven that(•••) holds on X, with D, the product of
all prime numbers l :<;; max(G, D 2 ) (because if char(k) is prime to D,, then
char(k) > max(G,D 2 ), and #(k)?. char(k)). This concludes the proof of
the theorem, modulo the Key Lemma. Because the generic point 'f} of X is of

mult

uxv~cxc~c,

K~

So if we denote by D ?. 1 a bound for the sum of the ranks of the R'-n Q1

#(i-l(v))(k)?. (#(k))dim(G) _ D(#(k))dim(G)-1/2.

g:V->G

two etale morphisms. Suppose that

Then the morphism

for i :<;; 2 dim( G) - 1, we have
for any finite field k, and any k-valued point
v: Spec(k)-> V, the k-scheme ')'- 1(v) has

U ___, G,

is smooth of relative dimension dim( G), surjective on geometric points! and
its generic fibre is geometrically connected.
Proof. Just as in the proof of 12.4.1, we see that the morphism 7r is smooth
of relative dimension dim(G), and surjective on geometric points. Let us
denote bye the generic point of G, i.e., = Spec(K(G)). To show that
1
?r- 1 (0 is geometrically connected, it suffices to show that 7r- (e) 0
Lis

e

K(G)

connected for any finite extension L of I<(G). As connectedness is invariant
under purely inseparable field extension, it suffices to prove that ?r- 1(0 0 L
is connected for any finite separable extension L of K ( G). So if we fix

L 00 = a separable closure of K(G)
Gal= Gal(L 00 /K(G))

Z=
it suffices to prove that
Let us denote by

Spec(Loo) ___,

e,

7r- 1

(Z) is connected.

S = the set of connected components of 7r- 1(ZJ.
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Then Sis a finite set on which Gal(L 00 /K(G)) acts continuously. Because
71"-l (€) is connected (because irreducible, as a localization of the irreducible
scheme U x V), Gal acts transitively on S.
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(because U1 and g(V) are two non-empty open sets in G), so we may patch
together these sheaves to conclude
there exists a finite et ale sheaf of sets on G whose
generic fibre is S.

K

Let us now fix a point v E V(k), and consider the commutative diagram
idxv

u~

u~v

fv~ l'
G

But as G is simply connected, any such sheaf on G is constant, i.e.,
Gal(L 00 /K(G)) acts trivially on S. As it also acts transitively on S, we
must have #( S)
1. I

=

12.5. Analysis of The Special Case p = 2, n odd

f

7

where fv: U-+ G is the etale morphism u-+ f(u)g(v). Let us denote by

Tv

=

12.5.1. In this section we fix data (n, p, q, E, 1/!) as in the first section, with
the set of connected components of fv-'({)
the set of points of

Then just as above Tv is a finite set upon which Gal(L 00 /K(G)) acts continuously and transitively and the above commutative diagram, read over
Z, gives a Gal(L 00 / K(G))-equivariant morphism fv-'(Z) -+ 71'- 1 (Z), which
induces on the respective sets of connected components a Gal(L00 /K(G))equivariant map

Because Gal acts transitively on S, and Tv is non-empty, this map is automatically surjective:

Tv

p=2,

J;; 1 (Z).

---++

S.

Now the original morphism f : U -+ G is et ale of finite type, so there
exists an open neighbor hood U1 C G of the generic point ~ of G over which
the induced morphism /- 1(U1) -+ U1 is finite etale. For this non-empty
open set U1 C G 1 we have, by translation,

fv : U-+ G is finite etale over U,g(v) CG.
Therefore Tv as representation of Gal( L 00 / K ( G)) is the generic fibre of a
finite etale sheaf of sets on U1 g(v) (namely of the sheaf represented by the
finite etale map fv-'(U1g(v))-+ U1g(v)). Because Sis a quotient of Tv as
finite Gal-set, it follows that
for every v E V(K), there exists a finite etale
sheaf of sets on U1g(v) whose generic fibre is S.
Because G is normal and connected, the sheaves in question are unique on
the open sets U1g(v). For variable v E V(K), the open sets U1g(v) cover G

nodd, nf3,

E=Q.

Let us temporarily fix a prime number l # 2. Because E = Q, we write
:F1 instead of :F>.. Because :Fr carries a unique-up-to-Zr symmetric bilinear
autoduality

(,) : :Fr P, :Fr

--+

Zr

for p = 2, n odd, the monodromy representation p1 of :F1 at the chosen
geometric point X of Gm ® F q is a homomorphism
PI: 7r~rith -r

SO(n, Z1),

the SO with respect to the symmetric bilinear autoduality (,). Let us
denote by
Spin( n)
the corresponding spin group, viewed as a smooth Z1-groupscheme. Then
Spin(n) is a finite etale {±1}-covering of SO(n), and on Zr-valued points
we have an exact sequence of groups

1-+ {±1}-+ Spin(n, Zr)-+ SO(n, Zr).
In fact the index in SO(n, Zr) of the image of Spin(n, Zr) is two (by Hensel's
Lemma, this index is equal to its Fi-analogue, and the groups Spin(n)Fr)
and SO(n, Fr) have the same orders). Thus we have an exact sequence of
groups
1---> {±1}---> Spin(n, Zr)___, SO(n, Zr)~ {±1} ___, 1.
12.5.2. Lemma. The characterxr : SO(n, Zr)-+{±1} is trivial on pr("f'0 m).

228
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Proof. The composite character Xr o Pl : 7rfeom -+ ±1 is tame at zero)

because Pl is unipotent on Io. By 1.19, XI is trivial on P1(P00 ). Therefore

By Lemmas 12.3.8-9) once we Zariski localize on M and invert a large
integer, the nilpotent elements

XI o Pl is tame at oo. But the ('tame at zero and oo" quotient of 7rfeom

is Tii;tp Z1(l), a group of order prime to p = 2, so it has no non-trivial
characters to {±1}. I'
12.5.3. Theorem (0. Gabber). lfp = 2, n
sufficiently· large l we have

the subgroup in SO(n, Z 1)
generated by p1(Io) and
by p1(Ioo)

of 3

odd and n

of 7,

then for all

log( "Yi Uuniv"Yi 1 )
will form a basis of Lie( Spin( n)) for suitable "Yi E r.
Because Spin(n) is simply connected over algebraically closed fields of
characteristic zero, we may apply Theorem 12.4.0, to find in particular
that for l
0, and any Z1-valued point z E M(Z 1), the Z 1-points of
the corresponding Spin group are generated by finitely many of the oneparameter subgroups

»

}

= p1(7rf' 0 m) = the image of Spin(n, Z1).

exp(Z1 log( "YiUuniv"Yi-l )(z )) C Spin( n, Z1 ).

Proof. By the previous lemma 1 p1(11"feom) lies in this image. Now consider

the moduli space M attached to the data (n,p, q, E, ,P); it is a Z[l/2]·
scheme of finite type) over which we have a free 0 M-module V of rank n,
together with a symmetric bilinear autoduality

Apply this to the points z E M(Z1) provided by the monodromy rep·
resentations pz of the F1. The images in SO(n) Z1) of the one-parameter
subgroups in question all lie in p1(11"feom), and they are all conjugates of

p1(Io) by elements of the subgroup generated by p1(J0 ) and by p1(J

00

particular, for l ~ 0 we have

image of Spin(n, Z1)
in SO(n, Z 1)

the corresponding M-groupscheme SO(n), a unipotent element

c

).

In

subgroup of SO(n, Z1) generated
by p1(Io) and by p1(I00 ).

0

As p~' m) always lies in the image of Spin(n, Z 1) in SO(n, Z 1), by Lemma
12.5.1, the above inclusion forces equality throughout. I

Uuniv E SO(n)(M)
and a homomorphism

12.6. Analysis of The Special Case p = 2, n = 7

lfuniv : r oo-+ SO(n)(M),

12.6.1. In this section we fix data (n,p, q, E, ,P) with

satisfying various conditions as in 12.3.2.

Over M, we can form the spin group Spin( n) attached to the symmetric
bilinear autoduality on V. Because Spin(n) is a finite etale {±l}·covering
of SO(n), they have canonically isomorphic Lie algebras. So once we invert
(n - 1)1 on M, the nilpotent elements of Lemma 12.3.8

p=2,
For each prime number l

f:.

n=7,

E=Q.

2, we have the 1nonodromy representation of

:F1,
P1: "~cith-+ S0(7, Z1),

log(-yiUuniv"Yi 1 ) ="Yi log(Uuniv )"Y;- 1 E Lie(SO(n))

the SO with respect to the unique-up-to-z 1x symmetric bilinear autoduality

make sense in Lie(Spin(n)). Because Spin(n) has a faithful linear represen·

We have proven that the Zariski closure of p1(7rf' 0 m) in S0(7), as alge·
braic group over Q1 is G2 viewed as lying in S0(7) by its unique irreducible

tation of dimension 2 n ; i ) its ((spin represention," once we further invert

(2? - 1)', we have well defined M-homomorphisms

(,) (cf. 4.1.11, 4.2.1).

representation std7 of dimension seven, and we have proven that the sub0

Ga--+

group of p1(7rf' m) generated by p1(Io) and by p1(I00 ) is already Zariski

Spin(n)

T--+ exp(Tlog("YiUuniv"Y;-

which land in the unipotent elements of Spin(n).

1

dense in this G 2 .
)),

From the representation theory of G,, we know that A3 (std 7 ) has a onedimensional space of invariants under G 2 (cf. 11.11.9).
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12.6.2. Lemma. Over an algebraically closed field of characteristic zero, the
Zariski closed subgroup G 2 C S0(7) is exactly the fixer in S0(7) of any
non-zero invariant of G2 acting on J\.3 (std1).

Just as in 12.3.5, we see that M' is represented by a Z[l/2]-scheme of finite
type, still noted M 1 , over which we have the "universal" data
( (, )univi 1/Junivi Uuniv, Tuniv ).

Proof. If we denote this fixer by J{, we have G2 C K C 80(7). Because
already G 2 contains a unipotent Uo with a single Jordan block in std1 1 we
may apply the Axiomatic Classification Theorem to K, with unipotent U
and with r = = G 2 . Then J{ = G 2 or J{ = S0(7), and the second case is
i~possible because J\. 3 (std 7 ) is 80(7)-irredeucible. g

We denote by
G

G = the fixer of Tuniv in SO(V, (,)univ).

1

in J\. 3 ((.Fi);r), the Z1-module of simultaneous
invariants under p1(Io) and under p1(I=) is a free
Z1-module of rank l; if we denote by

12.6.3. Theorem (0. Gabber). Ifp = 2 and n = 7, then for all sufficiently

large I we have
the subgroup generated by p1(Io) } - ( geom)_
- Pl "1
and by pi(Ioo)

{

the fixer ofT1
in 80(7, z,).

Proof. We will build a modified version M' of the moduli problem M. For
any Z[l/2]-algebra R, we define M'~R) =the set of quadruples ( (,), ,P, U, T)

SO(V, (,)univ)

the closed M'-subgroup-scheme of SO(n) defined by

Because the subgroups p1(Io) and p1(I=) together generate a Zariskidense subgroup of G,, it follows that

a Z1-basis o( this space of invariants, then G2 is
the fixer of T1 in 80(7), as Qi-algebraic group.

c

M'.
For any geometric point z : Spec(K) __,. M' with J{ an algebraically
closed field of characteristic zero, the K-algebraic group G 2 is isomorphic
to G2, by the Axiomatic Classification Theorem (which makes it either G 2
or 80(7)) and the fact that it has a non-zero invariant in J\. 3 (std 7 ) (which
rules out 80(7)). In particular, the characteristic-zero geometric fibres
of G --+ M' are all smooth, connected and simply connected of constant
dimension dim( G 2).
12.6.4. Lemma. There exists an integer D ::". 1 such that (M'[l/ D])"d is
fiat over Z, and such that over (M'[l/ D])"d the inverse image of G __,.
M' is smooth with geometrically connected fibres of constant dimension

dim(G2).

where
(

,

)

1

Rn x Rn __, R is a symmetric R-linear

:

autoduality of R" with itself.

,p : r =

__,. SO( n, R) is a group homomorphism, with
trace(,P(I)) = charp(I) for all 1 E foo.

Proof. Because M' is a scheme of finite type over Z, and G -r M' is a
morphism of finite type whose characteristic-zero geometric fibres are all
smooth and connected of constant dimension dim( G), it follows by standard
constructibility arguments that there exists an integer D ::". 1 such that
(M'[l/ D])"d is flat over Z, and a finite constructible partition

U E SO(n, R) is an element satisfying

a) (U - 1)"

= 0,

b) Zariski locally on R, some (n - 1) x ( u - 1) minor of U - 1 is
invertible.
TE A3 (Rn)is a nowhere-vanishing section which is invariant under
,P(r=) and under U.

(M'[l/ D])"d

=

LI

X;

i::::l, ... ,r

where each Xi is a smooth connected Z-scheme of finite type 1 over which the
induced group-scheme Gx, ___,.Xi is smooth with geometrically connected
fibres of constant dimension dim(G 2 ).
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We show that the lemma ('works" with this choice of D. For if we denote
by X the scheme (M'[l/ D])'ed, then the inverse image of G ~ M' over X,

Gx

C----+

with the last term flat over Oy, so reducing mod 7r,
parameter for Oy 1 the equality of special fibres gives
Ker

S0(7)x

1/

/1f

Ker = 0,

so Ker ::::

7r

Ker =

1!"

2

Ker

7r

a uniformizing

= ··· .

But the general fibres are also equal, so
Ker[l/7r]

= 0.

has all of its geometric fibres smooth and connected of constant dimensi.on
dim(G 2 ). We need only show that Gx --+ X is fiat. By the valuative
criterion for flatness (EGA IV, 11.8.1), it suffices to prove that after any
base-change y .........+ X with Y the spectrum of a discrete valuation ring, the

Because Ker is an ideal in Aff( Gy). it is finitely generated as Aff( Gy )module, whence for some large integer N, 7rN kills each generator 1 whence

induced Y-group-scheme

There Ker ::::: 7r Ker
= 7rN Ker ::::: 0, whence Gv = Cy as claimed.)
Therefore Gy is fiat over Y. ~
Thanks to the lemma, we may apply Theorem 12.4.0 to the inverse image
of G --+ M' on (M'[l/ D])'ed, and (once we invert a large integer and Zariski
localize), a set of nilpotent elements

= ···

Gy

C----+

S0(7)y

l/
y

is fiat over y. Let us denote by TJ and s respectively the generic and the
closed point of Y, and by

Gy

7rNKer:::::: 0.

= the schematic closure of Gry in S0(7)y.

l

y

Concretely, a global function on the affine scheme S0(7)y vanishes on Gy
if and only if it vanishes on Gry. Therefore the ideal definmg Gy m S0(7)y
vanishes on f;y, whence __Qy is a closed Y-subgroup-scheme of Gy. Therefore the special fibre ( Gy ), is a closed subgroup-scheme of Gy ), . Because
Gy ~ Y is fiat, with generic fibre of dimension dim(G2), the special fibre
(G ) is purely of dimension dim(G2), (cf. Alt-Kl, Chapter VI, 2.10) and
is :o~-empty, because it is a group-scheme. But ( Gy )s is smooth and geometrically connected of dimension dim( G 2 ), so any closed subscheme of
the same dimension must be all of it:

(Gy), = (Gy),.
This implies that in fact

Gy = Gy.
(For their affine rings sit in a short exact sequence of Vy-modules

O --+ Ker

--+

Aff ( Gy)

--+

Aff ( Gy)

--+

0

log(-y; Uuniv/i- l)
which form a basis of Lie(O), for suitable "Ii E r. Because the ring Z1 is
reduced, all Z1-valued points of M'[l/ DJ factor through (M'[l/ D])"d. So
we may apply the conclusion of Theorem 12.4.0 to the Z 1-valued points
defined by the monodromy Pl of Fi and the chosen invariant T1. E

12.6.5. Remark. As a by-product of the proof, we find that for l '/,> 0, the
Z 1-group-scheme defined as the fixer of T1 in S0(7)z, is in fact smooth
over Z1 with geometrically connected fibres (because for l prime to the
unspecified integer D ~ 1, this group is the inverse image of Z1 of the
universal group Gover (M'[l/ D])'ed, by the Z1-valued point of M' defined.
by p1 and by T1). Is there a more direct way of seeing this?
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13.1. Lemma. Notations as above, the map ucharacteristic polynomial'!
]{---+

k
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13.0. Uniform description of th_e space of conjugacy classes and
its Haar measure
Fix an integer n 2::_ 2, and an n-dimensional complex vector space V. If
n is even, fix an alternating C-linear autoduality (,) of V. Denote by G

the complex Lie group
SL(V)

G-

{

°' SL(n, C)

Sp(V, (, ))

if n odd

°' Sp(n, C)

if n even.

r-+

C[T]
det(T - k!V)

maps]{ onto P(n), and two elements of]{ are conjugate in]{ if and only
if they have the same image in P(n).
Proof. To see that J{ maps to and onto P(n), we argue as follows. Because
]{is a compact subgroup ofGL(V), any element k E ]{is semi-simple with
all eigenvalues of absolute value one. Because all maximal compact subgroups of G are conjugate, any semi-simple element of G with all eigenvalues of absolute value one is G-conjugate to an element of I\. Because the
characteristic polynomial is invariant by G-conjugation (even by GL(V)conjug~tion)) we are' "reduced)) to showing that any semi-simple element of
G with eigenvalues of absolute value one has its characteristic polynomial
in P(n), and that every element of P(n) is such a characteristic polynomial.
For n odd, we have G = SL(n) 1 and any semi-simple element is G-conjugate
to a diagonal matrix of determinant one, so the above assertion is obvious
in this case. For n even, say n
2m, we have G
Sp(V, (,) ). If g E G is
semi-simple, there exists a basis V1, ... , Vn of V and a1, ... 1 O:n E ex such
that gvi = O:iVi for all i. Because g E Sp, we have

=

Let

Kc G
be a maximal compact subgroup of G. We denote by

(v;,v;)

=

= (gv;,gv;) = aw;(v;,v;),

P(n) C C[T]

the set of all those monic polynomials f(T) of degree n which satisfy the
following conditions:
if n odd: there exist

II a; 11= 1

for i

if n even) say n

0'.1) •.. ,

= 2g;

for i

= 1, ... , g,

and f(T)

= il((T- a;)(T- a;-

1
)).

i=l

When n is even, by writing

O:i

+ ai 1 = 2 cos ()i

with Bi E [O, 1r), we may

rephrase this condition as:

such that f(T)

=TI (T
i=l

2

-

2cos(B;)T + 1).

0 ~ a;a;

=

= l.
=

=

(v;, v;)
(v;,vm+i)

if n = 2g is even; there exist real numbers B1, ... , ()gin [O, 1r]
g

#

Because (,) is alternating and non-degenerate, we have (vi, v1)
0 but
( V1, Vi) #- 0 for some i.
Renumbering and scaling the Vi 1 we may assume (v1,vm+1)
1, and consequently a1am+l
1. 'I'hen the subspace
W
Cv1 + Cvm+i of Vis g-stable, and the restriction to it of(,) is nondegenerate. Therefore V
WEil _l_(W) is a g-stable orthogonal direct sum
decomposition. Repeating the above considerations with a diagonalization
of g on J_ (W), we conclude that V admits a basis v1 , ... , Vn in which g is
diagonal, gvi = ai, and for which

=

there exist a1, ... , o:g in C with
g

II a; 11= 1

(v;,v;)

=

lli O:i = 1,
and f(T) = II(T- a;).

an in C with

= 1, ... , n,

and therefore

# 0 ¢=o} Ii - ii= n/2 = m.

=1

for i

= 1,. .. ,n/2 = m.

In such a "standard symplectic,' basis of V, the matrix of g is

. ( a1, ... iO:n/2,a1-1 , ... ,an/2
-1 )
D iag
·
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This shows that if our semi-simple g has all eigenvalues of absolute value
one, then its characteristic polynomial lies in P(n). Applying the preceding discussion to g = id, we see that V admits a "standard symplectic" base v1 1 • • • , Vn as above. With respect to such a base, for any
1
0:1) ... 'O:n/2 in ex' the diagonal matrix Diag( 0:1, . '.) an/2i a1 , .. ' I n:;;;12)
lies in Sp(V, (, )). Therefore every element of P(n) is the characteristic
polynomial of a semi-simple element of G with all eigenvalues of absolute
value one, as required.
Given two elements of J{ with the same characteristic polynomial, we
must show they are ]{-conjugate. By representation theory (cf. 3.2) 1 it
suffices to show they are G-conjugate. So we are reduced to showing that
two semi-simple elements g) g1 of G with the same eigenvalues o: 1 ) ... , 0:11 are
G-conjugate. To see this, choose bases v1 ,, .. , v 11 and v~, ... , v~ of V which
diagonalize g and g1 respectively, gvi = 0:1vi, gvi = O:ivf for i = 1, ... 1 n)
and which are both "standard symplectic" bases of V for n even (resp. are
bases giving equal volume elements v1 /\ · · · /\ Vn = vi /\ ... v~ in An V, for n
odd). Then the automorphism 'Y of V which maps vi to vI for i = 1, ... ) n
lies in G, and it conjugates g into g' (i.e., g' = 1n- 1 ). I

do this, it is convenient to view P(n) as the quotient of a suitable compact
torus T(n) by a suitable finite group W(n). Here is the explicit description:
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n odd T( n) is the subgroup of (R/2irZ)" of
elements (81, ... , Bn) with EB;= 0 mod 2irZ.
W(n) is the symmetric group Sn, acting by
permutation of the Oi's

T(n)/W(n) .'.:'.. P(n) is the map
n

(e,, ... ,Bn)>-+ IIrr-e"i)
j=l

n = 2g even: T(n) is (R/2irZ)', coordinates 81 , . . ,e,.
W(n) is the semi-direct product ({±1})' >< S,,
where S 9 acts by permuting the Bi's, and an
element (c1, ... ,f,) in ({±1})' maps (8 1, ... ,e,)
to (c 1 B1 ••• ,€ 0 80 ).

T(n)/W(n) .'.:'.. P(n) is the map
g

13.2. Remark. Here is another way to see that for both SL(n, C) and
Sp(n) C), the coefficients of the characteristic polynomial, i.e., the traces
of the exterior powers A'(std) of the standard representation separate Kconjugacy classes. By Peter~Weyl, it suffices to show that the character of
any finite-dimensional representation is a C-polynomial in the
trace(A'(std))'s. In fact, for SL and Sp any such character is a Z-polynomial
in the trace(A'(std))'s, i.e., the A'(std) generate the representation ring as
Z-algebra. To see this, it suffices to show that every fundamental representation is a Z-polynomial in the Ai(std), because the representation
ring is a polynomial ring over Z in the fundamental representations. For
SL(n), the n-1 fundamental representations are given by w; = A'(std) for
i = 1, ... , n -1. For Sp(n), the n/2 fundamental representations are given
virtually by w 1 =std, w2 = A2 (std) -1, and w; =A' (std) - A'-'(std) for
3 S: i S: n/2.
13.3. Thanks to this lemma, we may view P(n) as ('the space J{Q of
conjugacy classes in ]{ /' independently of the particular maximal compact
[{in the particular G = SL(V) or Sp(V, (,))which we chose. Our next task
is to describe intrinsically the measure on P( n) which is '(the direct image
on J{q of normalized (total mass one) Haar measure on J{ ." In order to

(e,, ... 'e,)

f-+

II(T

2

-

2 cos(B;)T + 1).

i=l

We denote by 1;(n) the following measure on T( n):

ifn is odd: use

µ(n) =

e,, ... , Bn-i to identify T(n)

4n(n-1)/2 (

n!

1)"-'( II

2"

sin

2

to [O, 2ir)"- 1 ; then

(eT_B·)) dB

1 ...

dBn-l·

15i<J 5n

if n = 2g is even: use 81 , ... , e, to identify T(n) to [O, 2ir)'; then
40' ( 1 )
µ(n) = 2,(g!) 2ir

g(

il
g

2

)

sin (B;) x

. 2(~)
. '(e,+e;))
. . sm
2
sm
--ae, ... de,.
(l~i<J~g
II
2

In terms of the measure µ(n), we define a measure µ(n)~ on P(n) by decreeing that for any continuous C-valued function f on P(n) (('continuous"
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when we view P(n) as a compact subset of the en of monic poly~omials
of degree n, or equivalently when we v~ew P(n) as T(n)/W(n) with the
quotient topology), with inverse image f on T(n), we have

the subfield Q (values of ,P) = Q( (p) of C, p denoting the characteristic
of F q, because its Newton functions do. For any l # p, and any l-adic
place.\ of the field Q((p, q"r') = E, we may form the lisse rank n E,_-sheai
:F>. = Kl,µ(n)("; 1 ) on Gm @F, studied at such length in the previous two
chapters. Viewed as an E;.,-polynomial, ()is given by
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j

j

fdµ(n) 0 d~

P(n)

fdµ(n).

T(n)

(13.5.1.2)

13.4. Theorem (Wey! Integration Formula, cf. Bourbaki LIE IX, §6, 2,
Cor. 2). The measure µ(n)O on P(n) corresponds, via the isomorphism
]{Q ..::,. P(n) defined by the map "characteristic polynomial}" to the direct
image µQ on f{Q of normalized (total mass one) Haar measure on!{.
2

For n = 2, P(2) is the set ofreal polynomials T -2 cos(O)T+l,
with BE [O, 7r]. Viewing P(2) as the quotient ofT(2) = R/27rZ by Br+ -B,
2
µ(2)0 is Sato-Tate measure (2/7r) sin B dB on [O, 7r].

EXAMPLE:

13.5. Formulation of tl1e theorem
13.5.1. As 'in the previous section) we fix an integer n '2:: 2. For any triple
(F q, ,P, a) consisting of
a finite field F q
a non-trivial C-valued additive character ,P : (F,, +)
{

B(F q, ,P, a) (T) = det(T - Fa f (F,Ja)

where Fa denotes the geometric Frobenius at the rational point a E F: =
Gm(F q) of Gm 0 F q (both sides are monic of degree n, and their Newton
symmetric functions agree, by the local trace property 4.1.1.(2) of Kloosterman sheaves). Because :F;.,_ is pure of weight zero 1 with ?rlrith acting through
SL (and through Sp for n even), it follows that O(F,,,P,a) does in fact lie
in P( n). Indeed, if we pick a complex embedding E,, c.-; C which agrees on
E with the given inclusion E C C, then if either n is even or if pn is odd)
the element B(F q, ¢,a) E P( n) when viewed as a conjugacy class in J{Q, is
none other than that of P>..(Fa)ss, i.e. the class denoted ''O(a)" in Theorem
11.4.
An equivalent "Q priori formula" for (} is the following (a rewriting of
(13.5.1.2) above):

(vq'-"T)k

oo

--+

q k

T"B(F,,,P,a)(l/T)=exp ( (-lJ":L

ex

)

k=l

an element a E F~,

(13.5.1.3)

we wish to define a point

where S, =

:L

V;(tracep,</F,(:Lx,)).

X1 ... xn=a

B(F,, ¢,a) E P(n),

allxiEFgk

which we think of as the i'generalized angle" of the corresponding n-variable
Kloosterman sum.
Its intrinsic description as a monic polynomial

13.5.2. Having defined the points B(F,, ¢,a) in P(n), we now define a
measure µ(F,,V;) on P(n), by
df_n _1_ "
(Dirac delta measure at )
µ ( F,,,P ) -1 L. B(F ,Pa)
.
q
aEF:
qi '

n

B(F,,V;,a)- Il(T-<>;)

1

is as follows: for 1 ::; k ::; n, the Newton symmetric functions of the roots

a 11

S,

... , an

(13.5.1.1)

are to be

f)a,)'
i=1

= (-1)"- 1(q'T')k

:L

In terms of :F;... on Gm ©Fq, this is the measure "X1' on f{Q, provided that
either n is even or that pn is odd.
In fact, the measure µ(F q, ,P) is independent of the auxiliary choice of
non-trivial 'lj;. For any other is of the form

V;(traceF,,/F,(:Lx,)).

X1 ... xn=a

all x;EFgk

To see that the polynomial thus defined lies in P(n), we must appeal to
the l-adic theory, as follows. The polynomial in question has coefficients in

,Pb(x) = ,P(bx),

for some b E F~.

But we have trivially the identity

B(F,,,Pb,a) = B(F,,,P,b"a),

Chapter 13
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as is immediate from looking at the corresponding Kloosterman sums
(cf. 11.11.1, where this also occurs). Therefore in the sum defining µ(F,, 1/; ),
the effect of replacing 1/; by 1/Jb is just to permute the terms. We denote
simply by

on the interval [O, 7r). The irreducible non-trivial representations of [{ =
SU(2) are the Symm"(std), n = 1, 2, ... , whose traces are
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µ(F,) = µ(F,, </;),

for any non-trivial 1/;

the resulting measure on P(n).
13.5.3. Theorem. Fix n ~ 2. In any sequence of finite fields, possibly of
varying characteristic, whose cardinalities tend to 00 1 and which for n odd

are all of odd characteristic, the measures µ(F,) on the space P(n) tend
weak* to the udirect image of Haar measure" µ(n)q on P(n). More precisely! if A is an irreducible non-trivial continuous representation of ]{ 1 and

ifFq is any finite field (of odd characteristic, ifn is odd), then we have the
estimate

j

l

trace(A)dµ(F,)I

s di':(A)

(qv!l)'

(n)

where trace(A), a priori a central function on J{, is viewed as a continuous function on P(n) via the ((characteristic polynom.ial" isomorphism

J<O-.'.:'. P(n). {In fact, trace(A) will be a Z-polynomial in the functions "ith
coefficient 1' on P(n) viewed as a space of monic polynomials, cf. 13.2.)

Proof. In view of 11.1, 11.3, and 11.4, this is just 3.6.3, restated from
a slightly different perspective. Indeed for any I of char(F,), and any
field embedding Q1 '-+ C, µ(F,) is the measure X 1 attached to F, on
Gm@F,.1
13.6: Taken= 2. Then P(2) = [0, 1r}, µ(2)0
For each prime number p) use the character

EXAMPLE

1/Jv:
x

= (2/7r) sin 2 0 dB.

(Fv,+) ~ex

f--+

exp(21rix/p).

For each a E F;, we write

Kl(p,a)= ~ 1/;p(x+y)
xy=a
x,yEFp

-1

,ft Kl(p,a)

= 2cos(B(p,a)),

B(p, a) E [O, "]

1
µ(Fp) = the measure p _ 1

~EF'
a

'

(Dirac 5-measure)
at B(p, a)

trace(Symm"(std)) = sin((n

+ l)B)

Slll ()
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n = 1 2 3 ....
'

'

'

'

These functions, together with the constant function 1 (n = O above) form
an orthonormal base of L 2 [0, 11"] for the Sato-Tate measure (2/7r) sin' BdB.
The estimate in this case is

r

Ilo

sin((n + 1)0) dµ(Fp)/ < n + 1 ,ft
Slll B
2
p- 1

r

,
>Or

n ?: 1.

In "'a_rds: "asp oo, the p - 1 Kloosterman angles {O(p, a)}aEF: become
equ1d1str1buted in [O, 7r] for Sato~Tate measure.n
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